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PREFACE 

This volume is part of a series of assessment studies on Secondary 
Raw Materials that have been prepared under the sponsorship of the 
"Commission of the European Communities'' (Directorate-General for 
Research, Science and Education) .. 

The decision to carry out iho'se studies, as well as other work to be 
published Wlder the general heading "Raw Materials Research and De
velopment", results from current concern ab~ut prospects of supplying 
the European Community with raw materials in sufficient quantities and 
at acceptable oosts in the mid- to long-term. An essential part in de
fining the purpose and scope of the work wa.s played by a Sub-Committee 
of CREST (1), established tc investigate on-going activities in the 
member states, both in the areas of primary and secondary raw materials, 
in order to determine what R & D actions, if any, should be undertaken 
by the Community to alleviate its aupply problems. 

The volume comprises 4 reports, each one of them prepared under con
tract with the European Economic Community: 

1. Household waste sorting systems. 

Report from the WARREN SPRING LA.roRATORY, Stevenage 
(Contract No. 278-76-9 ECI-UK with the Secretary of 
State for Industry, London). 

2. The disposal of urban waste in Italy, 

Report from OOSTRUZIONI E IMPIANTE S.p.A., Fiat Engi
neering, Torino 
(Contract No. 279-76-9 ECI-I) 

3. Household waste sorting systems in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

Report from UMWELTBUNDESAMT, Berlin 
(Contract No. 281-76-9 ECI-D) 

4. Household waste sorting systems: costs and development 
in the French economic situation. 

Report from the BUREAU DE RECHERCHES GEX>LOGIQUES ET 
MINIERES, Orleans 
(Contract No. 280-76-9 ECI-F) 

(1) Set up by the Nsolution of the Council of Ministers of the 
European Communities of 14 January 1974, the Scientific and 
Technical Research Committee (CRE&·I') is responsible for assist
ing the Community Institutions in the field of scientific re
search and technology development. 
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HOUSEHOLD WASTE SORTING SlSTnlS 

M Webb and L Whalley 

SUMMARY 

ibis final report of the CREST stu~ or bulk consumer (household) waste 
mechanical sorting systems reviews the technology of waste sorting and 
describes hov it is being applied in Europe and North A.rica to the 
recovery of useful products from waste. · Household waste statistics in 
the EEC are presented and potential markets for the products of waste 
sorting processes are surveyed. Comparisons are made of the estimated 
capital and operating costs of processes currently under development. 
It is concluded that differences in the calculated operating costs of 
the processes Wlder consideration are probably not significant because 
of the different circumstances prevailing in the countries Where they 
are being operated. It is suggested that more technical information 
is required on the performance of front-end shredding or sizing systems 
to enable data tor the design of plants for different waste ccaposition 
to be assembled. Particular attention should be paid to the recoftry 
of paper fibre, and the need for more fundamental work on air 
classification is emphasised. Discussions have been held with the 
representatives of the co-pilot cOWltries involved in the study to 
agree on recommendations for a Community R & D programme in this field. 
Joint recommendations for R & D are presented in this report. 

This report was originally submitted as report CR 1399 (MR) 
from the Warren Spring Laboratory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This is the final report in the CREST Stud;y of Bulk Consumer (Household) Waste 
Mechanical Sorting Systems. Briefly, the terms of reference of the study were: 

1. To stud;y mechanical sorting systems that are in operation or under development for the 
recovery of usable commodities from bulk consumer wastes (household retuse) and to 
assess selected systems in technical and economic terms to identifY which, if any, are 
suitable for beneficial use by members of the Community. 

2. To report on these studies and make recommendations on the possible need for tull scale 
proving trials of a preferred system, or systems, under conditions (waste COJIIDOsition, 
tonnage throughput, product markets etc) apiropriate to the requirements of CollllllUDity 
countries. 

In this stud;y Warren Spring Laboratory (wSL) acted on behalf of the United Kingdom 
as project pilots, with the assistance of Burea~ de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres 
(France), Umweltbundesamt (Gel'III&DY') and Societ._ Costruzione e Impia.rd;i s.p.a. -Fiat 
Engineering (Italy) as co-pilots. The study st6rted in September 1976 with a series of 
visits by the WSL project team in the USA and Ce.nada to assess the major llorth American 
developments in waste sorting. In November 197E representatives of the pilot and co-pilot 
countries met in England to see the WSL pilot sorting plant and for discussions to 
formulate and coordinate the work for ~he study. A record of these discussions 1 and a 
detailed report of the American visits were submitted as the first interim report to the 
Commission. Between January and June 1977 visits were arranged with the co-operation of 
the co-pilots to processes under development in Fr.ance, Germany, Holland, Italy, Spain 
and Sweden. A detailed technical and economic appraisal of processes under development in 
the UK, Holland, Spain and Sweden, together with information on household waste statistics 
in the UK and an assessment of potential markets for th~ products of a waste sorting 
process formed the substance of a second interim report , submitted in July 1977. Coverase 
of French, German and Italian processes at this stage was the responsibility of the 
respective co-pilots. 

The final period of the stud;y has been devoted to consolidation of the information 
collected and discussions with the co-pilots to arrive at a consensus of opinion on 
recommendations for a CollllllWlity research programme. Full agreement has been reached with 
the co-pilots and joint recoiiiiD!ndations are presented in section 2.2. 'lbe conclusions in 
section 2. 1, however, and any other opinions expressed in the later chapters of this report 
are those of the authors. There mq be differences in emphasis between the final reports 
of the co-pilots, reflecting variations in national priorities. 

In chapter 3 a brief review is given of the available information on household 
waste statistics and potential .markets for the products of waste sorting plants in the 
EEC. Chapter 4 provides a summary of the technology of waste sorting in order to put the 
various flowsheets under development into perspective. Chapter 5 contains an interpretation 
in a European context of the information gathered in North America, with particular 
emphasis on the detailed technical and economic appraisals of the US Bureau of Mines and 
Black Clawson systems which are available. Chapter 6 reviews all the European systems 
which have been included in the study, although the process descriptions are given in less 
detail than in the previous interim report. 'lbe final chapter summarises estimates of 
the economics of waste sorting and details of the calculations of operating costs are given 
in an appendix. 

2. OONCWSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

2. 1 Conclusions 

Solid waste sorting technology has reached an exciting stage in both Europe and 
North America, and· appears to have good prospects of making an important contribution to 
solving some of the problems of household waste disposal and resource conservation within 
the next decade. Developments in Europe are, however, following a distinctly different 
path from those in the USA. 'ibis is due to differences in rates of waste production, 
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compositions of the wastes and markets for the products. The p~r capita rate of production 
of waste is cODsiderab~ higher in the tEA than in Europe, and this enables benefits due 
to economies of scale to be realised. During the last year a r:umber of very large plants 
(up to 2000 tonnes/~) have come OD stream and several more an under construction. 
Waste in the tEA is very rich in paper and, because of the wide3pread use of aluminium 
beverage cans, the aluminium content can be as high as 1 per ce 'lt. Extraction of these two 
components is therefore considered to be of greatest importanc'!. There is, however, little 
interest in the recovery of paper for re-putping, and there is 1lUch greater emphasis on 
the productiOD of waste-derived f'uel than in Europe. This is no doubt due to the 
availability of ample indigenous supplies of wood pulp and fears of inadequate supplies of 
energy. 

There is a strong family resemblance between most of the various systems under 
development in the tEA. With one exception they are dry sorting systems based OD f'ront-
end shredding, ferrous metal extraction and air classification, followed in some cases by 
glass and aluminium recovery from the air cl&esif'ier heavies. The influence of the piODeer 
work of the tE Bureau of Mines is apparent, although there are differences in detail 
between the various flowsheets. There is much more information available on the separation 
efficiency of the tEBM process than for any of the others but this is based on pilot plant 
experience. Detailed and reliable information on the quality of the products and ecODomics 
of the processes will not be available until operational experience on the tull scale plants 
has been gained. Preliminary reports indicate that teething troubles are being experienced 
but few operational data are available yet. 

The exception to the general trend is the Black Clawson process, which uses wet 
pulping to separate a fibre product. The combustible rejects are dewatered and subsequently 
incinerated, or sold as a waste-derived fuel. The limited data available indicate that both 
the fibre and fuel products are of lower quality than products which can be separated in a 
dry processing system. It is difficult to see any advantage in adopting the Black Clawson 
approach of pulping the whole of the waste input, although pulping of a paper-rich product 
from a dry separation system holds promise as a method of fibre recovery. 

The scale of developments in Europe is much smaller than in the USA, but there is a 
wider variety of flowsheets producing a greater range of products. The only f'ul.l-scale 
commercial sorting systems in operation in Europe are the Sorain-Cecchini plants in Italy. 
The plants in Rome operate at a scale of 600 tonnes/dar, and Cecchini state that the 
minimum capacity for economic viability is 400 tonnes/daf. This process is, however, 
ct•nsiderab~ more complicated and capital intensive than others under development in 
Ellrope, because the sorting plant is completely integrated with an incineratiOD plant 
whi~h raises steam for sterilisation of an animal feed product. There are processes at the 
pilot-scale in France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Spain, Sweden and the UK, and in several 
countries there are plans to construct plants with capacities in the range 200-300 toones/ 
dey. 

Although a wide variety of flowsheets has been encountered in the processes under 
consideration in this study, all have one basic feature in common. The first stage, or 
"front-end", of the process is alwars to liberate the waste, if it is delivered in sacks, 
and then to improve its handling characteristics so that subsequent separation of its 
components according to their physical properties is facilitated. In general either primary 
shredding or sizing is used in the front-end of a sorting process. As mentioned above 
shredding is the preferred method in the United States and it has also been adopted in 
several processes under development in Europe. The alternative method of primary sizing is 
used py Sorain-Cecchini in Italy. It is. also the bs.sis of the system developed 
independent~ in England by Warren Spring Laboratory. A similar system is in use by Karl 
Fischer in Berlin, and it is understood that the BRC'.M pilot '!)lant in France also incorporates 
separs.tion by size rather than shredding. Air classification is limited to a smaller 
proportioo of the input waste than in shredding plants because of the preliminary concen
tration of paper and plastics brought about by the sizing operatioo. 'l'he advantages of a 
degree of preliminary sizing are recognised by some or~isations who nevertheless feel 
that shredding is essential. In. one plant in the USA (National Center for Resource 
Recovery, New Orleans} and in the Aachen pilot. plant in Germany tines are removed by 
screening before primary shredding, thus reducing the throughput and duty required of the 
shredder and minimising wear due to abrasive materials in the fines. As discussed in 
Section 4.1, the available evidence does not demonstrate unequivocally the superiority of 
either type of froot-end process. The choice must depend upon the individual designer's 
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assessment of the relative importance of the various advantages and disadvantages. Whether 
or not any of these points will prove to be of overriding importance will only be revealed 
as a result of long-term operating experience and further development work. 

Having decided upon the type of front-end system he prefers, the designer of a 
waste sorting plant must choose the subsequent combination of unit processes which are most 
sui table for the extraction of saleable products from the waste. This choice is dictated 
to a large extent by the interplay between the composition of the waste and potential 
local markets for the products. As can be seen in Section 3.1, waste composition varies 
widely between different countries (and even between locations within a country). There is 
a clear tendency towards higher paper and lower organic contents in the more northerly 
countries and vice versa in southern Europe. Household waste in the UK is also 
characterised by a high content of inorganic tines in districts where coal is burned as a 
domestic fuel, and there is generally an inverse relationship between the proportions of 
paper and tines in the waste. 

Most of the organisations visited in Europe regard paper fibre recovery as very 
important because there is a very strong incentive to reduce consumption of primary wood 
pulp by increasing the consumption of secondary fibre. In the UK waste-derived fuel is 
seen as an important alternative market for the paper in the waste. A high proportion of 
the country's energy requirements is provided by solid fuel, and it is hoped that the effect 
of cyclical variations in secondary material prices on sorting plant economics can be 
stabilised by having this alternative outlet. Not surprisingly, interest in making use 
of the organic materials in the waste is at its highest in Italy, where an animal feed 
product is being produced and sold. The market for compost is at best patchy in all 
countries, but in Holland finely divided organics have been found to be potentially 
valuable for use in brick manufacture. Ferrous metal is recovered everywhere because 
technology is well developed for extraction of a product which can be sold in existing 
markets. Interest in glass and plastics recovery is less uniformly distributed, but 
considerable development work is in progress. 

All the processes under consideration have been developed to suit specific 
conditions relating to waste composition and product markets. This, of course, makes 
comparison of process efficiencies very difficult; a process which produces a high 
quality product in a specific location might perform very differently on waste of different 
composition in another country. For example, the FlSkt process, designed to use Stockholm 
waste as feedstock, is very unlikely to be suitable for use in Rome in its present form, 
ana the converse is also true for the Sorain-Cecchini process. The need to adapt a 
process to suit local conditions is illustrated very forcibly by the almost complete re
design of US Bureau of Mines technology in Madrid, to a lesser degree by the modifications 
being made in the exploitation of WSL technology in different locations in England, and 
no doubt will be experienced by Fllikt in the design of a plant for use in Holland. Based 
on present evidence, there is no case for selecting one system rather than another except 
in relation to specific local circumstances. · 

The difficulties involved in comparing the economics of different processes are 
discussed in Chapter 7. It is concluded that differences in overall capital costs of 
less than 20% are not significant, but the average capital cost of a 20 tonne/hour 
sorting plant in the EEC recovering paper, fuel, ferrous metal and possibly glass should 
lie in the range 3-4 mua.. Operating costs vary from country to country, but in general, 
although waste sorting is more expensive than direct landfill, it is an economically 
attractive alternative to landfill, at a distant site involving the use of a transfer 
station. It is also cheaper than other waste disposal methods such as incineration and 
composting. 

The main purpose or this study was to make recommendations for a Community programme 
of R & D into recovery of resources from household waste by physical sorting. In 
particular the project team was asked to consider the desirability of initiating a model 
investigation on a realistic scale to acquire engineering and economic data under conditions 
most relevant to the interests of member countries. The conclusion reached is that a 
sorting system must be designed to suit local conditions, particularly waste composition 
and product markets. The setting up of a single model plant to serve the Community is 
therefore not recommended. It is considered preferable to concentrate on investigations 
of unit processes aimed at improving separation efficiencies and the quality of recovered 
nroducts. The following section presents recommendations for R & D which have been 
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unanimously agreed between pilot and co-pilots. It is recognised that individual member 
countries may differ over the relative priorities of the recommended topics for research. 
'lhe tiC, for example, sees research into air classification systems, paper fibre recovery 
and the use of waste-derived fuel as being of particular importance. 

2.2 Recommendations for R & D 

Recommendations for Concerted Action 

There are already several major research programmes in progress or planned within 
several member countries of the Community. The project team is very concerned to avoid 
recommending duplication of this research. It is felt, however, that there are certain 
areas where international discussion and co-ordination of this research would enhance its 
value, both to individual countries and to the Community as a whole. The spirit of 
international co-operation which has been experienced during the present study hS.S been of 
great benefit and this could provide a foundation upon which further collaborative work 
could be built. 

It is therefore recommended that a programme of concerted action should be 
established, provided that the support of national governments can be obtained. It is 
recognised that in some cases existing R & D is fund.ed. by commercial interests and could 
not be included in a concerted action programme. The programme should be organised to 
cover the following aspects of household waste sorting technology. 

1) Work in progress or planned in member countries (e.g. the Doncaster prototype plant in 
the UK, the Bundesmodell Abfallverwertung in Germany) should be monitored, existing links 
between research groups should be maintained and new one's encouraged wherever possible. 
These links should be used to promte comparative investigations of different systems under 
consistent conditions, and studies of the effect of varying the composition of the feed. 
It is recognised that different project timescales might give rise to problems in making 
comparisons, but when the planned new generation of experimental plants working at a 
realistic scale is in operation co-ordination of research and parallel investigations in 
different locations could be very valuable. 

2) Standard methods should be established for samf>ling and analysing household wastes, 
specifYing the quality of waste-derived products, and reporting cost and related economic 
data. Comparison of processes in different locations is very difficult, but the value of 
such comparisons would be greatly enhanced if better standardisation of feed analysis, 
process parameters and product specification were achieved. The effect of statutory 
requirements applying to waste recovery in different member countries on the design and 
viability of waste sorting processes might also be considered. 

3) Potential health hazards arising from the handling, treatment and storage of domestic 
waste and related products should be investigated. This is an area which would require 
considerable co-ordination of testwork and data collection. 

The method envisaged for implementation of the concerted action programme is a 
series of meetings of technical experts from the member countries. Because of the wide 
range of topics for discussion it is suggested that these meetings should take the form of 
symposia lasting 2-3 days, with s~. 20 invited delegates per symposium. The estimated 
cost of a four year programme of 3 symposia per year is 200,000 units of account. 

This sum would not include any funds for specific projects arising from the 
concerted action programme. 

Recommendations for Indirect Action 

It is recommended that the major proportion of the financial resources allocated to 
R & D in ws.ste sorting should be used in a programme of indirect action. Research is 
recommended into topics where it is felt that more fundamental studies or the development 
of new or improved separation techniques are required. The recommended topics for 
investigation come under three headings: 
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1) Separation Technology 
2) Material 'Recovery 
3) Energy Recovery 

Separation Technology 

The possibility of two to three projects in this area is envisaged. ~be highest 
priority is placed upon an investigation of air classification, but liberation and 
comminution or waste !:l,re also recommended for study. 

Air Classification There are several air classification systems available, but 
there is a serious lack of the information necessary for scale-up of pilot installations 
and to enable the best choice for a particular situation to be made. It is therefore 
recommended that a fundamental investigation of the parameters affecting separation should 
be carried out prior to larger scale trials in association with the experiments on front
end systems. The main aims of this work should be: 

a) To compare existing types of air classifier under consistent conditions. 
b) To investigate the effect of changing design variables and composition of the 

feed. 
c) To establish criteria for the design and scale-up of air classification systems 

to process household wastes. 

Liberation/Comminution The choice of a front-end system for a sorting plant is 
still largely a suQjective one. Information in the literature is of limited help because 
of the varying conditions under which the experiments are carried out. It is therefore, 
proposed that comparative investigations of shredding and sizing systems at a scale of at 
least 10 tonnes/h should be carried out under consistent conditions with a clearly defined 
feed. Particular attention should be paid to the following points: 

a) The suitability of the processed waste for sUbsequent separation into products. 
b) Elimination of gross oversize materials in sizing plants. 
c) Maintenance and reliability. 

The concerted action programme could be of assistance in promoting this research. 
The cost of purchasing new equipment could be minimised by co-ordination of studies in 
different research groups using existing equipment as far as possible. 

Materials Recove!Y 

The two most important topics for further research are paper fibre recovery and 
plastics recovery. Two projects in each of these topics are envisaged. 

Paper Recove!Y In most locations paper is potentially the most valuable 
constituent of the waste so there is a strong incentive for its recovery. The importance 
of household waste as a source of secondary fibre has already been recognised by the CREST 
Working Party on Paper Recycling, and a number of research topics in this field have been 
included in a proposal for a research programme on paper and board recycling. It is felt 
that certain aspects of this earlier programme have been largely achieved in the present 
study. In particular most of the work recommended in Part A of the programme has been 
done in the present study, e.g. classification of urban wastes, the technical feasibility 
of separating paper fibre from household wastes and economics of processing to obtain a 
fibre product. Further effort should concentrate on the recommendations in Parts B and C 
which relate to the use of urban fibre by the paper industry and health problems which 
might arise from its use. In addition it is considered very important that support should 
be given for further R & D on paper separation technology, an aspect which was not 
included in the earlier recommendations by the Working Party: 

a) Most existing paper fibre recovery systems are based in part on air 
classification to provide a paper-rich concentrate for further upgrading. 
There is a requirements for research into the design and operation of air 
classification systems to produce a better paper-rich product. 
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b) Further work is needed on methods of separating plastics film from paper 
which are less costly in terms of capital equipment and energy consumption 
than existing ones. 

c) The development of other novel methods of paper recovery should be encouraged. 
These might be based, for example, on the selective detection and removal of 
specific contraries from a paper-rich concentrate. 

d) As an alternative to ch7 separation of a paper fibre product, wet processing 
at the front-end of the paper mill should be investigated in co-operation with 
the paper industry. 

Plastics Recovery Recovery of paper fibre will normally result in the production 
of a by-product which is rich in plastics film. In some member countries plastic bottles 
are a significant constituent of household wastes and these can also be separated as a 
product. Research is therefore recommended into the separation and cleaning of plastics 
concentrates, p~ing particular a.ttention to the following aspects: 

a) The indications are that the size and nature of the potential market for 
plastics products recovered from household wastes varies considerably between 
the member countries. In some locations it might be possible to sell a mixed 
plastic product, while in others segre~tion of polymer types will be necessar,y. 
Similarly, requirements for reclaimed polymer for use in moulding or film 
blowing applications will vary. A community""'W'ide market study is therefore 
recommended to deter.mdne where R & D effort might be most profitably applied. 

b) There are several processes available for the msnufacture of products from 
mixed waste polymer. Although perhaps the main problem to be solved in this 
field is the creation of new markets for the products, there is scope for 
further work on the feedstock formulations required for specific end-products, 
and the effect of additives on product quality. 

c) The potential for developing technology- for separation and cleaning of 
mixed and contaminated polymer waste merits investigation. The nature and 
level of contaminants which inhibit the use of reclaimed polymer in standard 
moulding or film blowing equipment should be studied, taking into account 
the possibility of developing new chemical additives to counteract the 
degradation of secondary polymers during moulding • 

. Energy Recovery 

The project team is aware that an EEC Energy- Research Programme was adopted by the 
Council of Ministers in 1975. One of the main subject areas is Energy- Conservation, and 
project proposals have already been received which relate to the use of the energy content 
of wastes. This is, therefore, another area where close co-ordination of projects by the 
Commission is essential. It is considered that further work is needed on the use of both 
shredded and densified waste-derived fuels, and the following project areas are suggested 
for consideration: 

a) Community support should be given to encourage an investigation of the use of 
shredded waste-derived tuel (for example, in the generation of electricity). 
s.hredding, handling and tiring systems for suspension-tired boilers will need 
to be developed, but there is much relevant experience in the USA which can be 
drawn upon. 

b) Experience in the UK sugsests that for industrial use a densified fuel product 
is most likely to have adequate storage and handling characteristics. A great 
deal of work is required on the continuous production of tuel pellets or 
briquettes. Most work carried out to date has used machines designed for 
agricultural purposes and msny problems have been encountered. Pilot-scale 
test& t .. () l'tet.sure specific power consumption, die wear and throughputs are needed 
to enable suitable equipment to be designed. Methods of handling densitied 
waste-derived fuel are needed and extended tiring trials are necessary to 
determine the effect of firing waste-derived fuel on corrosion, fouling of 
boiler tubes and atmospheric emissions. Possible additives to the fuel from 
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the point of view of increasing its calorific value, prolonging its storage 
life, reducing its susceptibility to water and inhibiting biological activity 
should be examined. 

In making suggestions for the allocation of funds to the three project areas the 
project team has taken into account the close inter-relationship between these areas 
and the fact that results of' the work on separation technology will support and benefit 
research into materials· and energy recovery. Nevertheless, materials recovery is 
regarded to be of primary importance and the largest share of the :f\mding should be 
directed to this area. With these considerations in mind the following allocations of 
:f\mds for indirect action over a period of 4 years are suggested: 

Separation tec~ology 
Materials recovery 
Energy recovery 

( 3 projects) 
( 4 projects) 
(2-3 projects) 

Total: 

0.8 - 1.0 mua 
1.9- 3.0 mua 
0.8- 1.2mua 

3.5 - 5.2 mua 

It is expected that the indirect action programme would attract a 5o% contribution 
from the CoumUssion, i.e. a sum of 1.75- 2.6 mua. 

A total budget requirement of 3.7- 5.4 million units of account over a period of' 
4 years is suggested for the combined concerted and indirect action programmes. 

3. WASTE STATISTICS AND MARKETS FUR PRODUCTS 

3. 1 Household Waste Arisings in the European Community 

Household waste statistics for the member countries have been obtained from the 
co-pilots, members of the CREST ~onsumer Wastes Working Group and a report on the post 
consumer waste stream in the EEC . The statistics are summarised in Table 1. These are 
the most recent data available, but they do not all refer to the same year. Nevertheless 
they give an indication of the size of the waste disposal problem in the Community. The 
total municipal waste stream in the Community amounts to some 73 million tonnes/year, 
generated at a rate of just under 300 kg/capita/year. The rate of waste generation tends 
to increase as standards of living improve, and it is interesting to note that it is 
greater than 600 kg/capita/year in the USA. 

Methods of disposal in Belgium, Germany, The Netherlands and England are shown in 
Table 2. Statistics for France and Italy are available in a slightly different form and 
are considered separately. In France 284 plants treat about 20,000 tonnes/d~ of' wastes. 
This corresponds to about 50% of' the total waste collected, the remainder presumably 
being disposed of by direct landf'ill. The types of treatment in France are as follows: 

Incineration 
Incineration with Heat Recovery 
Composting with Incineration 
Composting 
Shredding and Landf'ill 

126 plants 
20 plants 
40 plants 
46 plants 
52 plants 

58oO tonnes/d~ 
8100 " " 
2400 " " 
1700 " " 
1600 " " 

In Italy there are 190 plants in operation or under construction treating about 
19000 tonnes/d~ of waste, or just under 50% of the total waste collected. Methods of' 
treatment are: 

Incineration 
Composting with Incineration 
Composting 
Recycling 

148 plants 
32 plants 
6 plants 
4 plants 

1300 tonnes/dfq 
3700 " " 

500 " " 
2000 " " 



Member 
Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom* 

Total 
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TABLE 1. -EEC Household Waste Statistics 

Total Municipal 
Waste Stream 

m. tonnes 

3.0 

1. 5 
12.0 
18.0 
0.6 

14.5 
0.1 
3.5 

19.1. 

72.6 

Average Rate of 
Waste Generation 
kg/capita/year 

309 
(255 in Flanders) 

306 
235 
300 
200 
261 
333 
300 
346 

287 

* Figures extrapolated from data. collected by Waste Disposal Authorities 
in England. Commercial waste and bulky waste delivered to Local 
Authority sites by the public are included 

Member 
Country 

Belgium 
(Flanders only) 
Germany 
Netherlands 
UK (England only) 

TABLE 2. - Methods of Waste Disposal 

Disposal as % of Total Waste Stream 

Landfill* Incineration Composting 

62 29 9 
72 25 3 
50 30 20 
91 9 <1 

*Includes shredding followed by landfill 

Landfill is the most widely used disposal method, accounting for at least 50% of 
the waste collected in all member countries. Incineration is more popular on the 
continent, where it is the treatment method for 20-30% of the waste in several countries, 
than in the UK, where it is no longer favoured by the Department of the Environment. 
Composting is also quite popular on the continent, despite the fact that the market for 
the product is very variable. 

It is difficulT. to compare analyses of household wastes :il different countries 
because of variations in the methods of analysis and the variety of w~s in which the 
results are expressed. National average waste compositions, although interesting for the 
indication they give of the total loss of resources in household wastes are of limited 
value to the recovery plant designer because of the wide variations in composition between 
different locations, as well as seasonal variations in a specific location. The variation 
in waste composition is illustrated in Table 3, which shows analyses of the waste in a 
number of European towns and cities. There is a clear tendency towards higher paper and 
lower organic contents in the more northerly countries and vice versa in southern Europe. 
Stockholm waste is very similar in composition to waste in the USA, where it is usual for 
the paper and board content to be higher than 50% e.nd the proportion of vegetable and 

putres.cible materials tends to be low. Household waste in the UK is also characterised by 
a high content of fines in districts where coal is burned as a domestic f'uel, and there 



i a generally an inverse relatiooship betveen the proportions of paper and fines in the 
waste. 

TABLE 3. - Waste Composition in Different Locations 

Increasing Paper Increasing Organics 

Composition, Weight % 
Constituent 

Sweden France UK Germany Holland Spain Italy 
Stockholm Paris Stevenage Aachen Amsterdam Madrid Rome 

Paper and Board 40-50 34 33 31 26 19 18 
Vegetable and Putrescible 10-20 15 16 16 46 50 50 
Metals 6- 7 4 7 7 3 6 3 
Glass 8-10 9 9 13 14 3 4 
Plastics 6- 8 4 3 4 6 8 4 
Textiles } 3 3 2 2 2 

} 21 Fines 15-~ 22 25 22 1 3 j 12 thclassi tied 9 4 5 

3.2 Markets for the Products of Waste Sortins Plants 

An attempt was made in the second interim report 3 to describe the potential markets 
in the UK for products extracted from domestic waste. It was pointed out that althoush 
prices for established grades of scrap me¥ be published, it will not be possible to 
establish a clear relatianship between the value of the products of a sorting plant and 
existing primary or secondary material prices until co~~~~~ercial-scale plants have been in 
operation long enough for product consistency and quality to be evaluated. An additional 
complication is the effect of the severe fluctuations in secondary material prices which 
have been caused by the supply and demand cycle in recent years. For the present the best 
that can be dooe is to base the product value on the price of the nearest comparable 
material, allowing a reasonable financial incentive for the prospective user to purchase 
a waste-derived feedstock. It was concluded that there are good prospects in the UK for 
finding markets for recovered paper fibre, waste-derived fuel, ferrous metal and glass, 
but that the prospects for selling plastics, compost and animal feed are not very good, at 
least in the short term. 

In considering the CoJIIIIIllllity as a whole it has only been possible to obtain a very 
limited amount of information about potential product markets. Italy is the ooly member 
country in which experience of the operation of commercial-scale plants has been built up 
over a period of several years. The indications are that the markets '~"or recovered 
products in Italy are considerably more buoyant than seems likely to be the case in any other 
member country, with a wider range of products being saleable at con81derably h1gller 
prices than elsewhere in the Community. This is illustrated in Table 4, which shows the 
best current estimates of the values of household waste-derived products in the member 
cotmtries, expressed h units of accotmt per tonne of material. Where it is known that 
there are strong reservations about the mar~etability of a particular product this is 
indicated by ascribing nil value to the product; a question mark indicates that marke~ng 
prospects and values are tmcertain. 

The Community is heavily dependent on imported wood pulp and it is generally agreed 
that increased recycling of paper fibre should be encouraged. Household waste is 
potentially a major source of additional fibre for recycling. Active work on the recovery 
of a paper product from a sorting plant is tmder Wff3 in France, Germany, Italy, The 
Netherlands and the UK. This work has demonstrated that it is possible to produce paper
rich products containing not more than 5% contraries, and that such products can be used 
in the manufacture of the middle ply in multi~ply board. While further development work 
and product evaluation is needed, in most cotmtries the value of a paper-rich product is 
expected to be of the order of 20-30 ua/tonne. 
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TABLE 4. - Values of Waste-Derived Products in the Community 

Estimated Price 

Product units of account/tonne 

Belgium France Germany Ireland Italy Netherlands UK 

Paper ? 23 11-23 18-22 65-80 36 18-31 
Fuel ? 10 ? ? ? ? 8-11 
Ferrous Metal ? 18 13-26 18 60-70 ? 18 
Plastics ? 53 42-76 nil 6oo 71 nil 
Organics: 

Compost 3 ? 2-4 nil 4 ? nil 
Brickmaking ? ? ? ? ? 4-5 ? 
Animal Feed ? ? nil nil 55-70 ? nil 

Glass 9* 22 8-10 21* ? ? 12-15 

*These prices apply to colour-sorted glass 

Interest in the production and use of waste-derived fuel is probably greater in the 
UK than in the rest of the Community, but there is also active research in progress in 
France, Germany and Italy. The product seems most likely to find a market as a 
supplementary industrial fuel in factories where there is existing equipment for burning 
solid fuel. Because there are quite severe limitations on the amounts of contaminants, 
particularly plastic film, which are acceptable to paper mills, a proportion of paper will 
always have to be recycled from a sorting process together with other combustible materials. 
It therefore makes sense to have a second outlet available in the form of waste-derived 
fuel. A further advantage of having an alternative outlet is that it provides some scope 
to adjust the operation of the plant to allow for variations in the demand for specific 
products. A great deal of further work is required to demonstrate the acceptability of 
waste-derived fuel, but promising results have been obtained. A value of around 
10 ua/tonne seems reasonable. 

There is an established market for ferrous scrap, although the acceptability of 
ferrous metal extracted from household waste has not been demonstrated in some member 
countries. Ireland, for example, has no experience and in France it appears to be 
necessary to export such scrap to Italy to find a market. The value of the scrap is very 
much higher in Italy than elsewhere, probably because of a thriving market in the 
manufacture of reinforcing bars for concrete. In the UK the only current market is in 
refined iron-making, where the tin content is beneficial for the manufacture of certain 
grades of cast iron, but there is room for considerable expansion of this market. In 
the future detinning could provide an additional outlet if an economic method could be 
found to reduce the tin content of detinned used cans to 0.02-0.03%, at which level they 
could be used in high-grade steel manufacture. 

The very high value for recovered plastics in Italy was quoted by Sorain-Cecchini 
at their Rome plant. A new plant to produce a plastics concentrate for film making and 
subsequent manufacture of refuse sacks was under construction. There is strong interest 
in several other countries, but estimates of the value of the recovered material are 
c-onsiderably lower than in Italy. There is unlikely to be a market in the UK or Ireland 
in the short term beca'JSe existing plastics reclamation activities are insufficient to 
exhaust supplies of waste plastics from industrial sources. 

The market for compost is very variable. Provided the quality of the product is 
high, i.e. undesirable constituents such as glass and metals are removed, it appears to be 
a ~;ale able commodity in several countries. Even in the UK, where composting is not 
normally considered to be a viable method for waste disposal, experience at one plant in 
Leicestershire has shown that with energetic marketing the product can be sold. Its value 
is very low, however, and it should be remembered that the organic fraction of raw waste 
would need further treatment at extra cost to realise even this low value. An alternative 
outle~ for the organic fraction in brickmaking, which is being investigated in Holland, 
has t 1e advantage that the organics can realise the same value as compost without additional 
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treatment. Production of animal feed provides a method of making a high value product 
from part of the organic content of the waste. Italy is the only country where such a 
market exists at present, but there is also strong interest in France. On the other 
hand, in Germany, Ireland and the UK, there are strong reservations about the production 
of animal feed. Contamination of the product with toxic substances such as metals, 
discarded medicines, insecticides and weedkillers would be of great concern. In addition, 
the success of the Italian process is closely associated with daily collection and 
delivery of waste in vehicles which cause the minimum. compaction of its constituents. 

There is a market for colour-sorted glass cullet in several member countries., but 
the manufacture of green contain~r glass from mixed cullet has only been investigated in 
the UK. Recovery of glass for use in container manufacture is unlikely to be 
economically attractive in areas remote from a glassworks. There has been some research 
into the use of waste glass as fillers for paints, plastics, etc and in the production of 
floortiles. It is too early to predict the size of the market which might become 
available for these kinds of product. 

4. THE TECHNOLOGY OF SORTING 

In order to sort one material from another, some difference in properties must be 
exploited. The property might be physical or chemical, or in some cases a combination 
Of the two. Binary mixtures of materials with widely differing properties, for example, 
iron and glass, present few problems in their separation but when considering the sorting 
of household waste into its various components, the complexity of the mixture introduces 
many obstacles. The dominant charateristic of household waste is its heterogeneous 
nature; its components possess a wide variety of sizes and shapes, and physical and 
chemical properties. Separations are usually achieved by the identification and use of 
a particular component property and many different principles have been tested. These 
include size, shape, mass, colour, density, friction, elasticity, brittleness, magnetic 
properties, electrical conductivity, etc. In many cases the equipment used to exploit 
these properties has been developed from primary mineral processing technology and in fact 
much of the research and development work in the sorting field is being conducted by 
experts in mineral processing technology. In many respects household waste can be 
considered as an 'ore' often being 'high grade' in the case of paper and 'low grade' in 
the case of non-ferrous metals. 

In practice, although similar properties are exploited for separation, designs of 
equipment are variable as is the order in which components are removed from the bulk waste 
stream. The complete sorting processes encountered during the course of the current 
study are described later whilst this section is confined to the principles and types of 
equipment for unit separations. 

Waste for sorting no~ly arrives at the separation plant in collection vehicles 
but differences in these vehicles can influence the form of the separation circuit. 
For example, some vehicles merely compress the waste creating minimal cross contamination 
problems whilst others employ screw compacting units, which tend to grind and fUrther mix 
the materials. In the first case, dustbin lining bags may be intact (and require subsequent 
facilities for opening to discharge the contents) whilst in the second case the bags are 
often split open. Hence a choice must be made of a "front-end" system to best cope with 
the incoming waste and produce material in the correct form for subsequent separation. 

Front-end treatment is normally confined to size separation or size reduction, 
i.e. screening or milling. There are advocates of both methods and the reasons for their 
choice will be evident from the plant descriptions given later. 

!~.1 Front-End Processing- Size Separation and Reduction 

Size separation is achieved by screening and there are various types and designs of 
screen. The preferred equipment appears to be the trammel screen, a rotating drum 
(either inclined or fitted with internal scrolls to promote the waste flow} equipped with 
holes, the size of which depend on the requirements of the subsequent processing steps. 
Holes can be round or rectangular and perforated in plate or made up of chain-linked 
material. There appears to be no fixed design principle on hole configuration with the 
exception that a given screening area is provided for a given throughput. Even this 
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latter point has few fixed guidelines and experiments are continuing in several 
laboratories to establish scale-up data. Similarly trammels may or may not be equipped 
with internal lifters to agitate the contents during their passage. The decision to 
install lifters still appears to be subjective a1d insufficient information is available 
to prove their worth. 

The major problem which seems to be common to the users cf trammels is screen 
blinding. Waste tends to· hang over or otherwise block the hole( in the screen, thus 
reducing its effective working area. Devices

3
have been develop~d to overcome this 

bHnding effect (see WSL, Fllikt and Enadimsa) and successful continuous cleaning has 
been reported. In spite of these problems there is no doubt that the trammel screen can 
form a very effect~ve first stage separation system to provide sized streams for further 
classification. 

The alternatives to trammels, which tire used less frequently, are standard 
vibratory screena and roll grizzlies. Again, the design of screen deck is variable, 
ranging from wire grids through perforated plate to simple longhudinal. grate bars. 
Vibrating screens to not appear to have the performance potential when USt:!d as a primary 
screen, of the trammel system. For example, splitting or emptying of bags does not 
occur to the same extent and much more oversize material is produced than in a trammel. 

Insufficient data exist on 1,he use of roll grizzly equipment to comment on its 
applicability save to say that very bulky items can be ~eadily separated from the main 
wasto stream. 

Size reduction, as a preliminary treatment for i1coming waste, probably presents 
more of &n equipment selection problem than size separation. Many different varieties of 
milling machines are available :.ncluding high speed hammer mills (both horizontal and 
vertical) having fixed or swinging hammers, flail mills, low s~eed knife and disc mills, 
and wet pulping units, On the whole vet pul ping systems have not proved to be popular • 
although the Black Clawson Hydrasposal unit in the USA i~ well known, and a semi-wet 
selective pulverising system

6
has been developed in Japan • A '"eview of retuoe pulverisation 

itJ the UK has been published • but the data quc.ted refer to pulverisation as A. ni"e
treatment tor l.andtill. Some information is available on size dist:-ihutions of shredded 
';'liste.in the USA7 and comments on the use of primary shredding were made in the second 
1nter1m report of the current study3, 

On the buis of the lnforma.tion and quar ti tati ve experimental results' available it 
i .: not ros:3ible to state a clear preference for either si11.e separaLon or size reduction 
ft>i· the front-end of' a sorting system. Each has its apparent advantages and disadvantages 
and these are &UDIII&ri sed in Table 5. 

Further work is required to dett'rmine w·1ether any of these t:oints is of overriding 
im1-ortance in increasing subsequent separatior. efficiencies. 

The selection ot subsequent separation procedyres is dictated by a combination of local 
market potential for the recovered products and the conposition ot' the waste material. 
It can be noted at this stage that these two fa~tors are so variab:e as to make the 
selection ot a single optimum sorting syste~arplicable to every s:tuation, quite 
impossible, 

It is at this secondary stage where use is mad• of the properties specific to the 
t'mluired materials to effect their separation &1d the 'Oachinery used can best be described 
by considering the products which are sought. 

\ .. 
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TABLE 5. - Comparison of Size Reduction and Size Separation 

Advantages 

Reduces the paper content to a 
more suitable size range for 
subsequent air classification 

Plant can accept a wide range of 
gross oversize and difficult 
materials 

Recovery of paper content from books, 
telephone directories, etc is 
facilitated. 
High throughput capability 

Constituents are concentrated 
into streams for further 
processing 
Reduces cross-contamination 
Possible lower maintenance 
costs 
Less energy intensive 

4.2 Air Classification 

Disadvantages 

More difficult to avoid 
cross contamination ot 
constituents. 

High capital, operating 
and maintenance costs may 
be involved. 

Possible hazards arising 
from explosive materials 
in the waste. 
More energy intensive 

Removal of gross oversize 
or difficult materials 
is required. 

Heavier paper and board 
may be lost. 
Restricted throughput 
capability 

All the systems included in this study recover either paper or waste-derived fuel 
as a major product. In inost cases an essential stage in the process is the separation ot 
a light fraction by exploiting density and aerodynamic properties in an air classifier. 
The air classification principle is a simple one in which solid particles are classified 
according to their terminal free fall velocities in air. Separation is based on the 
different trajectories of the particles which are subjected to the drag forces ot an air 
stream and gravitational attraction. The basic aimplicity of the system is hdWever 
severely complicated by the diverse nature of the waste material to be separated because 
·.t>' ter.r.inal free fall velocity of the waste components is dependent on the "apparent" 
specific gravity of each particle. This latter factor is in turn dependent on the size, 
shape, composition and moisture content of each particle. A simple example to illustrate 
that separation into clean components is not straightforward would be the effect ot a 
common air stream on a sheet of dry paper compared to a crumpled ball of moist paper. 
Thus, precise separation of mixed household wastes by air classification alone is 
impossible but the production of light and heavy classified products .is relatively easy. 
'l'he procedure is normally as follows: waste, in one form or another depending on the 
foregoing treatment (sizing, shredding, etc), is presented into an air stream; the 
lighter particles are carried along with the air to some suitable collection point (normally 
a plenum (:hamber or cyclone equipped with a product removal system) whilst the heavier 
particles either do not join the air stream or rapidly fall out of it. Although simple 
in principle, the designs of air classifiers are numerous. There have been attempts to 
provide a theoretical basis for their design (based on terminal falling velocities, drag 
coefficients, shape factors, etc) 8- 10 but these have been of limited use due to the 
diversity of the waste and this has resulted in a semi-empirical approach based on 
experience with other materials. 

The simplest form of air classifier involves blowing material off a conveyor belt 
(WSL) and this can prove very effective with a sized feed material, part.icularly in the 
recovery of large sheets of newsprint. Aspiration of air above a conveyor was first 
demonstrated by the US Bureau of Mines to give an effective separation and the Enadimsa 
system shown in Fig. 1 is a development of the USBM design. In operation the Enadimsa 
air classifier provides for separation by both aspiration and air scrubbing (downstream 
of the aspiration point). The air knife eff.;oct generated at the conveyor discharge ensures 
minimal masking of the light material by heavier particles in the waste feed. 
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The masking effect caused by heavier particles resting on lighter material is 
avoided when waste is allowed to fall into an air stream, either by gravity or "force-fed" 
by conveyor, and several different units employing this principle have been tested. The 
simplest type is the vertical colUDil air classifier in which the waste falls into an 
upward flowing air stream. This type has been used in the USA in the first generation of' 
waste-derived f'uel plants. Although good separation of a combustible fraction has been 
achieved, problems have been experienced due to the carry-over of' fines into the light 
fraction. A number of more sophisticated designs have been developed using ballistic 
effects, rotation or multiple stages of air classification to obtain a cleaner light 
product. 

A ballistic effect is used in the air classifier designed by the Karl Fischer 
company of Berlin, in which waste is projected into a large chamber and air jets blow the 
light materials to the back of the classifier (Fig. 2~. Separation of the heavy fraction 
is assisted in this type of unit by the ballistic effect created by the feed conveyor. 

Cleaning effects are promoted in both the WSL horizontal (Fig. 3) and the R~h~ 
inclined drum classifiers (Fig. 4) by means of the drum rotation. In the former however 
air is blown into the drum whilst in the latter the air is drawn into the unit by 
aspiration from the plenum chamber, The Raytheon machine is provided with litters so as 
to promote multiple stages of' classification. The relative merits of the two systems 
remain to be established but both provide very effective separation of' light and heavy 
fractions, the proportions of which can be readily varied by adjusting the air f'low. 
(It ~ be noted that the guideline ~r requirement for classification in use by most 
investisators is of the order of' 30 m /min per tonne of waste treated per hour. 

Multiple stages of classification also arise in the zig-zag air classifier (Fig. 5), 
as used by Fllikt, 'mO and several other organisations. This type consists of a number of 
rectangular sections connected to each other at a fixe·d angle of 120° in order to create 
a folded channel. This creates the flow pattern shown i~ Fig. 5, which produces two 
separate streams of particles: a "light" stream carried upwards by the air and a "heavy" 
stream flowing down along the walls. At each junction of two sections the two streams of' 
particles are subjected to a repeated classification process. The separation efficiency 
of the unit can be adjusted by changing the number of zig-zag elements. 

Another type of air classifier has been studied in the USA by the National Center 
for Resource Recovery and is in use :in the Chicago waste-derived fuel plant .. The Triple 
S classifier IL8kes use of vibrational mot-ion of the equipment to promote the cleaning 
action and this is assisted by air entering the unit in the three different directions 
shown in Fig. 6 (from A, Band C). The total air input ot6o,ooo ctm (1700 m3/min) relates 
to a feed input rate of' 73 tonnes/hour. Triple S claim that the separation in this 
system is much less sensitive to particle size variation than in more conventional 
classifiers, but no evidence is available to substantiate this claim. 

4. 3 Paper Recovery 

As noted previously air classification produces a light and a heavy product. 
Alone, it is not sufficient to produce a paper product acceptable to the paper industry, 
due in the main to the plastics content. It is generally necessary to modifY the properties 
of either the paper or the plastics components so that they can be subsequently separated. 
Three general methods have been used to do this and descriptions d the equipment used are 
given in Chapter 6. 

The three methods are s\.UIIIII8.rised below: 

1. Moistening (TNO): to increase the density of the paper so that it can be 
separated from plastics in a second air classification stage - the plastics then 
become the light product. 

2. Semi-pulping (Enadimsa in association with SOCEA): to break down the paper 
structure so that it can be screened from the plastics. It is understood that 
Cecchini use a similar method, although no details of the equipment are available. 

3. Heating (Flikt and US Forest Products Laboratory) 12 : to shrink the plastics, 
which may be removed as a heavy product in a second stage of air ciassif'ication. 
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Systems which produce a wet fibre product at the sorting plant appear to be 
disadvantageous due to storage problems. In most situations the pulped product must be 
dried at an energy cost. The technical and economic feasibility of paper/plastic 
separation at the paper mill, rather than the sorting plant, is worthy of close 
investigation. 

4.4 Waste-Derived Fuel 

There is a close relationship between the extraction of waste-derived fUel and paper 
fibre from waste because air classification generally forms the basis for separation of a 
preliminary concentrate. The principles involved in the design of air classification 
systems apply equally to the separation of either type of product. In the case of fUel, 
however, removal of plastics is unnecessary unless a very high PVC content is present, 
which would result in undesirably high levels of chlorine in the fuel. Although care is 
needed in air classifier design for fuel production, the problems are recognised and are 
less severe than the problems of fibre recovery. 

The biggest problems arise in the conversion of the light combustible fraction from 
an air classifier into a marketable fuel product. Such a product IIU.St be capable of use in 
existing boiler installations with minimum modification of existing plant, minimum adverse 
effect in terms of boiler corrosion and atmospheric emissions, and maximum energy 
conversion efficiency. Most probably the product will be aimed at industrial consumers 
for use as a supplementary fuel in association with coal. 

An area of particular concern to the fuel user would be the slagging or clinkering 
potential of the ash. Because the composition of solid waste varies so much, an 
examination of some basic characteristics of the constituents can be useful. Table 6 
shows the fusion temperatures of the residues and non-combustible constituents commonly 
found in ash from incinerated solid wastes 13. With the exception of the glass fraction, 
the remaining components have ash fusion values within the range commonly encountered with 
most coals. 

Constituent 

l<'a.r Glass 
9rown Glass 
•}reen Glass 
fuih from: 

mixed waste 
cardboard 
paper 
textiles 
plastics~ rubber, leather 
bones and shells 
coal 

TABLE 6. - Ash Fusion Temperatures 

Initial Deformation 
oc 

805 
882 
893 

1105 
1127 
1183 
1116 
1150 
1539 
1140 

Softening 
oc 

918 
949 
982 

1172 
1183 
1261 
1194 
1216 
1539 
1200 

Fluid 
oc 

1005 
1138 
1138 

1205 
1227 
1361 
1227 
1261 
1539 
1330 

Clearly it is important that the fuel should not be contaminated by glass. Early 
experience in the USA showed that hammer milling of the incoming waste tended to produce 
fine glass particles, which were subsequently carried over into the air classifier lights. 
The problem has not arisen in fuel produced by the WSL pilot plant, and it seems that 
pre-treatment of the waste before air classification is of significant importance. 
Problems are likely to be less severe in plants incorporating front-end sizing, and might 
be overcome when size reduction is carried out by using a course shred followed by 
screening. 

other differences between waste-derived fuel and coal which might give rise t~4 problems are 1 ~hown in Table 7, which compares the properties of fuel prepared at WSL 
and St Louis with coal. Differences between the two waste-derived fuel samples can be 
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explained, lar~ly by differences between the processes although the composition of the 
input waste must also be an important factor. 

TABLE 1. - ·Ana1yses of Waste-Derived Fuels Compared with Coal 

Proximate Analysis (~ as analysed) 

Moisture 
Ash 
Volatile Matter 
Fixed Carbon 

Calorific Value (MJ/kg as analysed 

Ultimate Analysis (% as analysed) 

Moisture 
Ash 
Carton 
Hydrogen 
Sulphur 
Chlorine 
Carbon Dioxide 

WSL 1 

12.5 
10.2 
65.4 
11.9 

16.9 

12.5 
10.2 
49.8 
6. 1 
0.2 
0.24 
0.22 

St Louis 15 

23.1 
19.2 
47.1 
10.6 

12.0 

23.1 
19.2 
28.5 
6.9 
0,17 

Coal 

6.1 
6.5 

34.0 
53.4 

30.1 

6.1 
6.5 

1 

76.8 
5.1 
1.65 
0.22 
0,08 

The very high ash content of the St Louis sample must be due to the presence of 
glass in the fuel, and it is significant that the presence of abrasions has alsg been 
''bserved to cause severe wear in pipes used for pneumatic conveying of the fuel • The 
higher moisture and lower volatile matter contents of the St Louis fuel are no doubt due 
~~-the presence of vegetable matter, which is selectively removed before air classifica
tion .in the WSL process. 

Both waste-derived fuels differ significantly from coal, and it follows that 
--,;n combustion efficiency will not be achieved in equipment designed to burn coal. 

'" l is, therefore, a need for studies of the combustion data for the design of suitable 
~ombuation equipment or the modification of existing industrial burners. A Community-
spvl bored project along these lines for suspension firing of waste-derived fuel has 
started recently at WSL. For ease of transport, storage and handling a densified fuel 
pro<i'Jct may be preferred by industrial users, but many problems remain to be solved in the 
production and use of pelletised or briquetted waste-derived fuel. These aspects are 
currently receiving attention in several countries, but much more R & D effort is required 
to isolate and solve the problems. 

4.5 Ferrous Metal Recovery 

The use of magnetic separators for extracting the ferrous content from household 
waste has been common for many years. The recovery efficiency of such systems has 
generally been low, often no higher than 25% from raw waste and 50% from pulverised waste. 
Shredding or sizing, as carried out in a waste sorting plant, enables a uniform feed with 
low depth of burden to be presented to the magnetic separator. Several effective magnetic 
extraction systems have been developed, and 80-90% recovery of ferrous metal should be 
attainable. 

The most popular type of separator is the Overband, which consists of a stationary 
electro-magnet around which a moving belt is fitted. Magnetic pulleys and drums are also 
used in some systems, but normally as a second stage to remove small quantities of ferrous 
material from other concentrates, or to increase the overall efficiency of ferrous metal 
recovery. Overband separators are capable of producing effective magnetic field 
intensities across operating gaps as great as 100Qmm, but it is desirable to minimise ~ge 
belt-to-belt distance because of the cost in relation to weight and power requirements 
(Table 8). 
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TABLE 8. - S~ecif'ication tor Overband Ma~etic SeEarators 16 

Operating Gap Weight Magnet Power Motor Price 
(1975) mm tonnes 1(11 HP 

t 

300 4.3 4.1 5.5 5000 
375 4.5 6.5 5.5 6200 
450 6.2 9.2 7·5 8500 
525 8.4 11.7 7.5 10900 
600 10.0 14.0 7o5 12900 
675 12.7 17.1 7.5 15300 
750 17.7 21.2 7.5 20400 
900 25.4 27.6 7.5 26600 

~ 

One method of' limiting the operating gap is to combine the ballistic effect of' a 
high apeed teed conveyor with an in-line magnetic separator. This is illustrated by the 
Fllikt eystem in which material is projected towards a small, 1 ~, overband separator. 
In thia w~ belt-to-belt lifting is eliminated, and additionally the ballistic effect 
provides a partial cleaning action by allowing some of' the contraries to fall away from 
the tin-cans in mid air. 

AI mentioned in Section 3.2 markets for recovered ferrous metal from household 
waste are restricted by contaminants associated with used tin-cans. The problems involved 
in rec~7ering tin and high grade steel scrap from used cans have been described by 
Linley • The input to a continuous detinning plant must meet the following 
speci f'ic11.tion: 

Seam opening·>90% of the seam linear dimension 
Dirt content <1% 
Aluminium content <0, 2% 
All tinplate surfaces to be exposed to liquor attack 
Particle size +2.5cm -

3
15cm 

Bulk density >400 kg/m • 

'!'here &rl.' several approaches to achieving these specifications, but so far none has been 
,n·oved to be wholly successful, Shredding will achieve size reduction a.nd some seam 
cp~ning. Cleaning can be achieved by water washing air classification of shredded 
~~terial, attrition (with or without added abrasive~ or burning. In the latter case the 
temperature must be kept below about 300°C to minimise diffusion ot the tin into the iron 
lattice. Cryogenic fra~ntation has been tried, to improve size reduction, increase seam 
opening and facilitate the sep'aration of dirt and aluminium from the tin-plate but with 
limited success. 

Further work is required on the pr~paration of used cans for detinning and in 
particular on methods of opening the seams. Fortunately modern can-making technology is 
moving into the manufacture of two-piece cans, which have only one sea.m.and the preparation 
taak will therefore be less demanding in the future. 

4. 6 Glass Recovery 

Although glass cannot b~ considered to be a major product from the sorting of 
household waste, a great deal of effort hae been devoted to developing technology for its 
r~covery. In general, two methods have been used to produce a glass product which is 
acceptable to the glass industry from glass-rich concentrates produced in a primary 
sorting circuit. These are: 

a) Froth flotation, giving a concentrate of' finely divided glass ( 1mm and 
less) which is a mixture of coloured and flint. 

b) Op1ical sorting, giving a product in the size range +6-50mm. Transparency 
sortinr yields a mixture of coloured and flint glass, but by adding a colour 
sortin1; stage the product can be separated into flint, green and amber 
tractions. 
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The nature of the feed to the glass recovery plant depends upon both the 
composition of' the household waste being treated and the type of' primary sorting circuit 
employed. The size range of' the material is particularly jmportant in determining the 
choice of glass recovery method to be adopted. By way of' example, the application of' 
the WSL sorting process to UK waste may be considered. A typical composition of the feed
stock to the glass recovery plant would be: 

Glass 
Plastics 
Ferrous metal 
Non-Ferrous metal 
Putrescible 

Dry Weight, % 
60 

2 
1 
2 
2 

Ceramics, brick, stone, etc 
Combustible 

32 
1 

100 

The size range of' this material is +20 -70mm and tests have shown that it is 
possible to use either froth flotation or optical sorting to extract a high-grade glass 
product. 

The situation is more difficult in a sorting plant employing front-end shredding. 
The glass will undoubtedly be pulversied in a hammer-mill type of' shredder, its particle 
slze range depending on such factors as the characteristics of the mill used and the 
cushioning effect of' other constituents of' the waste. Fig. 7 gives typical information 
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found in the literature on the particle size distribution of glass leaving the 
shredder. The important point to note is that in all cases except curve G some 50 to 
85% of the glass passes 5mm, and would be too small for recovery by an optical sorting 
process. Curge G in Fig. 7 shows the particle size distribution of glass from a twin
rotor flail mill. In this case about 70% of the glass after shredding would be in a size 
suitable for recovery by optical sorting. There are, however, no known examples of pilot
scale sorting circuits employing a flail-mill which use optical sorting for glass 
recovery. 

4.6.1 Froth Flotation 

Four glass recovery circuits incorpor~ting froth flotation were included in the s~Hdy. 
These flowsheets were developed by USBMf, NCRR2 and Occidental Research Corporation in 
the USA, and WSL in the UK. Generally speaking, the feedstock for glass recovery consists 
of a sized, heavy fraction from which the majority of the ferrous, paper, plastic and 
putrescible materials have been removed. Glass recovery is carried out by a combination 
of froth notation and either jigging (USBM and NCRR) or selective comminution and 
screening (Occidenta~ and WSL). The flowsheets are similar in many respects, and only 
the WSL circuit will be described as av example. 

The optimum size for the flotation process is plus 0.15 minus 1.0mm, so the first 
step is comminut.ion in a rod mill, which was chosen because it caused the minimum 
production of fines while making possible the subsequent removal of metals and other non
brittle constituents. ~~e rod-milled product is screened at 13mm to remove a non-fP.rrous 
metal-rich fraction and then at 1mm on a vibrating screen. On a full scalP. plant fines 
and fibrous material would be removed from the minus 1mm material in a hyd.rocyclone. At 
this stage in the process the material is made up of: 

a) Glass, which can be recovered by flotation using a water soluble diacetate 
salt of an aliphatic amine as a collector and a liquid detergent as a frother. 

b) Ceramic, pottery, stone, brick, bone and cinders which are not collector coated 
by the flotation reagent. 

c) Naturally notable materials such as coal, ash and wood fibre, which can be 
removed by using a frothing agent alone. 

The first stage of froth flotation is therefore carried out using a frothing agent 
•.1 one to remove coal and ash particles. Complete removal is not essential «s small 
_,,,..,1 i.ti.~s of coal in the final glass concentrate can be tolerated in glass manufacture. 
c~Jts is followed by two stages of flotation in the presence of the collector. In water 
it forms a powerfUl cation which attaches itself to the glass surface, forming a strongly 
l•onded hydrophobic film and thereby permitting flotation of the glass. Recovery of glass 
in the flotation circuit is about 60%, corresponding to an overall recovery of 50% of the 
g~~s~ in the waste. Recovery efficiencies of 65-70% have been quoted for the American 
processes, but it remains to be seen what can be achieved in continuous operation on a 
full-scale plant. 

Samples of the glass product from the WSL pilot plant were made available to the 
UK Glass Manufacturers Federation and to the British Glass Industries Research Association. 
The latter organisation found that at least 98.8% of the material was glass with a 
particle size range between 0.125 and 1.0mm. Concentrations of iron, chromium and carbon 
w~re higher than normally expected in glass, but it was not considered that this would be 
a problem in the manufacture of green glass. Production trials indicated that green 
container glass containing 20% cullet from domestic waste could be melted successfully on 
a commercial scale. 

4.6.2 QEtical Sorting 

Optical sorting for glass recovery from householn waste was first used in the Black 
Claws on plant in Franitlin, Ohio, where glass, non-ferrous metals and other inorganics are 
separated from the rest of the waste by wet pulping. Experiments have also been carried 
out by Sorain-Cecchini in Rome and at the Techniche Hochschule in Aachen. A flowsheet 
for recovery of glass by transparency sorting is also under development at WSL, because 
it is thought that it might offer advantages over froth flotation in terms of processing 
costs and improved recovery. Also the coarser particle size required for optical sorting 
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might produce a product which is more attractive to the glass industry. 

Equipment for optical sorting is manufactured by Gunson 's Sortex Ltd who offer 
two machines which separate by sensing transparency and colour respectivel~1,22, The 
first stage in a recover,y process must be to prepare the feed for presentation to the 
machine in a clean, dry condition and in convenient size fractions. Suitable ranges are 
6-20mm and 20-40mm. A feed of the composition shown on page 21 would need to be washed 
to remove any opaque coating from the glass. The next stage would be drying, and this 
should be done as simply as possible because conventional driers could add considerably 
to the capital and operating costs. After drying, screening with recycle of the oversize 
via a crusher would produce a suitable feed for transparency sorting. A final colour 
sorting stage could be added if de~,red. 

The recovery of glass in the transparency sorter depends upon the proportion of 
opaques in the feed22 • The published data relates to a feed containing 94% glass. For 
a glass content as low as 60% the manufacturers recommend a pre-sorting stage to bring 
the glass concentration up to about 95%, and they are developing suitable equipment. In 
these circumstances the glass recovery in the transparency sorter should be of the order 
ot 90% at a throughput of 1 tonne/hour, with about 0.5% opaques in the recovered glass. 
The corresponding overall glass recovery efficiency would be around 63%. 

4.7 Non-Ferrous Metals Recovety 

Preliminary sorting of the waste involving removal of paper, organics and ferrous 
metals generally produces a heavy concentrate containing non-magnetic metals such as 
aluminium (usually the major constituent), copper and its allqys, stainless steel, die 
cast materials and very low concentrations of precious metals. Most of the work on 
extracting individual non-ferrous metals has concentrated on aluminium. The greatest 
degree of interest has been shown in the USA because of the high concentration of aluminium 
beverage cans in the waste in many locations. 

An excellent review of the technology available for aluminium recovery from 
household wastes has been given by Alter23 This section is therefore confined to a very 
brief description of the techniques which have been used. 

Separation techniques currently being tested make use of either the density or the 
conductivity of the non-ferrous metals compared with that of the contaminant 11amely 
glass, stones, organics, rubber, leather, etc. The simplest system technically makes use 
of the density differences in a standard mineral jig. Non-ferrous concentrate is fed into 
a pulsed wet jig, in which the various materials strati t:y into separate l&¥ers. 
Appropriately placed splitters float off organics, remove glass and aluminium foil and 
the heaviest fraction, consisting of the non-ferrous metals, collects at the base of the 
jig. Water is continuously recycled but make up water is required to replace that lost 
with the products. The system is being tested by USBM and Enadimsa but at a relatively 
small scale. Enadimsa have iniiicated that they expect some scale-up problems to obtain 
higher throughput machines and these may preclude their use at large scale. 

Other wet systems which have been investigated and could be applied to heavy non
ferrous separation are rising current, heavy media· and magnetic fluid systems. The rJ.nng 
current principle employs the differences in falling velocity of particles in a liquid, 
usually water, in which an effective density greater than that of still water is created. 
The sink fraction consists of metals and glass which would have to be fUrther processed 
for complete separation. 

Heavy media separation relies on a sink-float separation in a suspension of a 
finely ground mineral (e.g. ferrosilicon, magnetite) in water. The density of the liquid 
suspension is controlled by the ameunt of mineral present. Heavy media processing may 
follow a rising current separator and multiple passes at different densities can be used 
to separate out a desired product. Magnetic fluid separation is a similar technique but 
in this case the fluid is a colloidal suspension of magnetic material usually magnetite, 
in water or kerosene. The apparent density of the fluid is adjusted by control of a 
magnetic field, and this permits a very wide range of densities (up to 20 g/cm3) to be 
obtained. Both methods have given rise to problems in content of the fluid densities and 
subsequent product cleaning, and of course the separated products are wet, which may 
reduce their value or necessitate a drying stage. 
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In general, dry methods of separation based upon the electrical properties of the 
metals, have proved to be more popular than wet methor. Eddy current separators have 
attracted the most attention, particularly in the USA • The wttste stream containing non
magnetic metals passes through a magnetic field on a conveyor. This causes eddy currents 
to be generated in the metal particles. By making the magneti, field vary as a function 
of time, the eddy currents interact with it to product a force which le.vitates the metal 
particles and carries them along the direction of the magnetic wave. The effect can be 
used to deflect the metals from the conveyor and suitably placed splitters can then 
provide a concentrate of the desired product. Systems of this type have bte~6developed in the USA by Occidental Research Corporation and Combustion Power Company2 - • 
Raytheon have developed an eddy current separator which was permanent magnets27. Fig. 8 
shows a schematic diagram of the separator in frontal view (left) and side view (right). 
The essential component is a long ramp down which the waste stream is allowed to slide. 
Permanent magnet strips of alternating polarity are inclined at an angle of approximately 
45° to the ramp axis. Under the influence of the eddy current-induced force, the 
metallic particles are deflected in the manner shown in Fig. 8. This equipment has been 
tested by USBM, who have concluded that its separation efficiency is limited, but that it 
is a useful pre-concentration stage b~fore an electrostatic separator. A rotary-~um 
separator designed along similar principles has also been investigated by Ratheon2 . 

In parallel to the testing of the Raytheon ramp separator, USBM have also tested 
the Carpco two-stage electrostatic separatcr (Fig. 9). This unit was used for separating 
aluminium foil from organics, the input mixture being their heavy product from the 
gecondary air classification system (Section 5.1.3). The drawback in this system is that 
the feed to the separator must be dried. As the feed materials enter the unit the 
particles are charged in a high voltage electrostatic field. Conducting materials 
(metallics), however, immediately lose their charge to the electrically earthed drum 
while the non-conductors retain a surface charge and are electrostatically attracted to 
the drum. These particles are swept off once they have passed the splitter point. 

At this stage it is felt that the concentration of non-ferrous metals in European 
·•aste is probably not high enough to merit further investigations in this area but a 
watching brief should be maintained on the developing American technology and its 
economics. 

4.8 Plastics Recovery 

As discussed earlier in Section 4.3 a plastics concentrate is an inevitable by
..,rnduct of paper fibre recovery from an air classifier light fraction. 

Several techniques have been developed in Europe, Japan and the USA to use mix<"d 
plastics waste directly for the production of finished articles. In general, polyolefins 
are preferred for these processes but proportions of other thermoplastics are acceptable 
and some thermosets and contrary materials are permissible. In some cases materials such 
as paper wastes and sawdust are intentionally added to the plastics to improve properties. 
The materials produced by such methods are in most respects inferior to virgin plastics in 
their physical properties and the properties of products from any one process, or even 
any one machine, will vary as the nature of the wastes used varies. For this reason they 
are suitable only for non-critical applications and applications where the relative 
weakness of the material can be compensated for by the use of thick sections. 

An alternative approach is to separate mixed plastics into individual polymers and 
clean the~ so that they can be re-used in conventional moulding or film-blowing 
applications. Processes which have been devised include the f'ollowtng: 

1) T~e US B~reau of Mines has developed a sink/float process for separation of polymer 
llllxtures ':J. 

2) In the UK Professor M Bevis of Brunel University has developed a washing and polymer 
separation process. This is subject to a patent application and details are not yet 

available, but basically it is a sink/float technique using water and a specially designed 
system of rotors and baffles to effect the separation. No chemical additives are used. 

3) The Mesco Separator (Mitsui Mining and Smelting Co, Japan) is based on a flotation 
process using reagents which preferentially change the surface properties of 
individual polymers from hydrophobis to hydrophilic. Separation efficiencies of almost 
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100% are clai~d for many polymer pairs. A description of this process has recently 
been publishedjO 

It is not known whether such techniques could be applied to the plastics fraction 
of household wastes to recover polymer of sufficiently high quality to be acceptable to 
the plastics conversion industry. 

4.9 Organic Fraction 

The organic portion of the waste generally becomes concentrated as other more 
valuable constituents are extracted. The main outlets for an organic residue (neglecting 
landfilling) are animal feed production, either by direct sterilisation of the organic 
materials or by production of single cell protein, composting, or methane generation by 
anaerobic digestion. The technology involved is beyond the scope of this study but it is 
included in the concurrent CREST fermP.ntation and hydrolysis study. The problems of 
marketing products made from the organic fraction were discussed in Section 3.2. 

5. WASTE SORTING PROCESSES IN NORTH AMEI!ICA 

The study included a series of visits in the USA and Canada so that the applicabilit~ 
of recent American developments in sorting technology to wastes in the European Community 
could be assessed. The following organisations we~e visited: 

Ratheon Service Company 
Black Clawson 
Teledyne National 
US Bureau of Mines ( USBM) 
National Center for Resource 

Recovery 
City of Ames Solid Waste 

Recovery System 
Ralph M Parsons Company 
Browning-Ferris Industries 

(to see Raytheon Air 
Classifier) 

National Center for Resource 
Recovery (NCRR) 

Occidental Research Corporation 
(formerly Garrett Research 
and Development) 

Burlington, Massachusetts 
Franklin , Ohio 
Baltill'ore County, Maryland 
Washington DC 
Toronto 

Ames, Iowa 

Chicago, Illinois 
Houston, Texas 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

La Verne and El Cajon 
(San Diego), California 

F1ill reports of these visits were given previously
2 

The present report concentrates 
on a detailed appraisal of the USBM ~•d Black Clawson processes, followed by a brief review 
of the main features of other American developments using published information as well 
as data collected during the visits. The reasons for selecting two processes for special 
consideration are as follows: 

1) The USBM process was the first raw household waste sorting circuit to be 
demonstrated at pilot-scale, ~d a fionsiderable amount of information about 
its performance is available 1 • 31-3. Its influence on subsequent developments 
by other organisations can be clearly seen. 

2) ~ det~led economic evaluation of the USBM process has recently been 
pubhshed . 

3) The collaboration between USBM and Enadimsa in Spain has provided an 
excellent example of how American technology has had to be adapted to 
accommodate waste of very different composition in Europe (see Section 6.6). 

4) The Black Clawson process is unique in using wet pulping as the basis of 
the separation system. 
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5. 1 The US Bureau of Mines Process 

The USBM hae been involved in waste processing since 1966, and a pilot plant for 
sorting raw household waste has been in operation since 1973 at College Park, Mar,yland. 
This pilot plant was designed to process 5 tons/hour* of waste to recover refuse-derived 
fuel (RDF), ferrous metal, glass and non-ferrous metals. The follow~Rg process 
description is based upon the recently published economic evaluation • The proposed 
process flowsheet, reproduced in Fig. 10 is different in some details from previously 
published flowsheets. Fig. 11 is a simplified version, showing the main features of the 
flowsheet, to facilitate comparison with other processes discussed in this report. The 
numbers in Fig. 10 indicate the materials balance for a throughput of 1000 tons/de:y of 
US household waste and are based on average data collected at the pilot plant from a 
number of waste samples. 

Incoming waste is dumped into a receiving pit, from where it is conveyed into the 
primary bulk separation section. This section has three parallel processing lines, one 
being present aa a standby in case of breakdown. 

The input waste is fed into the primary shredder which is a double-opposed flail 
mill, where it is coarsely shredded, liberating materials to be reclaimed, but only 
denting or slicing tin cans. The shredder discharge conveyor is covered by a hood 
referred to as the light air-classifier, in which very light paper and plastic is aspirated 
from the moving bed of shredded waste. Airflow through the hood is induced by a fan 
located downstream of a cyclone and baghouse dust collector. This section of the plant 
is isolated from the rest of the equipment by reinforced concrete walls as a precaution in 
case of an explosion in the shredder. 

Ferrous metal is removed from the air classifier heavies by an overband magnetic 
separator and conveyed to the ferrous metal cleaning section. The non-magnetic material 
is fed into one end of a horizontal air classifier where it falls into a stream of air 
injected by a blower. Three product streams are collected from this unit: a heavy 
fraction which is conveyed over a magnetic head pulley for separation i~~~ ~sive terrous 
and non-ferrous metal products; a middling fraction containing the bulk of the glass, 
ceramics, the lighter non-ferrous metals, heavy orp:anics and other heavy combustibles; and 
a light fraction which is aspirated via a cyclone for collection and forms a second paper/ 
plastic product for fuel production. 

The middlings from the horizontal air c 1 assifier are screened at 19mm in a 
trommel, and the oversize is shredded to -50mm in a knife mill prior to air classification 
in a three stage aspirator. Induced draught through the shredder and the bottom and 
side of the aspirator entrains the light combustible material, while a heavier, aluminium
rich fraction falls through and is conveyed to the non-ferrous metal recovery section. 
The undersize from the troDmlel (-19Dml) is conveyed to the glass recovery section. 

5.1.1 Glass Recovery 

The glass recovery section was a combined jigging and froth flotation operation to 
recover glass as clean cullet. This section and the remaining sections use one process 
line operating 8 hours per day, and sufficient surge capacity is provided to ensure a 
constant feed to the sections. 

The undersize from the·troDDJlel screen (comprising about 25% of the input waste) is 
fed to a bank of 10 mineral jigs. The jigs produce four product streams: organic waste 
for dewatering and use as fuel; heavy non-ferrous metals for collection and sale; fine 
glass, and a glass/aluminium mixture. The latter two streams are combined, the larger 
aluminium particles removed by selective coDmlinution and screening of 0.6mm, and glass 
is recovered by froth flotation. 

*1 US short ton = 2000 lb = 0.907 tonnes 
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5.1.2 Ferrous Metal Cleaning 

The ferrous metal fraction from the primary bulk separation section is fed to a 
horizontal air classifier similar to the units described previously. Ten per cent of the 
feed to this unit is collected as massive metal and conveyed to the massive ferrous metal 
collection bin. Another 2.4% is entrained in the airstream and collected in a cyclone. 
The remaining material is fed to a tin can shredder and reduced in size to minus 50mm. 
After shredding the ferrous metal is fed to a drum-type magnetic separator where food 
particles, paper and other non-magnetics are removed by water sprays. 

5.1.3 Non-Ferrous Metal Recove~ 

The heavy material from the three-stage aspirator is fed to a non-ferrous metal 
separator. This unit consists of multiple inclined stacks of the device developed by the 
Raytheon Service Company, and described in Section 4.7. The feed is separated by this 
unit into three fractions: a 95% metal product, a 40% metal concentrate, and a heavy 
combustible fraction containing less than 4% metal. 

The 40% metal concentrate is then dried in a moving belt dryer and fed to a high
tension separator. This unit recovers a 95% metal product, which is combined with the 
95% metal product from the non-ferrous metal separator and conveyed to a storage bin. The 
non-metallic product from the unit is combined with the heavy combustibles from the non
ferrous metal separator and conveyed to the fuel handling section. 

5.1.4 Fuel Handling 

Combustibles, collected in the three cyclones in the primary bulk separation 
section and the cyclone in the ferrous metal recovery section, are combined with the heavy 
combustibles from the non-ferrous recover,y section and.conveyed to a 9.1m high storage 
bin. The bin discharges directly into four compactors, which load the fuel into 
containers for shipment. The final density of the compacted product is about 320 kg/m3. 

Dust, contained in the airstream from the cyclones, is collected in baghouses and 
mixed with the dewatered organics from the mineral jigs. This wet product, heavy organic 
fuel, is not compacted but loaded directly into separate containers for shipment. 

5.1.5 Water Recovery 

w~ter requirements for this process are minimised by recycling the waste water. 
All the items of equipment which require water can use recycled water except for the 
froth flotation unit and the following filter which require pure water to maintain the 
purity of the glass cullet. Impurity buildup in the recycled water is limited by 
discarding to a sever the water from the screw press in the glass recovery section after 
it has been filtered to remove suspended solids. 

Waste water streams from the glass recovery and ferrous metal recovery sections 
are pumped to a thickener. Overflow from"the thickener is filtered to remove suspended 
solids and is then recycled. Thickener underflow is pumped to a rotary vacuum filter and 
dewatered. The filtrate is recycled to the thickener. Filter cakes from the two filters 
are conveyed to a collection bin for landfill. 

5. 1 . 6 Products 

The products of the USBM process, as envisaged from its operation in the USA, are 
waste-derived fuel, a heavy organic fuel, mixed-colour glass cullet, light-gauge iron, 
massive iron, aluminium and mi~ed non-ferrous metals. The quality of the products was 
discussed in a previous report , but it is necessary here to add some comments on the fuel 
products and on the products which might be expected to be recoverable from European 
wastes. 

In an earlier publication33 it was stated that the light products from the first 
two air classifiers contained a considerable amount of fine glass, grit and dirt as would 
be expected from a process with front-end shredding. It was suggested that to prepare 
these products for use as fuel they should join the feed to the trommel and thus be 

•subjected to a further shredding and air classification treatment. This method of 
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processing is not included in the tlowsheet shown in Fig. 10 9 for which economic data are 
available, and the fuel product from this flowsheet might therefore be expected to have 
a high ash content. The average calorific value of the fuel is expected to be about 
15 MJ/kg. The heavy organic fuel product, after dewatering to 50% solids, has a calorific 
value of around 9 MJ/kg. 

As noted in Section 3, 1 the composition of household waste in the member countries 
of the Community differs significantly from that in the USA. This makes prediction of the 
recoveries achievable with an American process difficult. If the processes were operated 
in the UK, the virtual absence of aluminium cans from the waste in most locations would 
undoubtedly make the recovery efficiency for aluminium very much lower than in the USA. 
In attempting to make an economic analysis it is therefore assumed that the non-ferrous 
metal recovery section of the process would be omitted. For the remaining materials it is 
assumed that the same recovery efficiencies could be achieved in the UK. This is a 
reasonable assumption for ferrous metal and glass, but it is open to doubt for fuel in 
view of the lower paper and higher moisture contents of the waste. This doubt is 
reinforced by the experience of Enadimsa in Madrid, who found that it was necessary to 
eliminate the horizontal air classifier from the flowsheet to enable them to process 
waste with a high content of vegetable and putrescible material. In the more northerly 
countries of Europe the waste is near to American waste in composition but some 
modification of the flowsheet shown in Fig. 10 would probably be required. 

5. 2 The Black Claws on "ll.ydrasposal/Fibreclaim" Process 

This wet separation system was originally designed to relaim paper fibre and 
ferrous metals from household waste, and to provide for the disposal of the residue. 
A 150 short ton/day plant was constructed in Franklin; Ohio, with financial assistance 
from the Environmental Protection Agency, and began operation in 1971. A glass and non
ferrous metal recovery system was added in 1973. The plant is currently operated only 
for one 6 hour shirt per day, and treats about 54 tons/day of waste. 

A simplified flow.sheet of the Franklin plant is shown in Fig. 12. Incoming waste 
is tipped in a covered reception area. Bulky items, such as household appliances, tyres, 
mattresses, etc are removed, and the remaining material is loaded onto an apron conveyor. 
Tbe waste is transported into the hydrapulper at the base of which is a rotor to agitate 
the material. Water, from a recycle loop, is added to form a slurry. The waste is 
broken up in the pulper until it is small enough to pass a 25DDD screen underneath the 
1·otor. Massive metals are ejected from the pulper and magnetically separated to recover 
·:hr fp-:-rous metal. The non-ferrous materials are returned to the pulper, where they are 
eventu.ally reduced to less than 25DDD in size and pass through the screen. The slurry 
containing minus 25mm materials passes into a liquid cyclone where the glass, ceramics, 
non-ferrous metals and other heavy inorganic materials are removed for further treatment, 
or disposal. 

Pulp for fibre recovery at 3% solids is sized at 1.6mm in the "selectifier screen". 
This is a high volume rotary pressure screen. The oversize is rejected to the 
dewatering and incineration system. The screen undersize enters centrifusal cleaners 
for removal of grit, glass and other fine solids. The cyclone overflow continues via a 
screw dewatering system (to 18% solids), to a cone press (to 50% solids) and finally to 
a stock dilution tank, from which it is pumped to a neighbouring factory for use in the 
production of roofing felt. 

The input to the dewatering and incineration system consists of the rejected 
material from the fibre recovery system, or the whole of the pulp from the liquid 
cyclone if the fibre recovery system is not in operation. The pulp is dewatered to 45% 
solids in a similar system to the one used in the fibre recovery circuit. Sewage sludge 
can be added between the screw and cone processes. ostensibly without detriment to the 
process, although in practice it appears that only very limited quantities are added. 
The dewatered solids are fed to a fluidised bed combustor, the extracted water being 
recycled to the primary pulping unit. 

The process is also offered as a waste-derived fuel process. In this case the 
dewatered pulp is conveyed to a fluffer, or light duty hammer-mill, which disintegrates 
the cake for pneumatic transport to storage hoppers. 
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The glass and non-ferrous metal recovery plant was described in a previous report2 , 
and a3~ecently published paper provides information on the economics of' this part of' the 
plant 

Materials Balance and Products. 

The Frank.lin plant has been the subj~t of' a thorough technical evaluation on 
behalf' of' the Environment Protection Agency , and detailed materials balances have been 
published. 

The composition of' the waste input to the Franklin plant is as follows: 

Paper 
Non-fibrous organics 
Ferrous metal 
Non-ferrous metal 
Glass 
Inerts 

40% 
37% 
9.8% 
1.3% 
8.5% 
3.4% 

100.0% 

In addition bulky unprocessable objects amounting to 7.5% of' the input are received. 

The process recovers 49% of' the paper in the fibrous product and 94% of' the ferrous 
metal. Approximately 50% or the input waste is burned in the incinerator and 20% is 
rejected to landfill if' the glass recovery plant is not operated. 

5.2.1 Paper Fibre Product 

In Franklin this is sold f'or the manufacture of' roofing felt and
3
1here appears to 

be no experience in the USA of' its use in papermaking. In England PIRA , the Research 
Association f'or the Paper and Board, Printing and Packaging Industries, has examined 
samples of' the fibre pro.duct from Yrmklin and from the US Forest Products Research 
Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin, (the latter sample was prepared by a dry separation 
technique·, see Section 4. 3). It was found that the two samples had considerably different 
fibre length distributions: 60% of' the fibres in the Madison sample were "long" compared 
with only 35% in the Franklin sample. Considering the severity of' the treatment in the 
Black Clawson process this is perhaps not surprising. The overall conclusion, however, 
was that both samples were similar in properties to a hardwood bisulphate pulp and could 
be used in the manufacture of' low-grade board products. There was no contamination, either 
by chemicals or bacteria, which would inhibit their use by the paper industry. 

5.2.2 Fuel Product 

The fuel products has a calorific value of' about ~ MJ/kg at a moisture content of' 
55%. The ash content is high at 24.5%, but this might be partly due to the additional 
grit from the sewage sludge. A much l~Br ash content of' 5% is claimed for the fuel 
product when sewage sludge is not added • It is, however, difficult to see any advantage 
in using a wet processing system to recover waste-derived fuel. 

5.3 Other North American Developments 

5.3.1 Raytheon Service Company 

The process developed by Raytheon is based on work performed under a co-operative 
agreement with the US Bureau of' Mines. Raytheon was awarded a contract to design a 
resource recovery system for M:mroe County, New York. Contracts to build a 140 short 
ton/~ plant at a cost of' ~98.4 million were signed in September· 1976. Details of' this 
project have been published • 

The process fiowsheet is shown in Fig. 13, and the relationship with the USBM 
process is obvious. The main differences are in the primary shredding and air 
classification system. R&\Ytheon use a hammer mill rather than a nail mill, but coarse 
shredding is used to reduce the amount of' fine glass produced and minimise the 
maintenance cost of' shredding. The primary air classifier is a rotating drum inclined at 
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at a small angle to the horizontal with a low velocity· !I.Xial air stream9 (see Section 
4.2). The secondary air classifier :is a three stage aspirator, similar to the one 
designed by USBM, and the lights from the various air classifiers are shredded to 
-25mm for sale as waste-derived fuel. Glass recovery is by froth flotation, and non
ferrous met~ r~§overy is still under development, but various novel methods are being 
investigated 7 • (Section 4. 7). 

5.3.2 National Center for Resource Recoverr 

The National Center for Resource Recovery (NCRR) is a non-profit-making body 
which started as a public information group, but in 1972 moved into R le D with the aim of' 
providing information necessary for assessments of the efficiency of operation of solid 
waste sorting systems. The first projects carried out were on the partifioe size 
distribution of shredded waste and the design of a mobile air classifier • In 1973 a 
location for &'laboratory was found in Washington D.C. A shredder was already on-site, 
and equipment has been added to develop this into a 20 short ton/hour pile~ plant. 

The flowsheet of the Washington pilot plant is shown in Fig. 14. This plant has 
been used to study the recove17 of aluminium using an eddy current separator25, and more 
recently to prepare over 200 tonnes of pelletised waste4~eri ved fuel f'or combustion 
trials as a supplementary fuel in combination with coal • Incidentally, the Trii~e S 
air classifier has now been replaced by a zig-zag air classifier designed by NCRR • 

In 1973 the City of New Orleans signed a contract with NCRR to act as technical 
consultant in the design, construction and operation of a resource recovery plant. 
Construction started in November 1974, but at the time of the visit in September 1976 
only the waste reception system was operating. The flowsheet, shown in Fig. 15, is 
similar in principle to the Washington pilot plant. A curious feature of the system is 
that there is no market for solid fuel in New Orleans, and the air classifier lights will 
be used to till a swamp. The heavies are treated for recovery of' non-ferrous metals and 
glass. 

A particularly interesting feature of the New Orleans flowsheet is the use of' a 
trommel preceding the primary shredder. This is done to remove abrasive materials prior 
to shredding, so as to reduce maintenance on the shredder and avoid the production of' tine 
particles of glass. Pilot-scale tests indicated that approximately half of the input 
waste could be removed as minus 100111111 material, and that this f'rt2tion contained 
approximately 70% of the metals and 95% of the glass in the feed • 

5.3.J Occidental Research Corporation 

Occidental have developed a "Flash Pyrolysis" process which uses a waste sorting 
system as a front-end to produce an organic concentrate suitable for feeding to the 
pyrolysis reactor. Construction of' a 230 short tons/d~ demonstration plant was nearing 
completion in September 1976. 

The process flowsheet is shown in Fig. 16. Several aspects of' this process are 
essential in preparing the feed for pyrolysis but could be omitted if' the process were 
used to make a solid waste-derived fuel. For example, after removal of ferrous metal the 
shredded waste is conveyed to a storage building which provides buffer capacity so that 
the pyrolysis plant can be run continuously when waste is not being delivered. Also, 
after drying and screening, the air classifier lights are shredded to produce a pyrolysis 
feed which is 80% smaller than 1. 2111111, and this step must be operated under a pressurised 
ni t:rogen atmosphere to prevent fires. Other aspects are more conventional, such as glass 
recovery by froth flotation and aluminium recovery using an eddy current sep~ator, 
although accidental have developed their own technology for these systems20,24. 

In 1974 there were plans to construct a waste sorting plant based on accidental's 
technology for the Connecticut Resource Recovery Authority. Problems in the financing of 
this project led to a joint venture being undertaken with another c~any. Combustion 
Equipment Associates (CEA), for the construction of a plant in Bridgeport, Connecticut. 
This plant will use accidental's technology for recovery of glass and non-ferrous metals 
combined with CEA's process for preparing a fine powdered supplementary fuel, ECO-Fuel II, 
which has handling and combustion properties similar to pulverised coal. The EOO-Fuel 
process uses shredding in a flail mill and air classification to produce a combustible 
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rich fraction, which is screened to remove glass and other inorganics before ~~er size 
reduction by hot ball milling in the presence of a proprietary embrittling agent • It has 
not been possible to obtain up-to-date information about the state of development of the 
Bridgeport project. 

5.3.4 Teledyne National 

This project is a joint venture between Teledyne, Baltimore County and the State 
of Maryland. In September 1976 the throughput of the plant was 800 short tons/de'¥, but 
the design capacity if 1500 tons/d~ and it will operate at this level when construction 
of a transfer station .is completed. 

The process flowsheet, shown in Fig. 17, is fairly conventional. The two stage 
vertical cylinder air classification system is used to produce two products. The lighter 
one is a clean cellulosic fraction which is considered suitable for use in suspension-type 
boilers, while the denser one is intended for use in chain grate stokers. 

At the time of the visit the system was still under development and many aspects 
had not been tested. Work on optimisation of the fuel products still had to be done, and 
the secondary circuit for glass and aluminium recovery was not in operation. An 
interesting feature is that no attempt is being made to process the glass product so that 
it can be used by glass manufacturers. Instead a range of foamed glass products such as 
aggregates of controlled density, pipes and panels are being investigated2. 

5.3.5 Ontario Centre for Resource Recovery 

This organisation is a branch of the Ontario Mihistry of the Environment. An 
experimental plant has been designed to process 800 short tons/de'¥ of domestic and 
commercial waste. The principal objectives of the plant are: 

- to develop and evaluate processes and equipment for resource recovery 
- to develop criteria for estimating capital and operating costs of a range of 

plant sizes and process combinations, and 
- to provide a regular supply of recovered products of controlled quality for 

market development. 

Construction of the plant was well advanced in September 1976 and was expected to be 
completed during 1977. 

A simplified flowsheet is shown in Fig. 18. Manual extraction of paper and non- · 
ferrous metals are included to enable the economic feasibility of recovery to be 
evaluated. Provision hPs been made to add automatic separation equipment at a later date 
if warranted. In order to investigate the use of solid waste as an energy source, an 
incinerator unit with a heat recovery system is included to provide part of the plant 
heating requirements. The air. classification system is of novel design, and the plant 
was the only one visited in North America which included composting. At present, little 
of the equipment has been tested at the scale envisaged for this operation, so operating 
data from this experimental plant should be very interesting when they become available. 

5.3.6 Waste Derived Fuel Systems 

Several systems have been developed in the USA with the major objective of 
extracting a shredded combustible fraction from household waste for use as a supplementary 
fuel in power generation. The earliest, and best known of these schemes was the St Louis
Union Electric project. With a subsidy from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). a 
35 tonne/hour demonstration plant was built to investigate the separation of a 
supplementary fuel from solid waste ~d its combustion together with coal in a pulverised 
fuel boiler. The plant consisted basically of a hammer mill, a vertical column air 
classifier and an overband magnetic separator. Detailed technical evaluations of the 
system were carried out by the Midwest Research Institute on behalf of the EPA and reports 
have been published5. This project was widP.l;• regarded as very successful, but it was 
shut down in 1976 because government funds for its operation had been exhausted, and its 
scale was considered too small for economical operation in St Louis. 

Before the plant shut down, Union Electric announced a second and much more 
~itious project based on the results of the first. It was intended to process 8ooo 
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short tons/drzy- from a large surr01.mding area and thus to provide fuel for two power 
plants. The initial phase of this project involved construction of a 6000 ton/drzy- plant 
to supplY the power plant used in the EPA demonstrations. Unfortunately problems have 
arisen in the funding of this project and the large plant has been delrzy-ed indefinitely. 
It is emphasised that the reasons for the cancellation are financial, not technical, and 
it is hoped and believed in the USA that the project will eventually be restarted. 

A very similar process has been operated for over a year in Ames, Iowa. This plant 
is designed to process 300 short tons of waste per 6 hour drzy-. Very few details of the 
operation of this process are available, and it has not yet been possible to obtain a 
copy of a promised EPA report*. 

Two other processes have recently come on-stream. In Chicago, the plant designed 
by the Ralph M. Parsons company differs from the St Louis and Ames processes mainlY in 
the type of air classifier used, which

4
\s a Triple S. It is reported that fuel from this 

plant was burned in the Spring of 1977 . In Milwaukee, the Americology Division of 
American Can have constructed a 1200 short ton/drzy- plant. A zig-zag air classifier is 
used in this process, and there are also fa.cili ties for aluminium recovery. Eight hundred 
tons of4;uel from this plant were recently burned by the Wisconsin Electric Power 
Company . 

6. WASTE SORI'ING PROCESSES IN EUROPE 

During the course of the study, with the assistance of the co-pilot representatives, 
information has been gathered on all the major developments in waste sorting technology 
within the Community. Italy is the only member country with experience of full-scale 
commercial operation of waste sorting, but pilot scale work is at an advanced stage in 
France, Germany, Holland and the UK and there are plans for the construction of larger 
plants. In Belgium a project has started at the Polytechnic of Mons but no results are 
yet available. Outside the Community interesting information on work in progress in 
Spain and Sweden has also been included. Detailed descriptions of most of the processes 
under development were given previously3. These processes are now briefly reviewed, 
taking into account further information which has become available. 

6.1 ~~ 

Visits to three organisations in France were included in the study. In Orleans the 
Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres (BRGM) has been studying waste sorting since 
1975. A 1.5-2 tonne/hour pilot plant has been constructed, but because of the involvement 
of private enterprise in the funding of the project, BRGM were not at liberty to divulge 
details of the process. It is understood that shredding is not involved, and that the 
products of the process include cardboard boxes, newspaper and magazines, soiled paper, 
glass and plastic containers (including separation of polyethylene and PVC) ferrous metal 
and organic materials. The SOCEA company is developing a process in association with 
Enadimsa in Madrid, and a 15 tonne/hour prototype plant is under construction at 
Tournan-on-Brie. It was not possible to visit this plant, but the type of equipment used 
was seen in Madrid and is discussed in Section 6.6. The waste-derived fuel plant in 
Laval, constructed by Societe d'Etudes et d'Ingenierie (SOCETING) was seen in operation 
and a description of the process now follows. 

6. 1.1 The COMBOR Process 

The process is known by the name which has been given to the pelletised fuel product, 
COMBOR ( Combusti bles d' ordures menage res) • The flowsheet is shown in Fig. 19. The 
capacity of the plant at Laval is 8 tonnes/hour. It has been built on the site of a 
shredding and composting station and uses the existing Tollemache vertical hammer mill to 
reduce the waste to 50% minus 50mm. Ferrous metal is removed by a magnetic head pulley and 
the non-magnetics are screened at 20mm on a vibrating screen. The minus 20mm fines 
consisting of ashes, sand, glass and some paper and organics, amount to about 25% of the 

*Since writing this report the EPA assessment of the Ames process has been received, 
but unfortunately too late for consideration here. 
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iq-put waste. 

Light materials irt the oversize are aspirated by a hood (approximately 1.5m x 0.5m} 
s-ituated at the lower end of the vibr.:~.ting screen. The simple air classifier uses 
24ooom3/hour of air for a thorough, but not very selective, removal of lights. This 
ensures that losses of combustible materials are minimised; large pieces of textile, for 
example are aspirated, but so also are items such as cable which contain inorganics which 
might be expected to increase wear and maintenance requirements in subsequent parts of the 
plant. They roB¥ also give rise to undesirable characteristics in the fuel product. The 
heavies, amounting to only about 1% of the feed, are returned to the reception pit. 

The remainder of the process consists of secondary shrefding, removal of ferrous 
metal, glass and stones and pelletising of the fuel product. Before pelletising, 
calcium carbonate equivalent to 1.5% of the input to the mixer is added, estensibly to 
neutralise chlorine released as hydrogen chloride during combustion. The ~ompany has not 
yet carried out any combustion trials, and has .no information on the composition of the 
gases released, but all members of the CREST team were sceptical about the effectiveness 
of the presence of calcium carbonate in controlling the release of hydrogen chloride. 

The fuel product is pelletised in two 75 HP presses, which are operated alternately. 
The pellet mills are fitted with stationary cylindrical dies made up of two semi-circular 
sections, with the axis of the cylinder vertical. The pellets are 16mm in diameter and 
approximately 25mm long. It was stated that the dies would require replacement after 
processing 3000 tonnes of fuel, but as the plant has only been in operation for 3 months 
th~ estimate cannot yet be firmly established. 

Another aspect of the plant which will require· regular maintenance is the pneumatic 
conveying system, and it was estimated that the life of the pipe bends would be 6 months. 

The pelletised product is discharged at 70°C, cooled and then stored in a silo with 
a capacity of 3000 tonnes, or 4 months output. This is essential in Laval, where the 
product is to be used as fuel for a district heating system and demand will be seasonal. 
Production of COMBOR in Laval is expected to be 10,500 tonnes/year which is only 63% of 
capacity when the plant is operated on one 8 hour shift per day. 

The COMBOR product represents 70% by weight of the waste input to the plant, but 
10-12% moisture is evaporated during processing. The specificaticnsof COMBOR which have 
been measured are: 

Density 
Moisture content 
Calorific Value 

Ash fusion temperature 

500 kg/m3 

12-14% 
3200-3800 kcal/kg 
(13.4-15.9 MJ/kg} 
"'850°C 

The glass content was claimed to be zero and the ash content 3-5%, but these low values 
are difficult to reconcile with the very low ash fusion temperature. It is expected that 
slagging problems might be experienced when the fuel is burned. 

6.2 Germany 

Pilot-scale sorting plants have been developed by the Technische Hochschule in 
Aachen, and by Kraus Maffei AG in Munich. In addition the production and combustion of 
waste-derived fuel is being investigated by the Karl Fischer company in Berlin. The 
Aachen pro.iect started in 1972 with funds from the Bundesministerium des Innern but the 
rights for its commercial development have been purchased by Siebtechnik GmbH. The 
Krauss Maffei R80 system was introduced in 1974 with financial support from the 
Bayerischen Staatsministerium fUr Landesentwicklung und Umweltfragen. The Aachen and 
Karl Fischer plants were visited by the project team, but the Krause Maffei plant was 
only visited by the German co-pilots. 

The published process flowsheet of the Aachen plant44 is shown in Fig. 20. This 
represents the process as it is envisaged on a commercial scale rather than the pilot 
plant. There are several differences in detail, and the wet part of the process and glass 
recovery system are not on-line in Aachen. The scale of the pilot plant is· 1~1.5 tonnes/ 
hour. Primary shredding is carried out in a disc mill, but this is preceded by screening 
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to remove fines and a large proportion of the organic materials to minimise contamination 
and wetting of the paper content of the waste during size reduction. A paper-rich product 
is separated in a zig-zag air classifier. 

The heavies from the air classifier are treated in a separate circuit for further 
separation of ferrous metal and glass concentrates. 

The first step is the separation of organics and heavy plastics from metals and 
glass in a rising current separator. The advantage claimed for this method is that the 
cans are cleaned in the separator and their organic content is very low. In practice the 
rising current separator appeared to be much less efficient than claimed; a high proportion 
of ferrous ~tal was observed to report with the overflow, and the ferrous product was 
contaminated with paper and plastics. 

After draining, ferrous metal is removed from the r1s1ng cm·rent separator heavies. 
Some off-line tests have been carried out on the recovery of non-ferrous metals by heavy 
media separation using ferro-silicon slurries and subsequent colour sorting of the 
remaining glass concentrates in a Sortex machine. 

Several interesting ideas are being investigated in this pilot plant but it is 
apparent that many problems remain to be solved before a complete flowsheet can be 
commercially implemented. 

A description of the Krauss Maffei R80 system is given in the Second Interim Report 
of the German co-pilots and only a very brief summary is given here. The process flowsheet 
is shown in Fig. 21. The incoming waste is coarsely shredded after magnetic separation to 
remove ferrous metal. The shredded material has a ma.Ximum size of 300mm and an average 
size of 120mm. After a second magnetic separation the non-magnetic fraction is screened 
at 6omm to remove eompostable organic material. The oversize passes into a horizontal 
air classifier. The air classifier lights are screened at 100mm to remove an oversize 
product consisting of plastic film and paper sheets. Further paper is separated from the 
screen undersize on a zig-zag air classifier, and the paper fractions are combined. As 
the plant has not been seen by the authors it is not possible to comment on the efficiency 
of the process or the quality of the products. 

The Karl Fischer pilot plant in Berlin has been designed to produce waste-derived 
fuel an1 in principle it is very simple. Household waste is conveyed into a bag splitter 
at a rate of 15 tonnes/hour. The firm has experienced problems with the bag splitter and 
hopes to eliminate this step and use the subsequent trommel for liberation. In consequence 
the waste will be fed directly into the trommel which has two screening sections; 20mm 
holes cut in a plate, and 200mm rings welded together in close packed arrangement ( 60° 
centres). The minus 20mm fraction is discarded to landfill and the :r;ius 200mm fraction is 
retained as a final product. Surprisingly no fUrther separation is made of the oversize 
product. It was stated that the product was almost 100% combustible and fUrther 
treatment, other than shredding for fuel preparation, wasnot worthwhile. 

The plus 20 minus 200mm fraction is conveyed to the air classifier, which was 
described in Section 4.2. The air classifier lights and the plus 200mm trommel oversize 
are combined and shredded in a slow speed knife shredd.er. The shredded product, 
nominally less than 50mm, is dried in a rotary drier and then stored in a silo. The 
company has designed a combustion unit and carried out combustion tests, but no detailed 
results are available. 

6. 3 Holland 

The Centraal Technische Instituut TNO began work in the waste recovery area in 
1971-72. Their studies concentrated initially on the use of a zig-zag air classifier with 
the aim of producing a recyclable paper product. The results of these experiments 
attracted the interest of the Dutch paper industry and financial support from the Estel 
group of companies for further development. With this support it has been possible to 
install a 15 tonne/hour plant at a shredding station in Haarlem. Th~s large unit, which 
is a prototype rather than a pilot plant, has been in operation for two years to permit 
evaluation of the products to proceed on a continuous basis. 
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The process flowsheet is shown in Fig. 22. The essential stages of the process 
are primary shredding and air classification in a zig-zag air classifier, screening of the 
light fraction in a specially modified cylindrical screen with internal rotating vanes, 
wetting of the screen oversize and subsequent separation of the wet paper from plastics 
in a second zig-zag air classifier. Energy consumption for paper recovery is h~gh because 
the wet product must be dried for storage and transport, although the use of a filter 
press allows a 15% reduction in the fuel required for drying the paper. The paper product 
is suitable for manufacture of a good quality corrugated board. A fine product, 
containing a high proportion of organics, has found an interesting application in the 
manufacture of bricks. It could also be used for compost production, but it contains 20% 
inorganic materials such as glass. 

During the visit the plant was operating well at full capacity, it was clean and 
there was very little dust in the atmosphere, although conveyors were not enclosed. 
Modifications to contain dust would probably be necessary for operation on wastes with a 
high content of dry inorganic fines. 

6.4 ~ 

Italy has the only full-scale commercial sorting plants in operation in Europe at 
the present time. In Rome, Sorain-Cecchini operate three 600 tonne/d~ plants, one in 
the west of the city and two in the east. In Perugia the Cecchini company has built a 
smaller plant, originally 100 tonnes/d~ but now increased to 220 tonnes/~. It is 
understood that the design of all these plants is essentially the same. 

A simplified flowsheet of the Perugia plant is shown in Fig. 23. The basic 
separation process consists of a number of sizing operations in rotary or vibrating 
screens. The larger organic materials are sterilised and used to produce a pelletised 
animal feed product. Fine organics are used to produce compost. A two stage air 
classification system produces a paper-rich fraction, which is processed in a wet 
separation unit to yield a paper fibre product and washed plastics, which are sold for re
use. Ferrous metal is extracted magnetically and heated at 800°C to remove organics 
before baling for sale. The ferrous product is used in the manufacture of reinforcing 
bars for concrete. Large items such as wooden crates, tyres, etc, are removed in the 
initial screening step at 200mm and conveyed to an incinerator, where they are joined by 
rejects from several other points in the process. The sorting process is completely 
integrated with the incineration plant, which raises~eam for sterilisation of the animal 
feed product. 

There are two major features of the process which might limit its application in 
other countries. Firstly, daily collection of waste ~om households by vehicles which do 
not compact the waste is essential. Without thus, animal feed processing is impossible 
because the incoming waste organic materials degenerate so quickly. Secondly, an 
incineration unit for steam raising must be associated with the plant. The first of 
these factors would create problems in many locations due to the necessary increase in 
collection costs. In the absence of a market for compost and animal feed (the latter 
would almost certainly apply in some countries because of agricultural foodstuff 
restrictions which would be rigorously applied until extended trials had been completed) 
it would not be possible to have an integrated plant and there would be no justification 
for incorporating an incinerator. The front-end sorting system and the paper/plastic 
separation would be more widely applicable, although the Cecchini company is unwilling to 
release details of their operation. 

Details of a 10 tonne/hour household waste sorting plant built by the De Bartolomeis 
company, and a shredding and air classification plant designed to treat waste from the 
Fiat factories are given in the Italian Second Interim Report. 

6.5 United Kingdom 

In order to assess the economic viability of waste sorting the Department of the 
Environment is providing financial assistance to two Waste Disposal Authorities, South 
Yorkshire and Tyne and Wear, for the construction of a reclamation plant in each coun~. 
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6. 5. 1 The Doncaster Plant 

Doncaster has been chosen for the plant in South Yorkshire. Its design is based 
on the results of R & D carried out at Warren Spring Laboratory in Stevenage. A two
stream plant is planned with a capacity of 10 tonnes/hour per stream operating 16 hours 
daily on a fi ve-d~ week. It is intended that construction should start in late 1977. 

In designing the Doncaster plant, experiments using Doncaster waste in the 
Stevenage pilot plant have been carried out to determine how the circuit must be modified 
to treat waste o·, rather different. composition from Stevenage waste used in most of' the 
earlier testwork 5. The proposed f'lowsheet of' the plant is shown in Fig. 24. The basis 
of' the system is preliminary sorting according to size followed by secondary processing 
to yield marketable products from the sized streams. Initially the products of' the 
process will be waste-derived fuel, ferrous metal and glass. Facilities will be 
incorporated to produce the fuel in either baled or densif'ied forms. Shredding and 
densif'ication is an expensive process, but it will make the product more attractive as a 
supplementary fuel by improving its handling and storage characteristics. The recovery 
of' paper fibre from this paper-rich product, rather than using it as fuel, is still under 
investigation. So also is recovery of cardboard and paper from the primary trommel over
size by controlled air blowing. 

The experimental nature of this plant is emphasised and it is expected that 
modifications to the circuit will be made in the light of' operating experience. 

6. 5.2 The Tyne and Wear Plant 

The Tyne and Wear plant will be located at Byker', Newcastle-upon-Tyne. This is a 
single-stream plant which will initially process 300 tonnes/d&J over two shifts on a 
5-d~ week. The equipment is however!. designed for a maximum throughput of' 30 tonnes/hour. 
Commissioning of this plant i~ schedUied for late 1978 or early 1979. 

The process was designed by a team of' engineers and solid waste experts drawn 
from the Department of' the Environment, Tyne and Wear County Council, Heenan Environmental 
Systems Ltd (main mechanical and electrical contractor), and Warren Spring Laboratory, 
who after many considerations decided on the f'lowsheet shown in Fig. 25. 

The plant is designed to process household and commercial waste, and selected 
industrial waste. Because of the wide variations in the size of' the input waste a 
primary shredder was incorporated at the front-end. The plant is designed to produce a 
waste-derived fuel in a. number of' forms including pellets, and to extract ferrous metals. 
Howevar, it is anticipated that testwork will be carried out on the light fraction from 
the air classifier to determine its suitability for fibre recovery. 

The prototype air classifier has been developed by Newell Dunf'ord Engineering Ltd. 
This is basically a rotating cone with its axis at a low angle to the horizontal. The 
feed enters the cone at its wide end and falls into an induced flow of' high velocity air 
which has spiralled up from the narrow end of' the cone. The light materials are carried 
out of the cone in the turbulent air stream and collected in a plenum chamber. The he&'V'Y 
materials such as cans and glass are cleaned as they tumble through the air and leave the 
cone at its narrow end. TriaJ.s have been carried out with a. 2. 3 x 4. 7m cone at feed rates 
up to 7 tonnes/h. 

The activities of' some UK companies in the use of' domestic waste as a sup»lementary 
fuel and the recovery of' ferrous metal from raw waste, were described previously3. 

6. 6 Spain 

Studies into the recovery of' re-usable materials from Spanish household waste have 
been undertaken by the Empresa Nacional Adaro de Investigaciones Mi.neras S.A. (Ena.dimsa). 
This group began to collaborate closely with the United Stated Bureau of' Mines in 1973 
and this led to the installation of a copy of' ·the USBM pilot plant. Preliminary tests 
indicated the inadequacy of' the system due to the high organic content of' waste in Madrid. 
The system was therefore modified to take into account differences in waste composition 
between the United States and Spain. 
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The process flowsheet currently under test is shown in Fig. 26. Enadisma design 
philosophy has been to simplifY the USBM process to make it more suitable for industrial 
operation. For example, there is only one stage of air classification, which has been 
adapted from the USBM light air classifier situated immediately after the shredder. 
Severe problems were encountered in the operation of the USBM horizontal air classifier, 
and this piece of equipment has been rejected from the flowsheet. The Enadimsa air 
classifier was described in Section 4.2. It would be interesting to compare the 
performance of this very simple design of air Classifier with a zig-zag air classifier 
on wastes of varying composition. 

The air classifier lights are treated in a new separator which has been supplied 
by SOCEA of France for testing and development. It consists of a trommel, inside which 
is a shaft fitted with knives, which rotates in the opposite direction to the trammel 
rotation. Water is sprayed on to the external surface of the trammel, the whole unit 
being shrouded. The effect of the separator is to partially pulp the paper so that it 
can be screened from the plastic. At the exit of the trommel·the light plastic is 
aspirated while the heavy product passes on to a steeply incl1ned conveyor. This allows 
a separation of plastic bottles (which roll back down the conveyor) from textiles and any 
paper and plastic sheet which has not been previously removed. Thus the products are 
wet paper, plastic film and plastic bottles. 

6.7 Sweden 

Research work into the recovery of re-usable materials from household wastes is 
being undertaken in Sweden by the FlMkt company in close co-operation with the Swedish 
Board for Technical Development. A pilot plant with a nominal capacity of 5 tonnes/hour 
has been in operation at the H~gdalen refuse incineration station in Stockholm since the 
beginning of 1975. The sale of a 25 tonne/hm .. r plant to VAM in the Netherlands was 
announced in 1976. 

The flowsheet is shown in Fig. 27. The process is aimed primarily at separation 
of a paper product. Primary shredding using '\ flail mill and two stages of air 
classification, with heat treatment in a modified pulp drier between the two air 
classifiers to render the plastics separable from the' paper. Fuel requirements for the 
drier are high but less than those for drying a paper product from a wet separation 
system. The paper product appeared to be very clean and of good quality, but the product 
quality must be seen in relation to the paper-rich nature of Stockholm's waste. It will 
be interesting to see how the process has to be modified in its proposed application in 
Holland. 

7. THE ECONOMICS OF WASTE SORTING 

7.1 Capital Expenditure 

Table 9 lists the available information on the capital costs of sorting plants in 
the USA and Canada. With the exception of the USBM process, for which the cost of a 
1000 short ton/day plant has been estimated, all these plants are under construction or 
in operation. The penultimate column of the Table shows the capital costs of the various 
plants in 1977 dollars, calculated using a Marshal! and Swift equipment cost index of 
492 for the first quarter of 1977. Calculated capital costs for a 20 tonne/hour plant of 
each design are given in the last column. 

Table 9 reveals considerable variation in the estimated capital costs when 
normalised to a capacity of 20 tonnes/hour. Some of this variation can be attributed to 
site-specific factors such as local labour rates, site preparation, standard of buildings 
etc., but there are also considerable differences in the complexity of the processing 
systems adopted. Superficially it is possible to find some explanation of the relative 
cheapness of the Teledyne and Ames processes. Both have relatively unsophisticated flow
sheets, and in neither case are the secondary recovery circuits for glass and aluminium 
fully developed. With the exception of NCRR the remaining systems are more costly and in 
general the available information gives only a rough indication of why this is so. The 
cost of the Raytheon plant includes a sophisticated and expensive control system and by
passes to allow the plant to continue to operate in the event of a major equipment 
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TABLE 9. - Capital Coats ot American Processes 

Location ot Capacity eartal Cost 
Bsti.ate4 coat ot 

Orsanisation Proc!ucts 20 toones /hour pllpt Plant tonnes/hour (1977) $ (197T) 

R~theon Men roe County, Fuel 
Bev York Ferrous Metal 12T 2T• 8.9m Alumi ni Ulll 

Glass, Banc! 

Black Clavaon Franltlin, Fibre, Fuel 
Ohio Ferrous Metal 8 4.1111 7.0111 Aluminium 

Colour-sorted Glass 

Tele~e Baltimore Fuel 
County Ferrous Metal 91 8. 7• ].5111 Glass (contains atODes) 

Al. umini Ulll 

Ill BM Pilot plant in Fuel 
Washinston D. C. Ferrous Metal 63.5 14.4a 1.2111 AJ.uminiUIIl, Heavy Bon-terrous 

Glass 

BCRR Bev Orlesns Landtill Material 
Newspaper 
Ferrous Metal 57 T.3111 3.9m 
AluminiUIIl 
Glass 

Ontario Centre Toronto Fibre or Fuel, Glass 
tor Resource Ferrous Metal 
Recovery Paper, Boa-ferrous Metal 36 14.4a 10.1a 

COJIIPOBt 
Energy tor plant heatinr 

City ot Allies Ames, Iowa Fuel 
Ferrous Metal 45 T.3a "·'• Al. umi ni Ulll 

Parsons Chicaso .P'uel 145 21.1• 6.4. Ferrous Metal 

accidental El Cajon (Fuel fed to pyrolysis) 
(San Dieso) Ferrous Metal 

Alumi ni Ulll 26 9.3111 T.?m 
Glass 
Oil 

American Csn Milwaukee Fuel 
Ferrous Metal 91 

,,, 511 
6.2111 AluminiUIIl ( excluc!in~~: tuel 

Agsregate (Glass) storap bins) 
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breakdown. Landscaping, rail sidings, and high quality buildings are all included. The 
Toronto plant includes an incinerator and composting plant as well as a sorting system, 
and the accidental plant incorporates extra equipment and a large storage building to 
permit preparation of combustible materials for pyrolysis and continuous operation of the 
pyrolysis reactor. 

The low cost of the NCRR plant is puzzling, although it was stated that some of 
the equipment had been purchased second-hand or even provided free of charge, and the 
buildings were simple s'gel structures with corrugated sheet walls. It is interesting to 
note that an EPA report on resource recovery cost estimates also found the NCRR capital 
cost to be very much lower than competing designs. It was pointed out that the large 
difference in capital cost between the NCRR plant and a process designed by the General 
Electric Company for Hartford, Connecticut could be explained by technical and 
architectural design differences. For example, the General Electric design had 
considerably more material storage space and nearly twice the enclosed building area. 

As pointed out earlier (Section 5.1) the USBM estimate includes provision of a 
standby primary separation line. Provision of spare capacity by duplication of 
equipment is common the several American systems, and is probably essential when dealing 
with such· large daily throughputs of waste. In Europe, where plants are expected to be 
much smaller, it will probably be acceptable to temporarily divert the whole of the waste 
input to landfill in the event of a major breakdown. None of the European systems under 
consideration includes provision of a complete standby processing line in their capital 
cost estimates. To allow comparisons to be made with European processes it is necessary 
to bP able to subtract the cost of standby equipment, and also non-ferrous metal 
recovery equipment, which is unlikely to be employed in most locations in Europe in the 
short term. 

This c~ be done with the aid of published economic evaluations of the USBM34 and 
Black Clawson processes. It is shown in the Appendix that the capital costs~of 
20 tonne/hour plants comparable with European processes are $5.9m for the USBM process 
and $3.9m for the Black Clawson process. 

Translation of American costs to a European basis also poses problems. Taking the 
UK as an example, although the cost of materials and equipment in the two countries 
might be expected to be approximately equivalent, labour is considerably more expensive 
in the USA. The installed cost of an equivalent plant is therefore likely to be somewhat 
higher in the USA than in the UK. Location indices (i.e. the ratio of the UK cost to the 
USA cost for equivalent plant) have been developed for chemical plant47, but reliable 
data are not yet available for solid waste processt§g systems. However, a location 
index of 0.9 has been suggested for such processes • Onthis basis and at a first 
quarter 1977 exchange rate of £1.72 = £1, plants costing $7m- $9m in the USA would cost 
£3, 7m - £1+, 7m in the UK. 

Capital cost estim~tes for European and American processes are compared in Table 
10 . The full American systems are substantially more expensi~e than t~e ~uropet~ syst~ms 1, with the single exception of Sorain-Cecchini, but the.latter.~ncludes ~nc~nera ~~n, an~ma 
feed l'terilising and r.omposting units as well as sort~ng equ~pment. The two proJected/UK 
plants, the TNO and the Fl~t systems all fall within the range 3-4 m~ for a 20 tonne hour 
plant. The simplified Black Clawson system and the USBM plant recover~ng only fuel and 
ferrous metal also have costs of the same order. The costs of the t~o German systems.are on 
the low side, but it is understood that these costs are based on est~mates for suppl~~n~ 
systems for the Bundesmodell Abfallverwertung and do not include the ful~ :ost of bu~ld~ngs 
and civil engineering which would apply to independent plants. The rem~~n~ng s~stems a~pear 
to be significantly cheaper, but there are some reservations about the ~n~ormat~~ ~bta~ned. 
The COMBOR system, for example, has a very simple, and presumably cheap a~: class~f1er,. 
which must be one reason why this waste-derived fuel system has a compa:at~v~ly low cap~tal 
cost. It seems very likely, however, that as a cc~sequence of unselect~ve ~: . 
classification, the quality of the fuel product will be unacceptabl~ low for.~n~ustr~al 
use. The very low price of the related Enadimsa and SOCEA systems ~s more d~:f~cult to 
understand. It is worth noting that calculations by the authors, based on un:t costs of 
equipment in the flowsheet, gave much higher total capital costsf although st~l~ lower 
than the average range of 3-4 mua. Past experience has shown, however, that thlB ~ethod 
of cost estimation tends to underestimate buildings and civil engineering and to g~ve 
low results. 
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'J;ABLE 10. - COD!P&l'isoo of European and American Capital Costs 

Process 

Full American 
System 

USBM 

Black Clawson 
Sorain-Cecchini 
UK - Doncaster 

UK - '!Yne and Wear 
'l'BO 
Flllkt 
Aachen 
Krause Maffei 

OOMBOR 
Enadimsa 
Enadimsa - WSL estimate 

" " " 
SOCEA 

Products 

F Fe 11 G 

F Fe G 
). Fe Fe Pa 
F Pa Pl A C 
FFeG 
F Fe 
F Fe 
Fe Pa 0 
(F) Fe Pa 
Fe G Pa 
Fe G Pa Pl 
Fe Pa Pl 
F Fe 
(F) Fe Pa Pl 
{F) Fe 
{F) Fe Pa Pl 
Fe Pa Pl 

Estimated Cost of 20 tonnes/b plant 

Local Currency £ Million 
millions millioos Units of Account 

$7-9 4-5 6-8 

-~:9 3.1 4.8 
3·.~ ~:~ ~:~ 

L64oo 4.3 6.6 
£2.2 2.2 3.4 
£2.0 2.0 3.1 
£2.5 2.5 3.9 

D.Fl 9 2.2 3.4 
S.kr. 16.6 2.3 3.5 

114 7-5 1.9 2.9 
DM 6.6 1. T 2.6 
114 5-7 1.4 2.2 

FF 10.5 1.2 1.9 
Pta. 83.2 O.T 1.1 

1.4 
1.8 

FF 5.9. O.T 1.1 

Key: F • Fuel; Fe • Ferrous Metal; B • Boo-ferrous Metal; G • Glass; Pa • Paper; 
Pl • plastics; A • Animal Feed; C • Compost; 0 • Organic Fines 

(F) signifies a mixed combustible fractioo which might be usable as tuel th~ 
not intended as such b.Y the process designers. 

BB. The capital costs quoted do not include taxes. Cooversions to units of 
account were calculated assuming 1ua • £0.65. 

Clearly, economic comparisons must be treated with sa. reservations. Generally 
speaking an overall capital cost including installation and buildinp was quoted, ad a 
detailed breakdown of capital costs for unit operations was not available. Civil 
engineering costs can be particularly variable because of site-specific factors such as 
local labour rates, labour productivity, site preparation and ancillary faciU ties such 
as weighbridges, car parks, office accoDDDOdation, etc. For these reasons differences in 
overall capital costs of less than at least 10%, possibly as much as 20%, are not 
considered to be significat. It is considered that the capital cost of a 20 tonne/hour 
sorting plant in the EEC recovering paper, fuel, ferrous metal ad possibly glass should 
lie in the range 3-4 mua. 

7.2 Qperating Costs 

It is not possible to generalise in the same wrq about operating costs because 
these will vary so much with local conditions. Capital charges are a major factor, 
accounting for at least 60% of operating costs , but composi tioo of the input vaste, 
markets for the products, labour and administration are also important. For these 
reasoos operating costs have been calculated only as they would apply in the UK assuminc 
all the processes operate on waste of the national average compositioo. This gives a 
basis for comparison of different processes, although differences of less thiiD 10J are 
again not considered to be sienificant. 

Full details of the calculation of operating costs are given in the Appendix. and 
the results are s'WIIIII&J'ised in Table 11. Glass and non-ferrous metal recovery haft been 
excluded from these comparisoos so that the products are similar in each cue. 
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TABLE 11. - CO!I!Parison of Operating Costs 

Net Operating Cost £/tonne 
Plant Products 

10 tonnes/h 20 tonnes/h 

USBM 10.5 7.5 Fuel, Ferrous Metal 
Black Clawson 
Doncaster 
Tyne and Wear 
Fllkt 

11.2 8.2 Fibre, Fuel, Ferrous Metal 
8.5 5.7 Paper, Fuel, Ferrous Metal 

TNO 

OOMBOR 
Enadimsa 

10. 1 
8.5 
8.4 

5.2 
6.0 

7.0 Fuel, Ferro~ Metal 
5.6 Paper 1 , Fuel , Ferrous 
5.7 Paper1, Ferrous Metal, 

Organics 
3.9 Fuel, Ferrous Metal 
3.5 Paper 1, Fuel2 , Ferrous 

1. Calculations assume the wet paper product is dried before sale 
2. Calculations assume a paper-rich product which would not be acceptable to the UK 

paper industry at the present time can be sold as fuel. 

Metal 
Fine 

Metal 

The difference between the calculated operating costs of the two American processes 
is probably not significant, although it should be noted that electricity and water 
consumption are high in the Black Clawson process and considerable effluent disposal 
facilities are required. 

It can be seen that there is little difference between the calculated costs for 
the WSL, Fllkt and TNO processes. In the case of the Flllkt process the extra cost 
associated with paper recovery offsets the extra revenue so that, in the UK at least 
there is no economic incimtbre for this method of paper recovery provided a market for 
waste-derived fuel can be found. This is not so in Sweden where the paper content of 
the waste is much higher, and the net operating cost for a 20 tonne/h plant is reduced 
to £3.8 per tonne. Insufficient information was available to carry out a similar 
calculation for the TNO process, but it would be surprising if a similar conclusion were 
not reached. 

The Tyne and Wear plant appears to be the mre expensive to operate of the two UK 
processes, due to its higher capital cost and power requirements and the absence of 
revenue from paper recovery. Until the plants are in operation, however, and 
demonstrating their ability to produce and sell products at the projected rates it would 
be premature to declare a preference on the grounds of economics. It does emphasise 
however, how sensitive these calculations are to assumptions about revenue from products. 

The Enadimsa and COMOOR processes appear to be significantly less costly to 
operate than the others, but in view of the reservations about capital cost estimates 
expressed earlier, it is considered likely that the calculated operating costs for these 
two processes are over-optimistic. 

The Sorain-Cecchini process was not included in Table 11 because of the completely 
different market situation for the products in Italy. If it is assumed that all the 
products can be sold at the prices quoted by Cecchini, then at 20 tonnes/h the process 
would make a net profit of £3. 8 per tonne. On the other hand, based on likely UK 
revenues the net operating £2!1 of the process is £8.6 per tonne. This illustrates very 
clearly the dependence of the viability of sorting systems upon prevailing conditions 
which differ markedly from location to location. 
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1. 3 Glass and Aluminium Recovery 

The economics of glass and aluminium recovery can be expected to be marginalq 
attractive only in the most favourable circumstances in Europe. Some approximate 
calculations have been carried out to illustrate this point. 

Some estimates of the costs of glass recovery are summarised in Table 12. The 
capital costs include the equipment required for preparation of the glass-rich feed for 
processing by troth notation or transparency sorting, together with the associated civil 
engineering work. In the case of froth notation the cost of equipment for efnuent 
treatment is included. The estimates for transparency sorting assume that a simple and 
inexpensive means of washing and drying the feed can be devised. 

TABLE 12. - Estimates Glass Recove 
to a 20 

Froth Flotation Transparency Sorting 

Capital cost 
Annual operating cost 

Cost per tonne of glass recovered: 
(assuming 50% recovery by notation, 

63% b;y transparency sorting) 

5% glass in waste 
10% glass in waste 
15% glass in waste 

£220 000 
£58 000 

£39 
120 
113 

1160 000 
148 000 

£24 
£13 

£9 

At an ex-works value of 18-110/tonne for the glass product, it appears that 
transparency sorting may become economically attractive for waste with a high glass content 
of between 10 and 15%, but froth notation is unlikely to be profitable. The situaticn 
may be more favourable in regions where there is a high demand for cullet. 

USBM data have been used to estimate the costs of aluminium recovery34• The results 
of the calculations are summarised in Table 13. 

TABLE 13. - Estimate of the Cost of Addins Aluminium 
Recovery to a 20 tonne /h Sorting Plant 

Capital Cost 
Annual Operating Cost 
Cost per tonne of aluminium recovered: 
(assuming 60% recovery) 

0. 5% aluminium in waste 
0. 8% aluminium in waste 
1. O% aluminium in waste 

£255 000 
159 000 

£317 
1198 
£159 

Experience in the USA indicates the aluminium can stock separated from domestic 
waste has a value equivalent to about £200/tonne. It is clear that aluminium recove:ry is 
only profitable when the aluminium content of the waste approaches 1%, and this is onq 
likely to be the case in locations where there is a high consumption of aluminium 
beverage cans. 
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APPERDIX 

CALCULATION OF OPERATING COSTS 

Basis tor the Calculations (Assuming UK Cooditions} 

Plant Occupacity 

Plants are assumed to operate tor two eight hour shifts, ti ve dqs per week. 
Actual daily running time is assumed to be 12 hours, corresponding to a capacity 
utilisation factor of 75 •• 

Depreciation and Interest 

Amortisation is calculated over 15 years at a rate of interest of 10 •• 

Maintenance 

The annual cost or maintenance is assumed to be 4% ot the installed capital cost. 
This includes the wases and on-costs or maintenance personnel working on the plant. 

Local Taxation 

The effect ot local taxation on running costs is not taken into account. 

Labour 

The following rates of p~ are used: 

Foreman on two shifts 
Operator on two shifts 
D~men 

£85 per week 
£72 per week 
£60 per week 

Labour on-costs are taken as 38% ot gross wages to cover employer's Rational 
Health contributions, pension, overtime, holid~s, etc. Administrative overheada are 
taken as 50% of operating labour including on-costs. 

Utilities 

The following costs are·assumed tor utilities: 

Electricity 
Natural Gas 
Fuel Oil 
Wat~r 
Discharge of 
treated effluent 
to sewer 

2.3p oer kWh 
16p per 105 kJ 

7.5p per 1 
9.24p per m3 

Nominal sums are assumed tor fuel tor space heating. 

Working Capital 

Working capital is assumed to be one month's gross operating costs (not including 
capital charges). 

Residue Disposal 

The cost of landfill tor residue disposal is assumed to be £1.5 per tonne. lo 
allowance is made tor off-site transport. 
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Plant Input 

The composition of the input waste for all calculations is assumed to be the UK 
national average for 197349. The breakdown is as follows: 

Capital Cost 

Fines ( <20mm) 
Vegetable and Putrescible 
Paper 
Metal (including non-ferrous) 
Rag 
Plastics 
Glass 
Other 

US Bureau of Mines 

% by weight 

19 
18 
33 
10 
3.5 
1. 5 
10 
5 

USBM estimate that the total ~~ant cost for 1000 short tons per ~ capacity is 
$13.7m at second quarter 1976 prices • Subtracting the cost of the standby primary 
separation line, and the non-ferrous recovery section, the capital cost for 70 tons/hour 
(63.5 tonnes/hour) would be $11. 3m. Scaled down to 20 tonnes/hour and at first quarter 
1977 prices the cost would be $5.9m. Converting to sterling at £1 = $1.72 and assuming 
a location index of 0.9 (see Section 7.1) the cost of an equivalent plant in the UK is 
calculated to be £3.1m. 

Labour and Utility Requirements 

USBM consider that the process requires 12 operators per shift. For the smaller 
capacity plant under consideration similar labour requirements to those envisaged for 
the WSL process appear reasonable, i.e.: 

Foreman 

10 tonnes/h 

2 
Shift operators 
Dey men 

8 
2 

Power requirement: 
Process water 

Recoveries 

21 kWh/tonne of input waste 
0.27m3/tonne of input waste. 

20 tonnes/h 

2 
12 
2 

USBM data indicate that'less than 2% of the light combus~ibles are lost from the 
fuel product 11 . In the absence of the non-ferrous metal recovery section the heavy 
combustibles would be discarded, and incorporation of the wet organic materials in the 
fuel would probably result in an unacceptably low quality product. It is therefore 
assumed that paper, plastics and textiles amounting to 36% of the feed are recoverable as 
fuel. A value of £5/tonne is assumed for the baled product. 

Published materials balances 11 for the process indicate that 90% of the ferrous 
metal content of the waste is recoverable. A recovery of about 8% of the input as 
ferrous metal can therefore be expected. 

As discussed in Section 4.6 a 70% recovery rate for glass is probably achievable, 
corresponding to 7% of the input waste. 

Operating Costs 

Plant Capacity 
Waste Input 
Capital cost 
Working Capital 

10 tonnes/h 
31000 tonnes/y 
£2.0m 
£0.02m 

20 tonnes/h 
6200 tonnes/y 
£3.1m 
£0.03m 



Annual Costs 

Capital Charges 
Wages 
On Costs 
Manage~ (~nc~ding on costs) 
Administration 
Maintenance 
Electricity (21 kWh/tonne) 
Natur.al Gas for space heating 
Process Water and Effluent Disposal 

(0.27m3/tonne) 
Chemicals (for froth flotation) 
Residue Disposal (49% of input) 

Total 

Revenue 

Ferrous Metal at £12/tonne 
Fuel at £5/tonne 
Glass at £8/tonne 

Total 

Net Operating Cost 
or 

A3 

£/y 

266 000 
45 000 
17 000 
5 000 

31 000 
80 000 
15 000 
6 000 
1 500 

500 
23 000 

490 000 

30 000 
56 000 
17 000 

103 000 

£387 000 
£12.5/tonne 

£/y 

412 000 
60 000 
23 000 
9 000 

41 000 
124 000 
30 000 
10 000 
3 000 

1 000 
46 000 

759 000 

60 000 
112 000 

35 000 

207 000 

£552 000 
or £8.9/tonne 

If the glass recovery plant were not included the capital cost of a 20 tonne/h 
plant would be £2.5 million, and the operating costs would be as follows: 

Annual Costs 

Capital Charges 
Wages (1 man/shift less) 
On costs 
Manager 
Administration 
Maintenance 
Electricity (17.5 kWh/tonne) 
Natural Gas 
Residue Disposal (56% of input) 

Revenues 

Net Annual Operating Cost 

!lz 
333 000 

53 000 
20 000 
9 000 

37 000 
100 000 
25 000 
10 000 
52 000 

639 000 

172 000 

467 000 
or £7. 5/tonne 

Black Clawson 

Capit&l Cost 

The capital cost of the Franklin plant in 1969 was just \Dder $2m, made up as 
follows: 

Weighing and reception 
Pulping, separation and dewatering 
Fluid bed incinerator 
Fibre recovery 

Total 

$ 182 000 
$• 626 000 
$ 670 000 
$ 509 000 

$ 1 987 000 

Glass and non-ferrous metal recovery are not included in these estimates. The 
capital ~ost of the glass and non-ferrous metal recovery plant was estimated in 1976 to 
be $2.5m35, based on 2000 short tons/da:y of raw waste input. This is equivalent to 
t0.9 for a 20 tonnes/hour plant. 
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The following capital cost estimates have been calculated for various plant 
configurations: 

Fuel, fibre and ferrous metal recovery 
As above with incineration of residue 
Ccmplete plant including glass and non-

ferrous metal recovery 

10 tonnes/h 

$2.6m 
$4.om 
$4.6m 

20 tonnes/h 

$3.9m 
$6.1m 
$7.0m 

For comparison with other processes the operating costs for the first of the above 
configurations have been calculated. 

Labour and Utility Requirements 

Labour requirerr.ents are estimated as follows: 

Foremen 
Shift Operators 
Day Men 

10 tonnes/h 

2 
6 
2 

Power requirement 
Process water 
Aqueous effluent 

106 kWh/tonne of input waste 
12.9m3/tonne 11 11 11 

10.5mj/tonne 11 11 11 

20 tonnes/h 

2 
10 
2 

The effluent has a BOD loading of 280 mg/1 an~ suspended solids at 440 mg/1. It 
should be possible to pay for its disposal to sewer without further treatment. 

Recoveries 

The following rates of recovery are expected from waste in the UK: 

Paper fibre 16% of input 
Fuel 40% of input 
Ferrous metal 8% of input 
Reject 36% of input 

The fuel has a poor specification and might not be readily saleable, but its fibre 
content is high and a value of £2. 50/tonne has been assumed. The available information 
about the fibre product suggests that this is of a lower quality than can be recovered by 
a dry separation process, and a value of £15/tonne is assumed. 

Operating Costs 

Plant Capacity 
Waste Input 
Capital Cost 
Working Capital 

Annual Costs 

Capital Charges 
Wages 
On Costs 
Manager 
Administration 
Maintenance 

10 tonnes/h 
31 000 tonnes/y 

£1.4m 
£0.03 

£/y 

187 000 
38 000 
14 000 
5 000 

26 000 
56 000 
76 000 Electricity (106 kWh/tonne) 

Natural Gas for space heating 
Water (12.9m3/tonne) 
Effluent Disposal (10.5m3/tonne) 
Residue Disposal 

6 000 
37 000 
21 000 
17 000 

Total 482 000 

20 tonnes/h 
62 000 tonnes/y 

£2.0m 
£0.04 

£/y 

268 000 
53 000 
20 000 
9 000 

37 000 
80 000 

151 000 
10 000 
74 000 
41 000 
'34 000 

777 000 



Revenues 

Ferrous Metal at £12/tonne 
Paper Fibre at £15/tonne 
Fuel at £2.50/tonne 

Total 

Net Operating Cost 

A5 

30 000 
74 000 
31 000 

135 000 

£348 000 
or £11.2/tonne 

WSL Process 

60 000 
149 000 
62 000 

271 000 

£506 000 
£8.2/tonne 

The process economics are calculated for a plant recovering ferrous metal, 
pelletised fuel, glass, end a small quantity of paper and cardboard. The flowsheet is 
assumed to be similar to the one for Doncaster shown in Fig. 24, but the composition of 
the feedstock is assumed to correspond to the national average; glass recovery is takeQ 
to be by froth notation. 

Capital Cost 

An estimated cost of the Doncaster plant at February 1977 prices is £2.227m, 
made up as follows: 

Plant and Installation 

Primary sorting and waste-derived fuel 
Metal recovery 
Glass recovery 
Paper baling 
Compactors (1 for residue removal, 2 on 

case of plant breakdown) 
Design, development and supervision 

Building and Civil Engineering 

standby 

Sub-Total 

Total 

£ 

723 000 
60 000 
90 000 
4G 000 

in 20 000 

201 000 

£1 140 000 

£1 081 000 

£2 227 000 

The total capital cost estimate of £2.23 million includes provision for 
administration, accommodation, weighbridges, roads, car parks, landscaping, etc, but not 
land. It 1118¥ not be strictly comparable with capital cost estimates for other European 
processes, which in general have included the costs of equipment, installation, and a 
basic building only. 

Labour and Utility Requirements 

Labour requirements are as follows: 

Foremen 
Shift operators 
Day men 

10 tonne/h 

2 
8 
2 

20 tonne/h 

2 
12 
2 

Total power requirements are estimated to be 40 kWh/tonne of input waste, of which 
10 kWh/tonne are for shredding and pelletising the fuel product, and 5 kWh/~onne are for 
glass recovery. The aqueous effluent from the glass recovery plant is 2. 6m /tonne of 
input waste. Assuming 80~ recycle af'ter thickening, make-up water and eftluent to sewer 
will both amount to 0. 52m /tonne. The concentration of solids in the aqueous effluent 
will be 29 g/1. 
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Recoveries 

Pilot scale trials at WSL on waste of composition close to the national average 
indicate that the following rates of recovery are achievable: 

Fuel (pelletised) 
Ferrous metal 
Glass 

30% of input 
7% of input 
5% of input 

Paper 5% of input (90% paper) 

Operating Costs 

Plant Capacity 
Waste Input 
Capital Cost 
Working Capital 

Annual Costs 

Capital Charges 
Wages 
On-Costs 
Manager 
Administration 
Maintenance 
Electricity (40 kWh/tonne) 
Natural Gas for space heating 
Water 
Chemicals 

10 tonnes/h 
31 000 tonnes/y 
£1.47m 
£0.02m 

£/y 

196 000 
45 000 
17 000 
5 000 

31 000 
59 000 
29 000 

Residue disposal (56% of input) 

6 000 
2 500 

500 
25 000 

Revenues 

Ferrous Metal 
Fuels 
Glass 
Paper 

Total 

at £12 /tonne 
at £7 /tonne 
at £8/tonne 
at £15/tonne 

Total 

Net Operating Cost 

416 000 

26 000 
65 000 
12 000 
23 000 

126 000 

£290 oou 
or £9.3/tonne 

20 tonnes/h 
62 000 tonnes/y 
£2.23m 
£0.03m 

£/y 

297 000 
60 000 
23 000 
9 000 

41 000 
89 000 
57 000 
10 000 
5 000 
1 000 

50 000 

642 000 

52 000 
130 000 
25 000 
46 000 

253 000 

£389 000 
or £6.3/tonne 

If glass recovery were not included it is estimated that the capital cost of 
a 20 tonne/h plant would be £2.0 million, and the operating costs would be as follows: 

Annual Costs 

Capital Charges 
Wages (1 man/shift less) 
On-Costs 
Manager 
Administration 
Maintenance 
Electricity 
Natural Gas 

Yz 
267 000 

53 000 
20 000 
9 000 

37 000 
80 000 
50 000 

Residue Disposal (61% of input) 
10 000 
55 000 

Total 

Revenues 
Net Annual Operating Cost 

581 000 

228 000 
353 000 

or £5.7 /tonne 
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Tyne and Wear Process 

Capital Cost 

The estimated capital cost for the 30 tonne/hour plant is £3.2 million, ot which 
£1.5 million is for buildings and civil engineering. As in the case ot the Doncaster 
plant, the capital cost includes accommodation, weighbridges, a standby transfer facility 
for crude waste. roads, car parks, landscaping. full dust control plant, etc., but not 
land. Again this ~ not be comparable with estimates for other European processes, 
because of site specific factors. For the purposes of this study, economic calculations 
have been carried out for scaled down plants of 10 and 20 tonne/hour, although it is 
probably unrealistic to conta.mplate a 10 tonne/hour nowline, because the shredder will 
be chosen for its feed opening size, its capacity being generally greater than required. 

Labour and Utility Requirements 

Labour requirements are assumed to be as follows: 

Foremen 
Shift operators 
DS\Ymen 

10 tonne/h 

2 
6 
2 

20 tonne/h 

2 
10 
2 

Power consumption is expected to be of the order of 50 kWh/tonne of input waste. 
made up as follows: 

Primary shredder 12 
Air classifier 20 
Secondary shredder 

and pelletising 10 
Conveyors. etc 8 

Total 50 

Air classifier power consumption is high because it was compressed air. 

Recoveries 

There are no pilot plant data on which estimates of rates of recovery could be 
based. Following American estimates for similar processes it is assumed that paper, 
plastics and textiles amounting to 36% of the feed are recoverable as fuel. It is also 
assumed that 45% of the vegetable and putrescible materials are transferred to paper, 
card and rag constituents by the primary shredder. making a total._tuel traction of 44% 
of the feed. Ferrous metal re~overy is assumed to be 7% of the input waste. 

Operating Costs 

Plant Capacity 
Waste Input 
Capital Cost 
Working Capital 

Annual Costs 

Capital Charges 
Wages 
On Costs 
Manap:er 
Administration 
Maintenance 
Electricity (50 kWh/tonne) 
Natural Gas for s~ace heating 
Residue Disposal {47% of input) 

Total 

10 tonnes/h 
31 000 tonnes /y 
£1.65m 
to.o2m 

220 000 
38 000 
14 000 

5 000 
26 000 
66 000 
36 000 
6 000 

22 000 

433 000 

20 tcmnes/h 
62 000 tonnes/y 
£2.5m 
£0.03m 

333 000 
53 000 
20 000 
9 000 

37 000 
100 000 
71 000 
10 000 
44 000 

677 000 



Revenues 

Ferrous metal at £12/tonne 
Fuel at £7/tonne 

Total 

26 000 
95 000 

121 000 

52 000 
191 000 

243 000 

Net Annual Operating Cost £312 000 
or £10.1/tonne 

£434 000 
£7,0/tonne 

Capital Cost 

Fl\\kt 's estimates of the capital cost of a 10 tonne/h plant are: 

Machinery: S kr 8-10m installed, of which 25-35% is for the paper recovery 
equipment. 

Building: S kr 2m for a plain, light steel structure with heat insulated walls, 
45 x 25m (not including reception bunker). 

Total cost of 10 tonne/h plant = S kr 11m (say) 
= £1.53111. 

On this basis a 20 tonne/h plant would cost £2.3111. (In the Netherlands VAM 1\a~ 
recently announced their intention to install the FlKkt process at Mierlo. They estimate 
that a 25 tonne/h plant will cost D.Fl 10m or £2.4m). 

Labour Requirements 

FlKkt say only 3 operators are required per shift 
process control, one feeding and one handling products. 
and for the purpose of calculating operating costs it is 
two day-men are also required. Thus labour requirements 

for a 10 tonne/h plant, one fpr 
These requirements seem inadequate 
assUJIIed that a shift foreman and 
are: 

10 tonne/h 20 tonne/h 

Power Consumption 

Foremen 
Shift operators 
Day~mn 

2 
6 
2 

2 
10 
2 

Mechanical: 25 kWh/tonne of incoming waste, 50% of which is used in tbe two 
shredding operations, the rest by fans. 

Paper Drying: 75 kWh/tonne, or 6.51 of fuel oil/tonne of incoming waste, 

Recoveries 

Using Stockholm's waste the following rates of recovery are achieved: 

Ferrous metal 
Light paper 
Heavy paper 
Water removed 
Residue 

5.5% 
22.5% 

10% 
10% 

---8! 
100% 
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Approximately 20% of the paper content of the as-received waste is lost in the 
process. No information is available on the efficiency of paper recovery from waste of 
lower fibre content, but for the purpose of estimating the economics of the process for 
UK waste it is assumed that 24% of the input is recovered as paper products. The price 
for the light paper product quoted by Flllkt is equivalent to the value of mixed waste 
paper in the UK, i.e. ea. £25/tonne. On the assumption that some incentive would be 
required to sell a domestic waste· derived product to the UK paper industry, a value of 
£20 /tonne is assumed. It is also assumed that the heavy paper product would not be 
acceptable to the UK paper industry, but that it would have a value of £6/tonne as a fuel. 
It is reasonable to assume that in the latter event the plus 100mm ~eject from the 
secondary trommel could be disposed of in the same way. 

It is assumed that 7% of UK waste could be recovered as ferrous metal with a value 
of £12/tonne. 

On the above basis the following annual revenues and residue disposal costs can be 
expected from UK waste, and from waste similar to Swedish with 50}6 paper content: 

32% Paper 50% Paper 

31 000 tonne/y 62 000 tonne/y 31 000 tonne/y 62 000 tonne/y 

Ferrous metal 
(7% at £12/tonne) 

Light paper at £20/tonne 
(16 or 22.5% of input) 

Fuel at £6/tonne 
(13 or 19% of input) 

Totals 

Residue Disposal at 
£1. 5/tonne 
(58% or 49% of input) 

Onerating Costs 

Plant capacity 
Annual throughput 
Capital cost 
Working capital 

Annual Costs 

Capital charges 
Wages 
On-Costs 
Manager 
Administration 
Maintenance 
Electricity 

£26 000 

£99 000 

£24 000 

£149 000 

£27 000 

Fuel oil for paper recovery 
Fuel for space heating 

Totals 

£52 000 

£198 000 

£48 000 

£298 000 

£54 000 

10 tonnes/h 
31 000 tonnes /y 
£1.53m 
£0.01m 

£/y 

202 000 
38 000 
14 000 
5 000 

26 000 
60 000 
18 000 
15 000 
6 000 

384 000 

£26 000 £52 000 

£140 000 £28o 000 

£35 000 £71 000 

£201 000 £403 000 

£23 000 £46 000 

20 tonnes/h 
62 000 tonnes/y 
£2.3m 
£0.02m 

£/y 

305 000 
53 000 
20 000 
9 000 

37 000 
92 000 
36 000 
30 000 
10 000 

593 000 



For waste containing 32% paper: 

Operating costs 
Residue disposal 

less Revenues 

Net operating cost 
or 

For waste containing 50% paper: 

Operating costs 
Residue disposal 

less Revenues 

Net operating cost 
or 
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10 tonnes/h 
£/y 

384 000 
27 000 

149 000 

262 000 
£8.5/tonne 

384 000 
23 000 

201 000 

206 000 
£6.7/tonne 

20 tonnes/h 
£/y 

593 000 
54 000 

298 000 

349 000 
£5.6/tonne 

593 000 
46 000 

403 000 

236 000 
£3.8/tonne 

It should be noted that in spite of the high energy consumption required tor the 
paper recovery process, its impact on the total operating cost of plant is quite small. 
Rather surprisingly it turns out to be less than the cost of electrical power for the 
sorting process, but this is because of the relative cheapness of oil compared with 
electricity. 

The capital cost of the drying equipment is, hoWever, substantial and it is 
interesting to calculate the effect of omitting this section of the plant and using the 
whole of the paper content of the waste as a :fuel product. The capital costs would th•n 
be £ 1.1m for a 10 tonne/h plant or £1. 7m for a 20 tonne/h plant. The annual costs then 
come out as follows: 

For waste containing 32% paper: 

Operating costs 
Residue disposal 

less Revenues 

Net operating cost 
or 

For waste containing 50% paper: 

Operating costs 
Residue disposal 

less Revenues 

Net operating cost 
or 

£/y 

292 000 
27 000 
76 000 

243 000 
£7.8/tonne 

292 000 
23 000 
93 000 

222 000 
£7.2/tonne 

£/y 

449 000 
54 000 

153 000 

350 000 
£5. 7/tonne 

449 000 
46 000 

186 000 

309 000 
£5.0/tonne 

The increased revenues from paper recovery are offset to a large extent by the 
increased capital cost of the plant, although when the paper content of the waste is as 
high as 50% there does appear to be some economic advantage in paper recovery. In the 
UK there would be no such advantage; indeed if the recovery efficiency tor paper were 
appreciably lower, due to the greater contamination of the paper in the waste, tuel 
recovery could be a cheaper option. 

Capital Cost 

Estel estimate that a 20 tonne/h plant would cost D Fl 8-10m. Taking the mean 
value this is equivalent to about £2.2m. Assuming an exponential sealing factor ot 
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0.6, a 10 tonne/h plant would cost l1.45m. These costs include the complete sorting 
circuit, installation and civil engineering. 

Labour and Utility Reguirements 

Plant operation will require 4-6 men per shirt. In the UK the :following labour 
requirements would appear reasonable for two shirt operation: 

Foremen 
Shirt operators 
Dqmen 

10 tonne/h . 
2 
6 
2 

20 tonne/h 

2 
10 
2 

Electrical power consumption is estimated to be 20 kWh/tonne of incoming waste. 

Energy requirements :for dr,ying the paper product are 0.13 G.cal/tonne of incoming 
waste when the paper product is 15% of the input waste. Assuming light tuel oil with 
a calorific value of 44 000 kJ/kg is used, oil cons~ption will be 12.27 kg (13.11) per 
tonne of input. It should be possible to reduce fuel consumptioo by 15% by removing some 
of the water mechanically, and the extra capital cost would be negligible. In tbia case 
an oil consumption of 11 1/tonne of waste should be achieved. 

Products 

The average paper content o:f' UK waste is of the same order as in Haarlem. The 
lower organic and higher ash content o:f' UK waste would ne doubt require some modification 
to the '!WO process to recover paper of equivalent quality. Nevertheless it S'ee• 
reasonable to assume that 15% of the waste input could be recovered as a paper product with 
less than 5% contraries. Such a product should be acceptable to the British paper industr,r 
at a price of around £20/toone. 

The value of the fines product is more difficult to assess because the compoai tion 
of this product :from UK waste could be expected to be quite different from its 
composition in Holland. There is no basis at present for estimating its value to the UK 
brick industry, but it would probably be less suitable in Britain because o:f' lover organic 
and higher inorganic non-combustible content. Nevertheless, it is an interesting outlet 
which would warrant further investigation. As a preliminary guess it might be assumed 
that 50% of the vegetable and putrescible Jll&terial and most of the tines in UK waste 
co.uld be removed in this product. It would then amount to 30% of the input, and would 
consist of 66% inorganics. In order to make a tentative estimate of process coats, a 
nominal value o:f' £2/tonne is assumed. It is reasonable to assume that a ferrous product 
amounting to 7% of the input could be recovered :from UK waste. 

Operating Costs 

Plant Capacity 
Annual throughput 
Capital cost 
Working capital 

Annual Costs 

Capital charges 
Wages 
On-Costs 
Administration 
Manager 
Maintenance 
Electricity 
Fuel for paper dr,ying 
Water 
Fuel tor space heating 
Residue disposal (40% of input) 

Totals 

10 tonnes/h 
31 000 tonnes/y 

t 1.45m 
l0.02m 

t/y 

193 000 
38 000 
14 000 
26 000 

5 000 
58 000 
14 000 
26 000 

negligible 
6 000. 

19 000 

399 000 

20 tonnes/h 
62 000 tonnes /y 

£2.2m 
£0.03m 

t./y 

293 000 
53 000 
20 000 
37 000 
9 000 

88 000 
28 000 
51 000 

negligible 
10 000 
38 000 

627 000 
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Revenues 

Paper, 15% of input a:f'ter drying, at 
.£20/torme 

Ferrous metal, 7% of input at £ 12/tcmne 
Fines 30% ot input at £2/torme 

Totals 

Het annual operatins cost 

93 000 

26 000 
19 000 

138 000 

261 000 
or .£8. 4/tonne 

Sorain-cecchini 

186 000 

52 000 
37 000 

275 000 

352 000 
.£5.7/tonne 

The net operatins cost has been calculated on the basis of treating waste in :ROM 
and also average UK domestic waste of the follorins composition: 

Constituent 

Paper 
Vesetable and putrescible 
Metal 
Glass 
Plastic 
Textiles 
Fines (20mm) 
Unclassi tied 

Composition of Rome Waste 

Constituent ! 

Organic matter 38} 50 Fine organics 12} 
Paper 18 
Ferrous 3 
Plastic 4 
Glass 4 
Unclassi tied ...,gj 

100 

! 
32 
18 
9 

11 
2 
3 

19 
-L 
100.0 

Product ~ 

Compost 
Animal teed 
Paper 
Ferrous 
Plastic 

Incinerated 

Products based on UK Refuse Composition 

24 
16 
13.5 
2.8 
2.0 

41.7 

100.0 

8.6% 
5.8% 

24.8% 
9.3% 
o.8J 

Compost 
Animal feed 
Paper 
Ferrous 
Plastic 
Incinerated ~ 

100.0 

Cecchini glassitication 

Paper 
Organic matter 
Metal 
Glass 
Plastic 

Miscellaneous 

(33) 
(18) 
(10) 
(10) 
( '· 5) 

(27.5) 

ReCOftry f 

48% ot organic 
32% of organic 
75 
93 
50 

41.7 incinerated 

100.0 



Product Values per tonne o~ Incoming Waste 

Product 

Compost 
Animal ~eed 
Paper 
Ferrous 
Plastic 

Total Value £/tonne 

Basis for Coatings 

Price/tonne 

£46.66 
£43.33 
£46.66 

£280 
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Value per tonne Value per tonne 
Italian Waste Bri tisb Waste 

£7.46 £2.71 
£5.85 £10.75 
£1.31 £4.34 
£5.60 £2.24 

£20.2 £20.2 

1. Plant at Rome - comparative plant based on 2 x 8 br shifts for sorting unit and 
3 x 8 hr shifts for incineration/food preparation plant. Occupacity of 75%. 

2. Labour r~quirements as follows: 

Rome Plant 10 tonnes/h 20 tonnes/b (2 x 20 tonnes/h) 

Manager 1 0.56 1 
Foremen 3 3 3 
Shift operators 36 12 22 
Da;y men 6 2 3 

3. Cost of residue disposal is neglected for this system since compost is available 
~or use albeit a.t zero value. 

4. Other factor~ as set out at the beginning of the Appendix. 

Qpere.ting Costs 

~ Co!!!earative plants - UK Waste 

Plant capacity 10 tonnes/h 20 tonnes/h 
Nominal daily capacity 600 tonnes/d 160 tonnes/d 320 tonnes/d 
Waste input 200 000 tonnes/y 31 000 tonnes/y 62 000 tonnes/y 

(estimated) 
Capital cost £7.8m £2.7m £4.3m 

(at L25m/de.ily (at L20m/ daily 
tonne) tonne) 

Working ce.pi tal £0.07m £0.02m £0.04m 

Annual Costs 

Capital charges 035 000 358 000 571 000 
Operating costs: 

Wages 155 000 64 000 95 000 
On-Costs 59 000 24 000 36 000 
Manager 9 000 5 000 9 000 
Admin Overheads 107 000 44 000 66 000 
Maintenance 312 000 108 000 172 000 
Electricity 124 000 19 000 38 000 

(27 kWh/tonne) 
Fuel oil 25 000 4 000 8 000 

( 1. 661/tonne) 
Water ( 1m3 /tonne) 19 000 3 000 6 000 
Water treatment 
(say 1m3/tonne) 

13 000 2 000 4 000 

Gross Annual Cost 858 000 631 000 1 005 000 

Gross Cost/tonne £9.3 £20.4 £16.2 



Revenue (based on Italian 
values) tonne 

Net cost per tonne 
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£20.2 

-£10.9 

£20.0 £20.0 

£0.4 £3.8 

Revenue based on likely UK values for products ($12/tonne 
£6/tonne for fuel with assumed fuel recovery of 25%). 

Fe, £20/tonne paper, 

Net cost per ton 
£4.6 
!hi 

£7.6 £7.6 
£12.8 £8.6 

The calculations show that, with the high revenues available in Italy, the process 
almost breaks even at 10 tonnes/h, and is apparently highly profitable on the scale of 
the plant in Rome. If the capital investment is a.JOOrtised at the rates quoted for Italy 
(20% over 8 years for equipment, 15 years for buildings) the capital charges are increased 
by £4.6/tonne, reducing the overall profit to £6.3/tonne. Although Cecchini would 
probably calculate the economics differently it seems that the operation must be 
profitable, even if the disposal charge paid by the municipality is neglected. On the 
other hand, in the UK, the relatively low revenues obtainable make the process very 
expensive to run, and there would be little incentive to operate a plant in the form in 
which it exists in Italy. 

COMBOR 

Capital Costs 

The following capital cost estimates were provided for plants of 8 and 
16 tonnes/hour capacity at throughputs of 100 and 200 tonnes/~ respectively (i.e. 16 
hours per ~ at an occupacity of 78%). 

Capital Cost, thousand francs 

Equipment and installaticn 
Electrical: 

8 tonnes /hour 

3000 

16 tonnes/hour 

5500 

Plant building and storage site for 
1 month's production 

Civil engineering 
Landscaping 

260 

1200 
320 
~ 
5030 

450 

2200 
620 
400 

9170 

Scaling up using an exponential factor of 0.6 and converting to sterling at 
£1 = F8.50 the capital costs of 10 and 20 tcnne/hour plants would be £0.7m and £1.23m 
respectively. 

Labour and Utility Requirements 

For consistency with other processes considered earlier in the study the 
following labour requirements are assumed. They are a little higher than those 
recommended by the SOCETING company 

Foremen at £85/week 
Shift operators at £72/week 
D~ men at £60/week 

10 tonne/h 

2 
6 
2 

20 tonne/h 

2 
10 
2 

Electrical power consumption is estimated to be 50 kWh/tonne of waste treated. 
In addition drying of the shredded combustibles consumes 2% of the product. 
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Recoveries 

Allowing for the removal of moisture and consumption of product for drying 
purposes, recovery of COMBOR should be of the order of 45% of UK waste. In view of the 
low ash :t'usion temperature of the f'uel and an average calorific value of 14.5 MJ/kg its 
value is assumed to be £5/tonne. Recovery of ferrous metal is assumed to be 7% of the 
input waste. 

Operating Costs 

Using the standard assumptions agreed for the CREST study the operating costs 
for a. plant in the UK have been calculated as follows: 

Annual throughput 

Capital cost 

Annual Costs 

Ca.ni tal charges 

Wages 
:>n-Costs 
Administration 

Manager 
Maintenance 
Electricity 
Fuel for spa.c e beating 
Residue disposal· (23% of input at 

£1. 5/tonne) 
Totals 

Revenues 

Fuel, 45% of input at £5/tonne 

10 tonnes/h 

31 000 tonnes/y 

£0.7m 

£/y 

92 000 

38 000 
14 000 
26 000 

5 000 
28 000 
36 000 
6 000 

11 000 

256 000 

Ferrous Metal, 7% of input at £12/tonne 
70 000 
26 000 

Totals 96 000 

Net annual operating costs £160 000 
or £5.2/tonne 

Ena.dimsa/SOCEA 

Capital Costs 

20 tonnes/h 

62 000 tonnes /y 

£1.23 

£/y 

162 000 

53 000 
20 000 
37 000 

9 000 
49 000 
71 000 
10 000 
21 000 

432 000 

140 000 
52 000 

192 000 

£240 000 
£3.9/tonne 

A capital cost of 70 million pesetas ("-£0.6m) was quoted for the 15 tonne/hour 
plant which is to be built at Almeria. The quoted cost includes installation and civil 
engineering but only the items shown in Fig. 8 (with the exception of the jig). 
Equipment for paper/plastic separation, ferrous metal cleaning, and glass recovery are 
not included. Nevertheless this capital cost estimate seems very low. 

In the absence of more detailed cost information an attempt has been made to 
calculate the likely capital cost in the UK of the Ena.disma process, excluding paper/ 
plastic separation, tin-can cleaning, or glass recovery, but including such items as 
baling equipment for the products, mobile plant, weighbridge, etc. The estimated 
capital costs are as follows: 

10 tonne/hour plant £0. 9m 
20 tonne/hour plant £1.4m 



Note: These figures are a little lower than the ones quoted for the front-end of the 
Fllkt process, (£1.1m and £1.7m respectively), which includes similar equipment. The 
higher cost of the Flll.kt process is reasonable since it includes a secondary shredder, 
and a zig-zag air classifier. 

Labour and utility Requirements 

Enadimsa estimate that a total of 9 men (including supervision) will be required 
for a 15 tonne/h plant operating one shift per day. The following labour requirements 
appear reasonable for two shift operation: 

Foremen 

10 tonne/h 

2 

20 +onne/h 

2 
Shift operators 
DB¥ men 

6 
2 

Power consumption is estimated to be 15 kWh/tonne of incoming waste. 

10 
2 

Water will be required for the glass recovery and paper cleaning operations but 
it is not yet possible to estimate the water usage. 

Products 

The value of the products in Spain is expected to be as follows: 

Air classifier lights 
(for sale to paper industry) 
Paper product after plastic separation 
Plastic bottles 
Ferrous metal 
Ferrous metal after cleaning 
Compost 

Values 

pesetas/kg 

1. 5 

3.5 
8.0 

3-3.5 
6-7 

up to 0.9 

£/tonne 

13 

30 
68 
30 
60 
7.6 

It seems unlikely that the air classifier lights would be acceptable to the UK 
paper industry, but they could be expected to find a market as fuel. The plus 65mm 
ncn-magnetics also have potential as a fuel product, though the calorific value would 
be lower. B,y combining these two products a baled, shredded waste-derived-fuel could 
be obtained for which a value of £5/tonne is assumed. 

Some modifications to the dimensions of the equipment might be required to sort 
waste of lower organic content, but it is assumed that the recovery efficiencies would 
be similar for UK waste. On this basis the following rates of recovery could be 
expected from UK waste. 

Product Constituents % of Constituents 
in UK waste 

Air classifier lights 80% of paper 32 
42% of plastics 2 
48% of rags 3 

Total 

+6Smm non-magnetics 20% of paper 32 
32% of plastics 2 
52% of rags 3 

Total 

A total of about 36% of the input could be recovered as a fuel product, 
neglecting the effect of minor constituents such as wood, rubber and leather. 

% of input 
recovered 

25.6 
0.8 
1.4 

27.8 

6.4 
0.6 
1.6 

8.6 
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The paper/p · .. st~c separator shoul~ be capable of recovering 95% of tbe paper in 
the air classifier 1 ights with a plastic content of 3-5%. This should be saleable at a 
value of, BB¥, £20/'l.onne. In this case 25% :of the input would be recovered as paper, but 
to allow for the initial moisture content of the paper in the waste it is assumed that 22% 
is recovered as fibre. A fuel product amounting to 13% of the input would be produced, 
for which a value of t4/tonne is assumed to allow for its lower calorific value. 

It is assumed that 7% of UK waste could be recovered as ferrous metal with a value 
of t12/tonne. 

Operating Costs 

The operating costs have been calculated for two cases, viz. a) fuel and ferrous 
metal recovery, and b) paper, fuel and ferrous metal recovery. 

a) luel and Ferrous Metal Recovery 

Capacity 
lnnual throughput 
Capital cost 
Working capital 

Operating Costs 

Capital charges 
Wages 
On-Costs 
Manager 
Administra.ti on 
Maintenance 
Electricity 
Fuel for space heating 
Residue disposal (57% of input at t1.5/tonne) 

Totals 

Revenues 

Fuel 36% of input at t6/tonne 
Ferrous metal 7% of input at t12/tonne 

Totals 

Net Annual Operating Cost 

b) Paper, Fuel and Ferrous Metal Recoveey 

10 tonnes/h 
31 000 tonnes/y 

t0.9m 
t0.01m 

or 

t./y 

120 000 
38 000 
14 000 
5 000 

26 000 
36 000 
11 000 
6 000 

27 000 

283 000 

67 000 
26 000 

93 000 

£190 000 
t.6. 1/tonne 

20 tonnes/h 
62 000 tonnes/y 

t.1.4m 
t.0.02m 

187 000 
53 000 
20 000 

t./y 

9 000 
37 000 
56 000 
21 000 
10 000 
53 000 

446 000 

134 000 
52 000 

186 000 

£260 000 
£4. 2/tonne 

Ena.dimsa have made a. preliminary estimate of 5-6 million pesetas for the cost of 
the paper/plastic separator for a. 15 tonne/h plant. Taking the higher figures this is 
equivalent to t51 000. Using a Lang factor of 3.0 and adding on a contingency factor of 
100% to allow for further development of the separator and ancillary equipment requiraeQts, 
it is assumed that the installed capital cost would be tO. 3m tor a. 15 tonne/h plant. 'l'be 
corresponding figures for 10 and 20 tonnes/h capacities are t.0.24m and t.0.36m respectively. 



Additional Operating Costs, £/y 

Capital charges 
Maintenance 
Labour + On-costs and Administration 
(1 extra man/shift) 
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Electricity (2.7 kWh/tonne of input waste 

Total Additional Cost 
Total Annual Operating Cost 

Revenues 

Paper 22% of input at £20/tonne 
Fuel 13% of input at £6/tonne 
Ferrous metal 7% of input at £ 12/tonne 

Total Revenues 
Net Annual Operating Cost 

tJ or 

10 tonnes/h 

32 000 
10 000 
14 000 

2 000 

58 000 
£340 000 

136 000 
24 000 
26 000 

186 000 
£154 000 
£5.0/tonne 

20 tonnes/h 

47 000 
14 000 
14 000 

4 000 

79 000 
£525 000 

272 000 
48 000 
52 000 

371 000 
£153 000 

or £2.5/tonne 

The calculations indicate tlat inclusion of the paper/plastic separation stage 
might allow a substantial reduction in the net operating cost of1he sorting process. 
(It should be noted that this reduction would be much less marked if the air classifier 
lights could be sold to the paper industry at £ 13/tonne as in Spain). It must be 
emphasised, however, that a large number of assumptions "have been made in carrying out 
the calculations It ~ not be possible to achieve the same recovery efficiency tor 
paper from UK waste without the addition of a second stage of air classification, which 
would add to the capital expenditure. It might also be necessary to have an additional 
screening stage to remove fines from the air classifier lights. Also there would 
probably be problems in marketing the wet paper product 1 and the assumed value might 
therefore be too high. If it were necessaru to dry the paper product it has been 
estimated b,y the authors that the net processing cost would be increased by £1 per tonne 
of waste treated. In most situations, therefore, the above operating costs should be 
increased by £1 per tonne. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present study was commissioned by the European 
Economic Community and is being conducted for Italy 
by the Fiat Engineering Company. It forms part of a 
European-wide study involving Great Britain (the pilot 
country, represented by the Warren Spring Laboratory), 
France and Germany (co-pilot countries along with Italy) 
and the other countries in Europe. The recycling 
experience of the U. S. A. and Canada will also be taken 
into consideration. 

The subject of the study is a comparative analysis of the 
techniques used in Europe and the U. S. A. to recycle 
solid urban waste; numerous visits were made to 
European and American plants. 

The present report refers on the existing situation in 
Italy; describes the Rome and Perugia plants, visited 
together with the other participants to the study, and 
supplies news on other prototype plants (Ambivere, Turin) 
and on the possibility of Italian industry in this field. 
In the end some researches, particularly urgent in Italy, 
are proposed. 
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1 SOLID WASTE PRODUCED IN ITALY: STATISTICAL DATA 

1.1 GENERAL 

Solid waste products are grouped into three classes: 

• 

• 

• 

Domestic or urban solid waste: 
comprises waste of commercial origin from shops, 
warehouses, offices; domestic waste proper such as 
kitchen g&:rbage; street cleaning rubbish. 

Industrial solid waste: 
comprises scrap from industrial processes. 

Agricultural solid waste: 
waste arising out of agricultural and zootechnical 
activities. 

The present study concerns the first class. Law No. 366 
of 20. 3. 1941 subdivides ~rban solid waste according to 
where it is produced and accumulated, i. e. : 

• 

• 

outdoor waste which includes 'the rubbish and wastE 
products arising in pubblic places or in places giver 
over. even· tempo·rarily to public use'; 

indoor waste comprising 'rubbish and, in general, 1 
ordinary waste produced in buildings, however they 
are used'. 

Broadly speaking, the former includes waste from the 
streets and the second waste from shops, offices or 
dwellings, i. e. produced by users of the municipal refu 
collection service. 
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1. 2 RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION CARRIED OUT IN 1973 ON BEHALF OF 
THE ITALIAN SENATE 

Per capita production and annual quantities produced 
are summed up in Table 1, region by region. The national 
average is about o. 715 kg per inhabitant per day; every 
year about 14, 500, 000 tonnes are accumulated and produc 
ed. 

Fluctuations with respect to the average vary from 0.52 kg 
per inhabitant per day in Basilicata to 0.815 kg per 
inhabitant per day in Campania. 

We would note first of all that regions presenting the 
highest economic wellbeing are below the national average. 
Above are all regions on the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic 
coasts as a result of the high production in coastal towns. 

Activities linked to agriculture, floriculture, fishing, 
wholesale trade in fruit and vegetables (markets) and the 
preserves sector involving the processing and preparation 
of foodstuffs all mean huge production of waste. 

It is essentially because of the type of trade carried on 
rather than the fact that the commercial activities of the 
hinterland are also generally handled there that coastal 
towns have such a high production of solid wastes. 

This is certainly true of Campania where the intense 
fruit and vegetable trade carried on in the Naples and 
Caserta areas is the reason for the region's highest per 
capita level of waste production. 

Table 2 provides pointers to the specific production of 
urban waste on the basis of the activities carried on by 
the population (Siteco survey carried out in Piedmont). 

A final result of some interest concerns the subdivision 
into 'indoor' and •outdoor' (from street cleaning) waste. 

In Northern Italy, outdoor waste represents about 10fo 
of the total collected; in Southern towns this percentage 
rises to up to 20"/o on average and in some cases 40-50fo. 
This means that part of the indoor waste is found in the 
street and the departments of garbage collection and 
street cleaning which in some northern towns are operat
ed by two different managements within the same town, 
here become indistinguishable. 
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Table 1 - Solid urban waste produced in Italy in 1973 
(results of a survey carried out on behalf of the 
Italian Senate) 

ftES IDENT PEI't CAPITA WASTE P~COUCED 
Pl'tOOUCTION * 

P lE MONTE 
VALLE D'AOSTA 
LIGUR lA 
LOHBARO lA 
V£NETO 
TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE 
FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA 
EHILIA ROMAGNA 
TOSCANA 
HARCHE 
UHBRIA 
LAZIO 
ABI'tUZZI 
HOLISE 
CAHPAN lA 
PUGLIA 
BASILICA TA 
CALABR lA 
SIC ILIA 
SAI'tDEGNA 

TOTAL IN ITALY 

* grammes/inhabitant/day 
** tonnes/annum 

INHABITANTS 

~.432.313 

109.150 
1.853.578 
8.543.387 
4.123.411 

841.886 
1 .213.532 
3.846.755 
3.473.097 
1.359.907 

775.783 
4.689.482 
1.166.694 

319.807 
5.059.343 
3.582.787 

603.064 
1.988.051 
4.679.014 
1.473.800 

54.134.846 

(g/inhab./day) ~~~!} ** % 

560 906."000 ,, '\ 
O,L 

710 28.000 0 ,, , ( 
680 460.000 3,2 
705 2.247.000 15,5 
695 1.094.000 7,5 
645 208.000 1, 4 
650 301.000 2,'1 
740 1.106.000 7,6 
760 995.000 6,9 
750 ~40.000 3,0 
635 184.000 1,3 
780 1.327.000 9,1 
760 348.000 2,4 
510 74.000 0,5 
815 1.534.000 10,6 
760 980.000 6, 7 
520 120.000 0, 8 
710 570.000 3,9 
695 1.200.000 8,3 
730 403.000 2,8 

115 14.525.000 100 
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Table 2 - Specific production of urban waste on the basis 
of population activity in Piedmont 

PftEVALENT ACTIVITY OF THE POPULATION OA I L Y PROOUC Tl ON 
IN THE AREA CONSIDERED PEft PERSON (g) 

PftEVALENT POPULATION: WORKER AND SIMILAR 590 - 630 

AREA WITH INTENSE COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY 570 - 610 

TOURIST AREA 570 - 610 

RESIDENTIAL AREA WITH HIGH NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF 
500 - 550 THE PROFESSIONAL CLASSES AND SIMILAR 

RURAL AREA WITH PREVALENTLY FARMING ACTIVITIES 400 - 450 
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The trends in solid wastes collected during the year ill 
any one centre refiect the economic life of that centre. 

By way of example we quote the figures relative to the 
towns of Bologna and Cortina: 

Bologna Cortina 
(cu. m.) (cu. m.) 

January 62.591 4.135 
February 55. 750 3. 635 
March 67.035 3. 530 
April 64.871 2. 105 
May 64.960 2. 170 
June 52.027 2.415 
July 57. 947 3. 715 
August 49. 545 4. 604 
September 60. 974 3. 250 
October 64.785 2,050 
November 59. 110 2. 225 
December 63. 574 3.325 

Tot a 1 723. 169 38.794 

Bologna has a negative peak in August owing to the summer 
exodus; in Cortina, on the other hand, there are two 
positive peaks corresponding to the winter (December• 
March) and summer (July-September) holiday seasons. 

Many towns in the South present trends similar to th~t of 
a tourist resort owing to emigrants returning to spend 
their holidays in Italy. 

Variations during the year are also linked to consumption; 
in the Campidano plain in Sardinia there are double 
quantities of beans and peas during the .season while the 
same thing happens in some towns in the province of 
Ferrara in the case of water-melons. 

Fig. 1 plots the curve of solid waste collection over a 
two-year period (1971-72) in a large industrial town 
(Turin). 

Fig. 2, finally, provides an indication of growth trends 
of per capita solid waste production in Italy. 
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1. 3. Fig. 1 - Monthly quantities of waste collected in Turin and average 
per capita production 
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1960 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 1970 1 2 year 

1. 3 • Fig. 2 - Variation in per capita solid waste production in Italy 
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2 COMPOSITION OF WASTE 

2.1 GENERAL 

Solid urban waste involves an enormous variety of form~ 
dimensions and component properties. Waste also varie 
with the period of the year and the substances ..:ontained 
in the waste change: organic and inorganic matter, food 
waste., glass, mf:tals, paper, etc. 

In order to describe its properties, the following analys 
are generally made of waste: 

• 
• 

commodity composition; 
combustion analysis; 

and the following properties are determined: 

• density (kg/1); 
• lower usable heat value (Kcal/kg). 

More rarely screening analyses are carried out to enab 
a granulometric curve of waste products to be plotted; 
also chemical analyses identify chemical elements 
present and other properties are also determined, e. g. 
heat conductivity and thermometric diffusion. 

Commodity analysis consists of breaking up waste into 
component 'commodities', e. g. vegetables, plastic, paf 
wood, rubber, foodstaffs, glass, metals, etc. 

Combustion analysis subdivides waste into three parts: 
humidity, substances that bum (organic substances or 
combustible matter) and substances that do not burn 
(inert). 
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~ RESULTS OF EXISTING ANALYSES 

Very few analyses have been carried out in Italy so far 
and these are often impossible to compare because they 
have used different procedures (we have, for example, 
commodity analyses that differ by .number of •commodities' 
identified) and they refer to different periods. 

Systematic analyses have, for practical purpose, only 
been carried out on an annual basis in Milan and Bologna 
(Table 3 a and 3b). 
In other towns these studies have only been made on 
special occasions and have therefore been episodic. 

Table 4 provides an indication of the typical composition 
of waste in Italy, while Table 5 gives us a broad idea of 
the average composition of waste in different regions. 

Table 6 and 7, from Siteco studies carried out for the 
Region of Piedmont, give data on the composition of solid 
urban waste in Piedmont and Turin. 



Table 3a- Composition of waste 

DESCRIPTION .JANUARY MAY OCTOBER JULY NOVEMBER MAY NOVEMBER NOVEMBER MAY MAY MAY/ .liNE SEPT/OC.t 
1961 1961 1961 1965 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971' 1972 

COMMm ITY COMPOS IT I ON 

• MINUTE AT SCREEN 0.5 •• % 17,02 9,19 13,23 7,05 10,82 7,02 7,46 6,32 4,68 5,22 3,65 3.48 

• MINUTE AT SCREEN 5-20 .. ~ 19,62 16,74 19.42 15,15 15,98 12,32 14,78 15,80 13,41 9,97 6,62 8,19 

• AN I HAL ~GAN. MATTER 'j. 2,35 2,29 2,83 1,69 1,67 1,37 2,19 1,73 1,22 1,38 0,64 0,94 

• VEGETABLE ORGAN. HATTER % 17,71 26,05 16,19 15,95 13,28 22.40 17,62 22.20 23.43 19,36 27,86 19,93 

• CELLULOSE % 30,37 34,66 35,34 41,95 45,52 41,50 43,27 38,67 39,56 45,78 44,45 47,08 

• PLASTIC '/. 0,79 0,85 0,78 1,75 1,89 1,78 2,36 3,11 3,71 5,20 5,27 7 

• COMBUSTION WASTE % 1,17 - 0,20 - 0,01 - 0,09 - - - - -
• INCOMBUSTIBlE HATTER 'f. 10,97 10,22 12,01 16,46 10,83 13,61 12,23 12,17 13,99 13,09 11,51 13,38 

T 0 TAL ., 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 .. -. N 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION I 

• WATER % 37,06 42,85 38,30 35,12 34,57 37.44 35,32 36,95 36,14 36,15 36,94 35,50 

• COIIBUST I BLES 't 36,17 36,30 36,90 27,62 43,17 39,87 42,22 39,63 39,85 42,60 43,24 43,83 

• ASH % 26,77 20,85 24,80 37,26 22,26 22,69 22,46 23.42 24,01 21,25 19,82 20,67 

T 0 TA L '/. 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 100,00 

PHYSICAL CONSTANT 
• PCI 1524 1328 1464 1435 1671 1449 1697 1643 1532 1641 1511 1718 



Table 3b- Commodity composition - Milan waste 
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Table 4 - Composition and properties of solid urban waste in 'typical' 
towns (Italian Senate survey) 

lt()USTRIAL TOWN WITH AGRIC. 
COHMERC IAL TOWNS OF COMMERCIAL SMALL 

LARGE-MEOIUH rCONOMIES (f MEDIUM TOWNS 
D 11£NS IONS D llf:tiS IONS 

COMMODITY COMPOSITION % 

• CELLULOSE SUBSTANCES 45 • 50 35 • lf.O 30 • 35 

• PLASTIC SUBSTANCES 4 • 6 3 • 5 2 • 3 

• PUTRESCIBLE ORGANIC SUBSTANCES 15 • 20 25 • 30 30 • 35 

• INEIH 10 • 15 15 • 20 15 • 20 
• SCREENING RESIDUE (1) 15 • 20 15 • 20 15 • 20 

T 0 T A L 100 100 100 

COMBUSTION ANALYSIS % 

• COMBUSTIBLE SUBSTANCES 38 • 42 34 • 38 28 • 32 
• INERT SUBSTANCES 18 • 22 18 • 22 16 • 20 

• HUMIDITY 36 • 44 48 • w 48 ~ 56 

T 0 T A L 100 100 100 
. 

PROPERTIES 

• LOWER USABLE HEAT VALUE (kcal/kg) 1.600 + 1.800 1.400 • 1 ~600 900 • 1.000 

• DENSITY (kg/1) 0.17 • O.H 0.20 • 0.17 0.25 • 0.30 

(1) CONSISTING OF INERT SUBSTANCES • FINE VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES 



Table 5 - Composition and propertie.::. ._L .::.olid urban waste - regional and national averages (19?3) 
(Italian Senate survey) 

~ ... ~.-e. 

COMPOSITION 1. PftOPERTIES 

CEllULOSE PlASTIC & PUTR.ORGAN. INERT 
TOTAl DENSITY LUHV * 

SUBSTANCES RUBBER SUBST. SUBSTANCES SUBST AllCES (kg/1) (kcal/kg) 

PIEHONTE 31t.5 4.0 33.0 28.5 100 0.18 1.550 
LJGIJR lA 35.5 4.0 35.0 25.5 100 0.19 1.500 
V.ULE D1AOSTA 26.0 1.5 38.5 34.0 100 0.21 1.400 

lOIIOAROIA 37.0 ~.5 32.5 26.0 100 0.17 1.600 

VEfiETO 30.0 3.5 34.5 32.0 100 0.19 1.450 

TREllT INO AlTO ADIGE 28.0 1.5 38.5 32.0 100 0.21 1.400 

FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA 30.0 3.0 31t.O 33.0 100 0.21 1.~00 

HllliA-ROHAGtiA 30.0 3.0 36.0 31.0 100 0.19 1.450 

TOSCAf~A 31.0 3.0 39.5 26.5 100 0.21 1-.400 

HARCIIE 27.5 2.5 40.0 30.0 100 0.24 1.300 

UI10RIA 29.0 1.5 40.5 29.0 100 0.24 1.300 

LAZIO 31.0 3.5 38.0 27.5 100 0.21 1.400 
All;'!UZZI 28.5 2.0 41.5 28.0 100 0.30 1,150 

110LISE 25.0 1.5 41.0 32.5 100 '0.35 1.050 
CA: PAlliA 32.5 2.5 45.0 20.0 100 0.30 1.150 

PUGLIE 27.0 2.0 4~.0 29.0 100 0.30 1.150 

BASILICA TA 23.0 1.5 39.0 36.5 100 0.35 1.050 

CALABRIA 25.0 1.5 42.0 31.5 100 0.35 1.050 

SIC ILIA 26.5 2.0 -\0.0 31.5 100 0.33 1.100 

SAROEGtiA 28.0 2.0 39.5 30.5 100 0.30 1.150 

T 0 T A l IN ITALY 31.0 3.0 37.9 28.1 100 0.24 1.350 

* Lrn4E~ USABLE HEAT VALUE 

-1011 

I 
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Table 6 - Composition of waste in Piedmont and subdivision according to the 
prevalent activity of the population 

AREA WITH AREA IIITH AREA OF GENERAL PREVALENT CONS IOERA BLE TOU~IST PROFESSIONAL COMPONENTS AVERAGE WORKING CLASS COMMEnCIAL AREA CLASSES At«> 
I'OPULA T I ON ACTIVITY SIMILAR 

DUST AND ASHES % 25 25 20 20 27 

PUTRESCIBLE HATTER % 17 16 20 20 15 

CELLULOS IC HATTER 
% 35 36 40 38 35 

(PAPER, RAGS, WOOD) 

PLASTIC AND RUBBE~ ~~ TER IALS % 3 3 3 4 3 

INERT MATERIALS 'f. 20 20 17 18 20 
(METALS,GLASS,DETRITUS) 

LOIIER HEAT VALUE kcal 1.500 1.500 1.600 1.600 1.500 

Table 7 - Results of the analysis of a waste sample from Turin 

DUST AND PAPER AIC EDIBLE FERROUS NON 

AG~ICULTURAL 

AREA 

10 

!:>0 

35 

10 

40 

1.400 

ASHES CARDBOARD WASTE 
PLASTICS MATERIALS 

GLASS 
CLASSIFIED 

20,0% 14,7% 3,3% 4,1% 3,0% 4,3% 50,0% 
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As we have mentioned, the chemico-physical nature and 
properties of waste vary during the year: in winter the 
heat value increases and density falls, and the opposite 
happens in spring-summer when waste is enriched with 
organic vegetable substances. 

For disposal purposes, variations in the next few years 
are more important than the variation in properties 
during the year. 

The determination of waste product properties is important 
in general for the purposes of building a disposal plantf 
for those methods (compost, recovery or recycling) the 
success of which is closely bound up with the composition 
of the waste, such determination is indispensable. It is 
equally important to be able to predict how composition 
and the corresponding properties of the waste will 
develop. 

There are compost plants that give a downgraded product 
because they treat waste other than the waste for which 
they are most suitable. 

Extrapolating trends encountered in the last few years, it 
can be deduced that the Heat Value is tending to increase 
by 50 Kcal/kg per annum on average while density is 
falling (see Figure 3); it can be reasonably hypothesized, 
on the basis of experience abroad, that this trend will 
continue until a threshold is reached. In the case of Lower 
Usable Heat Value this will be 2,500-3,000 Kcal/kg and of 
density O. 11-0. 12 kg/1 as encountered in countries of 
greatest ecooomic wellbeing. 

In similar fashion it can be expected that we shall find an 
increase in the percentage of paper, cardboards, and 
plastic and a percentage fall in putrescible orgardc 
substances. 

Another tendency which could have a coosiderable influence 
on the recycling of waste products is the differentiated 
collection of urban waste (preselection). An experiment 
of this type has been in progress at Cambiano (a town 
close to Turin) for more than a year; another experiment 
has been carried out at Modena. Users of the service are 
given 2 bags, one for organic and the other for inert 
substances. 
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Fig. 3 - Trend graph of the specific weight of solid wastes in Italy 
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COSTS INVOLVED IN OPERATING DISPOSAL PLANTS 

These costs embrace those items that appear constantly 
fu plant operating cost analyses, e.g. electricity, w~ter, 
fuel, labour. 

Electrical ene..!ltY..= on average the cost is 30 Lit./KWh for 
systems between 100 and 1, 000 KW installed; an increase 
is scheduled next year. 

Water: this varies from town to town but it can be assum 
ed to be between 40 and 80 Lit./ m3; average value: 50 -
Lit./m3• 

Auxiliary fuels: these are subject to market variations; 
prices at present are as follows: 

• 
• 
• 

fuel oil 
diesel oil 
methane 

60 Lit./kg 
95 

53 1" 57 
" 
" 

As for labour (the cost of which increases in proportion 
to inflation) the following rough costs may be indicated 
for the present time: 

• manager 20 million/ annum 
• office and technical staff on 

monthly salaries 12 11 " 
• specialized labour 

(mechanics. electricians) 8 " 11 

labourer 6 " " • 

P. S. : All prices are in Italian Lira (Lit. ) 
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MARKET FOR RECYCLED AND RECOVERED PRODUCTS 

Market analysis for recycled products (existence of a 
market, quality demanded of products, acceptable 
quantity, commercial value of the recycled product) is 
the most difficult aspect of the present study. It is influe 
ed by innumerable external factors (psychological reacti1 
to recycled products on the part of users, behaviour of 
raw material suppliers, action taken by public authoritie 
etc. ) and internal factors (quality of the recycled produc· 
constant quality over time, production and use time 
modalities, cost of the products, incidence of transport 
costs, etc. ). 

A complete examination will be carried out as the study 
proceeds, considerations regarding recycled products 
being set against production modalities. In this prelimin 
report we will provide an early broad idea of the market 
in recovered materials: 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

heavy alloys (brass, bronze, copper 
alloys, etc.) 250.,.500 Lit./kg 
light alloys (aluminium and its 
alloys) 1001"200 
scrap iron (unworked or worked) 25.,.60 
glass waste (assorted or selected 
by colour) 
paper pulp 

15-t-30 
60.,.70 

11 

11 

11 

11 

It goes without saying that the highest prices are paid 
for the choicer materials. 
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5 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS EMPLOYED IN ITALY 

5. 1 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS 

0. 2 COMPOSTING 

The following systems are currently adopted on a wide 
scale in Italy: 

Sanitary landfill {with or without trituration of the waste) 

Composting 

Incineration 

Recycling 

Other methods, such as pyrolysis of waste or its 
compression into blocks for use in the construction 
industry (embankments, dams, etc. ) should be conside_r 
cd experimental and more work will have to be done on 
them. 

The principle of this method is to stabilize organic waste 
by exploiting the action of the accompanying micro
organisms. 
Composting is basically an aerobic-thermophilic process. 
Following stabilization, the material presents organoleptic 
features similar to those of humus whose mineral salt 
content and physical nature make it utilizable as a 
fertiliser, especially thanks to its pedological aspects. 
The stabilized material {compost) performs a variety of 
operations with respect to the ground {structure): 
prevention of erosion due to water and wind; increased 
permeability. From the chemical viewpoint, the part 
played by oligo and nutritive elements is still to be 
appraised. 
The composting process goes hand in hand with a reduction 
in the initial bacterial complement as a result of the 
chemico-physical transformation and of the thermal action 
consequent on the heat that develops during the composting 
process. 
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From a technological point of view we might recall that 
the transformation process can be carried out in two ways 

a) Naturally: the material to be composed is piled up in 
the open and turned over every so often with a power 
shovel. 

b) Artificially: a variety of techniques, generally patente1 
involves homogenization and mixing of the material in 
rotating cylinders (rotary fermenters) and subsequent 
maturation in piles on the threshing fioor. 

In the present study eo mposting plants are not considered 
(they are the subject of another E. E. C. study) unless the 
production of compost is a by-product of a more complex 
recycling plant. 

Incineration is the most widely employed system in Italy 
today. 
It requires a much smaller surface than other methods 
and resulting products are inert. 
Against this, incineration produces a great quantity of as 
(weighing up to 30"/o of the waste, equal to 10"/o in volume] 
and gas effluents are produced by the combustion proces: 
Both types of residual products present a disposal proble 
Among the ecological implications of incineration plants 
we might mention: 

a) Atmospheric pollution: combustion may lead to noxiot 
substances being released into the atmosphere;preser 
-day fume cleaning processes are in fact cooling and 
dust collection operations, namely they control 
temperature and the quantity of the solid subst!¥lces 
contained. 
But in the operating conditions of the combustion 
chamber (1, 000°C), Cl2, F2 and S02 are formed if 
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chlorinated (PVC), fluori~ated (Teflon) and sulphur
containing (rubber) substances are present respectively. 
For the sake of safety, the substances whose combustion 
generates these damaging components must only be 
present in tiny percentages so that the corresponding 
gaseous components released from the stack are within 
the acceptability limit. 

b) Pollution of waters deriving from incomplete or partial 
combustion, with the result that putrescible substances 
are found in high percentages in the residue. 

Incineration plants are not considered in the present 
study unless they form part of more complex recycling 
plants. 

We should add one further consideration: incineration 
plants might also involve recycling plants. Scrap iron, 
which is separated after combustion by means of 
electromagnetic systems and then ::;old, is in fact already 
being recycled. 

Further, recent studies (1) carried out by the Department 
of Mining, University of Cagliari, have shown that from 
lOOt of ashes deriving from urban waste furnaces it is 
possible by means of selective trituration, magnetic, 
electrostatic and gravimetric separation to obtain: 

675 kg of heavy alloys (brass, bronze, copper. alloys, etc.) 
390 " 11 light " (aluminium alloys); 

4.990 " 11 iron; 
26.300 " 11 glass; 

the estimated value being 6, 000 lire pert of ash. 

With a plant potential of more than 200-300 t/ day of 
treated ash, the commercial value of the materials recover 
ed should offer an acceptable profit. 

(1) Alfano-Antonioli-Del Fa 'On the recovery of metals 
and non-metallic materials from urban waste 
incineration residues' - The Mining Industry -
January 1976 
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Italy has a long tradition of recycling waste products 
dating back to wartime autarchy. 
Law No. 366 of 20/3/1941 on the collection and disposal 
of solid urban waste prescribed the reutilization of waste 
and its recovery for industrial and agricultural purpo~es. 
Until the fifties, Milan and other large northern towns 
operated composting plants preceded by manual selection: 
paper, glass, metals, shoes, bones etc. were recovered 
and sold. 
The increase in labour costs made such recoveries 
uneconomical and the method was abandoned. Nowadays 
it is sanitary-social reasons rather than technical or 
economical ones which preclude consideration of any form 
of manually based waste selection. 
Clearly, automation of the recovery process would make 
a disposal system based on this principle feasible again, 
for what in 1941 was the problem of a nation at war is 
destineted to become, in the near future, a problem for 
the whole of mankind. 
Four recycling plants are currently being operated in 
Italy (owned by SARR, SORAIN, Cecchini and the town 
of Perugia - 3 of them in Rome and one in Perugia). 
Waste products are divided automatically into ferrous 
materials, paper, cardboard, substances convertible into 
fodder, undistinguished organic parts, gross waste. 
The plant is fitted with a section for the conversion of 
paper into paper pulp, a section for the production of 
animal fodder, a sect~on for the conversion of ferrous 
materials into bales, a composting section and a waste 
incineration furnace equipped with boilers for heat recove 
The incinerator receives 3 5o/o of the waste by weight. 
The diagram of the plant is shown in Figure 4. 
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5. 5 STATISTICS ON PLANTS OPERATING IN ITALY 

In Italy about 160 plants treat- 15,000 tl day of urban 
waste; they have an average unit capacity of 94 t/ day per 
plant and an average utilization factor of 62o/o. 

In addition there are about 30 plants under construction 
with a capacity of 4, 200 t/ day and an average unit capacit 
of- 130 t/ day (dimensions are tending to increase). 

The 190 plants under construction or already operating 
are subdivided as follows: 

• incineration plants 148 (13, 000 t/ day) 

• composting +incineration plants 32 ( 3, 700 , . ) 

plants for composting alone 6 ( 500 11 ) • 
recycling plants 4 ( 2,000 11 ) • 

190 (19,200 t/ day) 

The recycling plants are: 

• Perugia plant (built by the 
Cecchini Company) 100 t/day <-=> 

• Plant No. 2 (Rome) 
(Sorain Company) 650 11 

• Plant No. 3 (Rome) 
(Cecchini Company) 650 11 

• Plant No. 4 (Rome) 
(SARR Company) 550 11 

(~) Being extended 
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6 VISIT TO THE RECYCLING PLANT BUILT BY THE CECCHINI COMPANY 
AT PERUGIA (1st March 1977) 

The plant was idle at the time because extension work is 
being carri~d out to increase capacity from 100 t/ day to 
200-220 t/day; the extension is being financed by the 
R~gion of Umbria. 

Plant cost: initial (196G) 1, 3 billion lire; cost of current 
extension 1,180 billion lire. 

Current cost of a plant:~300t/day, 20 million lire/t/day. 

No. of employees: 39 (mcluding shift-workers, administra
tive staff, etc.) at the maximum; numbers will be reduced 
to 31 after plant renovation; for a 300 t/ day plant: 4 7 
employees. 

Installed electric power: 700 kW; 2 million lire a month is 
spent on electrical energy <•>; fuel consumption= 200 kg/h 
of fuel oil; water consumption 8 1/ second. 

Plant diagram: see attached Figure 1. 

Plant description: Enclosure I. 

Features of the material treated: unselected urban waste 
from Perugia and environs, total inhabitants 300,000, equal 
to 200-220 t/ day; make-up: 

paper 
ferrous scrap 
plastic 
glass 
gross organic matter 
fine organic matter 
unclassifiable inert 

Output products: 

paper 

• 

animal fodder 
ferrous scrap 
compost 
plastic 
incinerated matter 
humidity 

22o/o 
3 - 3,511/o 
4% 
2-2,5.11/o 
27% 
150/o 
26-27% 

12o/o 
5% (humjdity 5-70/o) 
3-3,5% 
15% (or 20% with ash recovery) 
3,5% 
35% 
30o/o 

<•> Equal to about 66,000 kWh/ month; equal to 13 kWh/ t of 
waste, i.e. about 400 lire of electrical energy/ton of 
treated waste 
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Commercial value of recovered products: 

• scrap iron up to 60 lire/kg 

• compost 4 " " 
• fodder 50-60 lire/kg 

• paper 'commercial dray' 80 " for pulp 
• plastic (~) 80-100 lire/kg 

Operation of the plant: 

• 
• 
• 

the 'sorting' unit works in 2 shifts; 
the 'fodder' unit works in 3 shifts; 
the 'scrap iron' unit works in 3 shifts; 
the 'incineration' unit works in 3 shifts. 

Overall opinion: the plant is genuinely automatic, without 
any hand sorting; it is right up to date; each unit has its 
own control panels. 
Fumes are cleaned in the damp stack (water spray). 
The water is decanted and undergoes primary clarifying 
treatment in the plant; subsequently all plant and adjacent 
river waters are clarified biologically; the biological muds 
are added along with the ash to the compost. 

The following pictures show some views of the plant. 

(¥) Sent to plants in Tuscany and in the Marche where 
recovery takes place 
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ENCLOSE I - PLANT FOR THE DISPOSAL AND TRANSFORMATION OF URBAN 
SOLID WASTE MATERIALS 1f 

Chosen system 

The City of Perugia on the occasion of the license renewal 
for the 'refuse gathering and disposal service' with the 
1 A. Cecchini & Co. 1 firm, has included in the specification 
of the contract the obligation of modernizing the Ponte 
Rio plant. 

In order to select a disposal system the City had long 
discussions and made a precise examination of the most 
common methods used in this case, as follows: 

a) system of integral incineration with or without heat 
recovery; 

b) system of transformation in compost with or without 
addition; 

c) controlled dump. 

They also examined the 1 recycling system' suggested by 
the A. C ecchini & C o. firm. 

The recycling system suggested by the A. Cecchini & Co. 
firm has been selected from among the others. As a matter 
of fact, the above system has been considered as the ideal 
system to satisfy the complete disposal of solid urban 
waste. 
Moreover, the projected and realized plant answers the 
double purpose of disposing the waste through the described 
processing as well as through an integral incineration. The 
furnace has been designed to incinerate the whole amount 
of refuse. 

The building of the plant, togeth~r with the workshop, 
started on the 23rd of July 1969 and finished on the· 31st of 
December 1972. Both the technological and the building 
works have been carried out by the 1 A. Cecchini & Co. 1 

firm. 

For the City of Perugia the direction of the said works 
has been executed by: 

the ing. Capo Comunale (dott. ing. Silvestro Aluigi)for 
the building section; 
the Capo Sezione Tecnologia (geom. Renato Moroni) 
for the technological section. 

I! from a report of Perugia City - September 1975 
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The refuse disposal plant of Perugia had a working capacity 
of 100 tons during twelve hours of activity, now increased 
to 220 t/d. 

It is divided into the following main sections: 

1. Reception and deposit of the waste material 
2. Conveyance to the operating plant of the waste 

material 
3. Preparation of the waste material 
4. Mechanical sorting 
5. Treatment of large organic materials 
6. Paper treatment 
7. Treatment of ferrous materials 
8. Treatment of small organic materials 
9. Incineration of non -reusable materials. 

1. Reception and deposit of the waste material 

The motor vehicles for the refuse collection and tran~ 
port, after having collected the materials, head for 
the plant, (which is km 3 from the town centre), where 
there are: the disposal plant; the offices; the weighing 
machine; the sanitary services; the dressing-rooms; 
the lining-room; the garage; the workshop; the body 
shop; the service station; the watchman's house; and 
a large green area. 

Each vehicle is weighed by an automatic platform 
balance which releases a card indicating the weight. In 
addition to an up-to-date statistic of the daily and 
seasonal quantity of the waste material, the weighing 
machine is useful to predict the total disposal work 
capacity regarding the amount, as well as the weighing 
and the statistic of the various materials obtained 
from processing the refuse. 

After this operation, the vehicles dump the waste into 
a storage pit which is large enough to contain the waste 
of about three days. This is done in order to face 
eventual break-downs of the plant or extraordinary 
accumulations of waste materials. 

The non-reusable materials, already processed, and 
ready for incineration, are thrown into another pit, 
separated from the first one, but drawn up in the same 
line. Between the two pits there is a conveyor that 
feeds the processing line and on which certain devic~s 
are situated which break the refuse containers (plastic 
bags, etc. ). 
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This is a way to solve all the needs to convey the 
refuse either to the processing or to the incineration 
areas as well as to send a part of non-recyclable waste 
directly to the incinerator. 

There is also a third emergency pit in which to dis
charge a special kind of waste materials that cannot 
be processed nor incinerated. 

2. Conveyance of the waste materials to the operating 
E!_ant 

The storage pits, as well as the conveyor, are served 
by a bridge crane equipped with an octopus-type crane 
which feeds the processing line, the furnace, and even 
motor vehicles if the pits must be emptied. 

3. Preparation of the waste materials 

The plastic bags hygienically and quickly solved the 
problem concerning the temporary deposit and collect
ion of urban waste. But the bags have also caused 
many problems concerning the waste recycling. As a 
matter of fact, to start the process, the waste materials 
must be removed from the bags. 

In fact the plant is equipped, in addition to the devices 
for the first breakage of the bags which are on the fee.,2 
ing conveyor, with a section that concludes the breakage 
and divides the waste materials from the bags. The 
broken bags were incinerated. Now they are reclaimed 
and sent to a plastic regeneration plant. 

After this process the actual treatment of the waste 
materials can begin. 

4. Mechanical selection 

The selection of the various materials contained in 
the refuse is completely automatic. 

The conveyor carries the refuse continuously, on a 
vibrating sieve with bars and steps, especially contriv
ed for the treatment of solid waste material. This is 
done in order to make an initial volume selection of 
the materials. The larger parts are held back by the 
bars and headed to a conveyor with an electromagnet 
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to reclaim the ferrous materials. The residue (such as 
wooden crates, pieces of wood, tyres, etc. ) is sent on 
a conveyor to the incineration furnace to be destroyed. 

After this first rough separation (which also allows the 
separation of the fine organic parts, which are sent 
directly to the 'compost'), follows a more accurate sepa 
raticn: of the ferrous materials through electromagnets 
situated along the recycling line; of the raw paper 
reclaimed with different processes of sifting and ventil
ation; of large organic parts with other various process
es of sifting and ventilation to separate them from 
most broken pieces of glass, stones and non-ferrous 
metals and then be washed so as to free them from 
the soil and dust that can cling to their surface. Having 
effected this final operation the organic material is 
headed to a storage unit, before it is processed in the 
proper section. 

5. Treatment of large organic parts 

The organic material selected and prepared as explain
ed above, is now processed in the following way: 

• sterilization; 
• homogenizatim; 
• dehydration; 
• depuration; 
• pulverization; 
• packaging. 

It is a well-lmown fact that the solid urban waste mate
rials contain high percentages (over 25%) of eatable 
substances. Instead of being incinerated with high 
expenses of combustion bec~use of their high percentage 
of moisture, or meant to be 'compost' with other 
expenses and low profits, these materials can be used 
as animal feed, obtaining by so doing, good quantities 
of fundamental feeding, on condition that they are treat
ed so as to destroy possible germs. 

The plant has been created for this purpose. In fact 
the sterilization consists of passing the organic parts 
into autoclaves, where they are cooked at a temperature 
above 140°C and at a pressure of 4 atm. for over 2 hrs. 
A stirrer which is in the autoclave insures that the 
organic parts are mixed together. During this phase, 
apart from the destruction of the bacterial flora, 
homogenization and a predrying of the product are 
obtained. 
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The autoclaves are driven by the steam obtained from 
the heat recovered from the flue gases of the non
-reusable material incineration. 

The material then passes into a dehydrator, where a 
current of hot air, obtained from the steam, as explain 
ed above, lowers its moisture percentage under lOo/o, 
a limit which allows a perfect preservation of the 
product for an unlimited period. 

The organic material, sterilized and dehydrated, still 
contains a very low percentage of foreign bodies (pieces 
of glass, wood, plastic, etc.), which various mechani
sms that a.re united in one tower, through progressive 
phases of sifting~ pneumatic separation and density 
separation are completely eliminated. A mill reduces 
to powder the product that is transformed by now into 
animal feed with an amount of nourishing power equal 
to that of maize. 

The next step is a cube machine and a weighing carried 
out by an automatic balance, which is also a packer. 
This concludes the packaging and cycle of the large 
organic parts. The daily dry animal feed obtained with 
the waste materials of Perugia can reach five tons, 
sufficient to breed, in one year, over two thousand 
heads of cattle, bringing them from 80 to about 250 
kg each. 

6. Treatment Qf..rul,per 

It is a product that is constantly increasing because of 
the increment in packing and the large number of 
news-papers and magazines. For this reason the 
salvage of paper is of great importance for reclaiming 
the cellulose fibre. This is important not only for 
economic purposes, but also for ecology. 

In fact by reclaiming this fibre there is no need to 
destroy too many trees, with benefit for the whole 
ecological life. It has been established that each ton 
of salvaged paper allows saving from 7 to 8 trees. 

The percentage, in weight, of paper contained in the 
waste materials can reach 18o/o. 

According to the type of selection (which is determined 
by the amount of waste materials to be processed) a 
reclamatim that varies from lOo/o to 15o/o can be 
achieved. 
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The separation is carried out with various procedures 
of sifting and ventilation to eliminate the heavier 
bodies; but however accurate it may be, pieces of 
plastic with characteristics that are very similar to 
those of the paper, remain mixed with the parper. 

Therefore to make the product marketable, this plastic 
must be eliminated. And this is the main operation 
which is carried out in the section 'treatment of peper' 
of the Perugia plant. 

The amount of waste materials to be processed now is 
increased, because of other associations of nearby 
municipalities and a plant of paper pulping is installed. 
In this way the paper is transformed into fibre (paper 
pulp) not only bringing the depuration to a higher level, 
but also obtaining a higher percentage and a product 
which is more appreciated commercially. 

7. Treatment of ferrous materials 

These materials can be easily selected through the 
installation of a series of electromagnets along the 
waste operating cycle. 

The ferrous materials are prevailingly composed of 
tins, bottle caps, small pieces of sheet metal and iron. 

The said materials are mechanically put into a conti
nuosly revolving furnace with the object of eliminating 
any residue and impurity, as well as the tinning, which 
is harmful for siderurgical furnaces. 

After leaving the furnace, the so cleaned ferrous 
materials enter a hydraulic press that packs them in 
bales ready to be sent to the industries, which obtain 
from them the iron for constructions etc. 

The recovered amount is, in wheight, about 2,50-3,50o/o 
of all the waste material. 

The capacity of the Perugia plant was sufficient to 
obtain 600/700 tons of iron per year; now is doubling. 

8. Treatment of fine organic materials 

The material is composed of small organic parts mixed 
with mould. 

The selection takes place through small holes of the 
sieve which accounts for the first volumetric separation 
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of the refuse. This product offers the advantage of 
being withdrawn at the beginning of the cycle. It enables 
in this way the following treatments to eliminate most 
of the dust. 

It is not mixed with solid inactive bodies, and, being 
very fine and gauged, it is transformed into a fertilizer, 
through a maturation in a specific locale in the plant. 

It is a good additive to the manure, because it lacks 
paper and other harmful solid bodies; besides, in a 
short time, it becomes humus, so called sweet, which 
is the best from an agricultural point of view. 

The compost, for its great capacity of inhibition 
towards water, keeps the soil fresh, and for its 
colloidal properties, reduces also the toughness of the 
clayey soils and modifies the excessive -looseness of 
the sandy soils. 

Its percentage is not over the 10% of the amount of 
waste, and so because of the small amount and its 
better quality compared to the 'compost' obtained from 
the entire treatment of the waste material, it is highly 
marketable. Many horticulturists use it during the 
fermentation period, for the preparation of the so 
called 'hot beds'. 

9. Incineration of non-reusable materials 

This product cannot be placed among the salvaged ones, 
as shown above, but it is a very important material 
for the cycle of treatment of the waste materials. 

In fact it produces energy by being reclaimed as steam 
produced by the heat of the furnace gases. This steam 
is then used for the treatment of both animal feed and 
paper, and also for heating the yard premises. 

We can say that the cycle of newly utilizing the waste 
materials is entirely over. Furthermore the incinera
tion of this material, which is nearly free of organic 
parts, permits an easy combustion, leaving completely 
mineralized slugs, low pollutant gases with all the 
practical and ecological advantages that follow. 

Should the amount of refuse to incinerate increase, a 
plant for the trituration of slugs would be advantageous 
so that they could be mixed with the 'compost' enti
chening by so doing its con~ent of potassium. 
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The two furnaces have a capacity of 65 tons each, 
sufficient to incinerate, if needed the total quantity 
of waste materials in the twenty four hours. 

The whole plant for the transformation and the disposal 
of the waste material is equipped with installations to 
collect dust. 

All the elctric boards of the various sections are as
sembled in a controlled power plant. Two synoptic 
luminous control boards (one for the whole treatment
-of-waste process, the other for the section of treat
ment of the animal feed) enable one to foij.ow the 
operating of the whole plant, and· also to stop certain 
motors or communicate, by means of an interphonic 
circuit , with the different sections of treatment. 

The whole plant can work automatically or manually 
and while in the first case the machinery is electrical 
1y linked, in the secmd it is independent. 
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VISIT TO THE EX SARR PLANT SOUTH ROME (1st March 1977) 

It should be noted that whereas previously the three Rome 
plants belonged to three different Companies (Cecchini 
S. p.A., Sorain and SARR), they now all belong to Sorain-
-Cecchini. · 

Sorain-Cecchini has granted the licence for its plant to 
an Anglo-Canadian company (Reed Paper Ltd. ). 

Enclosure 11, taken from an official Sorain document, 
describes the recycling plant and also offers some infor
mation about Rome waste. 

Treatment capacity is 600 tl day in this plant and 1,200 
tl day in the other in East Rome. 

Incoming waste consists on average (by weight) of: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

aacro organic matter; 
12cro fine organic matter; 
lBcro paper; 
acro ferrous material; 
4% plastic; 
4cro glass; 
21cro unclassifiable inert matter • 

The general destination of these materials is as follows: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

41. 7cro is incinerated and produces steam; 
24cro is converted into compost; 
16cro is converted into animal feed; 
13. scro is converted into paper pulp; 
2. acro is recovered as iron; 
2cro is recovered as plastic in film • 

The plastic can be used: 

• 
• 

to produce printed items; 
to refilm the material and make bags for urban waste 
(Sorain-Cecchini S. p.A. are setting up a plant for this 
purpose and it will be coming into operation in the next 
few months). 

The 'compost' produced hitherto had nil commercial value; 
at present, an experimental plant (6 t/ day) converts it 
into a dry, homogeneous pelletized glass-free product 
which is easier to transport and sack. This is called 
'orfer' (organic fertilizer) and it contains 75cro of organic 
substance - 1. 7cro N organic - o.scro P 2o5 - o. 7cro K 20 and 
has a C/N of 10-14. 
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The animal feed consists of: 13-15o/o protein, 8-10% fats 
and lipides; ash 10%; its nutritional qualities are 60% 
those of maize and it is supplied to cattle farms. 

Paper is recovered in pulp form and sold to paper mills 
at a price linked to that of the corrugated paper market. 

Iron is purified by baking - in the oven it loses part of 
the tin present - and is pressed into bales. It is generally 
used for the production of constructional rod and its price 
obeys that of the se rap iron market. 

The Municipality of Rome pays Sorain-Cecchini 5,000 lire/t 
(3,850 lire/t according to contract+ recognition of charges~ 
This price also includes 70% of plant depreciation. 
Recycling plant is depreciated over 8 years as regards its 
technological aspects and over 15 years for the civil works. 
The cost split is 35% civil works and 65o/o technological 
plant. 

Sorain-Cecchini considers 400 t/day to be the minimum 
potential for a recycling plant with waste of similar compo 
sition to that of Rome. Where composition is different, 
this limit may rise or fall. Dimensions of this kind cost 
20 million lire/ t/ day (i. e. a Rome Sud type plant of 600 
t/ day would cost 12 billion lire). 

Sorain-Cecchini goes for plants with incinerators because 
this provides them with low cost steam that can be emplo~ 
ed in some of the technological phases of the other proces~ 
ing cycles. Only in the case of countries where the cost of 
fuels is relatively important can different solutions for 
the non-selected fraction be contemplated. 
In Italy where the ovens used are not over sophisticated, 
the cost of incinerators and of the steam production 
system is 30-40% of the cost of the teclmological part, 
i.e. 20-25% of the cost of the whole plant. 

People employed at the Ponte Malnome plant (excluding 
those engaged in research and design) number 78 (1 
manager+ 10 office staff+ 67 workers); 2 shifts of 8 
hours each are worked in the automatic selection unit, 
3 shifts in the incineration, paper pulp, feed etc. units; 
20 people do not work shifts, 58 do. 

Installed electric power amounts to 1,400 kW; energy 
consumption is about 27 kWh/ t of waste, consumption of 
auxiliary fuel is 1 m3 per day mainly used in the ferrous 
material annealing department; water consumption amounts 
to 1 m 3/ t of waste; 'waste waters are entirely recycled. 
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ENCLOSE II

MOME
Roms has alnrost 3 rnilllon lnhabl-
tamts, gemeratlng annualty, approxl-
rnately 750 thousand tons of refuse
(see dlagnam). Thls volume of re-
fuse ls collected and processed
every day of the year, lncludlng
§umdays.

The city is divlded into four sectlons,
each of whlch ls equlpped wlth a
dlsposal plant"
Three of ttrese plants utlllze SORAIN-
ÛECCHINI recycllng processes. and
forrn part of our company. The fourth
plant is a cornpostlng unlt. Refuse
[s deposited in dlsposable plastlc
bags, usually suspended inslde meta!
holders stoned noar tho entrancE of
the bulldlngs"'
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These are collected by nnunlclpal garbage trucks
whlch are alrnost excluslvely compactlng systenns
whlch optlnnally cornpress the refuse wlthout §lze
reductlon of the materlal.
Each truck makes two daily pickups and transports
approxlmately 3,500 kgs. per pickup.

x î@Ot@rs

The annual waste generated shown in the above
dlagrarn can be related'to tho genera! economic
condltions preval!lng.

8Of,AlI{ CECG}llNl 3.P4.
Yle Brurellæ. 58
@rs. noMA
Id. I08) 86o1fl .867G1
Tolcr: SElttt - 8oRA|N

OUANTITY OF REFUSE COLLËCTED IN ROME

Apart from househcjld refuse, waste frorn publlc
rnarkets, street sweeplngs, commercial and ln-
dustrlal wastes are collectod.
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ROfrÆE;
BEGVCI.ING PTAIUTS

Ttrere are two recycling plants ln
Rome:

- a plant in the West of the city
whlch has a processing capaci§
of 600 tons per day. Comrnencing
operations in 1964. it occupies
approximately 11,000 square me-
ters, with a building volurne of
'!10 thousand cubic meters.

- anothen in the East, which is
capable of processing i,200 tons
per day, was constructed ln 1967,
covers an area of 25 thousand
sqrlare meters and the bulldlng
voluc"ne is 250 thousand cubic
rnetens.

The processing capaciÿ of these
plants is based on two shifts per
day. Sorne of the departments, such
as lncineration. animal feed produc-
tion, and paper pulping operate ccn-
tlnuously.
Flexibility has been provlded In both
plant layouts to allow for future
expansion. The average-refuse com-
posltlon is shown ovèrleaf lrt .the
diagrarn. The presence of consideia-
blo quantïties of waste Paper Pro-
duets, as well as organic materlals
(whlch usually constitute the rnafor
portion of the refuse), has caused
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us to dlrect our recycllng technology to both
components.
As a result of several years experlence, we atro

able to recycie rsfuse 
-efficlently, 

reggrdless 9f
Its cornposlilon and even whero one of the maln
aomponbnts substqntlally exceeds the other. ln
aOaùon to w88te pape; and organlc nnaterlals,
the SORAINCECCI{INI proeess recovers fenrous

80nNN CEGClllill SPe.
ÿb Erurd!æ. 3il
@rs. ROmA
!d. lct 800!m - 8lrrult
ldcr: tEâ31 . SOnAtN

{t975'76}

OOi,IPOSITION OF MUNICIPAL gOLID WASTE

motals, plastlc fflrn and glass on a pllot plant basls.
The percentagos of reclalrned materlals shown
botoù, refer tô average annual quantltles. These
percenùages can .lrary accordlng-fo seasonal fac'
tor§.

MATERIAI,S R8Cü'ERED tN FERCENTAGE

Tle oercentago of non'reclalnnables' le converted
iô-s[eàrn bf lnclneratlon, and. ls' trsed !n plant'
raduclng fuel c,oEts.

\
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ECCIEJOMY OF T'$TE HECYCLING
PMGGESS
These recycling plants have eco-
nomiü. ecologlcal and social bene'
fits. The most obvious of these are
shown !n the lllustration. Gonerally
speaküng, they can be sumrnarlzed
as follows:

Ë@tr@Mlc EE§urTg

-- nedquced costs in the disposal of
urbam solid waste for the local
author!§ and therefore for the
individual citizen; dependlng on
the eonrpositlon of refuse, tfie
saving ls of the order of 30o/o,
or in favourable clrcumstances,
even up to {00Yo when compared
with other conventlonal systems
of waste dlsposai"

- alr Srnprelvennent ln the balance
of paymemts" ln the case of ltaly,
we suffer from a serlous deflclen-
cy of preclsely tEroso products
whlch are salvageable from re-
fuse: paper, ferrous rnetal. anlmal
feed, o§0 (plastlc) 

"

- substantial energy savlngs bY
exploltÊng the heat potentlal of
the noslrec§ain,ables both for ln-
plamt use [stedllzatfon, reclarna-
tlon, dnylng processesl as wett
as for othei uses (stoarn for
melg§tbounlng tndustrles, prwl-
slon of hot waten for local hou-'
slmg, eËeetrlea! power, etc.l.

cm00§r

,cr Êdlitaliig onr

S.000 6rR F' rBr
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EqOIOGICAL ETFECTS

- conservatlon of natural resources such as oll,
tlmber, mlnerals etc.

- dlmlnlshed ground and alr pollutlon compared
wlth other sÿstems of dlsposal (sanltary land'
fill, total inôlneratlon etc.) and pollutlon of
water sources.

socrAt ErFEctS

- the creatlon of fobs, both dlrectly and lndl-
rectly, to a rnuch greater extent than other
systems, the costs of whlch are already taken
lnto account ln the overal! budget.

- rêsêârch, developnnent and dlsposal cornnner-
. clallzatlon of new and origlnal technology,

useful outslde the lmmedlate fleld of solld
urban waste'dlsposa!.

8OAAtil CECCHINI § Pa.
Vh Brurclloe. t3
00138 . ROMA
Iol. (6) 800rÿ2 . EE?031
lclcr: !l&l5t . §OnAlN

FLOW§HEET

RECEPTIO!ü

FIXEE

BALTNG I PLASTIC

\
Tllrr.ïlïrfokl
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RECEPTION OF THE SOLID WASÏE
On arrlval at our plants, refuse trucks can unload
at several polnts:

- directly onto automatlc conveyors of the
prirnary selectlon llnes.

- lnto side recqlvlng plts.

- lnto the recelvlng plts of the lnclnerator§ (for
that portlon of the waste to be lnclnerated
lrnmediately).

- lnto the recelvlng pits of the compostlng sec'
tlonr (for that portlon of the waste collectod
ln food markets or for the etreet sweeplngs
sultable only for compostlng).

All of the reicelvlng plts aro equlpped wltût ovor.
head cranes and electro-hydraullc grapples to
nnove the refuse. The recelvlng plts are capablo
of recelvlng and storlng up to tuvo day's refuae,
thus allowlng for.plant shutdowns over one day
holldays and necessary large scale rePalrc.



The orlmarv selectlon llnes are of two technlcaiiy
slmliar typLs. with a càpaclty of elther 12 tons
poitout,br of 20 tons per'hour, and dlffer only
[n tf,"tr iated capaclty. The waste ls fed io üla
plant by conveyois wtth a splaclal feed mechanlsrn
fufrrctr uiralntalris a constant flow of refuse and pne
vents bul§ ltems, eg: refrlgerators, mattresses'
etè. fronn enterlng the sYstem
piàstlc bags are tÉen toril open and enrptled' Itle
balJ are t[en renroved, slnce they would lnterfere

wlth subsequent automaüc. dry seleétlon sectl.gns-
iriË ,Ë'*rà;; àii;"dinô âiéonÀuryt trates, éhmr
natlori of bul§ tteins, àpenlng and empÿlng of
the bags, are 

- 
essentla! to. the later selectlon

prrocessLs, bocause gnly by proces$ng a fiomo-
geneous loose waste at constant frow, can ro'

-50-

Sf,AIX CEOCllll{l8.Pa.
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covery wlth satfsfactory
quantlty De obtalnod.

rqsults of quallty and
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AUTOMATIG SELEGNON
Once the bags have been torn open
and emptled, the autonnatlc selectlon
process can begin" Each selectlon
line ls lndependent and modular [12
or 20 tons per hour). Thlp guarantees
efflcient functloning of the system ln
that rnalntenance and unexPected
breakdowns only affect a fractlon of
total capaelÿ.

r !41

The rnachines which segregate the
dlfferent materlals make use of
those characterlstlcs whlch dlstln-
guish one rnaterialfrorn another. botfi
thelr physlcal pnopertles; welght,
fraglllty, electronnagnetlc qualltles,
fiexlhiilty. reslllence etc., as well as

:":*Y.Ë

:Jt'***g''.x=
=--'-nnL'u'

d

*ru;Ë§r*
g. 

-,_-_,.<

Éffi
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thelr statlc ones; slze, shape, etc. To explolt the§q
àtr.ï."iâiitti"t, ihe machtàes have been d-eslgned

ànà mànufactured. speclfically for thls applicatlon,
;iiüôhlhe basic irlnciples have been emploved
ln othèr lndustrles for a long tlme.
et ote"ent. ln the plants of Horne, the selecticn
pro."i" has achieüed levels of comnnercial pro-

duction for:
SIIAN GECCHINI8.Pa'
Ylr Brurellec. 5it
0018 - ROMA
fcf. (oEl 88olm . E87Gt
ldor: 5Ea51 . §ORAIN

- Paper and cardboarci

- animal feed

- organic materlal for comPost

- ferrous metals.
As fâr aJ plasttc fltm and glass- are concerned,
pitot plant recovery ls belng achleved.
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PROEE§S FLOW CFIÂBT
§lx pioducts emerg'e from the auto-
matlc selection l[nes:

- hales of paper

- coarse organics, sultable for
transfonnation lnto animal feed

- organic rnaterial destined for use
as compost

- ferrous metals

- hales of plastlc

- non-reclalnnables for lnclneration.
The "products'n llke paper, organlc
rnaterlal, f,errous, etc. have clear
cornmerc[a! potential, but given that
they stlll contaln impurlties, they are
not of lennnediate comrnercËal use in
thls conrdition. tt Ns the funitlon of
other satelllte plants to further re-
smove irnpurities so that the rnate"
rlals are acceptahle to industry and
agriculture.
The percentages of materials recov-
ered, should be considered average
values; the flexibility of the process
0n fact, pernrlts by-passing where
necessary, any Product recovery
where a nnarket ternpora!'y does not
exist, withor.rt irnpalrlng the abili§ to
nnalntain a total disposal servlce.

{?g cæDoet
B [IBTIilruilT
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Pu§n8[
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Et&lûtE
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Ey "non-roclalrirable", wê mean that portlonsof
ttio refuse conslstlng of materlals conslderod un-
salvageable, or parts of tlrose materlals whlch
durlnà the selectlon phase were elther-not eq§y !q
rocover, or were deilberately relected. lt should
be temernhered that as already stated, lnclneran
tlon of such non-reclalnnables, dlsposes of them
as a source of heat energy whlch serulces the

tO8Â!N CECCHII{I I Pn.tb 8rurdhû. 53
@r8s - aoHA
td. (61 @t02 . E07u3t
!dor: !&t5l . §OAÂN

transfonnation prose§se§. ln that thls heat sub
stltutes for oll as a ft.lel, lt has an econornlc value-
Our Instaliations a!'e so deslgned that where de'
slrable, stearn can be converted to electrlciÿ.
The required technology already exlsts on the

rnarket'and lts application is rnade even mo!'e
slrnple ln our case, beeause tho cornhustlble mate-
ria!'ls both homogeneous and of constânt quallty.
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PAPER

Selected baled paper and cardboard
cannot be commercially exploited
until contarnlnants: rags, plastic,
polysÿrene etc. have been removed.

5t§æ:- '

It was necessary, therefore, to d+
velop technlques to rernove thenn:
soaklng and wetting in a pulper, re
movlng extraneous material, preé!-

slng and sterilizatlon. The flnal pro-
duct ls a pulp contalnlng 600/o water.
Clearly the rnost delicate and com"
pltcated part of the operatlon is ttre
cleansing stage. The wator used ln
thls process ls recycled.
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Thls ls made posslble because nnake-r.lp water ls
required, which ls shlpped out ln the pulp produqt.
Thà resulting waste from the cleansing pr.oca.§s

ts lncinerateâ after having been dehydrated. The
quatity of the product has shown a consistency
regardless of seasona! factors.
fhâ need for an'lnventory of bales between the
selection and pulplng sectlons ls due to:

SO8AN GEGClllNl S.Po.
Ylr Enrrcllæ. Slll

mrs. nouA
td. (6) 880192 .8878t
Idcr: !E?5t . SOBAIN

- the pulplng plants aro considerabl-y.rnore effl-
cieni tf pàbressed rather than lf loose ma-

terial is fed into them, since the latter ls rnore
voluminous.

- the dtvo operations can remain independent
and thus it is posslble to carrY out selection
on two shifts and pulping on a continuous
basis.
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PAPER.PU!.P
ln the recycling plants'of Horne, it is possible to
oroduce appnoximately 200 tons of paper fibre per
day (as recelved rnoisture bas[s).

This neceived volurne is enough to rnake a slgnl'
flcant contribution to paper mills.
The main purposes of the plants concerned wlth
upgradlng of paper recovered from waste are:

- ellrnlnatlon of contaminants of various kinds:
plastlc, polysÿrene, heavy substances. glues,
waxes, fat otc.

- to reach che quality standards dernanded by
the market.

- sterlllzatlon.

- redr.rctlon of effluent problems at the paper
nnlils.

- reduction !n the need to rennove solld conta-
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- conslstent furnlsh for paper rnilNs with conse'
quent predlctable processi.ng condltions.

Even malntainlng those quallty standards already
laid down and meeting public health nequlrements.
It is stll! possible to ôarry otrt the process at d!f-
ferent leüels of quality taking lnto consideration,
the respective final usos of the pulp-

Where the highest qual!ÿ [s not required, such
as In the manufacture of candboard, wrapping pa-
pers, packagtng candboards and finished card-
boards etc., special tecPrni{ges are not necessary.
The pu!p, aften rernoval of waxes, blturnens and
fats,'can he despatched to the paper mills, whlch

are equipped with thè usual screening and clean-
lng egulprnent, which is usually part of the paper
and cardboard nranufacturtng prCIces§"

SOnAlx GECCHlill8.pa.
Yh Bnuollo. tt3ors. noiiÂ
rd. (6t @ro2 .88708t
Idor: tûl5t . SORAIN
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PAPER"PIJtP
Paper pulp reclalrmed from refuse
can be used to substitute fibre
obtalned from trade mixed papers.
Dlfferent technlques are aPPlied
where a superlor quallÿ of pulP is
needed ln order to substitute fon
wood pulp.

'i;i' 5-

The recovered pulp can also be used
to a certaln extent. for products such
as newsprlnt, rotogravure Paper,
creped toilet papers etc. To achieve
thls qualiU, sophlstlcated upgradlng
processes are necessary-de-inking
and reflnlng-resulting in significant-
ly hlgher upgrading costs. These
are, however, offset bY a rnore
favourable return ln the rnarket.



At the present time, plants do not exlst capable
of upgràding paper recovered from waste. whether
rnanuilly, ol-through source separation into the
above mentioned, de-lnked pulp. However, after
reoeated experimentatlon in co!laboration with
otËer speciaiized institutions, our Grotlp has car-
ried out pnd brought to a successful conclusion
research directed àt the solr.ltion of this probtern
wlth encouraging resLclts-

Flans are now undenruay for an industrial plan!
èapable of producing 5O-tons.P9r day of "urban"'
puip, atready treated and ready for the uses men-

-60-

tioned. This will be in addition to the pulp pre-'
sently produced §or packagtng papens.

80nAlil CECGHINI § Po.
Ylo Brurellec. 53
mr$. noMA
Icl. (Gl @lÿ2 .887031
Ialcr: 5E331 §ORAIN
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ABüIMAI FEED
Coarse organlc matter obtained from
refuse: fruit. vegetables and other
food remnants ls used to Produce
anirnal feed.
The process involved'ls partlcularly
cornilex because of the high hygienic
and veterinary standards requlred ln
the fiôal product.
Briefly. the most important stage§
are:

- washlng

- removal bY floatatlon of coarse
inorgariic substarices stiII p-resent

- sterilization bY means of auto'
claves

- drYing to 6{0/o molsürre content

- reinoüal in various stages, of anY

snra!! inorganic particles stlll re-
malning

- pulverizlng

- pelletlzing

- bagging
rtre pi6auit obtained has a nutrl-
if,o.ai value equivaient to ?0o/o of
ôtn nneal, and contalns 14 - 17olo

protelns and 7 - 9o/o fats.
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The sterllization and drylng pnoce§se§ make use

àiif,â ttuann produced by the lncinerator, where
contaminants removed in thls process are sent'
it â *ut"rs used for washing are purified in a

ài""t which is an annex to the nlain lnstallations'
in stx years of experience, there has been a Gon-

"i"iàndv 
of quality in the product, and there have §OnAlN CECCI{INI § Po.

Vlr Bn rollos. lrll
00rs . ROMA
Tel t6l 880t92 ' 88703t
Telor: 5E!lt1 '§ORAIN

been no marketing Problerns.
The most irnportànt and dellcate stage -of the
process !s steritlzatlon through thg use of modi-
iîed autoclaves, where the material has to remaln
for a certain tlme at a specific pressure and

ternperature to complete blologlcal sterilizatlon.
Labbratony analyses rnaintatn contlnuou§ qualiry
contro! of the anlrnal feed"
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ANIMA!. FEED
The anlmal feed obtalned from the organlc
contenr of .Rome's munlclpal solid waste is
directly utlllzed by llvestock breeders.
The pércentage fed to the llvestock varles
depeirdlng on the type of anlmal, the purpose
foi whlch- they are-bred and the size of the
lndlvldual operatlon.
For many years now, because of the suc-
ààsstui É"sirltt obtalned, thls ÿpe of feed
ftài- Ue"n chlefly used with cattle, both for
fattenlng and for mllk prodf'ctlon.
ône ot-the fundamentàl characterlstlcs of
thti feeO Is lts appetlzlng srnell of frult and
vegetables.
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For cattle being fqttened, the ratio'of converslon
!s 100 to 15. fhai ls, in order to obtaln 15 kgs.
of meat, 100 kgs. of this feed has to be glven as
a fractlon of the total food lntake.
!f the large ltaltan centres alone [amountlng to
approxlrrately 15 mlllion lnfrabltants), wene to
recover the best organic content of thelr refuse,
It would be posstrble to rlanufacture .lCIO thousand
tons annually of anlrhal feed, whlch would tlren

produco about X5 thousand tons of meat a .year.
The lowen cost of production, consldering !t as
a part of a disposal process, connpared with that
of other anlrra! feed, and taking into account the
relative nourlshment potential, could iustify wide.
spread use of selected drEed aninral feed obtalned

from refuse, partlcularly ln those eountrlos where
It ls necessary to lmport raw nnaterlals for feedlng
llvestock.

Yb Brutoll€E. lil
ors - RoMA
rd. (061 8601m . 86m3t
lctcr: §&l!t - §O8A!N

SOhAN GECCT{IN! I Pa.
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FENROU§ METAE"S
Ttre ferrouls metals are extnacted
from the waste by means of electre
rnagnets which function continuous-
ly. The separated materials contaln
the following lmpurities:

- external labels

- residual internal contaminants

- plastEc, paper and rags caught
up In the electromagnet selection
proces§

- srnall percentages of tin, unde-
sirable to the steel rnllls.

ln addition, ferrous nnetal recôvered
from refuse poses particular trarls-
port prob[ems, due to its voEume
belng made up of 80o/o câIls.
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!n order to prodr.lce a marketable end'prgduct'
the soBAlN-cEccHl$üt plant provldes controlled
combustion of impurltles ln a rotary kiln whlch
eliminates labels, remnants and other extraneous
matter, and melts a good part of the tin. After
emerglng from the furnace, the material Is sub
jected to a water cooling process and then enters

a hydraulic press which reduces the total volume-
The resultlng bales, measuring roughly 50 x 50 x 6O
cm, and weighing '!50 kgs., are stored in hoppers
frorr whlch they are loaded into trucks by means
of a rnagnetic disc. The greatest usê of the metal
is in the production of lron rods for nelnforced
concrete construction"

lts rnost trnportant quellty [s lts pliabffity, and lt
Improves the prlnning of fusion processes" thus
reduclng the wear on the furnace.

SOaAN CECCHIN| S.pa.
Vla Euclles. !3
mrgS . RoÀlA
Icl. (001 æ0rs2 - 8E?ult
ldcr: tt8§t - SORAIN
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P!.Â§T!G FEI.IM

Salvaged fronr Rorne's solld waste,
ls a signiflcant percentage of plastic
film, made up of low densi§ poly-
ethylene, which is the material used
in manufactr,rre of refuse and other
plastic bags for commercial use.
Ottrer types of plastic, found in
sn'laller quantlties, are not recovered.
The plastic film, salvaged and baled,
is at'present sold to the iniection
and cornpression moulding plastic
industny. This is because at the mo-
ment, no other rnore refined repro-
cessing is yet available.
After nurne!'ous tests made over the
past five years !n an installation
specially designed for obtaining
data regarding the upgnading of plas'
tics in general, SORAINI-GECCH|h|!
is planning shortly to build a com'
pletely automatic industrial p-lant,

àquipped fon al! the phases of uP
grading, încluding dry and wet pro'
ce§§es.
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The aim !s to convert the plastic filnn recovered
iro* sotid urban waste to granules- The granules
wil! have sutficient purity to allow blending up
io SOolo with vlrgin 

'resin 
fon the productlom of

plastic filrn.

Other types of plastic could be reutilized, but
research is sttll in its initial stages, and the dlf-
ficulties involved are considerable-
!n ltaly, and !n Honne particularly, these form only
2}o/o ôf the total plastic !n the nefuse stream'
therefore in terrns- of quantity, the problern ls
alrnost negllglble.

§ORÂIN CECCHiN| S.Pa.
Vla Brurellag. 3ll
mr38 - noMA
T6!. (6! æ0t02 .6?0:t9
ldcr: SEC§i . §OnAm
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COMPO§T
Three types ol refuse reach the
composting section:
1) that which has not been sent to

recovery lines because of lts
composition: street waste, re-
fuse from the central and local
food nnarkets;

2) that collected by vehlcles equlp
ped with a shredding mechanism,
which, therefore, ls lndlscrlnnina-
tely nnixed and already in a state
of deterioration;

3) that which the selectlon process
has assigned to compost.

This section is made up of a series
of prefermentor homogenizers ope'
ratlng slowly, in a contlnuous un[t
operation.
ln these machines, only the organlc
parts are broken up and begin a
process of aenobic fermentation.
When it has left the prefennentator
honnogenizer, the rnaterlal ls screen-
ed: thàt part composed of srnaller
pleces is sent to the maturlng Yard,
while the coanse fractlon goes to
the incinerators. After a certaln
perlod of rnatlrrlng, the materlal,
which has a high organic content, ls
then sold to fanmers.



Duo to the soasonal nature of compost appllca'
tlon, large storage area§ are- requlred. The com-
oost obialned ihrough prefermentatlon ln the
homogenlzors has obvlous drawbacks:

- thà prssence of other materlals, such as glass,
china, plastic, wood etc.

- the characteristic odour whlch makes it dlffl'
cult to use in populated areas.

- cost of transportation. storage and distribu-
tion resultlng fronn the low ratlo of usable
organic content to total weight (l:2.5 includlng
molsture).
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Other dlsadvantages usually encountored In pro-
duclng cornpost have been eliminated due to ttre
methods used [n olr procoss of recycling.

8on/À!N cECCHlXl S.pa.
Vh 8rucllcc. tll
@i$. ROilA
rd. (61 @102 .8670:i1
lchr: t&lSl - §OBAII{
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DRY ONGA}$BG &flATTER
After many years of experlenee, SORAIN - CEC'
CI-{lNl devàloped a process capahle of overcomlng

thoss problems whlch anlse !n the conventlonal
productlon of compost. The plant lncludes the
followlng procosses:

- the product ls drled to 10o/o molsture content,
wlth sr.sbsequent sterlllzatlon, due to the pro-
duct rscnalnlng for rmore than an hour ln con-
tact wüth alr heated to t10' centlgrade

- rnechanlcal screenrlng out of extraneous mat-
ter: glass, chlna, plastlc etc.

- optional blending of the produet wlth sultable
addltlves to lncrease and knprove the ovorall
plant nutilent contont

- pelletlzlng and bagglng.



Whlle lt ts stil! ln the expenimeratal stage, thls
plant is of a eornrnenclal slze. Excellent results
have been obtalned fnom tests rrade in domestlc
gardens and greenhouses as wsll as im large scale
ntarkêt gardonlng.
Wlthtn two years we fonesee belng able to comvert
all the marierlal relegated to conrpost Into thls
mew produet whlch [5 attract[ng a good deal of
!nterest.

Glven lts heat value, §OriAIN-GECCHIB{! ls also
bullding an expertnrental plant In whlch the drled
product wi[t be used as fuel" Once ash handllng
problems are overcom"oe, we helleve that thls use
wlll be a vlable alternattve.

The thermlc energy value of the product can be
used !n the generatlpn of hot water, steam, olec-
trlctty with advanteges over t$e Incüneratlon of
raw refuse"

SOIAN GEGICH|N|S.pa.
Yh 0lrldlca l0
9üS. rcmA
Td. t08l @ræ .88?Bi
ldu: t02ti - SORAlll
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89.
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INCINEBAilOT §ECTlOtrl
Tho lnclneratlon sectlon conslsts of modular
unlts whlch can burn 100 tons pen day each,
for a total 6 In the EAST plant and 3 in the
WEST. A boller Is attached to each furnace
whlch when combined, produces about 50,000
kgs. per hour of steann at a pressure of I
atrnospheres. The slzlng of the lndividual
unlts ls determlned by the maximurn total
steam dernand of the plant, as well as pro-
vldlng for a guaranteed steam flow during
scheduled shutciowns or durlng unforeseen
breakdowns.Thus two baslc functions ensured
the lnclneratlon sectlon of a necycllng plant:

.i '. ...t::
.:Jo'*-.

:i1- -. -.' . i--:,,=,;*È+ï ''

I
{

{
i
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- dlsposa! of tha refuse whlch cannot b-e recycled

- productlon of the steam neeessary for ln'plant
u§e.

Moreover, the lnclnerators are sublected to less
ssvere condltlons than that for whlch they are
deslgned. ln fact, thoy do not burn "raw refuse",
but sirnply what has been discanded, whlch ls al-
nnost completely free from wet organic nnatter and
ls homogeneous and wel! rnlxed. 8ORAlil CECOHINI § p.a.

Yh Erurollec. lil
mls. BOMA
Id. (Gl @192 .887üll
tclcr: 3&l!l - SOBAlf

The ash !s quenched ln water, stored ln sllos and
then taken ùo a sanltary landflll. The fluegas !s
scrubbed with water before entering the atmo
sphere.
WATER EYGU.E§
Al! tho water used ln the process of the Yarlous

sectlons of the recyellng plant.receives prlmary
and secondary treatmcnt before reuse ln-plant.
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G!.A§§
In the Rorne plant, the recovery of
glass from urban nefuse is still at the
experlrnental stage.

The heart of the plant consists of an
optlc-pneumatlc system to separate
the glass frorn other rnaterials.
The nnateria! to be treated, has to be
prepared In such a way as to have
certaln physical characteristics, with
glass repnesentlng the hlghest pro'
portlon.
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The sarne rnachine, appropriately adlusted" Is then
able to sort out the glass lnto lts vanlours colours;
clear, green and armher"

After rnore than a year of experirnents, modlflca-
tions are being rnade to the systern, which wilt
rnake glass recovery technically and economically
viable.

NON.FEMMOI'S METAIS
The percentage of non-ferrous rmetals (alurnlnium,
copper, brass, lead etc.) in refuse collected in

Rome is almost negligible, or at least lnsufficient
to iustify its necoveny. However, technology !s
available for the recovery of non-ferrous metals.

EOnAlN CECGHINI § p"a

Ub Buolloe. 13
@I$ ROMA
lol 161 88019:l . EE70i3l
Iehr tSttl . SOBAIN
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NEWS OF THE FIAT RECYCLING PLANT 

Ktnd of waste 

Work,ng wastes 

Vorklng sludges 

Patnt,ng sludges 

Canteen wastes 

Otls and solvents 

Treatment sludges 

Wastes produced by the Fiat factories have been analized; 
the composition of 240 tons per day of collected wastes is 
shown in the follow:j.ng table: 

tons 'f. on the 
Chemtcal compostt,on 

per day iotal 

50 21% paper (54%) - p lasUc (1~} - rags (7%)" 
'ron (%!) - var,ous metals (8%)- shtUar 
leather (4'/.) - wood (4%) - var,ous (12%) 

75 30% 'ron (SO%) - otl (12'.!) - water (28%) -
abras,ve (5%) - vartous (5%) 

41 18% -
24 10% organtc substances (44'/.) - 1etal contal 

ner (22%} - plasttc (6%) - paper (2%) -
humtdtty (20%) - vartous (6t) 

7 2'.! solvents (18%) - o,ls (82%) 

43 19% dry 1atertal (25%) - humtdtty (75%) 

It has been decided to carry out a treatment plant equal, 
for the moment, to 1/3 of the total capacity (80 ~ 100 
tons per day) and in accordance with the scheme shown in 
the enclosed figure 1 which foresees as final disposal: 

• painting sludges:incineration; 
• oven drying and reuse (for iron metallurgy use) fvr 

working sludges; 
• treatment sludges drying; 
• V40rking and canteen wastes treatment with metals 

recovery and production of refuse derived fuel; 
• incineration of oils and solvents not recoverable. 

Such a system, although studied for industrial wastes, has 
the section 'A' of figure 1 that is alike to a treatment line 
for solid urban wastes. It is foreseen to try the running 
also with the utilization of urban wastes. 
The general design of the plant is carried out by Fiat (Cen 
tro Ricerche Fiat and Fiat Engineering) while the main 
machineries are bought some in Europe and some in the 
United States of America. The plant will be working in 1978. 



Principal data section A 
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Potential: 

Cost: - components for transport, 
grinding and classification 

- building works, steel 
structural work, general 
facilities 

Unit cost {plant operating with 
2 shifts) 

Main machinery: 

f) t/h 

220 million lire 

200 million lire 

5 million lire I tl day 

primary mill - Williams 
{St. Louis - U. S. A. ) 550Hp; 990 rpm; < 15cm 

magnetic separator -
Streinert {K~ln- Germany) 

integrated grinding and 
classification unit - Williams 
{St. Louis · U. S. A. ) 

electric motors {6 in total) 
Marelli {Italy) 

Staff {per shifts) - 3 people: 

1 waste handling worker 
1 control room technician 

6 kW 

317Hp; <2 cm 

550Hp+220Hp+ 50Hp+ 
+40Hp+ 2Hp+ 6Hp 

1 supervisory operative {mechanic) 

Electrical energy consumption: 
{installed power 8 70Hp): 

Other consumption: 

130 kWh/t waste 

no water or auxiliary fuels used in section A 
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NEWS OF OTHER RECYCLING PLANT RESEARCH ACTIVITY IN ITALY AND 
INDUSTRIAL CAP ABILITIES 

' ' 'lltf' ~~-

Numerous Italian Companies are interested in problems 
of recycling solid urban waste, perfecting integral recovery 
cycles, creating partial recovery cycles or building 
machinery suitable for the recycling of waste. 

The first group includes the De Bartolomeis Company 
which at Ambivere (Bergamo) has set up the prototype of 
a 10 t/hour plant. 

The second includes SIET I Tecneco, Worthington, etc. 

Finally, equipment manufacturers include De Bartolomeis, 
Impresa Cecchini and Sorain-Cecchini who build most of 
their own plant equipment themselves, and the Fratelli 
Ferrero Company of Vado Ligure. 
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9. 1 SOLID WASTE RECYCLING: AN OPERATING RESOURCE RECOVERY PLANT 
DESIGNED BY THE DE BARTOLOMEIS COMPANY - MILAN fiTALY) 

Research began in 1973 with a laboratory and study phase, 
involving pilot equipment. Early in 1974 the machines 
required for the experimental plant were designed, buHt 
and installed; the results of the operation are illustrated 
below. 

The objectives which were set as basis for the researc'1 
project and which characterize the 'DB' resource recovery 
system to-day, are the following: 

a) to create a solid waste separation and reclamation 
plant, on a fully dry operatior. basis; 

b) to obtain the separation of five basic materials: 

a) ferrous metal; 
b) organic fraction; 
c) cellulose products (paper and board); 
d) plastics; 
e) glass; 

c) to carry out the separation in a fully mechanical way, 
thus excluding any manual intervention on the waste; 

d) to provide the plant with the highest processing 
flexibility, to allow for the considerable variations 
frequently occuring in the composition of municipal 
wastes and, at the same time, the eventual need of 
improving the purity characteristics oi the reclaimed 
materials. 

In September 1974, an operating unit w1th a processing 
capacity of 10 t/h raw waste (thus capable of handling, on 
a continuous operation basis, the waste generated in 
European Communities of some 300.000 inhabit2nts) was 
set up. 

Initially, the operating unit obeyed the following process
-scheme: 

constant flow feed; 
elimination of electrostatic charges from film plastic; 
electromagnetic separation of ferrous metal; 
pre-crushing of the in-fed raw· waste and tearing of 
garbage-bags; 
separation and se reening of the organic fraction; 
aerodynamic separation of glass cullet from the organic 
fraction; 
granulometric refining of the organic fraction; 
aerodynamic separation of paper and plastics. 
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Initially. in other words. only the operation of the basic 
process-line was perfected. since industrial scale and 
laboratory experiments had already been carried out on 
secondary processing of the reclaimed products. 

The waste separation plant discussed in this presentation, 
thus represents the basic part of the diagram {fig. 1 ) which 
illustrates the whole of the 'DB' resource recovery system. 

Examination of the diagram shows that: 

the system consistes of different sections. designed 
for. different purposes. Some sections may or may not 
be made operative. depending on objectives; however, 
they can be bought in at any later stage to complete 
the process and/ or to carry out secondary processing 
of the reclaimed materials; 

two secticms have not been experimented (Nos. 16 and 
25); these represent highly sophisticated points of the 
recovery process and are not necessary to the operation 
of the system, which will only rarely be endowed with 
them. 

During the two years the plant has been in operation. the 
process-line has always been fed with unsorted municipal 
solid waste. such as collected from various urban commu
nities in Northern Italy, which were chosen on purpose, in 
order to obtain a series of responses. according to the 
type of waste processed. 
11 should be noted that more than 95o/o of the waste fed into 
the system was contained in plastic bags. of the special 
type employed for solid waste collection. 
At the end of 1975 some 10,000 tons of waste had been 
processed. 
To guarantee a systematic supply of the waste necessary 
for the process-tests and a prompt disposal of the reclaim 
ed materials, the research has been done in cooperation 
with I.G.M. {Impresa Generale Manutenzioni) of Milan. 
The results of the analyses carried out on the in -fed 
waste are summed up in Table I, which shows its eo mpo
sition mean values. 
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Figure 1 - Diagram of 'DB' Resource Recovery System 
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Table I 

COIPONENTS 

IIOISTIJRE 

FERROOS HfTAL 
PAPER ANO CELLULOSE PROOOCTS 
PLASTICS 
VEGETABLES AIIO PUTRESCI BII.S 
FA~ICS, 11000, RUBIIR AND LEATHER 
GLASS 
I I.'ERT HATER I ALS 
OTHER UNCLASSIFIED HATER I AlS 

I--

No. OF ANALYSES HAD£ 

OOANTI TY OF IIASTE PROCESSED 

VAWES ARE EXPRESSED IN % BY lliGHT 
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IIASTE TYPE 1 WASTE TYPE 2 IIASTE TYPE 3 \IASTE TYPE 4 

MEAN HIH/HAX MEAN 111N/MAX HEAN HI fl/MAX MEAN HIN/HAX 

~2 38-45 51 n-53 35 34--38 380 - --
1 6-8 3 2-3 5 4-7 7 -

31 25-35 22 ~-24 41 39-44 50 -
1 6-10 5 4-6 1 6-8 6 ' -

36 29-42 54 ~1-58 18 16-25 16 -
6 2-7 4 3-5 5 3-6 6 -
3 2-6 2 1-5 4 3-5 8 -
4 3-5 5 4-6 14 11-16 2 -
6 3-8 5 ~-7 6 2-8 5 -

185 68 45 I 4 

t 6.410 3.600 1.500 250 

IIONZA TYPE CINISELLO BAlSAMO HILAN TYPE RECOIISTRUCT£0 USA 
WASTE TYPE IIASTE WASTE TYPE IIASTE 

Type 1 waste can be considered as typical of the centres 
of medium sized Northern Italian towns. The analysis 
shown is the weighted mean of 185 analyses carried out 
during plant operation. 

Type 2 waste is typical of the outlying areas of small or 
medium towns in the North of Italy. The analysis shown 
in the Table I derives from the weighted mean of 68 
analyses carried out during plant operation. 

Type 3 waste is typical of the centres of large Northern 
Italian towns (including rubbish from the roads). The mean 
is of 45 analyses. 

Type 4 has been constructed artificially, by mixing 
previously separated waste fractions, so as to simulate 
the typical waste composition of large North American 
towns. 

The reasons here were to complete certain specific studies 
on North American waste and to examine the performance 
of the plant in conditions which may be considered extreme, 
particularly as regards cellulose product content. 



Table II 

SEPARATION YIEU:S % 

FERROUS METAlS 
PAPER 
PLASTICS 
ORGA!ll C SUBSTAIICES 
GWS 

UIISORTEO MATER I AIS 
(% OF TOTAL WASTE) 
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The results of separation obtained are shown in Table II, 
which gives percentage yield values by weight, with respect 
to the total quantity of the same product present in the 
in-fed raw waste. 

WASTE TYPE 1 WASTE TYPE 1 WASTE WASTE WASTE 
CAff'AIGNS 1-7 CAIIPAIG14S 8-10 TYPE 2 TYPE 3 TYPE 4 

96 99 95 94 I 98 
63 68 56 66 61 
70 71 66 68 72 
86 86 tl8 82 81 
82 86 81 83 85 

I 

19 16 L,s 27 25 

Examination of the above Table II shows that: 

separation of ferrous metal using the electromagnetic 
sys'tem does not create problems and can be achieved 
with very high yields; 

separation of paper is decisively affected by the 
moisture of the waste; the higher the moisture, the 
more difficult the separation; thus a major part of 
the very small, light fraction of the non -separated 
paper is found mixed with the reclaimed organic fraction 
coming from the kitchen waste; 

variations in the separation yields of plastic material 
are influenced by the material's characteristics: namely, 
it is easier to separate film plastics than moulded 
products; 

the separation of organic kitchen waste is promoted, 
within limits, by the moisture; 

satisfactory efficiency is achieved in the separation 
of glass cullet mixed with other inert materials; 

the quantity of the remaining unsorted materials is 
highly influenced by the level of fabrics, rubber, wood, 
leather and inert materials of large dimensions, as 
well as by the separation yields of the other fractions; 



Table ill 

CAffiAIGNS 1 

SEPT.OCT 
PERIOD 1974 

VASTE PROCESSED t 120 

FERROUS I!ETAL 96 
PAPER 17 
PLASTICS \2 
ORGAIIIC MATERIAlS 88 
GLASS -
REAL UNSORTED HAT. 36 (% (J' TOTAL II~TE} 
THEORETICAt UNSORTED 
~~WIAts % OF TOTAL 46 
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it is possible to substantially modify the separation 
yields and the purity of the reclaimed products by 
regulating the operating features of the precrusher 
and the rotating classifier. 

These machines have been designed so that operating 
modifications are easy to carry out. 

Finally, for the purpose of providing indications as to 
the course of research results, table ill shows the means 
of results obtained with type 1 waste, on which the great
est number of tests were carried out, in different 
campaigns, each with the purpose of improving the results 
of the previous one, particularly with respect to paper 
recovery. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NOVEMB. DEC. JAN FEB. MARCH APRIL MAY JULY OCT. JUtlE 

1974 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 SEPT. MARCH JULY 
1975 1976 1976 

270 530 750 720 810 790 810 1.130 480 

97 95 96 96 97 96 98 99 99 
38 l2 56 62 65 64 66 68 72 
52 51 52 65 12 71 73 70 12 
83 85 83 86 87 88 86 85 87 

- - 55 16 81 83 85 86 88 

26 22 20 21 15 20 16 17 15 

42 ~ 36 31 29 29 - - -
THE TABLE SHOWS SEPARATION YIELD VARIATIONS In THE VARIOUS CAMPAIGNS 
YIEI.Ili ARE EXPRESSED IN% BY lliGHT OF THE TOTAL QUANTITY OF PROOJCT Ill THE ORIGINAL IN-FED II~TE 
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As a matter of fact, once satisfactory separation yields 
with tipe 1 waste were achieved, other campaigns were 
carried out and a more selective schedule developped, the 
results of which are summed up in table III. 

For comparison purposes, table Ill also gives the value of 
the theoretical quantity of the remaining unsorted materials, 
calculated as a sum of the non -recovered quotas plus the 
quantities pertaining to fabrics, wood, leather, rubber and 
large dimension inert matters. 

In effect, a marked difference is noted between theoretical 
and real quantities of unsorted materials; this difference 
is due to the fact mentioned earlier, i.e. some of the 
non-recovered paper mixes with the organic fraction, 
when major variations occur in the moisture and sizing 
of the waste being processed. 

During the research period, some secondary processing 
tests were also carried ot:.t on reclaimed materials: 

shredding, cleaning, detinning and pressing of the 
ferrous metal; 

granulometric homogenization and aerobic digestion 
of the organic fraction, with addition of humificating 
bacterical strains, thus obtaining a high fertilizing 
power compost; 

further purification and upgrading of the recovered 
paper and plastic; 

shredding of paper and plastics, thus obtaining a refuse 
de_rived fuel {RDF) of high BTU content; 

shredding of the unsorted materials for further process 
ing tests. 

The plant lay-out has sho·m1 benefits from both the econo
mical and operating points of view, due to the fact that the 
removal of most of the ferrous metal is accomplished at 
the initial stage of the process cycle. As a result, the 
subsequent machinery and equipment in the process-line 
are substantially protected from many real causes of wear 
and tear, damage and consequento do~mEme; explosion 
hazard is also reduced. 

Additional cost sabings and improved operatmg conditions 
have been shown by the function of the DB ro:ating classi
fier. Brittle materials, such as glass, are salvaged in 
pieces rather than pulverized, which would make it too 
small for recovery. Other abrasive materials. such as 
ceramics, stones and fines are removed prior to any 
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shredding, thus reducing wear and power demand by any 
shredder. Finally, all the above undesirable materials 
having been removed together with the organic fraction, 
the amount of waste feeding the rest of the processing 
machinery and equipment has been substantially decreased, 
thus improving their operating conditions, which results 
in a lowering of operating and maintenance costs. 

The plant lay out also shown benefits from the operating 
point of view with regard to secondary processing of the 
reclaimed paper and plastic fractions. 
In effect, due to the concept of the DB process-cycle, 
paper and plastics are directly separated from the was~e 
stream in large size pieces, prior to any shredding of 
the in-fed waste. 

Consequently, it is hughly favoured the separation process 
of the paper from the plastics, as it is required when the 
recovered products can be marketed as secondary materials 
to be recycled in the paper-mills and the plastic moulding 
industries, respectively. 

At the same time, paper and plastic directly shredded 
together only after their separation from the waste stream, 
consistute the cleanest combustible fraction recoverable 
from any solid waste processing system for use as refuse 
derived fuel (RDF). 
The advantages of dealing with a fairly homogeneous RDF, 
consisting of only two fractions, paper and plastic, are 
clearly understood. 

A further considerable advantage shown by the DB waste 
separation and reclamation process is represented by its 
fairly limited power demand: the total installed power of 
the DB 10 t/h line is 250 kW; the power consumption is 
15 kWh per ton of waste processed. 

The plant has not undergone substantial modifications 
compared to its original design, although improvements 
have been made to some of the basic process machines. 
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To conclude, the research confirmed that: 

it is possible to achieve the mechanical separation by 
dry process of the basic components of municipal wastes, 
with satisfactory separation yields; 

reclaimed materials possess amply sufficient purity to 
gain their position on the market of secondary products; 

the process-line is extremely simple, easy to operate 
and capable to guarantee costant production results, 
provided plant operation and maintenance standards 
are applied; 

operating cost per unit of waste processed taken into 
account even very modest revenues from the sale of 
recovered products, are extremely interesting. 

The plant was built for a potential of 10 t/h, but a 25 t/h 
line has also been designed. 

A plant consisting of two lines, each of 25 t/h capacity, 
will process 800 tons of solid waste in 16 hours, on a two 
shifts per day operation basis. 

To complete the composting sect ion of the system, a 
licence has been obtained from the Fairfield Engineering 
Company Ohio (U.S.A.) for the digestor. 

With regard to paper recovery 'DB' cooperates with Beloit 
Italiana (Pinerolo}, a Co,mpany which has designed a damp 
separation line for paper pulp, capable of operating with 
recycled paper products, provided pla:stic conte~t does not 
exceed 6 't" 7%. Appropriate processing of the reclaimed 
paper into paper-pulp, increases the value of the recover
ed product, by as much as 8 - 10 times (from 40 to 300 
Lit/ kg}; this 'added value' well covers the cost of the above 
secondary process. 

The entire DB plant is designed with a view to cutting 
operating costs to a minimum: 

a) staff: 2 workers per shift, in addition to the plant 
head; 

b) electrical energy consumption: 15 kWh per ton of 
waste processed. 
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Plant of this type have been offered in Canada6 Sweden, 
Italy, etc. 

A plant in which compost production predominates has 
been recently built in Brazil. 

During the study of this contract the plant has been visited 
by Mr. R. Fox of Fiat Engineering on March llth6 1977. 

The plant is shown in the enclosed pictures. 
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Impianto di recupeno dei rifiuti solidi da L0 t/h di Ambivere

della §ocietà De Eartol0rneis - vista di insieme

Mtrnicipal solid waste resouree recoverJr plant- 10t/h - built

in Ambivere by De Bartolomeis Company - General vi.ew

Milan - Ita\y
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Ricezione ed alimentazione dosata dei

Reception and constant flow feed of the

rifiuti

solid waste
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Frantumatore, dePolve-
tizzalote
Shredder, dePulvari zator

Eliminazione cariche
elettrostatiche, romPi
tura sacchi e seParazio
ne elettromagnetica

Elimination of electro-
static charges, tearing
of bags and ferrous
metal electromagnetic
separation
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Vagliatura e separazioee delle sostanze organiche

Screening and separation of organic materials
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Raffinazione materiale compostabile

Refining of compostable material.s
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Matu razione ae r obic a fe rtilizzanl,e organic o

Aerobic maturation of organic compost

:.'!:l\s. 
_iq#''.tr:
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Separazione aerodinamica
carta e plastica

Aerodynamic separatiqr
of paper and plastic

Deferrizzaziqre e separg
zione combustibile
urbano

Femous metal second
rnagnetlc separaticr from
remaining unsorted
materials
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g.2 OTTIER STUDIES ON RECYCLING PLAI{TS

There are a uumber of Companies in ltaly (Siet/Tecneco,

Itrorthing1ol, etc. ) operating inr t11e fteld of solid waste

treatrnerlt plants (incine ration ovens, c ompostirng, e ompacJ

ùg) whichlre examlning and fina1izùng partial geeycling

pfàits (e. p. peper separatiml_ etc. ). Nute of these plants

iras been made on en industrial and comrnercial scel'e

up to the preoent and we therefore cannot deEcribe thern

here ùn detail"

ltr[e are now itrlustrating the principle of tJre plmt studied

by Stet/Teclleco.

The combinürg of variols forms of waste recovery ùrto a

singte Integrated factlity glves rise to so-called
treàoverlngt or trecycling plantst (frg' 1)'

sent to an inclnerator are mly those wastes which cannot

t" 
"""y"Ied 

&etween 40 and 45% of the refuse)'

E,ecorerymanindustrlalscaletodayincludes:
. heat (for heating or energy productior);
. blodegradable organic matter;
. paper;
. ferrqts rnetels.

Now under sttrdy and to become available in the future are

fonms of recovàry regarding pLastics, nrbbers, glasé

and tlqt ferrous metals"

Drre to the compLexitÿ of plant tectrnologies and problems

of organlzing markets and selling recLaimed products,

facllitles for tlrelr recovellr are feasible mly if of Large

capacittres.



IMPIANTI Dl RICICLAGGiO 

RECYCLING PLANT 

Rifiuti urbani 
Munk-ipal waslC's 

Trilurazione 
Shredding 

SCHEMA A BLOCCHI 

FLOW DIAGRAM 

Separa:tione 
magnetica 

Magnetic st!paration 

Vagliatura e separa· 
zione pneumatica 

Screening and pneumatic 
separation 

lncenerimenlo Hearli 
Incineration of non 
reusable malnials 
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9. 3 ITALIAN MANUFACTURERS OF EQUIPMENT USED IN RECYCLING PLANTS 

The Cecchini Company of Perugia, Sorain-Cecchini of 
Rome and De Bartolomeis make most of their recycling 
plant equipment in their own workshops. 

The Officine Meccaniche Fratelli Ferrero Company of 
Vado Ligure, manufacturers of equipment for the mining 
industry, make equipment that is used in recyc1ing plants, 
e. g.: 

bounce separators for separatbg glass from compost 
(15-16 t/h; 7 kW; separation efficiency: 80-90o/o); 

zymothermal mills for the production of compost 
50-120 t/ day {power installed 110 hp; diameter 4 
metres; length 12. 5 m; working volume 120 m3); 

special screens for waste; 

special paper recove:rJ machines; 

machines for extinguishing and extracting ash from 
incineration ovens. 

There are also a number of mechanical workshops and 
industries making equipment used in composting and 
recycling plants. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE COSTS OF OPERATING 10 AND 20 t/h PLANTS BUILT 
ALONG THE LINES OF THE PERUGIA AND ROME PLANTS 

Two 20 t/h plants of Perugia and Rome type have been 
analysed as was done by i.he Warren Spring Laboratory 
in comparing U. S. A. and British plants. 

It was assumed that the plants work in two shifts with 
a 750/o utilization factor (thus 2x8x 0.75 = 12 h/day) for 
5 days a week and 52 weeks a year, for a total of 3,100 
hours/ annum. 

It was also assumed that the plants are depreciated over 
15 years at a rate of 12.5%. 

The maintenance cost was assumed to be equal to 4% of 
the capital. 

The staff cost is as indicated in the 1st progress report 
(manager= 20 million lire/ annum; clerk:l2 million lire 
per annum; worken8 million lire/ annum; labourer=6 
million lire/ annum). 

The value of the recovered material was assumed to be 
equal to that reported to us by the Cecchini Company. 
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ENCLOSURE I 

COST Of RECOVERING URBAN WASTE IN 10 t/h PLANTS- BASIS Of COST EVALUATION (FOR THE ITALIAN PLANT A PROPORTIONAL RATIO 
HAS liEN AOO'TEO IN FUIICTIO~ OF THE POTENTIAL OF PLANT SIMILAR TO THAT OBSERVED BY THE WARRE!I SPRING LAOORATORY) 

PLANT 

POTENTIAL (75% operation, equal to 
12 h/6ay, 5 days/week, 52 weeks/ 
/ annua, 3,100 h /annUli) 

COST OF THE PLANT (1 pound • 1.500 
1\re) 

DEPRECIATION OF CAPITAL In 15 years 
at rate of 12.5% 

MAINTENANCE (4% of Installed 
capital) 

STAFF - no, & annual cost 

ADDITIONAL COSTS 
(Welfare charges etc.) 

KAI~AGE M£1H 

AOKI NI STRA TION 

HECTRI CAL ENERGY 

AUXILIARY FUEl FOR PROCESS 

FUEL FOR HEATING 

WATER 

CIIEI11 CAL PROOOCTS 

01 SPOSAL OF ASH AND RES I !liE 

WARREN SPRING LABORATORY 

10 t/h- 120 t/day- 31000 t/annua 

1.4 1llllon pounds(2,100 allllon lire) 

1,4 11.poundsx 0,1507 • 211,000 pounds 
(316,5 11, Ure) 

56,000 pounds (84 •• lire) 

12 people excl,aanage1ent and adaln. 
services; welfare charges excl.: 

superintendents- 2 x 4420pounds·8840 p, 
(2 x 6,630 • 13.26 •· lire) 
shl ft workers • 8 x 3380pounds • 27040 p 
(8 x 5,07 • 40.56 a. 1\re) 
6ay workers • 2 x 2800 pounds • 5720 p, 
(2 x 4,29 • 8,58 •.lire} 
Total"" 42,000pounds(63 a.Hre) 

38% of wages 
10000 pounds/annum (24 a. lire) 

5000 pounds/annua (7.5 I. lire) 

50% staff cosh additional charges 
29000 pounds (43.5 •.lire} 

40 kllh/t-400 kllh/h-1,24x10\llh/annull 
0.02"pounds/kllh (30 llre/kllh) 
25000 pounds/annu• (37.5 a.llre/annua) 

6 natural gas: 7042 x 10 KJ/annua 
2500 pounds/annua (37,5 a,llre/annua) 
1000 pounds/annul (1.5 •• lire) 

500 pounds/annue (0.75 a. lire} 

Sa% of •aterlal treated• 18000 t/annua 
1.5 ponds/t - 21.000 pounds/annum 
(2250 lire- 40,5 a.llre/annua) 

PERUGI A TYPE 

10 t/h- 120 t/day- 31000 t/anr.ua 

4,200 1.llre (20a.llre per t/ da~ for 

a 300 t/day plant • 25 t/h) 

4.200 •· lire x 0.1507 • 633 allllon 
1\re 

168 •111\on lire 

36 people Incl. 11anageaent & admin. 
services; welfare charges Incl.: 

•enagers ·1xal a. lire- 20 1,1lre 
clerks • 4x12 a. lire • 48 t.llre 
shift workers •27 x 8 •.llre·21611.11re 
day workers•h61.1lre • 24a.llre 
Total • 308 •111\on lire 

Incl. In staff costs 
• • • • 
I I I 

I I I I 

15 kllh/ t - 150 kWh/h - 465000 kl-lh/ an nu 

30 llre/kWh - 1• 1. lire/annum 

160 kg/h -16 kg/t - 495 t/ annua 
type: fuel oil 
cost: lire 90000/t • 44.7 •• lire 
not \od\cated-3, 75 11.1lre/ annum assume 

3 3 3 
23 1 /h- 2.3 a /t- 71300 a /annurt 
1,8 1.llre/annu11 (25 llre/•3) 

30% of the aaterlal Is lnclnerated,10% 
ash reaalns for dumping ~ 3100 t/ennu• 
2250 llre/t- 7 1.llre 



ENCLOSURE I 

RECOVERIES 

- Urban fuel 

- Glass 

-Ferrous 1aterlal 

- Paper pulp 

- Aniul feed 

- Co111post 

- Plastic 

TOTAL REVENUES 

I 
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30%- 9300 t/annu•- 6 pounds/t (9000 
llre/t) 56000 pounds/annum (84 •• lire) 

5% • 1550 t/aiiRUI-8 pounds/t (12000 
llre/t) 12000 pounds/annua (18 •• lire) 

Tf. - 2170 t/annua-12 pounds/t (18000 3.5%-1085 t/ annum - 60000 llre/t 
ltre/t) 26000 pounds/annua (39 •.lire) 65.1 a. llre/annu• 

9~00 ppunds/annu• (141 •.lire} 

12'% - 3720 t/ annu1 - 9)000 11 re/ t 
297.6 a. llre/annua 

5%- 1550 t/annu11 - 00000 Hre/t 
93 •· lire/annum 

15%- 4650 t/annum - ~ llre/1 
18.6 •· llre/annua 

3.5%-1085 t/annu11 -1000C() llra/t 
108.511. Hre/annu111 

582.8 •llllon lire/annum 
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ENCLOSURE I 

ANNUAL BALA"CE SHEET 

CAPITAL C~T 211,000 pounds (316,5 1\llton 1\re) 633 11lHon Hre 

MAl NTE NANCE COST 56,000 • ( 8~ I ) 168 I 

STAFF C~T ~2.000 • ( 63 • I ) 308 • 
AID I Tl ONAL a>S TS 16,000 I (n I I ) tncl. vtth staff 

MANAGEMfNT 5,000 • ( 7.5 • I ) I I I 

ADMINISTRATION 29,000 • ( ~3.5 • I ) I I I 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY 25,000 • ( 37.5 I I ) 1~ .nHon Hre 

AUXILIARY FUEL ~~.1 I I 

HEATING 2,500 I ( 3.75 I I ) 3.75 • I 

VATER 1,000 I ( 1.5 I I ) 1,8 I I 

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 500 • 0.75 I I ) 

DISPOSAL OF RESIOU£ 27,000 • ~.05 I I ) 7 I 

TOTAL COSTS \15,000 pounds (622,5 1\llton ltre) 1180.25 •tlHon Hre 

REVENUES 9~,000 I {141 I I ) 582.8 I I 

NET CtliT 321,000 • {~81.5 I . ) 597.~5 I • 

SPECIFIC COST PER t OF DISPOSED 1/ASTE 10.~ I (15,600 Hre) 19,500 Hre 
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ENCLOSURE II 

COST Of RECOVERING URBMI WASTE IN 20 t/h PUNTS- BASIS OF COST EVAWATION (FOR THE ITALIAN PUIIT A PROPORTIONAL RATIO 
HAS llEN AOOPTEO IN FUNCTION OF THE POTENTIAL If'. PLANT SINILAT TO THAT OBSERVED BY THE IIARREN SPRING lABORAlORY) 

PLANT WARREN SPRING LABORATORY 

POTENTIAL (75~ operation, equal to· 
12 h/day, 5 days/week, 52 weeks/ 
/ennu1, 3.100 h /en null) 20 t/h - 240 t/6ay - 62000 t/ an nu• 

COST OF THE PLANT (1 pound • 1.500 2.0 1.pounds (3.000 •.lire) 
-lire) 

ROMA TYPE 

20 t/h - 240 t/ day - 62000 V annu111 

5,~ •• tire (20 •• lire per t/day,plant 
.. 300 t/6ay • 25 t/ h) 

DEPRECIATION OF CAPITAL In 15 years 2.0 a.pounds x 0.1507 • 302,000 pounds 5.400 1.llre x 0.1507 • 813.8 m. lire 
at rate of 12.5%------ (453 l.llre) 

MAl NTEIIAIICE (4% of Installed 
cap \tal) 

STAFF - no. & annual cost 

AOOI TIONAl aJSTS 

(welfare charges etc.) 

MAilAGE!1ENT 

AOHI NI STRA Tl ON 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY 

~XILIARY FUEL FOR PROCESS 

FUEL FOR HEATING 

WATER 

CHHII CAL PROillCTS 

DISPOSAL OF ASH AtiD RESIDUE 

80,000 pounds (120 •.lire) 

16 people excl. 1anagesent and admin. 
servl cas;' ve Hare charges exc 1.: 
superintendents • 2x4420 pounds·8840 p. 
(2x 6,630 • 13.26 •.lire) 

shtft workers • 12x3380 pounds •4{)500 p. 
(12x5,07 • 60.84 •.lire) 

216 allllon.llre 

47 people Incl. 1anageaent and a~ln. 
services; walfare charges Incl.: 
aanagers • 1x20 m.llre • 20 1.llre 

shift workers • 25x8 e.llre•280 a.llre 

clay workers• 2x2860 pounds• 5720 pounds day worl<ers • 5x6 a. lire • 30 1.1lre 
(2x4,29 • 8.58 •.lire) 

Total ... 55,000 pounds (82,5 1.llre) Total • 402 al 1H on lire 

38% of vages 

%1,000 pounds/annu• (31.5 •.lire) 

9,000 I (13.5 •.lire) 

50~ staff cost • additional charges 
38000 pounds (57 a. lire) 

40 kllh/t :a. 800 kllh/h - 2,24x10
6
kllh/annu• 

0.02 pounds/kllh (30 Hre/kllh) 
50000 pounds/annue (75 e.llre/annu•) 

6 
natural gas: 12676x 10 kJ/annwa 
4,500pounds/annu• (6,75 a.llre/annua) 

1500 pounds/annua (2.25 l.llre/annua) 

1000 pounds/annul (1.5 m.llra) 
SS% of 1aterhl treated· 36000 t/annua 
1.5 pounds/t - 54000 pounds/annum 
(2250 lire - 81 l.llre/annua) 

Incl. In staff costs 
I I I I 

I I I • 

I I I I 

27 kllh/t- 540kllh/h- 1674000 kllh/annulil 
30 llre/kllh • 50.2 million ltre/annua 

30 kg/h - 115 kg/t -93,5 t/annu~ 
type: fua 1 oil 
cost: lire 90000/t- 8.4 •.lire 
not lndlcated-3,75 a.ltra/annu• assu11e 

3 3 3 
20 a /h - 1a /t - 62000 1 /annum 3 
1.55 •llllon llre/annu• (25 lire/a ) 

41% of the 1aterlal Is lnclnerated,14% 
ash reaalns for du1plng • 8000 t/armu111 -
2250 llre/t- 1~.3 million lire 



ENCLOSURE II 

RECOVERIES 

- Urban fuel 

- Glass 

• Ferrous 1ater\al 

- Paper pulp 

- An\1al feed 

• Compost 

- Plast\c 

TOTAL REVENUfS 
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30% • 18600 t/flllnum- 6 pounds/t(9000 
Hre/t)-112000 pounds/annu• (1681. lire 

5~-3100 t/annu•·8pouncb/t (12000 lire 
pert) 25000 pounds/annum (37,5 n. Hre) 

~- mo t/annua- 12 pounds/t (18000 
1\re/t) S2000 pounds/annul (78 m.1tre) 

J 

189000 pounds/annuD (283.5 a.ltre) 

2.8%-1735 t/annum • 70000 Hre/t 
121.5 a\11\on 1\re/annum 

13.5~- 8970 t/annum - 65000 1\re/t 
544 1. 1\re/annum 

1~ • 6200 t/annum - 70000 1\re/t 
434 •.1\re/annu• 

24~ • 14880 t/tllllnum - 4000 Hre/t 
59.5 •.1\re/annum 

n- 1240 t/annu1 • 210000 Hre/t 
260.~\11\on 1\re/annum 

1419.4 1\11\on Hre/annu• 
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ENCLOSURE II 

AfiNIJAL lllLA!ICE SHill 

CAP I TAL C!l5T 302,000 pounds (~53 aUHon llre) 813.8 atlHon lire 

IIAI NTENANCE COST 80,000 • (120 I I ) 216 I I 

STAFF COST 55,000 I ( 82,5 I I ) 402 I I 

ADDITIONAL COSTS 21,000 I ( 31.5 I ') tncl. vlth staff 

KANACX:KfNT 9,000 • ( 13.5 I I ) I I I 

ADMINISTRATIOH 38,000 I ( 57 I . ) I I • 
ELECTRICAL EtlRGY 50,000 I ( 75 I a) 50.2 atllton Hre 

AIJXIll ARY FUEL 8.~ I • 
HEATIIIG ~.soo I 6.75 atlllon ltre) 6.75 • I 

WATER 1,500 • 2.25 • I ) 1.55 I I 

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 1,000 I 1.5 I I ) 

01 SPOSAL OF RES HllE s~.ooo I (80 I I ) 19.3 I I 

TOTAL COSTS 616,000 pounds (92~ atllton ltre) 1518 atllton Hre 

REVENUES 189,000 • (283.5 I I ) 1~19.4 I I 

I(T COST ~27,000 I (640,5 I I ) 98.6 • I 

SPECIFIC COOT PER t OF OISPOS£0 
WASTE 6,9 pounds (10~0 lire) 1600 Hre 
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ENCLOSURE Ill 

C0~1TRIIliTION OF YARIOOS C!l>TS TO ANIIUAL TOTAL !fERATING COST% 

VARREN SPRING LAaoRATORY 
ROME COSTS COMPARED TO TOTAl COST PERIJGIA 

10 t/h 2D t/h 10 t 20t 

CAP I TAL EXPEND! TURE 50,8 ~ 53,6 53,6 

WAGES AND AOMI NI STRA Tl 011 22,2 20 26,1 26,4 

SERVICES 20,5 22,2 19,7 18,7 

DISPOSAL OF RESIDUE 6,5 8,8 0,6 1,3 

REVENUES 22,6 30,7 49,3 93,5 

Ctl>TS PER t OF TREATED WASTE 10,4 pounds 6,9 pounds 19.300 lire 1.600 Hre 

(15600 Hre) (10400 lire) 

•'\·~ 

··~ 
!~~ 

collsvs
Text Box
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11 PRELIMINARY PROPOSALS FOR A RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

11.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONCERTED ACTION 

There are already several major research programmes 
in progress or planned within several member countries 
of the Community. The project team is very concen1ed 
to avoid recommending duplication of this research. It 
is felt, however, that there are certain areas where 
international discussion and co-ordination of this research 
would enhance its value, both to individual countries and 
to the Community as a whole. The spirit of international 
co-operation which has been experienced during the 
present study has been of great benefit and this could 
provide a foundation upon which further collaborative 
work could be built. 

It is therefore recommended that a programme of concert
ed action should be established, provided that the support 
of national governments can be obtained. It is recognised 
that in some cases existing R & D is funded by commercial 
interests and could not be included in a concerted action 
programme. The programme should be organised to cover 
the following aspects of household waste sorting technology: 

a) Work in progress or planned in member countries 
(e. g. the Doncaster prototype plant in the U.K., the 
Bundesmodell Abfallverwertung in Germany) should 
be monitored, existing links between research groups 
should be maintained and new ones encouraged wherever 
possible. These links should be used to promote 
compara":ive investigations of different systems under 
consistent conditions, and studies of the effect of 
varying the composition of the feed. It is recognized 
that different project timescales might give rise to 
problems in making comparisons, but when the planned 
new generation of experimental plants working at a 
realistic scale is in operation co-ordir..ation of research 
an parallel investigations in different locations would 
be very valuable. 

b) Standard methods should be established fer sampling 
and analysing household wastes, specifying the quality 
of waste-derived products, and reporting cost and 
related economic data. Comparison of processes in 
different locations is very difficult, but the value of 
such comparisons would be greatly enhanced if better 
standardisation of feed analysis, process parametf'rs 
and product specification were achieved. The effect 
of statutory requirements applying to waste recovery 
in different member countries on the design and 
viability of waste sorting processes might also be 
considered. 
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c) Potential health hazards arising from the handling~ 
treatment and storage of domestic waste and related 
products should be investigated. This is an area which 
would require considerable co-ordination of testwork 
and data collection. 

The method envisaged for implementation of the concerted 
action programme is a series of meetings of technical 
experts from the member countries. Because of the wide 
range of topics for discussion it is suggested that these 
meetings should take the form of symposia lasting 2-3 days 
with~ say~ 20 invited delegates per .symposium. The 
estimated cost of a four year programme of 3 symposia 
per year is 200~000 units of account. 

This sum would not include any funds for specific projects 
arising from the concerted acticn programme. 

11. 2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDIRECT ACTIOO 

It is· recommended that the major proportion of the financial 
resources allocated to R & D in waste sorting should be 
used in a programme of indirect action. Research is 
recommended into topics where it is felt that more funda
mental studies or the development of new or improved 
separaticn techniques are required. The recommended 
topics for investigation come under three headings: 

a) Separation Technology 

b) Material Recovery 

c) Energy Recovery 



.) Separation Teclmology 
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The possibility of two to three projects in this area is 
envisaged. The highest priority is placed upon an invesli 
gation of air classification, but liberation and comminu
tion of waste is also recommended for study. 

1. Air Classification 

There are several air classification systems available, 
but there is a serious lack of the information necessary 
for scale-up of pilot installations and to enable the best 
choice for a particular situation to be made. It is 
therefore recommended that a fundamental investigM.tion 
of the parameters affecting separation should be 
carried out prior to larger scale trials in association 
with the experiments on front-end systems. The main 
aims of this work should be: 

• to compare existing types of air classifier under 
consistent conditions; 

• to investigate the effect of changing design variables 
and composition of the feed; 

• to establish criteria for the design and scale-up of 
air classification systems to process household 
wastes. 

2. Liberation/ Comminution 

The coice of a front-end system for a sorti'1g plant is 
still largely a subjective one. Information in the 
literature is of limited help because of the varying 
conditions under which the experiments are carried 
«;>ut. It is therefore proposed that comparative investi
gations of shredding and sizing systems at a scale of 
at least 10 tonnes/h should be carried out under 
consistent conditions with a clearly defined feed. 
Particular attention should be paid to the following 
points: 

• the suitability of the processed waste for subsequent 
separation into products; 

• elimination of gross over.;;ize materials in sizing 
plants; 

• maintenance and reliability. 

The concerted action programme could be of assistance 
in promoting this research. The cost of purchasing new 
equipment could be minimised by co-ordination of 
studies in different research groups using existing 
equipment as far· as possible. 
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The two most important topics for further research are 
paper fibre recovery and plastics recovery. Two projects 
in each of these topics are envisaged. 

1. Paper Recovery 

In most locations paper is potentially the most valuable 
constituent of the waste so there is a strong incentive 
for its recovery. The importance of household waste as 
a source of secondary fibre has already been recognised 
by the CREST Working Party on Paper Recycling, and 
a number of research topics in this field have been 
included in a proposal for a research programme on 
paper and board recycling. It is felt that certain aspects 
of this earlier programme have been largely achieved 
in the present study. In particular most of the work 
recommended in Part A of the programme has been 
done in the present study e. g. classification of urban 
wastes, the technical feasibility of separating paper 
fibre from household wastes and economics of proces~ 
:i.ng to obtain a fibre product. Further effort should 
concentrate on the recommendations in Part B anc C 
which relate to the use of urban fibre by the paper 
industry and health problems which might arise from 
its use. In addition it is considered very important 
that support should be given for further R & D on paper 
separation technology, an aspect which was not included 
in the earlier recommendations by the Working Party: 

• most existing paper fibre recovery systems are 
based in part on air classification to provide a 
paper-rich concentrate for further upgrading. There 
is a requirement for research into the de sign and 
ope ration of air classification systems to produce 
a better paper-rich product; 

• further work is needed on methods of separating 
plastics film from paper which are less costly in 
terms of capital equipment and energy cpnsumption 
than existing ones; 

• the development of other novel methods of paper 
recovery should be encourages. These might be based, 
for example, on the selective ditection and rerr oval of 
specific contraries from a paper-rich concentrate; 

. as an alternative to dry separation of a paper fibre 
product, wet processing at the front,.end of the paper 
mill should be investigated in co-operation with the 
paper industry. 
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2. Plastics Recovery 

Recovery of paper fibre will normally result in the 
production of a by-product which is rich in plastic film. 
In some member countries plastic bottles are a signi
ficant constituent of household wastes and these can 
also be separated as a product. Research paying 
particular attention to the following aspects: 

• the indications are that the size and nature of the 
potential market for plastics products recovered 
from household wastes varies considerably between 
the member countries. In some locations it might 
be possible to sell a mixed plastic product, while 
in others segregation of polymer types will be 
necessary. Similarly, requirements for reclaimed 
polymer for use in moulding or film blowing appli
cations will vary. A community-wide market study 
is therefore recommended to determine where R&D 
effort might be most profitably applied; 

• there are several processes available for the manu
facture of products from mixed waste polymer. 
Although perhaps the main problem to be solved in 
this field is the creation of new markets for the 
products, there is scope for further work on the 
feedstock formulations required for specific end
-products, and the effect of additives on product 
quality; 

the ·potential for developing technology for separation 
and cleaning of mixed and contaminated polymer waste 
merits investigation. The nature and level of conta
minants which inhibit the use of reclaimed polymer 
in standard moulding or film blow:ing equipment should 
be studied, taking into account the possibility of 
developing new chemical additives to counteract the 
degradation of secondary polymers during moulding. 
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The project team is aware that an EEC Energy Research 
Programme was adopted by the Council of Ministers in 
1975. One of the main subject areas in Energy Conserva
tion and project proposals have already been received 
which relate to the use of the energy content of wastes. 
This is therefore, another area where close co-ordination 
of projects by the Commission is essential. It is considered 
that further work is needed on the use of both shredded and 
densified waste-derived fuels, and the following project 
areas are suggested for consideration: 

Community support should be given to encourage an 
investigation of the use of shredded waste-derived fuel 
(for example, in the generation of electricity); shredding, 
handling and firingsystems for suspension-fired boilers 
will need to be developed, but there is much relevant 
experience in the U.S.A. which can be drawn upon; 

experience in the U.K. suggests that for industrial use 
a densified fuel product is most likely to have adeguate 
storage and handling characteristics. A great deal of 
work is required on the continuous production of fuel 
pellets or briquettes. Most work carried out to date 
has used machines designed for agricultural purposes 
and many problems have been encountered. Pilot-scale 
tests to measure specific power consumption, die wear 
and throughputs are needed1t enable suitable equipment 
to be designed. Methods of handling densified waste
-derived fuel are needed and extended firing trials are 
necessary to determine the effect of firing waste-deri_y 
ed fuel on corrosion, fouling of boiler tubes and 
atmospheric emissions. Possible additives to the fuel 
from the point of view of increasing its calorific value, 
prolonging its storage life, reducing its susceptibility 
to water and inhibiting biological activity should be 
examined. 
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In making suggestions for the allocation of funds to the 
three project areas the project team has taken into account 
the close inter-relationship between these areas and the 
fact that results of the work on separation teclmology will 
support and benefit research into materials and energy 
recovery. Nevertheless, materials recovery is regarded 
to be of primary importance and the largest share of the 
funding should be directed to this area. With these consi
derations in mind the following allocations of funds for 
indirect action over a period of 4 years are suggested.: 

separ.ation technology (3 projects) 
materials recovery (4 projects) 
energy recovery (2-3 projects) 

total 

0. 8- 1. 0 mua 
1. 9-3. 0 mua 
0. 8- 1, 2 mua 

3~ 5-5, 2 mua 

It is expected that the indirect action programme would 
attract a 50,o contribution from the Commission i. e. a 
sum of 1. 75 - 2. 6 mua. 

A total budget requirement of 3. 7- 5. 4 million units of 
account over a period of 4 years is suggested for the 
combined concerted and indirect action programmes. 
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11. 3 SPECIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME RECOMMENDED 
FOR ITALY 

In Italy, research into solid waste recycling is aimed at 
improving recycled products rather than perfecting 
recycling techniques. 

A number of plants have in fact been amply proven 
commercially (Perugia and Rome), while others have 
been tested at prototype level (DB plant of Ambiven~). 

Ongoing research thus concerns the improvement of 
recycled products or the perfecting of new ones. 

At the Rome plant, for example, Sorain is experimenting: 

the separation of glass by means of a 1 Sortex' apparatus 
(see par. 2 - enclosure II); 
the making of 'urban fuel' bricks from organic material 
earmarked for compost (this research is part of the 
N. R. C. programme aimed at energy saving). 

Fiat Engineering is engaged in research into the utilization 
for energy purposes of solid industrial waste similar to 
urban waste. 

Waste of industrial origin consists of a great variety of 
materials of different physical and chemical properties. 

Fiat has tackled the problem as described in chapter 3. 

The composition typical of the waste from which the 
secondary fuel is derived is shown in table I. 

This class of waste is to all intents and purposes the same 
as urban waste. Thus the research in hand will also offer 
indications for the use of urban waste as a source of 
secondary fuel. 

Table I - Mean percentage composition of waste from 
mechanical processes and from company offices 
and canteens 

HATER I Al PROCESS II~TE V~ TE FROM OFFICES 
AND CANTHrlS 

PAPER 51 2 
P~TIC 12 6 
RAGS 7 -
IRON 2 -
I£TALS 8 22 
LEA THERCLOTH ,. -
ltOOO ,. -
ORGANIC SUBSTAIICES - ,.4 
VARIOUS 12 6 
HUMIDITY - 20 
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The purpose of the research is to experiment the use of 
secondary fuel in the production of energy, as an aid or 
partial alternative to traditional solid, liquid or gaseous 
fuels. 

Experiments are intended to: 

• lay down the modifications required for a thermal plant 
to make it suitable for feeding with secondary fuel; 

• establish optimal modalities for feeding or supplement
ing traditional fuels for the purpose of guaranteeing 
constant thermal plant performance; 

• assess the contribution of secondary fuel to the unit's 
energy balance; 

• assess the ecological impact of the use of secondary 
fuel from the viewpoint of atmospheric emissions, in 
different feed conditions. 

The research will therefore be broken down into the 
following stages: 

1. Modification of a steam producing boiler, currently 
used for the supply of liquid fuel, and setting up of 
ash feed and extraction apparatus. 

2. Operating tests using secondary and traditional fuels, 
under different operating conditions, with relative 
percentages varying from 10 - 90o/o to 50- 50%. 

3. Technical and economic appraisal of the use of solid 
fuel under different operating conditions. 

4. Evaluation of atmospheric emissions consequent on 
the use of varying percentages of secondary fuel. 

5. Identification of optimal operating parameters. 

6. Processing of final reports. 

The research will last two years. 

Similar research will have to do with the utilization cf 
'urban fuel' to feed cement work ovens. The urban fuel 
could be used in the form of pellets or else pulverized 
and put into the ovens directly. 

The ash of urban fuel contains elements (Si, Al, Ca, Fe, 
Mg) which are normal constituents of cement; they can 
thus be added directly to the cement. 

One sector which is the subject of special attention is that 
of the improvement of the quality of paper pulp and plastic
-paper separation. Here, however, researches are closely 
connected with the recycling plant and, for prudential 
reasons, are being carried out directly by the Companies 
as part of its own research programmes. 
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Some researches are recommended in the field of plastic 
recovery. 

In the solid urban waste the presence of plastic is reveal 
ed in prevalence with light plastics (bags for waste 
collection, bags for supermarket and so on). 

Such plastics may have a· possible placing in the market 
as interest the reclaiming activities. 

The mix of light plastics recovered from a recycling plant 
can be sold to the reclaimer with values that vary from 
a minimum of 50 Italian Lire per kg to a maximum of 
100 Italian Lire per kg. 

The following reclaiming and transformation in granulate 
brings to a product marketable at: 

• 300 Italian Lire per kg if granulate for pressing; 
• 400 " " " " " " " refilming. 

In the granulate production for refilming the claimer uses 
homogeneus rejects of plastics and this is with the same 
•meltidex' degree, then the mix of plastics recovered 
from the wastes could present some disadvantages. 

A deepen analysis of the regeneration techniques is 
needed. 



A P P E N D I X 

Comments on the U.S.A. and European systems 

visited in the course of the study, and comparisons 

with Italian systems 
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1 
EXISTING PLANTS VISITED BY THE WORKING GROUP E. E. C./C. R. E. S. T. OR 
KNOWN 

NATION ORGANIZATION LOCA T1 ON OF THE P LA fiT 

U.S.A. RAYTHEDrl (V) HONROE COUfHY ( i:. Y.) 
UNION ELECTRIC Co. ST.LOUIS (MISSOURI) 
BLACK CLAWSON (V) FRMlKLifl (OHIO) 
TELEDYIIE (V) BALTIMORE COUNTY 
U.S.IllREAU OF HI liE (V) IIASH I tlGTON 
NCRR (V) liE 11 ORLEANS 
CITY OF AMES (V) AMES (TOWA) 
PE ARSON CHICAGO 
OCCIDENTAL£ (V) EL CAJON (Si. OIEOO} 

CANADA ONTARIO CENTRE FOR RECOVER 
RESOURCE (V) TORONTO 

ENGLAND I WARREN SPRING LAB. (VF) STEVENAG£ 
II.S.L. SYSTEft OONCASTER 
.•.••.•.. NEWCASTlE 

SWEDEN FLAKT (V) STOCKHOUI 

HOLLAND TNO (VF) HAARLEII 

GERMANY IAKB - AACHEN 
UNIV. (VF) AACHEH 
KRAUSS-HAFFEI IIJNICH 

SPAIN ADARO (V) IIAOOID 

ITALY FIAT TURIN 
CECCHINI COMPANY (VF) PERUGIA 
SORAitJ-cECCHINI (VF) ROME 
DE BARTOLOHEIS Co, (VF) AHBI VERE ( BERGAMO) 

FRMJCE COMOOR (V) PARIS 
BRGH (V} ORLEANS 

(V) PLANT VISITED 
(VF) PLANT VI SI TEO AlSO BY FlAT EIIGI NEERIIlG REPRESENT A Tl YES 
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2 
EXISTING EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGIES 

The following technologies are preferred depending on the 
importance attributed to the materials to be recovered 
and the make-up of the waste (*): 

a) Cecchini system: paper pulp, animal feed, compost, 
plastic; 

b) W. S. L. system: paper, urban fuel (possibly non-ferrous 
metal and glass); 

c) TNO system: paper in bales, plastic (possibly compost 
or brick-making material); 

d) systems deriving from the U. S. Bureau of Mines 
project (Fiat, Madrid, Paris, etc. ): urban fuel; 

e) De Bartolomeis system: paper pulp. compost, urban 
fuel. 

The cost of the Cecchini system for 300-400 t per day 
plants is about 20 million lire per tonne of waste treated 
per day. 

TheW. S. L. and TNO systems appear to be less costly as 
investments (10-12 million lire/t/day) but the material 
they recover is more limited, being centred prevalently 
on paper, recovered in bales and not in pulp form (like 
the Cecchini System). 

The USBM type systems also cost little (12 million lire/t 
per day for the Madrid plant) but they can only offer more 
limited (urban fuel 3,000 kcal/kg) and less valuable 
recoveries. 

Worth of recoveries is in fact: 

USBM system (Madrid) = 4,350lire/t of waste treated 
W.S.L. system = 5,000 " 11 11 11 

Cecchini system = 18.800 " 11 
" " 

From a technical standpoint, the following remarks can be 
made about the European systems visited by Fiat Engin. 
representatives: 

Perugia plant : sound plant, very well designed and 
built with considerable thoroughness; 

Rome South plant: similar to the Perugia plant, what 
we saw left a good impression; 

(*) All the systems recover scrap iron and so we will not 
mention the fact again 



• 
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Ambivere plant: fine plant at prototype level, no 
accompanying lines (paper, compost working etc.); 

TNO plant at Haarlem: similar to our impression 
about Ambivere; 

Aachen plant: this is still at laboratory level; before 
it becomes operative it will require thorough design 
and a lengthy experimentation period; 

W. S. L. plant at Stevenage: see our comment a.boui 
Ambivere and Haarlem. 
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3 
SITUATION OF THE ITALIAN RECYCLING PLANT INDUSTRY 

Thanks to Cecchini technology, Italy is the only country 
in Europe where experimental plant has been operating 
for some ten years and is now on a commercial basis; 
the De Bartolomeis plants are also now operating at 
industrial level. 

In addition to Impresa Cecchini of Perugia and the Sorain
-Cecchini Company of Rome which design, build and sell 
or operate such plant, a number of other companies are 
also operating in the recycling sector: 

the De Bartolomeis C9mpany which produces a 
composting and incineration line and has come out with 
a 10 t/hour plant for compost, paper pulp, scrap iron 
and, if necessary, urban fuel; 

Fiat, which is setting up its own 7 5 t/ day industrial 
waste recycling plant. {USBM type technology); 

Ferrero of Vado Ligure, which is capable of building 
recovery plant equipment (ballistic separators for 
glass, compost equipment, etc. ); 

~iet/Tecneco, a Company which builds incineration 
ovens and can also offer paper separation systems,etc. 

In Europe generally and in Italy in particular, the vital 
problem in our opinion is the sale of recovered material 
and thus plant management. 

In effect, there recycling plants (which _are never economi
cally self-sufficient but require a subsidy from the 
authorities for each tonne of waste treated ¥) are more 
or less economical depending on the price of the materials 
sold. 

The price of materials fluctuates enormously and is 
conditioned by a market that is difficult to control. 

If the plant management is able to use, by way of side 
activities, the products it has recovered, it is more likely 
to do well (examples are Cecchini of Perugia for feed and 
compost, Sorain-Cecchini in Rome for feed and plastic, 
and Fiat in Turin which uses urban fuel within its industrial 
waste disposal centre and the scrap iron within its 
production cycles). 

• In Rome, the Town Council pays some 5,000 lire/t of 
waste treated;according to W.S.L. studies, a USBM type 
plant of 20 t/hx 16h/day would require a subsidy of 11.5 
Lst./t, i.e. about 17,000 lire/t, while a W.S.L. type plant 
of 20 t/h x 16 h/ d would need a subsidy of 6.9 Lst./ t, i.e. 
about 12,000 lire/t. 
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The choice of the most appropriate system is thus bound 
up with individual situations downstream from the plant 
(paper mills prepared to take recovered paper~ heating 
plants prepared to bum urban fuel. etc.). 
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1. Introduction 

In the federal Republic of Germany, there is a strong interest in 

the recovery of useful products from household wastes. Government 

and municipalities as well as science and industry are aiming at 

three main goals: 

- Reducing the quantities of household wastes that have 

to be landfilled or incinerated 

- Exploiting alternative sources of raw materials and 

saving the natural resources 

- Developing an economic, environmentally-safe disposal 

system 

Two different approaches towards resource recovery have been investi

gated in the last years: 

- Sorting at source 

- Mechanical sorting systems 

Both systems have their own justification. While sorting at source, 

especially for glass recovery, is already used in many communities 

only two mechanical sorting systems were developed in the last five 

years and have been tested in pilot-plants. Because of the great 

interest in such plants and - on the other hand - the uncertainty 

about their practicability the Federal Minister for Science and 

Technology and the State of Baden-WurttentJerg have agreed to support 

a full-scale household waste mechanical sorting plant in the Landkreise 

Reutlingen and Tubingen. This is referred to as •Bundesmodell Abfall

verwertung• (Federal Resource Recovery model). 

This report gives a summary of quantities and qualities of household 

waste in Germany, describes the so far developed mechanical sorting 

systems and the planned Federal Resource Recovery Model. Finally a 

comparison and evaluation model for mechanical sorting systems and 

recommendations for further R & D programmes are suggested. 
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2. 

2.1 ~titles of llaJte for Disposal 

In 1975 U. CDI8IIII!r IIIISte production (i.e. housEhold waste in

cl.udlng bulky wastes) was esti.IIIBted to be w1 thin the range of 17o 

- 330 kg per capl ta per year. The total production was about 

18 • .P tons per year. 

The arnJBl increase in cuns~.aer wastes is expected to be 3- 6 I. 
The projected total for 198o is 2o to 25 • 1o6 tons per year, 

the per capita rates will be within the range of 25o to 4oo kg 

per year. In geueral a degressive ·rather than a progressive develop

ment is expected. 

2.2 Waste Collection and Disposal 

Presently nure tl'a1 9o I of the wastes are collected by regular 

1110stly weekly ..,icipal or private services. The distribution anong 

the three w•u 1 disposal methods landfill, incineration and wn -

posting is ahol.r1 in table 1: 

Disposal Method No. of Population served Amual Waste 

Plants Mio. "of Total Disposal X 1o6t 

Land fill lt7,1 75,9 13 

Incineration 39+ 13,1t 21,7 4,5 

Calposting 19 1,5 2,4 0,5 

62,00 1m,o 181 o 

Table 1: Waste disposal in the federal Repejllic of Germany 

(+in 1975) 

2.3 The ~tion of tbJsehold ldaste 

Recent infDlWition on househ:Jld waste ~sition is available 

fl'DII Heldelberg ( 1976) I Stuttgart ( 1974) I Reutlingen and TUbingen 

(1974/1975) 1 HEDburg (1975) and Aachen (1974) as sf10ill1 in table 2: 



ABchen Heidelberg Stuttgart Aeutlingen Hamburg BundeaDodell 
Abfallverwertung 

19?4 19?6 19?4 19?4/?5 19?5 

Glass 13,5 13,8 9,9 13,4 22,? 9,o 
Paper, Board Jo,e 23,4 14,7 13,1 23,1 28,o 
Metal 6,9 5,2 5,2 4,4 4,5 5,5 

Textiles, 
4,5+ 4 6+ 4 a+ Plastics 8,4 6,2 8,2 

' ' 
Wood, Leather, 
Rubber., Bones 1o,4 4,1 5,6 3,? 3,o 

Other Organic 
Components 16,4 29,6 52,4 45,8 3o,o 22,5 

Unidentified 27,9 9,2 7,4 9,5 11,4 28,o . 
~ 

I 

+ • plastics onlv 

Table ~: Household Waste Composition ( %by weight) 
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There is only preliminary info:matim on the ~si tion of bulky 

waste {SperrmGll) as collected separately by special vehicles. 

Within a feasibilty study some 5o tons of bulky waste were hand -

sorted in Landkreis Lt.ddigsburg in Baden-bJUrttenberg. The results 

as shown in table 3 suggest that bulky wastes would be more attrac

tive raw materials for resource recovery activities than normal 

household wastes. 

Canponents WastP. Compo~ition ( % by Weight) 

Test 1 Test 2 

Metal 5,1o 8,66 

Glass 5,75 4,o7 

Ceramics 1,55 2,17 

Textiles 3,o9 3,15 

Plastics 6,78 7,4o 

Paper 3o,39 27,28 

Cardboard 18,67 15,91 

Wood 23,32 26,99 

Unidentified 5,35 4,37 

100,00 100,00 

Table 3: Bulky Waste Composition in landkreis Ludwigsburg 
1975/1976 

A·further analysis program for household waste and bulky waste 

composition is just being performed in the Reutlingen- and 

Tubingen - area. The results of this program will be available 

in 1978 and will give special information about the interplay 

of household waste cqmposition and bulky waste composition under 

defined waste disposal conditions. 



Component Sweden Italy (Rome) 
Federal Republic 

Netherlands U S A of Germany 

Paper So 25 25 So 28 

Glass 1o 6 11 9 9 

Metal (total) 7 3,5 3,2 9 5 
Fe 6 3,1 3,1 7,5 4,5 
Al o,s o,8 o,2 
Nonferrous (total) 1 ,o o,35 o,1 1,5 

Plastics 9 8 5 1 4 

Other Organic Components 22 45 46 23 35 

;... 

Table 4 Recoverable Materials Contents ( % bv weight) International Comparison 
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2.4 Materials Recoverable from Household ~stes 

The folla..dng nain ~ents are SIJ:lject to nBterials recovery 

activities: 

paper and board 

glass 

metal (ferrous metal and Aluni.niun) 

plastics 

organic components (raw material for composting) 

In table 4 a rough inteinational arnparison of the contents of 

these canpm1ents is qiven.. It shows clearly that the content of 

paper and board in household waste of the United States of America 

and of &areden is t1.1Jice as high as in Germany, Italy and the Nether

land, wheras the content of glass is nearly everywhere the same. 

In contrary the household waste of Italy and of the Netherlands 

show a very high content of biodegradable organics. 

According to presently available experience only a portion of the 

recoverable materials can be separated by mechanical sorting as 

indicated in table 5: 

Component Content Yield Recoverable 
(% by (% by (% by weight) 
weight) weight) 

Paper and 
Board 28 7o 2o 

Glass 9 8o 7 

ferrous Metal 4,5 9o 4 

Mixed Plastics 4 5o 2 

Total lJ5,5 33 

Table 5: Yield of recoverable materials from household waste 

Preliminary information on the expected benefits of materials re

covery is compiled in table 6. In this table the coltnns give in

formation on: 
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- laomt of recoverable nsterials (I by weight) 

- DeRand of tipping space (I by voh.JE) 

- Gross l'eVInJe (in 114) obtainable for recovered nsterials fran 

household wastes. llf1ininun revenue• (1) refers to revenue under un

favourable ecOfl[IDic conditions. IIHaxinun revenue• (2) sha.11 in brackets, 

relates to revenue under optimistic market assumptions. 

- Energy consumption for the conversion of raw naterials in semi

processed raw material and of recovered materials in semi-processed 

raw materials (in Gcal/t) 

- TrRnsport conditions for the recovered materials 

- Justifiable transport-distance to customer ,that is the distance 

at which the •minimum revenue is absorbed by the transport costs. 

Table 6 shows that it should be possible to achieve a gross revenue 

of OM 12,44 {minimum) to OH 23,65 (maximum) per ton of processed 

household waste. 



Table 6· Summary of the Most Important Data on Produ~~~ 

-r--- -
Yield Tipping Minimum Revenue l) Energy required for 

I space (Maximum Revenue) 2) conversion 

' required 
Semi- Semi-by ' DM/t DM/t 
processed processed weight by volume Material Refuse raw waste 
material 

Gcal/t Gcal/t 
(kWh/t) (kWh/t) 

Ferrous 
metal 4 8 35.- 1.40 6 0.5 

(70.-) (2. 80) (6,900) (600) 

Paper 20 30 30.- 6.00 2 0.17 
(60.-) (12. 00) (2, 300) (200) 

Glass 6 20.- 1.20 2-8 0.3 
(25.-) (1. 50) (3,200) (350) 

13 
Residual 7 2.- 0.14 - -

Inert Matter (5.-) (0. 35) 

Compost 30 20 s.- 1.50 - -
Raw Material (10. -) (3. 00) 

Plastics 2 4 110.- 2.20 7 o. 2 
(200.-) (4 .00) (8,000) (250) 

Other 31 25 - - - -
~ lOO lOO - 12.44 - -

(23. 65) 

TraneJ::ort 
conditione 

I compa~ted (rough 
cleaned) 

bales 

cullet 
(washed) 

if' bulk 

in bulk 
(sucks) 

bales 
(washed) 

in bulk 

-
-'""" 

Ju•tifiable 
Tran•port 
Di•tance 

to CU•tomer 

indeterminate 

Up to SO !cm 

Up to 40 Jcn 

Up to 20 km 

Up to 30 !an 

indeterminate 

-
-

--

= 
I 
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3. Products of Waste Sorting Plants 

At the moment it is a difficult task to describe the market possi

bilities for waste derived products. Still there are several psy

chologic prejudices against all products produced out of household 

waste. Besides that there is little knowledge about the obtainable 

product qualities which makes it impossible for the reusing industry 

to name prices and specify product qualities. This is one of 

the reasons why it is indispensable to build up a full-scale me

chanical sorting plant accompanied by research and development pro

~rams for reusing the produced materials, 

Products of such a plant would be: paper and board, glass, ferrous 

metals, plastics and composting material. 

3.1 Paper 

German household wastes contain approx. 2o - 3o % by weight of 

paper and board. Because of this high content and the technologic~l 

possibilities to sort the paper by air-classification all mechanical 

sorting systems produce a paper product at the first stage. As many 

different types of air-classifieiSare installed and tested it seems 

impossible with the present technics to recover waste-paper of 

higher,satisfactory to paper industry quality. The light product 

of most air-classifiers contains between 1o and 25 % by weight 

plastics, light textiles and other contaminations and has· a high 

water content. 

Waste paper from mechanical sorting plants is competing with mixed 

waste papers of lower quality which are obtained by sorting at source. 

The price for mechanical sorted waste paper will be half the price 

of the lowest quality separated at source waste paper. That means 

that a price of 35,-- - 4o~-- OMit will be available. 

Using the mechanicly sorted waste paper for production of pressed 

articles the price will be around So,-- OMit. If the paper will be 

converted to paper fibres inside the mechanical sortin~ plant a 

price of 1oo 7 -- - 15o,-- DH/t will be realistics 
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3.2 Ferrous Metals 

The content of ferrous netals in Ge:rtaa1 household wastes lies 

between 4 an 5% by weight. Bo - 9oS of this mterial are tin plate 

cans lltlich can be sorted easily by nBgltetic separators. Therefore 

the llllst Gernan COiiplSting and incineration plants have been separating 

ferrous scrap since quite a rurtJer of years. 

Thegreatest obstacle to processing in the steel industry has been 

the big content of copper and tin and has made the detinning of tinned 

scrap necessary. Detii'VIing of not baled tin plate cans in keeping 

with the latest technological developnent is econanical for quanti

ties above 1oooo t/a. These quantities in connection with reasonable 

transport costs are atailable at a fBd places in Germany only. Therefore 

a R & D programme for the development of a detinning system by 

hydro- and pyrometallurgy is financed by the Ministery of Scieace 

and Technology. 

In the mean-time the Association of the German Ironworks has agreed 

to accept all tin scrap sorted in camposting, incineration-and 

household waste mechanical sorting plants. 

As in the UK the ferrous scrap mrket is currently in recession. 

The obtainable prices for baled tin scrap are between ?o,-- and 

1oo,- ll\1 per ton, an average price of Bo,- OM. per ton of cleaned and 

baled tin scrap seems to be realistic. 

3.3 Glass 

The production of container glass in the Federal Republic of Germny 

is about 2 8Bo coo tons/year. 29% of the produced container 

glass is green glass, 24 % amber glass and 4? % flint glass. 12 of 

the 34 container glass factories are producing green glass and are 

therefore able to remelt mixed cullet. For all other glass facto

ries it is necessary to clean the mixed waste glass, that means to 

take out all cennic, ferrous metal and altninil..lll particles and to 

colour-sort the mixed cullet into the colours flint, green and 

aniler. The purity demands of the GernEJn container glass industry 

are given in the next table (table ?) : 



PeDIIissible 
Impurities 

Glass 
Qualities 

Liquids 

Organic 
Substance 

Magnetic 
Materials 

Non-Magnetic 
Anorganic 
Materials 

Non-Magnetic 
Metals 

Waste Glass of 
Other Colours: 

Green Cullet 

Amber Cullet 

Flint Gullet 

-ll-

Raaelting for tl!e Production of: 

Green AotJer Flint 
Glass Glass Glass 

Only typical sodiun hydroxide-, calcillll oxide-, 
silicic acid-glass is allowed (no lead-, borate
glass) 

~o acids and alkaline solutions 

max. o,o1 max. o,o1 max. o,o1 
%by weight % by weight %by weight 

No magnetic materials allowed 

max. o,o1 max. o,o1 max. o,o1 
%by weight % by weight %by weight 
max. 1 11111 0 max. 1 11111 .-11 max. 1 11111 ~ 

max. o,o1 max.o,o1 max. o,o1 
%by weight %by weight %by weight 

no Lead no Lead no Lead 
max. 5 nrn (11 max. 5 mn 0 max. 5 11111 (11 

. 
max.o,2 max.o,o1 

% by weight %by weight 

max.15 max.o,o1 
% by weight % by weight 

max.1o max. 5 
%by weight % by weight 

Table 7 : Purity Demands on Waste Glass for Remelting in the Contai

ner Glass-Industry (Preliminary Standard) 

In 1976 26o ooo t of waste glass have been sorted at source using cen

trally located glass recycling containers. The German container 

glass-industry has estimated that nearly 1o % of the whole of glass 

in household wastes can be recycled and remelted. One of the reasons 

for the great interest of the container glass-industry is that 
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o,2 per cent energy saving is possible for each per cent of re

used cullet. 

The average price for colour-mixed glass is approx. 5o,- lX1 per 

ton, for colour-sorted cmt:Jer glass 6o,- OH/t, for colour-sorted 

flint glass 7o-75,- OMit. The highest price is available for 

absolute clean ready for furnace glass. 

3.4 Plastics 

There is no technical or economic difficulty to reuse clean sor

ted waste plastics. But at the moment no technology is~ailable for 

sorting the mixed heterogeneous plastic packaging materials out of 

household wastes. Therefore there is a need for new technologies 

which allow to extrude washed but mixed plastics. Because only a 

few firms are working in this field there is no demand for mixed 

waste plastics and no realistic price can yet be determined. Theoretically 

a minimum revenue of about 1oo eMit could make separation cf mixed 

plastics from household wastes feasible. 

3.5 Compost 

In contrast to the UK there are working several composting plants 

in the federal Republic of Germany. Nevertheless the total pro-

duction of compost is only 2oo ooo t/year. The market for com-

post is rather difficult because of the varying compost qualities. 

It is expected that combinations of composting and household waste 

mechanical sorting plants lead to good conditions for the pro -

duction of high quality compost. After sorting metals, glass and 

plastics a valuable organic material is obtainable that gives 

the opportunity for optimising the composting plant. 

Despite thisoptimistic vision it is realistic to expect no higher 

price for compost than 5,-- - 1o,- OM per each ton. 
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4. Waste Sorting Processes under DeveLopment in the Federal Republic 

of Germanl 

Two sorting processes for municipal wastes have been developed 

in the Federal Republic of Germany during the last five years; one 

cmes fran the firm of Krauss-Maffei AG, lalhich is a privatl! crnspany 

1arl.shing to market its process as rapidly as possible; the other r.:unes 

from a colle§e institute. In both cases, it is extremely difficult to 

obtain sufficient and comparable information. For both processes, this 

is primarily because thev have not yt:'t hr:£."11 practicallv proven in com

r.E:rcial scale operation. so that operation experience and pl'P-cise 

data on operating costs do not yet exist. Furthermore, only verv 

imprecise data exist on the actual investment costs of each process. 

In addition, the firm of Krauss-Maffei AG is ver~;· careful about re

leasing detailed data to parties with whom they are not engaged in 

sales negotiations. This is very understandable and is true also for 

those processes from the Netherlands, Italy and &deden. The pilot 

plant of Institute for Processing of the Rhine-Westphalia Technical 

College, Aachen will be taken over initially for commercial opera

tion by an industrial fi~n; here again there are currently no exact 

data available as to whether, and in which form, the process can be 

technically establishedo Thus, in this report, the processes can 

onlv be described. However, it is accepted that all the processes 

will require modifications in their technical set-up to suit opera

ting conditions, e.g. to meet local circumstances. On investment costs 

and partioJlarly operating costs, only inexact and barely comparable 

information is available. 
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• 
4 1 R 80 - PROCESS FROI "l.''IE FXRII OF DADSS-MPftt:l AG, tmRCIIER-ALLACB • 

• 

4. 1. 1 General 

In October 1974, the R-80 danestic refuse treatment process was 

introduced by the finD of IC.rauss-Maffei AG, which was developed by them 

with financial support from the Bavarian State Ministry for Land Devel-

opnent and Environmental Affairs. This process is aimed firstly at tlt-e 

recovery of waste paper and ferrous scrap, and secondly at the recovery 

of plastics and glass, but in any case delivers a raw material suitable 

ior oomposting. The firm proceeded on the assumption that i.ts process 

would be installed in combination with convential waste disposal 

processes rather than in isolation; so one would consider an installation 

alongside an incinerator in a large city or incorporated with a compost

ing plant or a large landfill. 

The trial plant is installed at the premises of Krauss-Maffei AG in 

MUnchen-Allach and was tested with original household refuse from the 

City of Munich. 

4.1.2 Composition of waste from the City of Munich 

In Autumn 1974, the composition of household refuse from the City of 

Mw1ich was investigated in four city districts. 

presented in Table 8. 

'nle results are 



Table 8: 
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ea.positi.on of Household Refuse in the City 
of lllmich, (Autmm 1974) 

Material G:mup Content: {~ I!J weight) 

Ferrous ~~~etals 

Non-ferrous metals 

Glass 

Stones, brick, porcelain 

Fines 

Paper 

Ca~:dboard 

Wood 

Leather, bones 

Rubber 

Plastics 

Textiles 

Animal and Vegetable Wastes 

~ ... 1.3 Process Description 

5.8 

o.J 
6.9 

1.5 

23.9 

28.3 

12.3 

0.9 

1.4 

0.5 

7.5 

3.2 

7.5 

The R 80 process has been tested in Munich with a throughput of ea. 

3 t/h and is currently being offered to interested cities and municip-

alities as a plant with a throughput of up to 20 t/h. The process 

description is directed pred.allinantly at the test plant, but this 

corresponds extensively in arrangement to the type of plant being 

offered. The process flowsheet is presented in figure 1. 

The dallestic refuse is dumped from the collection vehicle into an 

underground bunker and placed onto a metering plate-conveyor by grab 

crane. In the trial plant, the bua~er has a capacity of 35 - 40 m3, 

and the refuse is moved mechanically onto the plate-conveyor by graba.rms. 

The process is subsequently arranged so that the refuse in general is not 

pulverised, but bundles of refuse are merely broken up and the materials 

to be sorted ret.ain a typical particle form and size. For this 

reason, all bulky waste ccaponents must be separated by sieving prior to, 

or directly after, bunkering, and conveyed for separate bulky waste 

reduction. 



RAW WASTE 

J 

I MAG\IET I l 
I 

I ROUGH CRU5t£R I 

l MA~ET II 

l 60 nm - SCREEN 

I AIR ~ CLASSIFIER 

( ~EEN 

l 
r 

I 
I 

1 
I 

I 
I 
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IROO 

IRil\l 

FINE MATERIAL --1 lDRJSTING 

ORGANIC MATERIAL -J a:JHPOSTING I 

HEA\N HATERIAL--11-EA\N MEDIA ~T. J 

I AIR - ClASSIFIER II :f--- PAPER 

PLASTICS 

rig. 1 :. Flowshcet nf the R 00 of Krauss-Haffei AG, Huru::hen 
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The raw refuse is transported on a high speed conveyor which leads to 

the first and, for the time being, only reduction stage. A large part 

of the loose ferromagnetic fragments are separated by means of an over

band magnet. Those ferromagnetic components which are locked in 

composite fonn, in particular tin cans, closures, etc. are freed during 

size reduction and separated aftexwards by a magnet:ic separator. In 

ga1eral, 80-90% of total ferrous metal is recovered. Heavy, compact: 

materials e.g. stones, concrete fragments, large metal items, are thrown 

off ballistically at the end of the high speed conveyor and are not size

reduced. 

Fox the reduction stage, a cutting machine of the type 'Unicrex' was 

chosen, which was originally conceived for the reduction of truck tyres. 

Small pieces fall through unaltered; glass bottles are relatively 

coarsely reduced. The coarsest particle delivered lies at around 30 cm, 

and the average particle size at 12 cm. This ensures that, above all, 

paper, cardboard and plastics arrive at the air classifier in large 

pieces and recovery can be carried out. Through this careful size 

reduction, the sorting of plastic/paper and the separation of glass is 

decisively assisted. Figures on wear and tear for the size reduction 

equipment naturally cannot yet be given out by the company. This is 

al~o t-xue of all subsequent units. The size reduction equipment is 

designed for a throughput of 20 t/h. 

At a later stage, the R 00 process is designed with two streams, as it 

was doubtful whether a single air-classifier would be capable of 

processing a volume of 15-20 t/h. 

The first screening stage after size reduction consists of two stressed, 

undulating screens of the Bein Lehmann type, each with a throughput of 

10 t/h. The particle separation size has been specially chosen at 

60 ID for Munich daDestic refuse; for other locations it should be 

adapted to the respective refuse composition. The screened material 

consists of fine inorganic material and mainly organic kitchen wastesi 

it is therefore regarded, at least in Munich, as ideal raw material 

for composting. 
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"ftte screen overnm (60-> is cooveyed to a horizontal air classifier 

with three-product separation. "J.'be cboice of this apparatus distinq

uisbes the entire process f~ _,st European &:.estic refuse treat:amt 

processes, which operate exclusively with ziq-zaq classifiers. "J.'be 

horizontal air classifier is acre sensitive to fluctuations in the 

refuse caoposition than the zig-zag classifier which leads in part t.o 

clearly discernible t.purities in the individual fractions. It was 

neven:.helass selected as the primary screening stage because it vas 

believed that qreater. throuqhput quantities could be obtained. 

In the first fraction (heavy fraction), predominantly heavy fragments 

such a.s vood, rubber, stones and ceramic, non-ferrous metals and 

organic materials are found. This fraction can be used primarily for 

recovery • but with a scmevhat different rav refuse ccmposition, can 

also be used as an input for canpostinq. 

The second fraction (intermediate fraction) contains heavy paper, 

cartons, newsprint, textiles, heavy plastic film and lumps of liqht 

plastic. This fraction is delivered by the second screening stage. 

The third fraction (liqht product) contains, apart from the light papers, 

plastic films and light textiles. It can either be introduced directly 

into a pulper and processed to fibre pulp or be pre-cleaned by removing 

the plastic film. For the separation of plastic/paper, flotation and 

elect.rostatic processes have already been tested by Krauss-Maffei; as 

both units gave unsatisfactory results, further investigations with nev 

processes will be initiated this year. 

In the intermediate f:r·action, there occurs a portion made up of 

varying quantities of paper and board, from which the larqe surface

area caDponents can be separated out on an undulating screen with a 

particle separation size of lOO mm. The screened material always still 

contains pieces of paper and, as the C<Dpany aims to achieve maximwn 

paper yield, the entire material is fed into a ziq-zaq classifier. The 

liqht product fr~ this is added t:o the paper fraction. The liqht 

produc~~ from the hori%00tal air classifier and the ziq-zag classifier, 

as well as the overrun fraa the lOO .. screen, are compressed and then 

processed in the paper industry. 
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Glass bottles and other glass containers are relatively coarsely 

b:r:oken up in the thicrex pulveriser and arise .a.inly in the overnm 

f:n. the first screening stage together with most of the kitchen 

wastes. As processing of this fraction into oc.post is envisaged, 

the glass must firstly be sorted out fxaa the raw canpost. Direct 

sorting by means of density separation and subsequent sorting of 

coloured glass with the aid of an electronic/optical process can be 

carried out. ~be sorting of glass from household refuse in the 

Federal Republic of Germany is not regarded as very attractive by 

Krauss-Maffei AG, as the process costs are higher than current revenues. 

For a complete plant of 20 t/h throughput, the following installed 

power ratings for the individual items of equipment are given. 

Magnetic separator I 

Pulveriser 

Magnetic separator II 

Screen I 

Horizontal air classifier 

Textile separator (envisaged) 

Screen II 

Zig-zag classifier 

Screen Ill (planned) 

Conveyors 

Bulky waste shears 

Sundries 

Throughput 
(t/h) 

20 

20 

2 X 10 

2 X 10 

2 X 6 

5 

4 

2 

4 

30 

Installed 
Rating 

9 

45 

14 

44 

220 

10 

22 

35 

22 

lOO 

126 

55 

702 

Table 9: Installed Power Rating of the Process Stages 
of a 20 t/h Plant 

Power 
(kW) 

'11le installed rating thus aJJDunts in total to ea 700 kW, and the 

effective consumption would lie at about 500 kW. 
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Frcm this overview e it is evident that the horizontal air classifier 

represents the most energy-intensive unit. Hence, the question arises 

whether a zig-zag classifier should not .'llso be employed in the first 

screening stage. 

'l'he quality and yield of valuable materials from tbe R 80 process depends 

also to a great ex\.e~'t on t:h.;- :respec-t.:~ve :.:efuse composition and on the 

collectio.o and trc:r-s_purt s:v·stt:':c.,. As a l:'esult ,>f experience with Munich 

danestic refuse, thE" fcll<M!.~·:g ~d.e.lds fo-r va.lPilble mate.riels nre given: 

~-~t.eri.al_~r~~P Mdterial Yield -------------

Ferrous Scrdp 80 - 90 " 
Paper and Board 60 - 80 " 
l'la.stic Film 60 80 ' 
Glass 50 - 70 " 

Table 1m Yields of Valuable Matet:lals from the R 80 Process 

With the refuse compc.·sit:i.on given f'n::· the City of Munich, 4.6-5. 2% by 

"'e1.ght of ftrro-magnetic raaterials can be recovered. As this fraction 

is predom1nantly made up of tin cans and other tin-plate packages, 

detinning is r~quLced lllith larger quantit:!"es. 

24.4 - 32.5~ by weigh'L of papc~:c: and board t()(Jether can be recovered. 

As long a!': t.be separation of plastic/paper is not fully satisfactorily 

resolved, the light fraction wjll always still contain between 15 and 20% 

by weight of foreig,l m.-:1~·-ter, tha::. :l!:> plast.ic films and light textiles. 

According to information from the paper industry, these foreign contents 

should not. be viewPd negat.iv-.•ly if the plastics arise in sufficiently 

dimensionPd fragments; th~n th'.:!Y can he relatively easily removed from 

the pulper by means of a screw conveyor. This factor had prompted the 

ch•">ice of a relat.ively mild ::;ize reduction st:age. 

Under contract: fro.:u Lhe fit:m of K.~au£.s-Haffei and Umweltbundesamt 

(Federal Environment ~.gency} , paper and board has been made in various 

factories using reiusP waste pa~r fr:om the R 00 plant. A research and 

deve loprnent project financed by cJle l;'(o'deral Environment Agency 
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(Umweltbundesamt) investigated in particular the extent to which the 

processing of waste paper could be regarded as acceptable from the point 

of view of hygiene. The final report on this will be presented during 

the summer of 1977. 

In the event that plastic film from household refuse can be successfully 

marketed, Krauss-Maffei is offering a method of thermally separating 

paper-plastics in a trammel drier. With this process, between 3 - 4~ 

by weight of polyethylene film can be separated out f~ Munich refuse. 

BoweverD for simultaneous recovery of the paper/board fractionr this 

process is rejected, as the paper fibres are damaged by scaling during 

the thermal process. 

Glass sorting has not yet been practically tested by Krauss-Maffei. 

Until now, the company has relied exclusively on statements from the 

firm of Sortex, London • 

Personnel Requirements 

The personnel requirements are given as 3 men per shift, but this refers 

solely to the actual processing portion. This is justi.fied inasmuch as 

one proceeds on the basis that the refuse processing plant described is 

connected with an existing disposal or recovery facility and that the 

personnel for refuse delivery, bunkering, for peripheral plant functions 

and, in particular, administration are already in place. 

Costs 

Until now, Krauss-Maffei have only stated the total investment costs 

without specifying costs for individual machines or process sections. 

With these costs, one should take into account that Krauss~affei build 

the air classifier themselves and intend carrying out the steel 

construction work themselves but that all other equipment must be 

bought from specialist companies. 

The investment costs comprise the entire processing section from the 

feed bunker: 



Machines and electri cs 

Glass sorting 

11% VAT 

Installation and start-up 

11% VAT 

TOTAL 
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.. 4,965,000.

.. 930,000.-

.. 5,895.000.

DI 649,000.

DM 690,000.-

1»1 76,000.-

DM 7,310,000.-

'l'be enerqy consumption of the plant described amounts to an average 

consumption of ea. 500 kW and an average power input of 75% 375 kW. 

For a double shift, this means a consumption of 375 kW x 16 h/d = 

6,000 kW h/d (16 h/d). 

For a throughput of 200 t/d, the unit operating requirement thus amounts 

to 30 kW h/t. The most recent calculations fran Krauss-Maffei indicate 

that this can be reduced to about 24 kW h/t. At a price for power of 

0.10 DM/kWh, the annual enerqy costs amount to 30 kW h/t x 200 t/d x 

0.10 DM/kWh X 250 d/a: 

150,000 DM/a 

The applicable personnel costs for the processing section alone, with 

3 men/shift and average !about costs of 40,000 DM/a, amount to: 

240,000 mt/a 

The maintenance costs are given as follows: 

Costs of wear and tear (2-shift operation) 

Spares (ea. 2%) 

Operating materials (0. 8%) 

Insurance and other (1. 5%) 

TOTAL 

300,000 DM/a 

120,000 DM/a 

40,000 mtfa 

90,000 rM./a 

550,000 DM/a 
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Tbe total costs without capital servicing", adain.istration, vehicles, 

trading tax and operation interruption t:ax aJDOunt t:o: 

940,000 'f1li4/ a 

With 250 d/a and 200 t/d througbput, this means the specific 

processing costs amount to ea: 
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1HE PROCESS OF 'DIE INSTITI1I'E FOR PROCESSING OF THE 
RHINE-WESTPBALIA 'IECHNICAL University, _Aachen 

General 

In 1972, the Federal Minister of the Interior camnissioned the Institute 

for Processing, COking and Briquetting of the Rhine-Westphali~Technical Uni

versity, Aachen to develop, in the framework of a research project, u 

complete process fo~ recovering valuable materials from household refuse. 

In a period of 3 years, a pilot plant has been constructed which makes 

it possible to recover paper, ferrous metals, non-ferrous metals, glass 

md a compost raw material from household refuse of varying composition. 

The plant has been put together using conventional processing stages, in 

thls case, from processes for the preparation of ores and hard coal, 

whereby individual items of equipment e.g. the air classifier and the 

up-stream sorter have been constructively adapted to the specific 

problems of household refuse. The throughput of the pilot plant, which 

operates continuously with odd interruptions, lies currently at about 

l - 1.5 t/h. As the research project has been concluded and, in the 

opinion of the Institute Director, the process is ready for operational 
• service, the firm of Siebtechnik GmbB of Muhlheim/Ruhr has been 

commissioned to bring the plant to an operational scale. 

4.2.2. Waste Composition in the City of Aachen 

As the assembly of the processing plant, in particular the choice of 

sui table points of separation in t.he screening, depends on the compos

ition of the refuse, analyses of Aachen household refuse were undertaken 

at the beginning of the research project. 

Table 11: 

The results are repeated in 
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Table 11: eomposition of Household Refuse in the City of Aachen 

Material Content (% by weight) 

Metals 

Glass 

Textiles 

Plastics 

Paper, board 

Fines 

Organic kitchen wastes 

other 

6.9 

13.5 

1.6 

4.5 

30.8 

22.0 

16.6 

4.1 

Unfortunately, there is no detailed information available on the 

quantities of refuse analysed, from which parts of the City of Aachen the 

refuse originated, and with which methods this was investigated. 

4.2.3 Process Description 

The household refuse is transported in the original collection containers 

to the testing hall of the Institute, and fed here directly into the 

pilot plant. As there is thus no possibility of homogenisation, the 

plant must process wastes with relatively large variations within short 

periods of time. 

The process stages described below are not all included in the pilot 

plant, but are essential for the entire process. 

diagram is presented in diagram 2 • 

The process flow 

The raw refuse is conveyed in the first instance to a tearing device 

in which bundles of refuse of every kind are broken up. The design 

of this tearing device is not specified. After this, the fine product 

(smaller than 20 DID) is separated in the first screening stage. For 

this screening stage in the pilot plant, a vibrating sieve is installed; 

in an operational plant, a Bein-Lehmann sieve or a trommel sieve may be 

employed. 
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"l'be sa~~e applies to tbe second screening stage_ where screening wi.th 

a 40- light ~~tesb occurs. The fin.e fraction o-20 R4 consists of 

about ~ by weight ash and sand,. 38' organic comi-Xtnents and about 2% 

broken glass and ceramics. This fine material s:bould be tipped during 

the colder seasons and could,. with increasing content of orga.nic compon

ents during the st:Daer aonths, be used as compost raw materiaL "l'hi.s 

applieF;, regardless of the time of year, to the 2o-4o ~ fraction; 

this contains 8511 by weight organic kitchen wastes and has a snaller 

content of glass, ceramic and metal fragments. The 20 .and 40 mm 

screening relieves decisively the burden on subHequent: process :;:teps 

(about 30 to 3511 by weight} and facilitate~ particularly the up-stream 

s<:>rt.iflq and air classific-r.:t:ion. This fi.nat i.LE is :;ig!'ificanL in as 

much as the separation density is altered by suspended matter illld 

l~rti~~lates in the air stream of the classifier, 'u1d this means that 

the expected selectivity is impaired and the throughput is reduced. 

Moreover, this prevents the fine product, in the form of granules 

adhering to the coarse particles, from contaminating the valuable 

fracti.ons. 

The overrun from the 40 DID screening is fed into a shear-drum pulveriser 

to break up composite materials and lumps of refuse. Be~e. reduction is 

p.t:edcn.inantly based on pressure and shearing. This equipment has been 

SIL•lect.ed for the process as the sole reduction <3evice because it would 

redace m~tal components more cleanly whereas these are often only 

defo.rmed in hammer mills, because glass is ostensibly more gently 

reduced and because interference for example from textiles is avoided. 

If bulky material e.g. steel pipes, wooden beams and thick books, blocks 

the cutting tools 6 the mill stops, the cutting tools reverse and 

continue the cutting--shearing operation intermittently until the particles 

are reduced. This operation can, for example with wooden boards, be 

repeated as often as 5 tiMes or more. A negative effect is that books, 

magazines and catalogues are not only reduced but can also be partially 

compacted by the shear-teeth, so that this material aft.er reduction, 

possesses a greater apparent density than before and consequently does not 

go into the light product fran the ai.r classifier but rather into the 

heavy product. In addition, very little can currently be said about 

the ~ and tear on the cutting tools. One can only assume t:hat., w1th 

an inc1·easi.J1q bulky portion, the cuttinq edge.,; become worn very quickly. 
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'l'be screen underrun contains a Slllal.l proportion of ferro-maqnetic 

material, in particular bottle closures and saaller fragments of tin 

plate; these are sorted out by mens of an_ overband magnet. The 

arranqement of the overband maqnetic separator at this point does not 

appear to be entirely well chosen. :m choosing two stressed, undulating 

screens, an arrangement between these would suggest itself. The same 

applies to the second magnetic separator which is located between the 

up-stream sorter and the density sortexs, but which would be better 

situated for separating tin cans directly behind the shear-drum; in 

this way the air classifier would be less burdened. Besides, this would 

increase the adaptability of the entire process, as it is not certain 

that the process will always be installed with the wet, density sorting 

process. 

The pulverised raw refuse is fed into a zig-zag classifier with a 

three-product output, modified at the Institute for Processing, and 

shown schematically in figure .. • The installation of an original 

zig-zag classifier e.g. from the firm of Alpine, Augsburg, was not 

possible because of insufficient height clearance in the testing hall. 

In the classification duct, particular flow conditions prevail which 

enable the extensive cleaning-up of the lightly contaminated kinds of 

paper, through the loosening of adhesive impurities. But this effect 

applies to every zig-zag classifier. As the intermediate product 

output could cause difficulties at operating scale, it can be expected 

that for scale-up of the pilot plant, a different type of separator 

will be installed (zig-zag classifier or inclined screen); however, 

this would not significantly alter the total process. According to 

the results of investigations, a light fraction can be recovered from 

.Aachen refuse, with the assistance of the classifier, which comprises 

up to 86\: by weight paper, 8\: plastic film and 6\: textiles. The 

Institute is in no doobt that this liqht product DUst be processed 

further., if one wants to market it at reasonable prices. For this 

reason, special investigations of the separation of paper/plastics 

ought to be carried out. 
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'1'be yield of paper frma 1:be air classifier a.ounts to BOt. 'l'be 

2m paper remaining in the refuse would be highly moistened conStDer-

paper; however, a certain proportion would also coosist of' aagazines 

and books coaapacted in t:he pulveriser. 

'l'be classifier light product is refined in a first cyclone staqe; a 

second cyclone stage serves to :n!JK)ve dust frc:m the exhausted air. 

'l'hese two cyclones are not incorporated in the pilot plant but are 

contained in the process proposals and, as other household refuse 

treatment plants have shown, are absolutely essential. 

Toe intermediate product output frma the air classifier consists 

mainly of organic cmaponents, but would also contain leather, rubber 

and wood. Assuming that the arrangement of the intermediate product 

output proves successful, about 15\ by weight of the total refuse 

would be collected here, which can be regarded as ideal composting raw 

material. 

The dense product output from the air classifier contains, depending 

on refuse canposition, ea. 30-46\ by weight of the total refuse and 

comprises metals, glass, ceramics and stones, heavy plastics. and the 

remainder frcm lea·t:.her, rubber, wood and the like, and organic components. 

F·urther processing of this dense product is thereupon aimed at recovering 

the glass, ferrous and non-ferrous metals content. For this reason, all 

other materials must firstly be separated. To this end, an up-stream 

sorter has been constructed at the Institute for Processing, as presented 

in figure 5 . The light product is carried with water as the separating 

medium, and contains residual organic matter, heavy plastics and 

materials of a similar density. The dense product is removed by means 

of a scoop and contains, besides 1:be valuable heavy materials mentioned 

above, small quantities of ceramics. 

"rhe light product is fed to a bow screen for liquid-solid separation. 

This screen has proved successful for dewatering. Further cleaning of 

tbe water has not been installed in the pilot plant, but will however 

be necessary in an operational plant. Although the installation of wet 

processing stages should be avoided because of the requisite ~ater 

treaLment, it must be said that the described up-stream sorter represents 

a robust. and effective sorting device; it shows its advantages only 

when. as in this case. tbe dense produc.t undergoes further wet-mechanical 

processinq. 
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1he tmd.er:r:un froaa the up-stream sorter is conveyed to a druDl aagnetic 

separator by means of a bucket conveyor, which would also serve £or 

dewat:eri.ng, and this sorts out the residual. fer.ro-magnetic cmaponents 

(predaainantly tin cans). The residue now remaining caaprises 

exclusively ceramics and porcelain, non-ferrous metals and glass. 

Should ane wish to recover the glass in a sufficiently pure state, thE" 

· ceramics and porcelain and all non-ferrous metals must be separated out.~ 

'lhls is most simply achieved with wet density sorting devices, i.e. 

suitable sink-float separators. "l'bese sorting st-..ages have not been 

proven in the full process at the Inst-.itute for Processing. On t.he 

contrary, density sorting tests have been carried out in glass beakers 

wit.n dense liquids. In addition* operational separation of non-ferrous 

illetals .lit sink-float separators with the aim of recovering for example, 

aluminium, copper or zinc, is totally uneconomic because of their low 

content in German danestic refuse. This would be justified solely on 

account of the required purity of the glass fraction; however, in 

this case, the costs of density sorting must be charged to the sorting 

of the glass. 

and porcelain. 

This applies in any case to the separation of ceramics 

As output from this second density sorting stage, clean, but colour-mixed 

glass would be recovered. 'lb.is glass can be sold as mixed glass; 

however, at the Institute for Processing, colour sorting with the aid 

of optical-electronic sorting techniques has been thoroughly tested. 

A Sortex Type 621M has been used as the sorting apparatus. With single 

stage sorting, clear glass with 3% by weight of coloured glass could be 

produced with a yield of more than 88%. With a second stage, the off

colour proportion can be reduced to less than 1% by weiqht. Corresp

onding values can be achieved for amber glass. However, it must be 

stated that these trials were made with moist glass but not with greasy 

or contaminated glass. Furthermore, the glass was al.ready broken and 

classified to the optimal particle size for the Sortex device of 2o-25am. 

k: the mixed glass fran the density sorting stage arises with about 45% 

by weight at a size greater than 20 llllll, a COIDDinution device and screen 

supple~~~entary to the process flow diagram in figure 6 , is necessary to 

achieve the optUnal particle sizes. 
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In os&!î to asaeÉai.n ttræ æst, sltablê nnrlærlalry e4prlproent for tb
Ee&rctfom of gfassl Èeata weEe E& wtth hæer m{Ll.ae tspact Em[s'er-
i.sers, ËIat rclIer sLltrs and semated rol.ler mll1s. 1!he objecti.ve ulas

gentl@ se&rstLon tdth as 1æ a pr<4pltion as Exrcsib1e of flne gnrtlctres

wuder Smm" Of the eqrd{mene B@t.{@ô, th€ serratd roller n0111- ouEht,

to me c3-ogest Èo theee ryuLrenento, In accordanae wlth the tesÈ§

ca-nrLed out" ttre Elrooess flowsheet, elpwo tn Êi.gure was developed for
t&re col-orr sorÈfuigr o§ refirse glaso Lnto elearl anber and green colour
quaS.Lties" It anust, f,LreÈ of a!.1 be LnvestJ.gated wtrether the exg»etd-

Lhrre on the process, wlür üre aesoci.ated Lnvestment and operat,lng costs,
!-s JusÈLfied i.n con;nri.son to tlre i.ncreoenta.l proceeds frm colour-
sorÈed glass. Flgnrres ? artd I stprr tlre ortgnrt of clear gLass ln
re}ation to pa:rtLcle sLze ard througlrynrt"

ffire i.neta}Led poær reqnLrererrt, for the coplete refuse processlng

plant has been calcslated ttreoreÈically f,or a througlç»ut, of 15 t/h.
For i.ndLvtdua} iÈeuus of equlpnent or proceBs rurlts, the fol!.orlng values

were &temi.ned:

Tabl"e'!2r lggEaLLed Pqqpr Regulremeg9 of tlre Process §tâges
for the Àachen procees - Thrgu$rg{q_15_glt!

Bridge Erah crane

Fre-gNrLrrerlser

Screen

Slrear dnm gxrlveriser

âLr c}assLf,ler
Conveyfng equf-gment

Refuse and product presseg

Dense Liqutd sortlng
IJP-stream sorÈer

Gl,ass sorting

mrqlg&xlr
(r/h)

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

3-5

10

L.V

Installed Poær
Ra§lng (k$_

4g.o

1()9.5

22.CI

75.o

L24.O

32.9

1trO.O

6CI"3

55.5

37.r

$TTAI, 678.3

fÈ sho{rLd be rpted tàat. tàLs Li.st does not yet, talce water treatment, Llrto

accolrut,. Furttrer rrncertal.nttes arr.6e Ln that it is stj.ll not absolutely
clear dlether the compl.ete process cian aeÈmL1y be real-i.sed in Ètre fom
outtr-tnd.
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4.2.4 Reooverable P:roducts 

It is assmaed in principle that the Aachen proc.:ess can produce tbe 

sa~~e products, with the sa.e aat.erial yields and the same pndlct 

qualities. llUrl.ng various visits, the blp.ressicn vas gained that the 

air classifier at the Institute for Processing in Aa.chm1 produces a 

cleaner liq~t product than th~ hori~tal air classifier in Munich. 

'Ibis can be founded in the fact that the Munich plant processed refus~ 

from cullect..i.:rn vehicl~s of v-a.r:i.Otis q-pes while t.he Aachen plant t:.ooll 

refuse directly fu.- household refu!'".e containers. ~orcnver, the Aachen 

p~--ess is rather more suited to manufacturing products of higher purity, 

"t-~anks to the vet density sorting stage. In this rP-gard, the question 

still renn.ins whether i.t is better from an econauic po.int: of view to 

sc··~t out middle grade products at lower cost or h.igh purity products at 

high cost. 

4.2.5 Personnel Requirements 

l\ personnel requir~.ment of 2 men per shift for a 15 t/h plant is given 

by the Institute for Processing. Naturally, this does not include 

;:efuse delivery, the refuse bunker as well as administra.tion and 

per·.tpheral parts of the plant. For a sorting plant including up-stream 

~rorting, densE.> liquid sorting and optical glass sorting, 4 personnel 

~1ld be more realistic (1 shift foreman, 3 technical ass~stADts). 

4 .. 2.6 Costs 

'l'be costs given here apply to a 15 t/h plant (15 t/h = 200 t/d = 
5Q ,000 t/y) and were determined in connection with the planning of th9 

Federal Waste Recovery Model by the firm of Siebteclmik GmbH, lfulheim/ 

Ruhr. 

The investment costs for machinery are divided into: 
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Dxy stage (without bunker) Dl 3,500,000.-

Up-streaa sorter Dl 450,000.-

Dense liquid sorter IM 540,000.-

Glass sortinq Ill 400,000.-

TOTAL Ill 4,890,000.-

VAT (11') I»( 538,000.-

Installation IM 1,000,000.-

Electrics DH 400,000.-

VAT I»( 154,000.-

TOTAL llM 6,538,000.-

In the costs for the dry stage are included, inter alia, the following 

costs for individual units: 

Pre-pulveriser DH 160,000.-

Screen Ill 135,000.-

Shear drum pulveriser Ill 740,000.-

Air classifier IM 360,000.-

Presses IM 900,000.-

Magnetic separator IM 310,000.-

Plate conveyors IM 560,000.-

.:.Iowever, these data should be handled very carefully, as it is presently 

not absolutely clear whether the Aachen process can actually be realised 

in the fonD described. Factors of great uncertainty arise particularly 

with the scale-up of the air classifier to operating scale and with the 

exact design of the wet-sorting stage. Moreover, with regard to econaaic 

viability, it is still questionable whether the optical colour-sorting 

can be realised. 

'l'be energy costs emerge from the installed power rating of ea. 680 kW, 

a power demand of ~ of the installed requirement and an average power 

input of 75': 

Enerqy COilSUJII>tiOn = 680 kW X 0. 8 X 0. 75 X 16 h/d 

= 6,528 kN h/d 

Unit demand = 
6,528 kW h/d 

200 t/d 

= 32.64 kWh/t 
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"1'be personnel costs (without adRinistration, delivezy and bmker), 

with 3 .en/shift and ~shift operation, are given as: 

8 aen @ 40,000 1»1/Year = 320,000.- 1»1/a 

The energy costs, at a price per kWh of 1»1 0.10, amoWlt to: 

32.64 kW h/t.. X 200 t/d X 0.10 1»1/kWh X 250 d/a = 163,200.- 1»1/a 

For maintenance costs, the following values can be assumed: 

Costs of wear and tear 

Spare parts 

Materials 

Insurance 

Tal'AL 

TO~a1 costs amount to 

Uuit processing costs = 

392,280.- ml/a 

130,760.- 1»1/a 

52,300.- DM/a 

98,070.- 1»1/a 

673,410.- 1»1/a 

1,156.610.- 1»1/a 

1,156,610.- DM/a 
250 d/a x 200 t/d 

= ea. 23.13 DM/t 

These costs relate only to the actual processing and so do not include 

costs for land, buildings, delivery, bunkering, storage of the products, 

peripheral plant facilities, capital servicing, administration, ~.ransport, 

vehicles etc. 'l'bese costs shall not be considered here as it is not yet 

p:>ssible to calculate exactly the total operating costs due td the 

limited state of developaent of the plant. 
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4.3.1 ~jective of tbe Federal waste ReCO!e!J llodel 

'l.'be basic objective of t-..he project is the proB>tion of the recovery of 

lllllldcipal wastes, as is also considered in the waste Management Proq

raume of the Federal Govertm1ent: 

as a means for reducing the quantities of waste, 

as a method of exploiting alternative sources of new materialE 

as a way of developing an econanic, enviromnentally-safe disposal 

system. 

These aspects can be viewed as having equal ilnportance and are JDUtually 

connected. The chances of success in promotion of the goals mentioned 

can nevertheless be variously assessed. 

The 'recycling' of wastes has already attained a positive standing with 

large groups of the general public, the media and politicians, before it 

had any opportunity to prove itself successful in terms of general 

expectations. 

The advantage of sympathy, which is guaranteed for 'recycling' in 

canparison to the conventional processes, is confronted by a deficiency 

of information and experience which has so far prevented the construction 

of a first large-scale 'recovery plant' • These circumstances determine 

the concrete objectives of the model project: 

developuent and testing of organisational models for the erection 

and operation of recovery plants and the marketing of the raw 

materials recovered frao wastes. This above all includes questions 

of responsibility, corporate o~anisation, financing etc. 

large scale testing of waste treatment techniques, which have 

already reached an advanced stage in semi -technical test operation, 

as well as the new and further development of alternative and 

complementary process steps. 

promotion of the use of secondary raw materials from wastes by the 

consuming industry. through the place.mt of research and dcvc lop

ment contracts and participation of this iradustry in the operati.l)q 

and trading organisation. 
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evaluation and doclwentation of tecbnological, operational, 

eooooarl.c and aarketi.Dg results and experience to pave the way 

for general intxocmction of resource recovery in aunicipa1 waste 

manageJEDt. 

'l'be tiJIIe factor plays a decisive role in :relation to the setting of 

abjecti,pes. The nuaber of 1111111icipal •recycling plants• that might be 

realiRed in future will depend essentially on tbe point in time when tbe 

new waste recovery process is sufficiently well developed that it is 

available to cities and zural authorities as a proven, alternative 

solution. 'l'tle need for new solutions is beyond doubt. 'Jhe pressure on 

the Ma.Hte disposal authori tJ.es created by legislation for the regional 

reorqanisation of waste disposal, has led to a multitude of technical 

planning tasks. '1'be model project is therefore aimed at advancing the 

.cecovE<ry of waste materials as rapidly as possible so that it can be duly 

considered as an alternative or complement to conventional solutions, 

before most of the potential opportunities for application are fulfilled 

by conventional solutions. With a positive outcome from the Model 

trials, the newly proven plant-type will be applicable in more or less 

ready form for the following purposes: 

supplementing existing landfill sites to extend site life; 

supplementing existing incinerators as a substitute for further 

extensions; 

supplementing existing caaposting plants for processing industrial 

and commercial wastes; 

for new plants; 

as an alternative to ordinary landfill sites, incinerators or 

composting plants. 

"l'be total numbe.:c of possible resulting projects in the Federal Republic 

can be approximately estiaated at about 40. 

urban areas are considered in this figure. 

Only possible sites in 
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Ttae prmtf,ona.L lqlnct of the batel [DroreÉf cen be ilrustrated bxz a
rcrked sçr.æFle, dllè prnæeds o tlæ foILæIng aserqe&,tms:

2o f,ol-Lor-up proJecÊ,s asre realised z years earr.ier thasr uosrr_d be
gnssLble wlthout, execartiqr of a state-prmoted test, roldel.

Witür a plant througûErut of 20 x IO0,@)O t/a = 2r@,0(D ty'a;
coraesfDollding to 4 mltr-tr"iqr t.. of wô^gte in 2 years and an actrievable
monetatlr adnantaEe fui respect of eænæ§.c aqrects and envlrormental
f,actors of rE8 1a-- lx waste, gLves a total Ealn, as a resllt, of a 2

year read, of IX{ rlo mLx.Lion. ffir.!.s strou!-d be clted as a gru!.de for
assessing ttre value of, BræoÈi.ng the proJect.

t{oreover, tlae Ln&lstq, partlclpatlng ln ttre BiodeI_ project has ttre
ctrance to acgui.re a trrFyear lead ln .knor-howr n whLch can bring about
e:r[rort advantages eslncially as it ls known tlrat other lndustrial
nati.ons are also worki.ng on such solutlons" This qpplLes both to
wasÈe processi.ng technology and to those .i.aùrstries lnvolved la
re-uLi.lLslngi secondarl' rar naterials.

Seetmical- Concept,

with waste technology, practi.caJ.Ly usabl-e resul-Ès from research and

develo;noent, suctr as tlose t*lnch üne edel. pr,oJect nust prduce, caxr

only be aoquLred b1r several years trials at a la:rge ogrerati.ng scare.

lTle æasons for t.his Lle tn the heterogeneæs mpositl.on of mstes
and the seasonal sariations, amd th dlffiautr-tÿ then fol-Iæs to produc.e

rePresenta'tive ras materiatr snrmples and, hencen æpresentative pr-oôret,

sasrgrles for reuse testinE-

Ettrereas siÈh household refuse, <xte ciitll, withi-n reasonable nargins of
elrror, draw conclusions fræ samS»Les of tJre order or a f,eu tonnes, this
gnssi-bili-ty is ruX-ed qrt for tnrlky ref,use, æd indust:rial_ and mercial
Ërastes. Hith these types of rrasÈe, trhich for resouroe recovery .rre 66lre
producLive than fpus&Id refuse, tle mllest, representaÈi.ve saml»le has
the sæe order of nagmitu& as tàe overal-I quantity- Iherefore, until
næ, detai ls are only anraS.labtr-e on the ccmErcsition of househol-d refuse-
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Edng-tena1 Xar,Ere-scale opnratlry trLalo a*re econoui.cally onLy lusttf,-
j.ab3.e !ûbee they seræ slnnrltaoeæIÿ +ræ EmIEIose of dLsçnsa1 for a

sufff.cLenttry targe cat&ent area and alm fEEruu tIæ onetset at, tb
{nôrstrlsl retLlLsatl,on of th pro&rcÈa recætered from mstes-

BeBoe, with regard to the object1re§ stated at tùe begtnni.ng for tlre

proJect. &finitLon, the follætrg baslc requireloents and provislons

eBerge3

$rcrallona!co@lblBqlqvl§F_a_BryIgEn&Uy_Plant

In order to enstrre coatâ"nuous, tronrb}e-f,ree dl4losal, tlre Model ptr'ant

sholuXd be q5»erated ln ænæctl.oa rri.ttr a cæplæntary faeLlity" @-

orrd{natl.on wlth an exlstlng or f,uture LandfL1!. sLte or incinerator wl.t}r

resi&re di.spæa1 site Ls suLÈable.

Ttre resldlæs frm tùe !ro&L plaut and tbse tl4es of wasÈes unsuited to
rec<>very a:re depml.tsd ad handled ,.n tbc couplenentar1z plant. fiül
Lnterru6»tJ.ons to ogrcratlon aDd shoÉ-tem ortages fon atrt.erattrqls, tûricü

wiIL be Iævitab!.e Ln tàe fb&I plant., tùe cæpl'@enta4, plant serÿes

to mintain disposa1 facLl.lti.es.

§ÿEes of-tq§§g

AIl t16cs of mstes, for lùtcn üre reglonal auttroritles Ln tIæ catcbænt

a:rea have tbe dLsgnsal. responstbill.ty, rcrüd be processed bry tlrc total,
i.ateEconmected p}anÈ- llhe Bodel ptrant, Lt§elf i.s g»rinarily conceived

f,or treatJ.nq bonrseho!.d æfrlse, bulty refuge and si-uilaz'Iy coqnsed

in&rstsLal and Êrade @stea. !'trul.cignl Bemge sludge caa be jointly
processd fio lranr@fl quantLt-!.es tn t$e cqreÈing Prooeas trafn. Ere

recoyery of aertai.a tsgncd.alr (dLffLcrlt) Elastes i.s not fundanental-Iy

exeluded-

rypaBÈiqg of_ç8gst€

fte prrojec{, I's mfl'æd to the recc»serlT of valtrable satsl.als from the

rnixhlre of rastes whi.cfo a:rJ.ses fro onventional. refrrse col!-ection
oçerag'lq)ns- fu altesmatLwe gnsstbi.].:!.ty of accq»lichinE recycring

t&rough tlre ç»reparatios! of Bçnnæ materials' at tlae wêste s«nlrce (see

K«rqLstane. or §ts. Grltrenl Ls not an &jectfirc of the tri.al-.
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Size ard Eaç-oÈ of, the CatcihenÈ Bæa

Four th6 Hode!. BXant, lù1.ah ægrlsee thræ [mæes§ ];[nee set try i-n

gaaralle}l fu foüorj-ng LaI',-qlt' ls eovlsaged ænreqM§'ry to a

tec.hi.cal. scale of oPeratiæ:

Raw refuse throughgnrt, of eaclu Ero§ess Line:

ca. L5 t/h = 1@ t'/d wi.Èh oue-§b-tft' operation

2æ t/d with üæ-shtf,-È qreraÈion

arrd f,or tlrree PEocess trl'nes;

3@ t'/d = 75,GD È/a witlr oæ-shLft' ogrcration

600 t/d = 15O,O@ t',/a w:i-th trc-shift' o;e:ration

Ss a rule, @-sh§.f,t operatioo rrLll be aLæd for'

Ttre nuLnlmtm $.lant,lti.ee of pregnred produets required for furtsher

industri.al s»rocessi.ng cannot, he acihieved at a low tlrorghtrxrt.

The proposed tray-out necessLtates a catcümeut area of at tr-east 4OCD'CIOO

to 6()0,000, nnhabttants !û!rLeh, 1o teras of sgncLfLc arlsings of recover-

able waste, corres;nnds Èo 250-375 kEs llgr rnhahi.tant, fler year.

Itotat waste aris!.ngs to be processd by lùe t{ode} plant In eonnection

wj.rlr a cmplementary plant wiLI. lLe, for a catdrment area of t'he size

menti,oned and dependl.ng on urban and ecoaoi.c sürtrcturee ât consi.derably

oner 150'OOO t/a"

lÉle catatunent area eust Eo a eertaLn extent be over-stzed so that as

large a selection of wastes as lnssible is availahle f,or testi'ng the

e&l and the pIant, can be æpIoryed to calncLty"

lpsôJRel$${egeutg

OeperI(lfng on tlee nature of, tbe sLte, &e land rquirænt-s for the

uoode} plant anoumt to 3 - 5 ha' For a ryr'ætar1t landfix'r site' a

tand area of, at l-east, 20 ha. l.s næessary-
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ffie furÊher deælofænt of eri.sùLng tecbælogies and research on Dffi

tec.Unofogles for th uÈiltsatiæ of prcæss prodmcts frcn th rcI
plant shall be præotæd oa aE e$ral basts- LarrEæsca1e testtng in
tàis area mgt, ncverthelees take ptrace wi.thin tùe inôrstry coasning
th proôrcte. ÀÈ aLI eænts, small-scale tests for tùLs can be

carried out Ln tbe Bbde1 p1aot"

Ilrepggr§. ffs@.

Ccoblned road and rai} ÈransporÈ ls a{nrefl for, bottr for transgnrt of
refuse to the pLant, and eh{gment, of varLoas products to the respective

srrsto@er locatione" Tftre coi.aci.dental need for trans;nrt to and fm
tbe p1ant, mahes .ral} traasgort ag4lear Lnteæstlng. Product dlstrllnrtLon
Ls tXaerebsr fac!.LLtaÈed, as greatêr transgort distances can be bor:ne.

Dlrect unloadLng frm rai.I to refuse trunker requLres ex;nnsl.ve constr-
uctLon trork eo gSsg {nstcrad of, thls a Go6taLner-transf,er sryzsta Is
prcpooed" &ether ralI transgnrt can be achLeved anrst be declded

af,ter &temtntag tùe loeati.on of tbe slte.

Kqt xEsFrLLc.aÀ roln§_rs. t& lrgqgeg

Ln the ltodel plant" priæarlly mechanlcal treatoent processes rill be

tested. In tbLs ragarde one can mention sucb lndivldual prooesses as

grlrerl.sationr classtficatlon, fine and coaEse sorf,lng and drlting"

Cmtrnstileg Is i.rocfuaded La as uucù as i.t, Ls the oly Process until nw
wlrLch Ls sur.tâble f,or erploi-tJ.ng certaLn çrrorps of organic natter a'r.

§ænge elr@e. fre teetLag of sgecLfLcr altermatLve comsnstLng

pElrqesaes and themal recæery EDEiooesaes shaLl reuatn the anbJect of
other @de1 gDxojests.

\.3.3 Plant Brectl.oa

:ltle streÈch glven tn fngure I Etwg the g»relLninary prooess scheme for
the 1»trant.

AII rastes fræ, the catahmslt area are regrLstered at tjte æntraI
arrlvals control potnt and the weLghts recordd on a vehlctre tæigher.

EeEe, the &cLsi.on is made regardiry fur-Èher-hand.L3-nE In the rcdel
planÈ or tbe cæg»tremmtart, [Dlant,. eêsl&la1 sateria}s and products are

XthsLse recorOlA ârrd ürciElted bf,ue leaving the pùant"
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In the unloading cuea of the plant, apart f:r:aa an undexground bunker 

with qrab crane, a parallel, opposinq shallow-bunker is envisaged. 

Here, there follows unloadi nq at gxoond level of separate boxes against 

one another in a row. "l'be material is pushed by a wheel loader onto 

a steel conveyor after which two leading pickinq conveyors are arranqed 

in parallel. 

'l'his combination of a shallow bunker and hand-sorting lines serves 

var.i..ous purposes: 

the carrying out of crude refuse and product sorting analyses 

within the scope of the required operational measurement programme; 

the test recovery of high value materials (e.g. polyethylene film, 

corrugated board, etc) through hand picking of selected deliveries 

of industrial and trade wastes; 

the trial hand-selection of foreiqn matter from products with a 

view to improving quality (return of product burden to the 

shallow bunker, separation at back of the picking line by way of a 

by-pass into a container) ; 

the visual control of deliveries of unknown composition and, if 

necessary, removal of large, non-processable items (e.g. from 

bulky refuse) in the area of the shallow bunker, with the aid of 

a longitudinal hoist. 

"l'be greater proportion of the raw aaterials is fed as a rule into the 

pr:ocess by way of the underground bunker and crane. The technical 

portion of the process is presented at some length in paragraph 4.3. 2 

The individual units are relatively well spaced-out and connected with 

flexible materials handling technology. 

Parallel to iDlportant individual units (e.g. pulverising), foundations 

for testing alternative makes are envisaged fr~ the outset. Leaving 

aside the independantly installed ccaposting tr<mmael, the processing 

lines are accommodated in a lightweight-construction hall adjacent to 

the bunker tract. 
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on the output side, baling and packing presses, loading bunkers and 

container stacking spaces are set out for the various process products 

and residues. Depending on requirements at the site, the plant can 

be additionally furnished with a tyre shredding plant. 

In order to allow the interested public to view the Model plant at any 

time, a rotating observation platform is proposed which covers all the 

points of interest , but is shielded to the extent that unaccompanied 

inspections are possible without impeding the operations and without 

danger to the visitor. For explanation to the visitor, information 

stands serve along the observation walkway. 

The outside of the plant will be attractively arranged with green areas, 

and the compost and product storage area will be screened with 

camouflaging vegetation. 

The plant concept proposed here is being held open to further suggestions, 

alternative proposals and amencbents, both in respect of the structural 

design and arrangement, and the equipping of the process • 

• 3.4 Process Engineering 

The process engineering concept provides for the testing of three 

parallel process lines, which are set out for approximately the same 

throughput: 

Sorting process A: e.g. •Aachen process• 

Sorting process B: e.g. •Krauss-Maffei process R-ao• 

Process C : canposting (e.g. traomel process from the firm 

of Rheinstahl-Thyssen-Technik). 

Each individual process line is tested initially with one-shift 

operation and a quantity of lOO t/day of crude refuse can be fed through. 

Hence, a total throughput for the Model plant is given as 300 t/day or 

75,000 t/year. After completion of the first phase of testing, 2-shift 

operation will be adopted, whereby the annual throughput is increased to 

150,000 t/year. By extending the daily running periods of individual 

p~cesses, the periods of down-time for the other processes can 

eventually be cushioned, so that continuity of refuse disposal is 

ensured. 
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:In addition to these three process lines, additional units for 

example for size reduction and sorting, which have been specially 

developed by industry and research and development institutes for 

recovery of wastes, are to be fitted in the Model plant and tested. 

The final lay-out and process choice as well as the selection of 

individual machines, means of transport etc, shall remain subject to 

decision by the holding corporation which is to be established. 

Figures 2-5 show the processes envisaged by current plans, with 

corresponding materials balances. 

Composting counts as one of the conventional waste treatment processes. 

Within the framework of the Model plant, this is carried out along 

conventional technical lines. However, what is novel is the function 

assigned to composting within the overall operational concept, and the 

set-up which results from connection with other processes. 

A characteristic of refuse composting in the traditional sense is that 

it is employed for an unsorted waste mixture. The separation of the 

heterogeneous raw material into product and residue takes place based 

in the main on particle size and hence, with respect to product quality, 

is casual rather than sensibly selective. Fine-particled mineral 

constituents, which have little or no value end up in the product; 

coarse, valuable materials in the residual fraction. 

As a result of this, compost recovery has the inherent defect of being 

clandestine waste disposal - more or less justified - depending on the 

proportion of worthless inert material in the compost. The tipping of 

the residue is in part •disposal of valuable materials" 

The quality of the product is ultimately determined by the refuse 

composition; short-term, e.g. seasonal variations affect the compost 

quality unless action could be taken to control this in operation. 
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This fundamental problem has a complicating effect on the marketing 

of canpost. The stipulation and observance of quality standards 

founders on a lack of operational possibilities for influencing the 

composition of the compost. 

More favourable pre-conditions are presented in the Model plant: 

composting is operated in connection with a sorting process. Predom

inantly organic constituents are conveyed to the composting line, which 

for the ttme being are not usable elsewhere; these inevitably arise 

in the parallel-operated A and B processes as "organic ~esidual 

fractions", after separation of metals, paper, plastics, glass and 

inert matter. What makes this crucial is that the technical process 

costs for separation of these •selected' compost raw materials do not 

fall on the production of compost, or in other words, this does not 

need to be justified by the incremental proceeds from compost distribution. 

For the production of compost, there are a multitude of raw material 

constituents to choose from: 

organic residual fraction from sorting processes 

fines fraction from sorting processes 

unsorted household refuse 

sewage sludge 

certain organic industrial wastes 

Depending on the quality of product required, these components can 

be processed in various mixture ratios. 

The relationships between •raw material recipe•, compost yield and 

compost quality are to be investigated, with the objective of developing 

standard products with defined quality characteristics for a variety of 

applications. Particular significance is attached here to the problem 

of hazardous material concentration in the compost e.g. heavy metals. 

It is assumed that the organic residual fraction of household refuse 

exhibits very small concentrations of hazardous substances. After the 

specific values of individual components have been determined, it will 

be possible to observe limits for hazardous substances through controlled 

selection of the raw material. 
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For the caaposting, an orthodox rotary ~1 plant is envisaged 

with subsequent mechanical windrowinq on a covered canpost site. In 

the tramnel, there occurs above all the mixing of the raw material 

constituents. '1'he pre-retting, i.e. the retention time in the troumel, 

is limited to ea. 24 hours. 

Alternatively, the function of the trammel as a pre-retting unit could 

be dispensed with. 

might be considered. 

Then a short mixing-trammel with a larger diameter 

The actual composting then takes place solely in the 

windrows. In each case, particular value is placed on mechanised 

turning of windrows which enables frequent, intensively-mixed displace

ment and thereby, extensively odour-free operation. A part of the 

camposting area will be fitted out with equipment for artificially 

aerating and ventilating the windrows. 

By covering over the camposting area, the difficult problem of 

collecting and cleaning-up rainwater drainage is avoided. The compost-

ing area remains at all times trafficable and the water balance in the 

windrows is extensively independant of the weather. 

The moisture loss during decanposition is made up through the addition 

of water or sewage sludqe when turning over the windrows. 

The higher construction and operating costs for subsequent canposting 

are partially offset by lower costs for composting area preparation and 

drainage. 

FUrthe:rmore, equipment arranged after canposting enables, depending 

on market requirements, fine screening, admixing of mineral fertil

isers, filling into sacks, as well as production of a canpost light 

fraction for new areas of application, e.g. for brick manufacture. 
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The carrying out of research and development work in the approximately 

7 year testing phase of the Model plant will lead to alterations in 

equipment and process enqineerinq. After this phase, the correspond

ingly modified plant should be optimised for the recovery of valuable 

materials from the available wastes. Wit.h this, one can expect that 

the initial separation of the A and B processes is abandoned and an 

opt~ised, complete process line created from these. 

By retaining the given st.ructural features, it i.s possible with this 

optimised treatment plant to achieve a throughput of 40 t/h (160,000 t/ 

year) in respect of the processing section. Together with the compost 

line, the total throughput will then lie dt 200,000 t/year. This 

throughput can be still further increased by inst.alling a second 

composting trammel; this would certainly require structural alterations. 

Independant of the alteration of processing technology, the Model plant 

can be modified after the research and development phase so that special 

processes for product refinement can be added at plant operating scale 

(glass cleaning, fibre recovery etc). Moreover, it is conceivable that 

individual materials would be already processed to end products on the 

site of the Model plant. This could be worthwhile for plastics and 

fibre processing. 

Products from the Model Plant 

General Information 

Within the term products, the following sortable fractions from waste 

are understood; metals, paper, inert material, glass, plastics as well 

as compost as a processed product. The possibilities for utilising 

these products are dependant upon such technological factors as sorting 

precision, purity specifications, and raw material and technical prod

uction problems in introducing the products as a new raw material. 

Nevertheless, the crucial issues for prospects of reutilising the 

products are not the teclmC'logical questions 1 which are basically 

reS\.-,lvable, but the econanic and organisational factors. 
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The following tables 1>-15 cClfttain data on sorted products and 

compost from the processing of household refuse, as until now 

sufficient data and findings frma tests are Clllly available for this 

type of waste. The inclusion of industrial and trade wastes as well 

as bulky refuse, such as is planned in the Model plant, will lead to 

substantially better results at least in respect of the quantity and 

quality of the paper product. 

Conclusions drawn from a limited consideration of household refuse as 

the raw material lie, so to speak, "on the safe side". 

The introduction of exploitable raw materials must bring marketing 

advantages in relation to the raw materials to be replaced, or open 

up a market for completely new products. 

A socio-economic gain, which for example is connected with energy 

saving through resource recovery (see table 2), is not yet currently 

considered in a proper manner. 



Ta:Jle 1:3: Average Contents oi Valuable Materials '· Dome~tic Rs:l!use in DiffGr·~mt Countries (\ by weiqht) 

I I Federal Republic 
Material Sweden Italy (Rome) Netherla:':"lds u.s.A • of Germany - - ·- . ~ ....... _... 

Paper so 25 25 50 28 

GlaBS 10 6 ll 9 9 

Metals 7 3,5 3.2 9 5 
Ferrous 6 3,1 3.1 7.5 4.5 

Aluminilml 0.5 o.e 0.2 
Non-ferrous (total) l,O 0.35 0.1 1,5 

Plastics 9 8 5 l 4 

Orqanic components 22 45 46 23 35 



Table 14: Resource Recovery from the A and B Processes 

Material Content Material 
(Retuae) ' by weight Yield ' 

Paper 28 70 

Inert 15 85 
Material 

of which 9 70 
Glas• 

Farrou• 4.5 90 
metal 

Plaatica 4 so 

Throughput for each proceaa line, 12.5 t/h 

250 daya/year 

Recoverable 
Content 
' by weiqht 

20 

13 

6 

4 

2 

2-shitt operation, 16h. 
400 t/d 

t/d t/a 

80 20,000 

52 13,000 

24 6,000 

16 4,000 

8 2,000 



Table 15: Compost Productior:. w.~-,". C":iffe:t·"ut 0po::rat1ng Variants (Pro::ess line c 
Raw Material Throughput with :.!-Shift Operation 200 t/d, 50,000 t/a) 

Operating Variant (1) 

Crude ref'uae input 
(Mainly from compactor lorries) t/d 200 lOO so 

Input "organic residual 
traction from process lines 
A and B" t/d - so lOO 

(2) i 

Input, sewage sludge t/d - so so 

(60' water content) t/a - 12,500 12,500 

output 

Mature compost: fine ' by 35-50 45-60 60-70 

Fresh compost: coarse weight 

Compost production t/d 70-100 9o-120 120-140 

t/a ;t7Soo-25000 22Soo-3oooo 3oooo- 35000 

(l) Intermediate variants possible 

(2) Increase in sewage sl.udge processing over and above 12,500 t/a through 
admixing on ~he compoatinq site, is possible. 

so 

150 

-
-

--
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Figure 1o: Relationship bet111een the Proportion by Weiqht of a Material 
and the Resultinq Savinq in Landfill capacity from Recovery 

'l'be diaqram shows the varyinq influence which the sortinq-out of ferrous 

aetal, paper, inert aatter etc. bas on the deaand for tipping space. The 

..al.ler savinq in volUJDe in relation to 111eiqht throuqh the recovering of 

canpost is due to the fact tbat residues are screened out in the production 

of compost which aust be landfilled. 
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Figure 11: Relationship between the Proportion by weight of a Material 
and the Revenue from its Sale in respect of 1 tonne of Waste. 

From this diagram, one can gather that ferrous metal, paper and glass are 

the most important products with reqard to revenue. Also plastics, the 

sorting-out of which is aimed for, bring a high revenue with their small 

proportion by weight. 
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4.3.6 Est.iJDate of Costs 

General 

Although no specifically expensive technologies are employed in the 

Model plant, the costs are relatively high as various processes are 

tested in parallel, which require expensive construction and process 

engineering equipnent for the research and developnent work planned. 

One must also reckon witlt higher labour costs and additional costs for 

reconstruction and replacement of individual units as well as for waste 

analyses, measurement prograumes etc. 

Investment subsidies from the Federal and State governments shall 

reduce the costs to the level of conventional "higher value" technol

ogies. 

'.J.be following estimation of costs is based on firm offers for the 

process and electrical engineering components of the plant as at 
I 

April 1975, and an estimate of costs for the structural and other 

arrangements on the basis of preliminary designs. Appropriate allow-

ances for unforeseen items are taken into consideration. A detailed 

financial analysis for the planning and testing period can only be 

compiled once the essential information on project financing is 

available. 

The following simple estimate of costs was not put together according 

to industrial management principles. Nevertheless, the result 

enables comparisons to be made with alternative solutions, as this 

method of computation is customarily employed in waste disposal 

planning. 
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Invest:Jaent Costs 

150,000 t/a 1ay out 1975 costs. 

Purchase of 1and 

Development and construction 

Machines and electrics 

Vehicles 

Incidental costs ea. 8.7% 

(Planning, building- supervision, 

administration, et.c.) 

Total Investment Costs 

400,000 

12,800,000 

27,400,000 

900,000 

41,400,000 

3,600,000 

45,000,000 

Under the assumption that the deadlines given in paragraph 4.7 for 

project implementation can be met, the following approximate timing 

for investment outlay results: 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

ea. 

ea. 

500,000 DM (Planning Costs) 

12,000,000 I»t 

ea. 17,500,000 DM 

ea. 15,000,000 DM 

In addition, the costs for establishing the holding company would 

apply in 1976. 

<>perating Costs 

Labour and General Costs DM/a 

Labour (ea. 50 employees) ** 1, 750,000 

Maintenance, repair, etc. 1,651,000 

Energy, fuel 850,000 

Administration, P.R. other 250,000 

Residue disposal {50% residue, 10.- DM/T) 750,000 

5,251,000 

** for operation and research. 
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Specific processing costs at 150,000 t/a = 35.- Dll/t 

Revenues froa the sale of the products aod expendi tuxe for special 

research projects and acccapanying research are not included. 

Annuities 

It is assumed here that a total of 1»1 30 million in the form of grants 

are made available. 15 million 1»1 of the investment costs must be 

obtained on the capital market: 

Average annuity ea. 15' p.a., 

15' of 15,000,000 

Thus capital servicing 
at 150,000 t/a 

= 2,250,000 DM/a 

Labour and general costs 

Capital servicing 

TOtal Operating Costs 

Unit costs at 150,000 t/a 
in total 

Revenues 

= 15. - DM/t 

5,251,000 DM/a 

2,250,000 DM/a 

7,501,000 DM/a 

50. - DM/t 

From the assumptions made in tables 4 and 5, the following, theoret

ically possible revenues result from the sale of the 'recycling 

products', given full employment of plant capacity and successful 

prodUct marketing (optimistic revenue rates in brackets): 

Sorting processes 

A and B (without additional 

revenue from compost) 

100,000 t/a x 10.90 1»1/t Crude refuse 
(x 20.- DM/t Crude refuse 

Process c 

Canposting 

25,000 t/a compost x 10.- DM/t 
(x 20.- IJ!l/t 

l,090,CXX> DM/a 
= 2,000,000 DM/a) 

= 
= 

250,CXX> DM/a 
soo_.ooo I»t/a) 

1,340,000 DM/a 
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Averaqe revenue per t. crude refuse at a throughput of 150,000 t/a 

9.- DM/t 

(16. 70 DM/t) 

One proceeds on the assmaption that, during the testinfJ period, the 

revenues obtained are euployed to guarantee product sale and for 

financing experimental programmes to promote reuse by the consuming 

industry, or if necessary for repaying subsidies. Using the 

revenues for reducing waste disposal charges only appears realistic 

after completion of the test period. 

Cost comparison with conventional processes 

The c~sts for the Model plant established above do not permit any 

valid statements to be made about the economic viability of the plant 

in comparison to conventional treatment plants. To enable at least 

a roughly comparable assessment of costs, a hypothetical cost model is 

employed, taking as a basis a plant concept such as that aspired to 

as the outcome from the test Model: 

standardised process technology; optimised, clean disposal and 

production unit; lay-out; 200,000 t/a, employed to full capacity. 

In ascertaining capital servicing, it is assumed that the total invest

ment requirement is supplied through the capital market. 

Using a 1975 cost basis would give investment costs of about 35 million 

DM. Ranges of costs and average values for unit costs per tonne of 

waste are indicated in the following tables. 'rhe comparative costs 

for incineration and composting plants are taken from evidence provided 

by t.he Institute for Urban Water Developnent and Water Quality Manage

ment of the University of Stuttgart for the rural districts of 

" Reutlingen, Tubingen and Zollernalbkreis in July 1975, and apply to 

plantc; of similar size. (The revenues quoted there of DM 10.15 for 

scrap and heat from an incineration plant are to be considered as 

optimistic). 
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The cost comparison shows that the costs for the recovery plant are 

lower than those for an incinerator, and about equally above and 

below those for couposting, depending on how successfully the products 

can be marketed. In this regard, it should be noted that a 200,000 t/a 

composting plant is an unrealistic project for comparison, at least 

given the current market situation for refuse compost. In a compar-

ative process assessment, one should consider apart from the costs, the 

varying effect on the need for landfill space (compare figure 6). The 

percentage values for the remaining tipping space requirement, shown in 

the botton line of table 5, relate exclusively to those types of waste 

which are capable of being processed (capacity required for landfilling 

these types of waste without treatment~ 100%). In this context, a 

feature of "recycling" is that sale of the products is an inalienable 

pre-condition for operation of this process. Whereas with incineration, 

reduction in volume (the prtme objective) is substantially achieved 

without product distribution (plants without heat recovery), and with 

composting where the compost is not successfully sold, an advantage 

in disposal is at least to some extent achieved as against tipping of 

crude refuse, a sorting plant without any sale of products is absurd 

as, apart from material separation, no volume reduction or other 

advantageous transfonaation is achleved. 

Table 18: Comparison of Processes 

Recovery Plant Inciner Composting 
(hypothetical cost model) -ation 
from to average 

DM/t llll/t DM/t 1»1/t 

Operating costs 40.- 50.- 45.-

Residual tippinq 
costs 3.- 10.- 6.50 

Total costs 43.- 60.- 51.50 64.- 41.-

Net revenue from 
product sale 16-- 9-- 12.50 10.15 5.-

Remaining costs 21··- 51.- 38.50 53.25 36.-

Remaining need for 
tipping space 30% 40% 35% ca.25% ca.40% 
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, 3.7 Tarqet Dates and Project Schedule 

Figure 8 represents, in the form of a bar diagram, a possible schedule 

for the Federal Model up until the end of the testing phase. A period 

from January 1976 to September 1979 is envisaged. Commencement at 

the appointed time (January 1976) does not preclude shifts in the 

forward plan of up to a year. The following main activities are 

presented in the diagram which, for reasons relating to the timing of 

't..he whole project, oft.en mre1:lap extensively; 

sitE:' selection 

establishment of the holding company and placement of a plm1ning 

contract 

completion of planning documents 

execution of the process for planning agreement 

completion of the developed plan 

placement of contz-acts for supply of mechanical plant and 

structural canponents 

construction 

delivery 

installation 

test operation 

take-over and commencement of operation 

Presentation of the accompanying, parallel-running research programme 

and the completion of agreements with customers for the products were 

ignored. 
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4.3.8 CUrrent Status of the Project 

The Federal Minister for Research and Teclmology (BMF"l') and the State 
• of Baden-Wurttemberg had already made a joint offer at the beginning .. 

of 1976 to the rural districts of Reutlingen and '1\ibingen, and 

promised the following grants: 

Investment 10 million DM from the State C~vernment 

ea. 11 million DM from the Federal Government 

Total ea. 21 million DM 

(estimated investment costs including cost increases, total ea. 

51 million DM) 

Operation ea. 27 million DM from the Federal Minister for 

Research and Technology, including grants for adjust

ment investments during the 5-year testing phase. 

In further negotiations, which extended until the middle of 1976, 

contractual arrangements were laid down relating primarily to questions 

of securing the risk in the event of failure of the Model trials and 

the exceeding of reasonable support from the rural districts themselves. 

The date originally established (1st October 1976) for the decision 

by the rural districts to accept or reject the offer of support had to 

be delayed twice, as the related decision on siting created difficulties. 

Pressure groups were also set up in the municipalities short-listed as 

possible sites which provided considerable opposition, while at the 
• same time other cities and rural districts from Baden-Wurttemberg and 

other Federal states revealed their interest in the project. 

A positive decision was ultimately brought about on 15.1.1977, when 

the city of Reutlingen had offered a site alongside the present 

"Schinderteich" landfill site. Simultaneously, the municipality of 

Dusslingen in the district of ~ingen made an alternative site 

available. 
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'l'he fina1 decision bebleen these t:11o sites still rewains outstanding. 

At the end of 1976, after car:ryinq out a limited call for tenders, a 

pre-planning contract vas placed vi th the fi:na of 'l'hyssen Energie GmbB, 

Bottrop, which aims at examining the technical concept and cost 

estima.tes proposed in the Federal EnvirOIUilent Aqency's (Unweltbundesamt) 

project study of October 1975. 

The result of this pre-planning exercise will be available at about 

the beginning of May 1977, and will serve as the basis for the placing 

of further contracts by the Administration Union of the rural districts 

• of Reutlingen and Tubingen, the setting-up of which should be completed 

by this date. 

Depending in the meantime on how clearly plans for similar projects in 

other European countries have been put in concrete form, sufficient 

incentive should be given in order to now rapidly push ahead with the 

Federal Waste Recovery Model, after overcoming the first hurdles. 
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5. Description of a ~ison and Evaluation Hodel for Household 
Waste Hedlanical Sorting Systems 

Because of the big imKUlt of household bBste mechanical sorting 

systems and the qualtitative different informations about them , 

for further studies it will be necessary to use a uniform compari

son and evaluation model. 

The starting point is the context of the decision-making sittEtion. 

In the case of the household •~ste separation systems the question 

of the analysis and choice between plants is determined mainly by 

technical and operating criteria for the plant. These , however, 

should not be overemphasized and obscure the fact that decisions 

must also take into account nontechnical criteria and viewpoints. 

The relevant descision makers are the governmental departments for 

each country and the decisions are then carried out mainly by 

local government agencies. 

The goals for the decision-making problem should, as far as pos -

sible, be derived from the macro-economic context. 

The decision context implies that the decision maker (government 

departments) has a national economic goal system. The decisions about 

investment in household waste disposal then are based on both, the 

important technical criteria and consideration of the following 

question: •What contribution does a particular plant-tvpe make 

to the fulfillment of irmividual economics goals ?". 

5.1 General Goal System 

The general goal system for household waste mechanical sorting 

systems shows the following categories: 

1. Input Factors 

1.1 Quantity and quality of household wastes 

1.2 Consumption of resources 

1.3 Environmental standards 
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2. l1uqaJt factors 

2.1 Quality and acceptability of reclainEd materials 

2.2 Effect on landfill 

2.3 I~ on the B'NiiUIIEIIL 

3. Systen Goals 

A Process criteria 

3.1 Applied processes 

3.2 Flexibility 

3 .. 3 T reatnwmt scheme 

3.4 Effectiveness 

B Plant criteria 

3.5 Depreciation and consumption 

3.6 Compatibility 

3.7 Reliability 

3.8 Degree of autooration 

3.9 Plant characteristics 

3.1o Operating history 

3.11 Manufacturer characteristics 

3.12 Impact on the envirorvnent 

4. Cost Factors 

4.1 One-time cost-factors 

4.2 Operation cost-factors 

5.2 Description of the System Goals 

Within the single categories should be given the following detailed 
informations. 

3.1 

3.1.1 

A Process Criteria 

Applied processes 

Preparatory treatment 

- hafJ spli ttlniJ 



3.1.2 

3.1.3 

3.2 

3.2.1 

3.2.2 
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- shredding, pelletisi~WJ 

- sievi~WJ 

- ft.n"ther :rab:tion in size 

After-ti'Blbae at 

- desicating and drying 

- compacting 

Separation pl."'CE"sses 

- air classifying 

- froth flotation 

- magnetic separation 

- electro-static separation 

- heavy media separation 

- optic separation 

- ballistic separation 

- thermal separation 

Flexibility 

General suitabili t\(min.content, max.content, optimal 

content in %) 

- paper and board 

- glass 

- ferrous metals 

- non ferrous metals 

- plastics 

-ash 

- organic material 

Input quality 

- hlJDidi ty content (in %) 

- size distribution (~ mdn, ~ max) 

- state of decanposi tion 

3.2.3 Quantities (t) 

- through put 

3.2.4 Possibilities of adjustment to variations in the q~ 

tity and compo5ition of household wa5te 

3.2.4.1 Quantities of wastes 



3.2 .... 2 

3.2 .... 3 

3.3 

3.3.1 

3.3.2 

3.4 

3.4.1 

3.4.2 

3 .... 3 

Coapositim of wastes 

Type of adjustEnt 

Treatment Scl ee 
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Continuous t:reableat pmcessing 

DiscontilllllUS treabe1t processing 

- duration of a treabaeat cycle 

- quantity trea·ted per cycle 

EffectivenP..ss 

Reclaimed materials yield index (in %) 

- ferrous metals 

- all..111iniun 

- glass 

- paper and board 

- plastics 

- organic materials 

Quality of reclaimed material (purity, form and conta

minants 

- ferrous metals 

- allllli.niun 

- glass 

- paper and board 

- plastics 

- organic materials 

bleight and wlune reductim , calculated as a % of the 

reclaimed materials 

- individual process stages 

- total proces~ 

B Plant Criteria 

3 ... 5 Depreciation and con~ion 

3.5.1 Energy needs 

3.5.1.1 Installation efficiency 

3&>5.,.2 Average BErgy input 

- main p:rocesses 

- al..Ddliary processes 



3.5.2 

3.5.3 

3.5.4 

3.5.5 

3.5.6 

3.5.7 

3.6 

3.6.1 

3.6 .. 2 

3.6.3 

3.6.4 
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f tEl and materials 

PersDIKIE!l needs (distirw;)Uished according to skills and 

work areas) 

floor space requi:remea rts 

-main plant 

- auxiliary plant 

Space requirements ( in m3 enclosed space) 

Building and cmnpletion times 'for 

- planning 

- building construction 

- installation 

- testing phase 

Auxiliary plant 

- central cleaning plant 

- delivery and weighing 

- analysis 

- incineration 

- residue treatment 

Cmwpatibility 

Modular building system 

Is the whole plant built 'from a single manu'facturers 

design ? 

Are extensions/extra mits available ? 

Is the plant compatible with existing and/or 'future 

industrial processes ? 

3.7 Reliability 

3.7.1 Susceptability to breakdown 

3· 7.1.1 Plant life expectancy/actual length of operation (de

termined by life expectancy of the mi t bli. th the shor

test operation li fespar) 

3.7.1.2 Availability o'f whole plant and individual units 

3.7.1.3 Idle time of whole plant and individual units 
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3.7.1.4 l'tesistance to no:rnEJl wear and tear of individual mits: 

- no info:ra:rtion available 

- standard 11 fe expectancy achieved 

- standard life expectancy exceeded 

3. 7.1.5 Nllltler of key mits/elsllents, llllose breakd[llll results 

in the stopage of the latlole system 

3.7.1.6 Can the reliability of individual mits be improved 1 

3. 7 .1. 7 Numer of established reliable plants and individual 

mits 

3.7.1.8 Number of newly developed plants and individual units 

3.7.2 Ease of service 

3.7.2.1 Number of standardized units in the plant 

3.7.2.2 Possibility of •self service• repair 

3.7.2.3 Number of plant units that do ·not require servicing 

3.7.2.4 Availability of manufacturers servicing/maintenance 

inspections 

3.7.3 Servicing and inspection I monitoring costs 

3.7.3.1 Automatic monitoring 

3.7.3.2 Servicing and repair times for: 

- single 1.11its 

- the complete plant 

3.7.3.3 Nl.Jllber of supervisory perso111el 

3.7.3.4 Number of repair/maintenance personnel 

3.7.3.5 Servicing or maintenance requires stoppage 

3.7.3.6 Total d1~ up of the plant: 

3.8 

3.8.1 

3.8.2 

J-bd many operating hours and/ or how lll..ICh treated mate

rial is lost 1 

Degree of Autonation 

Nunber of autonated and partially autanated units 

Nt.lilber of na::hines and madline-t.Dli ts that could be auto

mated 



3.8.3 

3.8.4 

3.9 

3.9.1 

3.9.2 

3.9.3 

3.9.4 

3.1o 

3.1o.1 

3.1o.2 

3.1o.3 
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NI..JitJer of~tives per shift supervising auta:muted pro-

cesses 

Supervising systan 

- centralised control and direction 

- decentralised mntrol Enl directim 

Plant characteristics 

Type of construction 

- permanent structure 

- prefabricated/ denllllii'Ttable structure 

- inflatable structure 

Type of building 

- massive structure/lightweight structure 

- single storey/ multiple storey 

- above grollld I lJ1dergl"'ll1d 

- enclosed I open plan 

Site plan 

- area allocated to plant 

- area allocated to transportation 

Design of the work place 

- ease of operation 

- nllltJer of jobs involving heavy marual labour 

- m..rnber of jobs as machine opel'atives 

- stress as a result of: dust, noise, heat, humidity, 

smell 

Internal transport system 

- flexible I rigid 

- number of employees 

- reliability I breakdown rates 

Operating History 

Running tine 

Proportion of plant capacity utilized 

Develo~t levels 

- concept 



3.11 

3.11.1 

3.11.2 

3.11.3 

3.11.4 

3.11.5 

3.11.6 

3.11.7 

3.12 

3.12.1 

3.12.2 

3.12.3 

3.12.4 

3.12.5 
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- l.abouratoi:y plant 

- pilot plant 

- dBIIDilStration plant 

- fullscale normal plant 

Manufacturer Dlaracteristics 

Range and type of plants and Slbplant Uli ts offered 

Numer of Slbplant mi ts provided fl'Ull [Ml stock -

runber of St.bplant units used fran other lllilR.Ifacture:t's 

stock 

Independent research activit~es 

Customer service 

Production capacity and delivery time for units 

Delivery form I installation help 

Impact on the envirom1e11t 

Air pollution 

Water pollution 

Soil pollutioo 

Noise pollution 

Aesthetic (St.tljective evaluation of the effect of the 

lltlole plant on the surrm.n:li.ng enviru aae at) 

4. Cost factors 

4.1 One-time cost factors 

4.1.1 

4.1.2 

(st.JO of all investment costs, not including costs for 

capital financing) 

Development costs 

- research and developuent costs 

- plaming costs 

Investments 

- ~ite development costs 



4.2 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 
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- building msts (incl. SLRiry building costs) 

- costs of equipll!llt (basic and auxiliary) 

- costs of E!l'llergBICY backup equiJII'IB'l"t 

- costs for necessary ancillary equiJEE!Ilt 
(e.g. tools) and spare parts 

- installation costs 

- transpm·t. equipnent costs 

- one-time finance-costs, taxes, insurance, etc. 

- training costs 

- sundry cost9 

Operating cost factors 

Costs of naintaining the plant in working condition 

(fixed costs) 

- capital costs 

- personnel costs 

- administrative costs 

- taxes 

- insurance (health insurance, pension plan, etc.) 

Costs for running the plant (variable costs) 

- enerqy costs 

- material costs 

- repair and maintenance costs 

- personnel outfitting and replacement costs (tools, 

clothing~ etc.) 

- residue disposal costs (incl. transport) 

5.3 P1-actical Application of the Goal system 

The mentJers of the rnEST stl.Kiy-group have relaized that at this 

time it is very difficult if not impossible to get exact info~tions. 

This applies as much to the two G~n plants as to all European 

household waste mechanical sorting systems. Relatively good data are 

available on the input factors, though the data on qualities and 

quantities of hous~1old wastes are not allways comparable. In all 

cases it is possible to describe the technical flowsheet, but for 

none of the two Ge!mln systems the technical large- scale reali

sation is available. Therefore there is only little knowledge 
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about practical installation and realistic efficiency on the one 

harl:i ard on n.tming costs on the other hand. Because these data 

are very necessary for all COIIIIUli ties that want to build up 

mechanical sorting plants there is a lot of work for the future 

in realizing the given goal system. 
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6. Flral necærdatlrym for H & 0

The rlffirs of tlæ Ftl.ot M tÿE co-fll}st cou.rnüri.es tsve di.mesedl
the possible ræmffiLryu f'or resmrdr and daæIoryrt prsgtffi.æ
æd have pnopsd to trc}u@ the fotrtrooi.rE reæromendati.ons for corF

certed ætims and for.i.ndlreet actloms ln the flnal reports"

Reegm!@.ldatlons for Gwmerted Actlms

There are already seueral" naJor research progruutrtËs ln progrqls or
p!.araned ulithln smreratr twùer cm-srtries of the Gonmmtty. The pro-

Jeet tean is verÿ ccrrcerred Ëo auoi.d r"ecnru!€ndtrq ürplleatLsn of
tgris ræealth. It Is PeLt, ruudever, that there are certai.n areas

Ldrer€ lnterretionel diacq.rEelon od cCI-ordinati.on of thls resærcfi
tmuld enhtrEe lts valueo bot!-r to lndlvlr&a1 m.srtries and to the
Gmsm.nltv as a &f!o}e. Ïhe eplrit of lnternatiæsl cruperati.sr ufrlctl
!'es heen oqeri.enced ôrrlng the pwrt stLdy has been of græt
beneflt rrd thls cou!.d provlde a fm-mdation uryr üûlcÿr furttræ col -
labo ati.ve tasr"$< could be bc.!iIt"

Ït i.s thereFoærecotnwtded ttrat a prograrme of recerted actisr sfrq.rld

be established, prmr1ded that the zupport of mtlorel goverrnrents

can be obtained. rt ts recqni.ed ttmt i.n a@ casres uistlrq R & D
is fuqn@d by cumerci.aL i.nterests ud csrld not be lnclc.dd in a
camcentd actiml prqlEffirc" The prEqtril@E st,ot"sld be orgærlsed to
emrer t,he f,ol}erlirq aspcts of l'ffiisefloLd rnste sortlrq tdrrology:

- hbr.û< in progresr or plamed i.n mw&er æurtries (eog. tt.le &rrdes-
rdel} Abfallvennrturq Reuttirqmr TiibLrqen) dlgr1d be nwÉtored,
e<i.stlng Llnks @ü!ffin researds grrn"w s[rould M rmintained ad
mBd onea BrsEouraged rÂrereuer @sBibne. These Lir&s srEuLd & r.Eed

üo promte cmparati-ve inuesttgati.oras of dif,f,ment systens usdpr
cmrslstent mnditicms, and sfudi.æ of the effæt of varylrq the
ccrpsltlmr sf, the feed" rt is rrynlzed ttreË di.ff,erent project
ttræsca}es m5.qht give nlse tu pr@}ma i.n n*irq cqari.mls, 61rt

srften the plamed nsd generati.m of eprlmmtatr pJ.ærts rær*irq at
a rællstic sæLe i.s In operati.m æ-ordinatimr of researeh and
panalle1 irruesti.gaüi.ons in di.ffenent locatiwls EüuId @ very uaxrr
able,
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Stanffi mettu& dludd M obtairæd ffid eetabltshed for ry-
Lirq g,6[ mlyslrE h.aturd e6sb, spæif,yirq ffe qrlity of
r@ste-&riued pffirc#s, and reeoEËimg cæt ad relatd emi.c
&te. Cryrlssr of, pucesses ln ff.f,fersrt lmtlsts is verly dlf-
fi.cglt, tnrü the value of sudr crnrylsons usuld be greatly sÛsued

if Etter star#rdiætlwr ofl feed anlysls, process praneters and

poduct spci.ficatim üser€ adrleud. The effEct of, statutory requfue-

$p5tte applying to nmsüe reün ery i.n dlfferent rffier aowttrles m

the dæign aruI v!.abl3.l.ty of toste sortlrq prt oBBEtEs mlght also be

eqreiderd.

- Fotentiatr læa}th hazards arislrq frron the hardllng, treaütent

6,rd storage of furestic unste and related prdæts should be In -
vestlgated" Thl.s le an anea utrlcùr urnlÏ.d requlre cstslderable cs -
ordi-rætimr of testrdor* and &ta collætlon"

The mthd envlsaged for Lnplaentattron of tte cmcerted actlon

progranne ls a serles of reetlrqs of tedrnlcal sprüs fron the

rslùer cowrtries, Becaurse of the ld.de rarqe of, trylcs for ülscus-

sim tt is sugqested tfiÊt these reetlrqs should take the form of

slpnposla laetlrq 2 - 3 &ys uith r 8ÿo 2o lrruitd delegatæ per

syttpsi.un

6.2 Resnnen&ti.ons for Irdirect Actlgt

It is remruended treÈ the maJor proprtlon oF the financlal re-
smmtres atrLocated t8 R & D ir, *r** sortirE sttutld be used in a

prc4lrmre of lrdlrect actlsn. Resærdr ls rccsmended into tqics
r,,y1gre i.t is Felü üæt mre fr-rrdarnsrtal studi.es or the developmtt

of rær,l or inproved æparatlsm tecfrd.sies are rquired" Tte recor-
nerded üoptcs fsr lrnrestlgattrm csm under three headi.ngs:

Sryrati.mr Techrulqy
&teri.a1 Rmrnery
Enerpy Recovery

@mti.m Teürm3.ogg

The psslbility of trrm üo three proJec*s i.n thls area i.s anvisagd.

6.2.1
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the highest priority is placed ~ an investigation of air 

classification, but liberation and COIIIIIinution of waste is also 

rec01IRE!I'lded for study. 

6.2.1.1 Air Classification 

There are several air classification systems available, but there 

is a serious lack of the information necessary for scale-up of pilot 

installations and to enable the best choice for a particular situ

ation to be made. It is therefore recommended that a fundamental 

investigation of the parameters affecting separation should be 

carried out prior to larger scale trials in association with the 

experiments on front-end systems. The main aims of this work should 

be: 

- To compare existing types of air classifier under consistent 

conditions. 

- fo investigate the effect of changing design variables and 

composition of the feed. 

- To establish criteria for the design and scale-up of air 

classification systems to process household wastes. 

- To investigate the influence of different comminution systems 

on different types of air-classifier. 

6.2.1.2 Liberation I Comminution 

The choice of a front-end system for a sorting plant is still 

largely a subjective one. Information in the literature is of 

limited help because of the varying conditions under which the ex

periments are carried out. It is therefore proposed that canpara

tive investigations of shredding and sizing systems at a scale of 

at least 10 tonnes/h should be carried out under consistent con

ditions with a clearly defined feed. Particular attention should 

be paid to the following points: 

- The suitability of the processed waste for subsequent 

separation into products. 

- Elimination of gross oversize materials in sizing 

plants. 

- Maintenance and reliability. 
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The concerted action progrcmne could be of assistance in pl'tJIIlting 

this research. The cost of purchasing new equipnent could be mini

mised by co-ordination of studies in different research groups 

using existing equipment as far as possible. 

Materials Recovery 

The two most important topics for further research are paper re

covery and plastics recovery. Two projects in each of these topics 

are envisaged. 

6.2.2.1 Paper Recovery 

In most locations paper is potentially the most valuable constitu

ent of the waste so there is a strong incentive for its recovery. 

The importance of household waste as a source of secondary fibre 

has already been recognised by the CREST Working Party on Paper 

Recycling, and a number of research topics in this field have been 

included in a proposal for a research progrcmne on paper and board 

recycling. It is felt that certain aspects of this earlier programme 

have been largely achieved in the present study. In particular most 

of the work recorrmended in Part A of the progrcmne has been done in 

the present study e.g. classification of urban wastes, the techni

cal feasibility of separating fibre from household wastes and eco

nomics of processing to obtain a fibre product. Further effort should 
concentrate on the recommendations in Parts B and C which relate 

to the use of urban fibre by the paper industry and health problems 

which might arise from its use. In addition it is considered very 

important that support should be given for further R & 0 on paper 

separation technology, an aspect laflich was not included in the 

earlier recommendations by the Working Party: 

- Most existing paper fibre recovery systems are based in part 

on air classification to provide a paper-rich concentrate for 

further upgrading. There is a requirement for research into 

the design and operation of air classification systems to pro

duce a better paper-rich product. 

- Further work is needed on methods of separating plastics film 

from paper llllich are less costly in terms of capital equipnent 

and energy cons~.~~~ption than existing mes. 
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- The deuelop•e rt of other novel methods of paper recovery should 

be era:JUraged. 

- As an alternative to dry separation of a paper fibre product, 

wet processing at the front-end of the paper mill should be in

vestigated in co-operation with the paper industry. 

6.2.2.2 Plastics Recovery 

Recovery of paper fibre will nornBlly result in the production of 

a by-product which is rich in plastic film. In some member countries 

bottles are a significant constituent of household wastes and these 

can also be separated as a product. Research is therefore reccrrmen

ded into the separation and cleaning of plastics concentrates, 

paying particular attention to the following aspects: 

- The indications are that the size and nature of the potential 

market for plastics products recovered from household wastes 

varies considerably between the member countries. In some loca

tions it might be possible to sell a mixed plastic product, 

while in others segregation of polymer types will be necessary. 

A C(JII'IIJli ty-wide market study is therefore rec011111ended to de

termdne where R & D effort might be most profitably applied. 

- There are several processes available for the manufacture of pro-

ducts from mixed waste polymer. Although perhaps the main prob

lem to be solved in this field is the creation of new market 

for the products, there is scope for further wrk on the feed

stock formulations required for specific end-products, and the 

effect of additives on product quality. 

- The potential for developing technology for separation and 

cleaning of mixed and contaminated polymer waste merits investi

gation. The nature and level of contaminants btlich inhibit the 

use of reclaimed polymer in standard moulding or film blowdng 

equipment should be studied, taking into account the possibility 

of developing new chemical additives to cDlilteract the degrada

tion of secondary polymers during moulding. 

G.2.3 Energy Recovery 

The project team is aware that an EB:: Energy Research Progranme was 

adopted by the Council of Ministers in 1975. One of the main subject 
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areas is Energy Conservation and project proposals have already 

been received which relate to the ~qe of the energy content of 

wastes. This is therefore, another area where close co-ordination 

of projects by the Comndssion is essential. It is considered that 

further work is needed on the use of both shredded and densified 

waste-derived fuels, and the following project areas are suggested 

fm· consideration: 

- COOIIIlln i ty support should be given to encourage an investigation 

of the use of shreddad wuste-derived fuelt shredding, handling 

and fi.r:tngsystems for suspension-fired boilers wEl need to be 

developed. but there ls much rele'<rant experience in the US!\ ut1ich 

can b~ L1X"8bbl upon. 

- It seems that for industrial use a densi :-ied fueil. product is 

most likelv to have adequate storc1ge and handling ct1aracteristic:s. 

A great deal of work is required on the continuous production of 

fuel pellets or briquettes. Most work carried out to date has used 

machines designed for agri.cultural purposes and ~ny problems 

ha~e been encountered. Pilot-scale tests to measure specific 

power consumption, die wear and throughputs are needed to enable 

suitable equij:Jilent to be designed .. Methods of handling densified 

waste-derived fuel are needed and extended firing trials are ne

cessa::v to determine the effect of firing waste-derived fuel on 

corrosion, fouling of boiler tubes and atmosph~ric emissions. 

Possible additives to the fuel f~cm tbe point of view of in -

creasing its calorific value, prolonging its storage life, re

ducing its susceptibility to water a~d inhibiting biological 

activity should be ex<Dined. 
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lABS TRACT 

This report describes the work carried by B.R.G.M. acting as representative 

of the co-pilot country - France - in the CREST study "Bulk consumer (Household) 

waste mechanical sorting systems". 

It presents : 

- household waste statistics en France, 

- a comparative assessment of the French operating costs of the seven 

following processes : 

U.S.B.M. (USA), W.S.L. (U.K.), Adaro (Spain), Flakt (Sweden), T.N.O. 

(Holland), Roma-Perugia type (Italy), Combor (France), 

- a discussion about its results and the potential markets of the re

covered products. 

The differences in the calculated net operating costs of the processes under 

consideration (44 to 161 F/t for a 20 t/h capacity plant) are probably not very 

significant because of the different circumstances prevailing in the countries 

where they are being operated : nowadays in France, national agreements stabilize 

the costs of the glass cullet and the polyvinyl chloride (its importance in French 

wastes is a specific problem), but the other recoverable materials (waste paper, 

ferrous metal, compost .•• ) have yet too fluctuating prices and markets. 

A list of recommendations relating to general and specific actions to pro

mote within the E.E.C. is included. 

0 

Comp. MIN 
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1 N T R 0 0 u c T 1 0 N I 

This study is a part of a Europe-wide investigation involving Britain (pilot 

country represented by the Warren Spring Laboratory), Germany and Italy (co-pilot 

countries together with France) and other European countries. The recycling expe-

rience of the United States has also be taken into consideration. 

The initial chapter presents household waste statistics in France. In the 

following chapters, the economics of the waste sorting processes assessed in the 

study of the pilot country, are transposed to specific french situation J their 

results and the french potential markets of the recovered products are discussed. 

A list of recommendations relating to general and specific actions to pro-

mote within the E.E.C. is included. 

0 

This report was originally submitted as report 77 SGN 627 MIN 
from the Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres. 
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1. WASTE ELIMINATION IN FRANCE • 

1.1. Amount of municipal wastes produced • 

13 millions tons/year or per capita 

0.2 to 0.4 kg/inhabitant/day in rural areas 

0.6 to 0.9 kg/inhabitant/day in urban areas 

0.9 to 1.1 kg/inhabitant/day in commercial areas. 

1. 2. Composition of municipal wastes • 

fines (< 20 mm) : 10 to 20 

organic putrescible substances 15 to 30 

paper - cardboard : 20 to 40 

rags : 1 to 6 

plastics 2 to 6 

qlass 3 to 11 

metals 2 to 6 

For this study,domestic waste in France is 
following average composition 

fines (< 20 mm) 15 ' 
organic putrescible substances 30 ' 
paper - cardboard : 30 ' 
rags : 3 ' 
plastics (25 \ PVC) 5 ' 
glass 8 ' 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

assumed to have the 

metals 4 ' (non ferrous < 0,5 \) 

others 5 ' 
1.3. Physical caracteristics of municipal wastes • 

Density Humidity Net heating 
value (kg/1) (\) 

(Kcal/kg) 
. 

Summer High 0.23 42 1 800 
Low 0.12 38 1 300 

. 
Winter Hiqh 0.32 33 2 100 

Low 0.17 28 1 700 
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1.4. Previsions of composition for 1990. 

fines : 2 to 5 ' 
organic putrescible substances 10 to 15 ' 
paper - cardboard : 40 to 60 ' 
rags : 5 to 7 ' 
plastic 8 to 10 ' 
glass : 5 to 12 ' 
metals : 4 to 6 ' 

1.5. Waste treatment plants in 1975 • 

284 French plants treat about 20 000 tons/day of wastes. Types 
of treatments are listed in the following table : 

Number of ' Nominal tpd Treatment population capacity plants concerned (t/h) treated 

Incineration 126 29 558 5 796 

Incineration 
with heat reco- 20 43 385 8 149 
very 

Composting 46 9 336 1 739 

Dumping after 52 7 413 1 629 shredding 

Composting with 
refuse incine- 40 12 297 2 415 
ration 

T 0 TAL 284 100 1 989 19 728 
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2. THE COST OF WASTE SORTING IN FRANCE. 

2.1. Estimations of investments. 

Based on Lan~ factor utilization and plant capacities of 10 and 20 
t/h, investment costs CF related to the French situation in 1976 are calcu
lated from : 

- the investment-cost of plants in the country of origi.n 
and in its currency : eo, 

- the country cost index in 1970 (given by K.M. GCTHRIE) 
on the basis of 1 in USA) : I 0 c (IcF for France), 

- the plant cost index in each country in 1976 : I 0 
(basis 100 for 1970), 

- the plant cost index in France in 1976 (in 1970) given 
by : 

Tma s 
IF • 100(0.10 + 0.30 TmaO + 0.60 SO) 

where Tma and Tmuo are the cost index of iron for 1976 
and 1970 and S and So of labour for 1976 and 1970 
(INSEE). Then, lF • 183, 

- the exchange rate of the currency of the country of origin 
in P' rench P' rancs in 1970 : Ex . 

Then ep. (in 1976 francs) is given by 

• IcF lP' 
cF • eo x Ex x le • x iO 

The table 1 give Ex, I 0 c, Io and ~ for the different 
countries. 

Country Plant cost Exchange rate cost index index Cl' Country 
I.o E;xo 1co I c 0 

France 0.98 l83 1 1 

Italy 0.96 224 8.82 X 10- 3 
7.356 X 10-

Spain 0.76 205 7.94 X 10-2 0.1024 

SWeeden 0.86 184 1.065 1.207 

United Kingdom 0.89 236 13.250 11.3 

United states 1 148 5.53 6.7 

Table 1 : 

Economic index for investment estimations in France • 

3 
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2.2. French data for operating costs in 1976. 

- capital charges are calculated over 15 years at a rate 
of interest of 10 %, 

- monthly wages are as follows : 

5 000 F for a manager 
3 500 F for a foreman 
2 500 F for a shift operator 
2 000 F for a day man. 

Consequently, annual labour cost (including social security contribu
tion,pensions funds, overtime, vacation time) is given by 11.3 x 1.75 x 
total of monthly wages. 

- administration overheads C'.re taken as 12 % of total 
operating costs excluding capital charges, 

- prices for utilities are as follows : 

electricity 
natural gas 
water 

0.21 F/Kwh 
0.04 F/therm 
0.60 F/m3 

- annual maintenanoecosts are taken as 4 % of the total 
investment cost, 

- the cost of residue disposal is assumed to be 15 F/t. 

2.3. Estimated revenues from recovered products in France. 

- ferrous metals 

- glass 

100 F/t 

125 F/t 

- derived fuel low quality (after paper recover~): 44 F/t 

- paper 

only shredded. 

shredded and pellet~zed 

shredded, pelletized, dryed, but 
roughly sorted 

130 F/t 

in refined pulp : 400 F/t 

- animal food 450 F/t. 

- compost high quality : 20 F/t 

- plastics : not yet marketed 

55 F/t 

66 F/t 

66 F/t 

- fi.nes (organic and mineral) for clay brick manufacture 8 F/t 
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2.4. Processes assessment under French conditions • 

U.S.B.M. PROCESS 

a) Recovered material baLanoe : 

Constituents 

glass 
ferrous metal 
fuel 
residue 

b) gperating aosts : 

Plant capacity 
waste in put : 
capital cost : 

annual costs 

capital charges 
labour : 

recovery 

' 
70 
90 
-
-

administration overheads 
maintenance 
electricity (22 kWh/t): 
natural gas for space heating 
water : 

' of 
constituants 
in french 

wastes 

8 
3.5 

-
-

10 t/h 
31 000 t/y 

36.2 MF 

X 103 F/y 

4 760 
790 
320 

1 450 

chemicals por froth flotation 
residue disposal (54' of input): 

145 
30 
20 
30 

250 

TOTAL 

Revenues 

ferrous metal 
fuel (only shredded) 
glass 

TOTAL 

Net operating cost : 

7 795 

X 103 F/y 

99 
631 
217 

947 

X 103 F/y 

6 848 
or 221 F/t 

' of 
recovered 
in put 

5.6 
3.2 

37.0 
54.2 

20 t/h 
62 000 t/y 

54.9 MF X 

X 102 F/y 

7 220 
990 
510 

2 200 
290 

50 
40 
60 

500 

11 860 

X 10 3 F/y 

198 
1 262 

434 

1 894 

X 103 F/y 

9 966 
or .1.ol F/t 

If it is assumed like in the piZot country study that a basic 20 tons/hour 
U.S.B.M. process could be installed for 5 M$ or 33.5 MFJ the reduction in 
capital change and maintenance wouZ.d amount to 3 680 000 F and the net ope
rating cost wouZ.d then be 101 F/t. 



W S L PROCESS 

a) Reaovered material batanae : 

Constituents 

Ferrous metal 
Glass 
Fuel 
Residue 

b) 0£erating aosts : 

Plallt capacity 
Waste input 
Capital cost 

Annual cost 

capital charges 

% 
recovery 

eo 
50 
--

labour (including manager 
and oncost ) : 

administration overheads 
maintenance 
electricity (40 Kwh/t) : 
natural gas for space heating 
water : 
chemical : 

-7-

% of 
constitue.nts 
in french 

wastes 

3.5 
8 
--

10 t/h 
31 000 t/y 

15.8 MF 

X 103 F/y 

2 077 

790 
243 
644 
260 

30 
7 
4 

re~idue disposal (63 % of input ) . 293 . 

TOTAL 

Revenues : 

ferrous metal 
fuel (shredded and pelletised) 
glass 

TOTAL 

Net operating cost 

4 348 

X 103 F/y 

87 
614 
155 

856 

X 103 F/y 

3 492 
or 112 F/t 

% of 
recovered 

input 

.2.8 
4.0 

30.0 
62.8 

20 t/h 
62 000 t/y 

22.6 MF 

103 F/y 

2 971 

990 
370 
920 
520 
so 
11 
8 

586 

6 426 

X 103 F/y 

.174 
1 228 

310 

1 712 

X 103 F/y 

4 714 
or 76 F/t 
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ADARO PROCESS 

a) Recovered material baZanae : 

% of 
% of 

C o n s t i t u e n t s ' constituents recovered recovery in french 
input wastes 

Air classifier-paper 80 30 24 

Air classifier-plastics 42 5 2.1 

Air classifier-rags 48 3 1.4 

+ 65 non magnetics-paper 20 30 6 

+ 65 non magnetics-plast. 32 5 1.6 

+ 65 non magnetics-rags 52 3 1.6 

T 0 TAL fuel 36.9 

Ferrous metal 85 3.5 3 

Residue - - 60.1 

% of % of 
c o n s t i t u e n t s ' constituents recovered recovery in french input 

wastes 

Paper 60 30 18 

Ferrous metal 85 3.5 3 

Fuel - - 17 

Residue - - 62 
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b) Qperating costs : 

Fu~L~4._f~~~~~-~~~L!:~~~~~1L£E:£f£!! 

Plant capacity 

Waste input : 

capital cost 

Annual costs 

capital charges 

Labour (including manager 
and oncost ) : 

administration overheads 

maintenance 

electricity (15 kWh/t) 

ft1el for space heating 

rE'sidue disposal ( 60 % of input ) 

T 0 TAL 

Revenues : ---
Ferrous metal 

fuel (only shredded) 

TOTAL 

Net.o:12erating cost 

10 t/h 

31 000 t/y 

10.8 MF 

X 103 F 

1 420 

613 

174 

432 

98 

30 

279 

3 046 

93 

648 

741 

X 10 3 F/y 

2 305 

or 74.4 F/t 

20 t/h 

62 000 t/y 

16.4 MF 

X 10 3 F 

2 156 

811 

272 

656 

195 

50 

558 

4 698 

X 103 F/y 

186 

1 296 

1 482 

X 103 F/y 

3 216 

or 51.9 F/t 



Plant capacity 

Waste input 

Additional annual cost : 

Additional annual costs 

capital charges : 

labour, .oncosts and administration 
overheads 

maintenance 

electricity (2.7 kWh/t) 

additional costs : 

Total annual costs 

Revenues 

Paper : 

Fuel (low quality) 

Ferrous metal : 

T 0 TAL 

~~erating cost 

- 10-

or 

10 t/h 

31 000 t/y 

2.7 MF 

X 103 F/y 

355 

126 

108 

18 

607 

X 10 3 F/y 

3 653 

X 10 3 F/y 

725 

232 

93 

1 050 

2 603 

84.0 F/t 

20 t/h 

62 000 t/y 

2.7 MF 

X 103 F/y 

539 

135 

164 

35 

873 

X 10 3 F/y 

5 571 

X 103 F/y 

1 451 

464 

186 

2 101 

3 470 

or 56.0 F/t 
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FLAK!l' PROCESS 

a) Reaovered material baZanae : 

% o:e \ of recovered inout 

Products constituent 
in french 

waste 

w.at 30 Paper : dry -
Ferrous metal 3.5 

Plastics 5 

Rags, vegetable 
33 ·putrescible 

Total of input 100 

b) operating aosts : 

Plant capacity : 
waste input 
capital cost 

annual costs 

capital charges 

in paper 
in Jna.gnetic concentrates 
concentrate' (light and 

heavy) 

- 24 
- 21 

3 -
- -

- -
3 

24 (wet) 
21 {dry) 

labour (including manager and oncost ) : 
administration overheads 
maintenance : 
electricity (25 kWh/t) : 
fuel oil for paper heating 
fuel oil for space heating 
residue disposal (59 % of input 

TO'l'AL 

Revenues· 

paper : 
fuel (only shredded) 
ferrous metal : 

'l'O'l'AL 

Net operating cost 

in fuel 
concentrates 

4.5 
-
-

2.5 

7 

14 

10 t/h 
31 000 t/y 

13.3 MF 

X 103 F/y 

1 749 
613 
210 
532 
163 
141 
30 

274 

3 712 

X 103 

846 
239 

93 

1 178 

X 103 

F/y 

F/y 

2 534 F 
or 81.7 F/t 

Refuse 

-
-
-
-
-
59 

20 t/h 
62 000 t/y 

20.2 w 
X 10 3 F/y 

2 656 
811 
339 
804 
326 
282 

50 
549 

5 817 

X 103 F/y 

1 693 
477 
186 

2 256 

X 103 F/y 

3 561 
or 57.4 F/t 



T N 0 PROCESS 

a) Recovered material balance : 

Constituents 

wet Paper : dry 

Ferrous metal 

Fines (after 
shredding) 

Residue 
I 

b) Qperating costs : 

Plant capacity : 
waste input 
capital cost 

Annual cos'ts 

capital charges 

recovery 

' 
-

60 

85 

-

-

labour (including manager 
and oncost ) : 
administration over heads 
maintenance 
electricity (20 kWh/t) : 
fuel oil for paper drying 
fuel for space heating : 
residue disposal (51 ' of inPut 

TOTAL 

Revenues 

paper 
ferrous metal 
fines : 

TOTAL 

Net operating cost 

- 12-

' of 
constituents 
in french 

wastes 

-
30 

3.5 

-

-

10 t/h 
31 000 t/y 

11.7 MF 

X 103 F 

1 538 

613 
211 
468 
130 
284 

30 
237 

' of 
recovered 

input 

21 
18 

3 

25 

51 

20 t/h 
62 000 t/y 

17.8 MF 

X 103 F 

2 340 

811 
345 
712 
260 
569 
so 

474 

3 511 5 561 

X 10 3 F/g X 103 F/g 

725 1 451 
93 186 
62 124 

880 1 761 

X 10 3 F/y X 10 3 F/y 

2 631 3 800 

or 84.9 F/t or 61.3 F/t 



PERVGIA - ROMA - TYPE PROCESS 

a) Recovered materiaL baZanae : 

Constituents 

paper {in pulp) 
ferrous metal 
an::..mal food 
(:iry) 
compost 
.cesidue 

b) S:!P.!! .. r:..at-ina aosts :-

Plant capacity 
waste input 
capital cost 

recove;ry 

' 
60 
as 
-
-
-

- 13-

' of 
constituants 
in french 

wastes 

30 
3.5 

-
-
-

10 t/h 

31 000 t/y 
30.9 MF 

% of 
recovered 

input 

18 
30 

8 

15 
10 

20 t/h 

62 000 t/y 
39.7 MF 

Annual costs X 10 3 F/y X 103 F/y 

capital charges 4 
labour (including manager and on cost): 1 
administration over heads 

063 
870 
440 

main ten,mce : 
electricity : 
a.uxilary fuel 
water : 
residue disposal 

Revenues : 

paper : 
animal food 
ferrous metal 
compost ; 

T 0 TAL 

TOTAL 

Ne~ operating cost : 

1 236 
98 

371 
43 
47 

8 168 

X 10 3 F/y 

2 232 
1 116 

93 
93 

3 594 

X 10 F/y 

4 634 
or 149.5 F/t 

5 219 
2 440 

549 
1 588 

352 
65 
37 
93 

10 343 

X 103 F/y 

4 464 
2 232 

186 
186 

7 068 

X 10 F/y 

3 275 
or 52.8 F/t 
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COMBOR PROCESS 

a) Reaovered materiaZ ba~ae : 

Ferrous metal : 3 \ (85 \ ot recovery) 

Fuel (pelletised, dryad, but notvary well sorted) 

Fuel (pelletised, dryed, but notvery well sorted} 

Loss of humidity : 10 \ 

45 \ (recovered) 

Residue 27 '· 

b) gperating aosts : 

plant capacity 
waste input 
capital cost 

Annual costs 

capital charges 
labour (including manager and on cost) 
administration over heads 
maintenance : 
electricity (50 kWh/t) : 
fuel for space heating : 
residue disposal (27 \ of in put) 

TOTAL 

Revenues 

ferrous metal 
Combor derived fuel 

TOTAL 

!et operating cost : 

or 

15 \ (self consumption) 

10 t/h 20 t/h 
31 000 t/y 62 000 t/y 

10.4 MF 19.1 MF 

X 10 3 F/y X 103 F/y 

1 367 2 510 
613 811 
181 303 
412 764 
325 651 

30 so 
126 251 

3 054 5 341 

X 10 3 F/y X 103 F/y 

93 186 
921 1 841 

1 014 2 027 

X 103 F/y X 103 F/y 

2 040 3 314 
65.8 F/t or 53.5 F/t 
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3. DISCUSSIONS. 

3.1. About the comparison of processes • 

The chapter 2.1. of this study shows the high difficulty to evaluate 
investments from experimental data in a foreign situation. 

Comparison between different processes is another delicate problem : 
for exemple, the classification of processes by their net operating cost 
reLated to the input , gives the following results in a french context : 

Process 10 t/h 

Comb or 

Adaro (fuel recovery) 

FUkt 

Adaro (paper recovery) 

T.N.O. 

W.S .L. 

Perugia 

U.S.B.M. 

53·6 F/t 

74 ·4 F/t 

81 •7 F/t 

84·0 F/t 

84 ·9 F/t 

112 ·6 F/t 

149·5 F/t 

220•9 F/t 

Process 20 t/h 

Comb or 

Adaro (fuel recovery) 

Roma 

Adaro {paper recovery) 

Flakt 

T.N.O. 

W.S.L. 

u.s.B.M. 

43 .5 F/t 

51 .9 F/t 

52.8 F/t 

56.0 F/t 

57.4 F/t 

61 .3 F/t 

76•0 F/t 

160·7 F/t 

But if these costs are referred to the non Land~tted output the 
distribution becomes : 

Process 10 t/h Process 20 t/h 

Combor 74.4 F/t Roma 58.7 F/t 

Perugia 166.1 F/t Combor 60.4 F/t 

T.N.O. 173.3 F/t T.N.O. 125.1 F/t 

Adaro (fuel recovery) 186.0 F/t Adaro (fuel recovery) 129.8 F/t 

Flikt 199.3 F/t Adaro {paper recovery) 

I Adaro {paper recovery) 210.0 F/t Flakt 140.0 F/t 

W.S.L. 304.3 F/t W.S.L. 165.7 F/t 

U.S.B.M. 480.2 F/t u.s.B.M. 349.3 F/t 

It i~ also important to note the difference between processes, (like the 
Roma type) the net operating cost of which comes from the difference bet
ween high revenues and high annual costs (including capital charges) and 
other processes with moderate revenues : for example, in France, invest
ments of waste treatment plants are often granted up to 40 %, which ranges 
the different operating costs as follows : 



Process 10 t/h 

Combor 

Adaro (fuel recovery) 

Flikt 

Adaro (paper recovery) 

T.N.O. 

W.S.L. 
Perugia 

u.s.B.M. 

- 16 .... 

48.2 F/t 

56.0 F/t 

60.1 F/t 

61.1 F/t 

65.0 F/t 

85.8 F/t 

97.1 F/t 

159.5 F/t 

Process 20 t/h 

Roma 19.1 F/t 

Combor 37.3 F/t 

Adaro (fuel recovery) 38.0 F/t 

Adaro (paper recovery) 38.6 F/t 

Flikt 40.3 F/t 

T.N.O. 46.2 F/t 

W.S.L. 56.9 F/t 

u.s.B.M. 114.1 F/t 

Finally, the most important remark pointsout difficulties occuring in 
the comparisons of the processes developped under local economic contexts : 
some of them are based on the recovery of a major product on which revenues 
are assessed, but in fact, could produce other materials with very low 
over-investments in a foreign or future situation : it is the case of 
u.s.B.M. or w.s.L. processes. In an other side, further recovery of some 
materials (like fin~for bricks manufacturing) would easily better the fi
nancial balance of several projects. 

3.2. About french recovered products markets. 

At the present time, old papers are used, almost exclusively in the 
cardboa:r:d industry, with the following draw backs : 

- cardboard industry cannot, on its own, even in a favourable 
economic situation, absorbs the quantities of old paper 
which could be recycled, 

- this single utilization makes the market very unstable and 
open to all short-term fluctuations. 

Moreover, the present relation ships between paper manufacturers and 
waste suppliers are established on 'the basis of short term negociations 
in an essentially speculative market. 

Recent governmental decisions try to promote : 

- the stabilisation of the priceof old papers (long term con
tracts, controlled stock) ,-

- the utilization of secondary fibres in the printing sector (in
troduction of a minimum proportion of old papers in various 
articles, aid to investments in de-inking facilities, prohi
bition of using reagents which may impede paper recycling ••• ). 

A national agreement between the manufacturers and the government has 
fixed an indexed price to glass cullet (180 F/t delivery fees included in 
November 1977). This material needs no colour sorting but must be cleaned 
from contaminants and sized without - 3 mm elements : especially, a glass 
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extracted by froth flotation is too fine to be accepted as cullet. 

Along side the "glass" plan, a "polyvinyl chloride" plan now exists, 
established by contract between Ministry of Industry and dealers in 
order to increase the quantity of recovered polyvinyl chloride,the rate 
of which in French domestic wastes is about 1 to 1.5% (P.v.c. bottles). 

A pilot unit has been set up at ROUEN and handles 1 200 tons/year 
of regenerated polyvinyl chloride,which is used essentially at the moment 
in the manufacture of tubes, sheaths, rigid shapes and in road making 
(SGREG process) • 

The sale price of PVC bottles is 800 F/t including delivery tee 
(November 1977). The increase in quantity of recovered PVC product may 
be : 

From 1978 

1980 : 

3 500 tons (building of a new 
plant in LYON 
1 000 t/y) 

Final objective 0.983) 

25 000 tons 

40 000 tons 

Other waste plastics, mainly polyethylene (PE),have no market yet 
in France because they are too spoiled. But in fact, the development of 
cleaning processes may increase the P.E. r~covery since equipments 
and markets are more common than PVC. 

It will be important to distinguish between RDF ,the calorific power 
of \11hich is essentially obtained by drying the materials ,and the ones 
resulting from an efficient sorting of ~ghly combustible products : in 
the first case, the total energy balance is not necessary very valuable 
and problems of combustion (ash content) or corrosion and pollution (PVC 
content) can occur. 

The market of tin coated scraps is very low at this time, because of 
of the general reduction of the ferrous scraps market and the particular 
french situation where no detinning plant exist, even on new scraps. 

326. 2~2~!~-~~!~~!~!~-~~~~~~!~~-

The sales of compost in France reach about 350 000 t/y with 

54 % in vineyards 
13 ' in mushroom-beds 
10 % in open fields 

7 % in horticulture 
5 % in arboriculture 
4 ' in market-gardenning 
4 % in seed-beds 
3 % in other cultures, gardens and sports-

grounds. 
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The average sale value ~s near to 15 F/t F.O.B. 

But the development or at least the conservation of this market seems to 
need a more efficient sorting of inorganic materials (glass, metals, plas
tics, ••• ) • 

Then,_ the up grading of fermestescible materials may be of interest 
toward a marketing as animal food (like in ROMA) : the total 
french production of animal food reaches to9 millions t/year and the reco
very of organic food from domestic wastes would produce about 1 million of 
tons of animal food. 

In an other side, these feed can be prepared (drying and sterilization) 
with steam resulting from the combustion of other res~dual fractions : the 
on site utilization of energy so allows a lowering in operating cost 
(60 'in energy cost),combined with the great increase of value of the 
final product {500 F/t): 
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4. CREST WASTE SORTING STUDY GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS . 

4.1. Recommendations for concerted action • 

There are already several major research programmes in progress or 
planned within several member countries of the Community. The project team 
is very concerned to avoid recommending duplication of this research. It 
is felt, however, that there are certain areas where international discus
sion and co-ordination of this research WO'lld enhance its value, bo~~ to 
individual countries and to the Communi·cy as a whole. The spirit of inter
national co-operation which has been experienced during the present stu-
dy h3.s been of great benefit and this could provid~ a foundation upon which 
further collaborativ~ work could be built. 

It is therefore recommended that a programme of concerted action 
should be established, provided that the support of national governments 
can be obtained. It is recognised that in some cases existing R & D is 
funded by commercial interests and could not be included in a concerted ac
tion programme. The programme should be organised to cover the following 
aspects of household waste sorting technology. 

1°) Work in progress or planned in member countries (e.g. the Doncaster 
prototype plant in the UK, ths Bundesmodell Abfallverwertung in Germany) 
should be monitored, existing links between research groups should be main
tained and new ones encouraged wherever possible. These links should be 
used to promote comparative investigations of different systems under con
sistent conditions, and studies of the effect of varying the composition 
of the feed. It is recognized that different project timescales might give 
rise to problems in making comparisons, but when the planned new generation 
of experimental plants working at a realistic scale is in op~ration co
ordination of research and parallel investigations in different locations 
could be very valuable. 

2°) Standard methods should be established for sampling and analysing 
household wastes, specifying the quality of waste-derived products, and 
reporting cost and related economic data. Comparison of processes in dif
ferent locations is very difficult, but the value of such comparisons 
would be greatly enhanced if better standardisation of feed analysis, pro
cess parameters and product specification were achieved. The effect of 
statutory requirements applying to waste recovery in different member 
countries on the design and viability of waste sorting processes might 
also be considered. 

3°) Potential health hazards arising from the handling, treatment and sUo
rage of domestic waste and related products should be investigated. This 
is an area which would require considerable ~o-ordination of testwork and 
data collection. 

The method envisaged for implementation of the concerted action pro
gramme is a series of meetings of technical experts from the member coun
tries. Because of the wide range of topics for discussion it is suggested 
that these meeting should take the form of symposia lasting 2-3 days with, 
say, 20 invited delegates per symposium. The estimated cost of a four yea:rs 
programme of 3 symposia per year is 200,000 units of account. 

This sum would not include any funds for specific projects arising 
from the concerted action programme. 
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4.2. Recommendations for indirect action . 

It is recommended that the major proportion of the financial resour
ces allocated to R & D in waste sorting should be used in a programme of 
indirect action. Research is recommended into topics where it is felt 
that more fundamental studies or the development of new or improved sepa
ration techniques are required. The recommended topics for investigation 
come under three headings : 

1) Separation teahnology 

2) Material reaovery 

3) Energy reaovery 

Separation teahnology 

The possibility of two to three projects in this area is envisaged. 
The highest priority is placed upon an investigation of air classifica
tion, but liberation and comminution of waste is also recommended for 
study. 

Air classification 

There are several air classification systems available, but there 
is a serious lack of the informationnecessaryfor scale-up of pilot ins
tallations and to enable the best choice for a particular situation to 
be made. It is therefore recommended that a fundamental investigation of 
the parameters affecting s~paration should be carried out prior to larger 
scale trials in association with the experiments on front-end systems. The 
main aims of this work should be : 

a) To compare existing types of air classifier under consistent condi
tions. 

b) To investigate the effect of changing design variables and composi
tion of the feed. 

c) To establish criteria for the design and scale-up of air classifi
cation systems to process household wastes. 

Liberation/Comminution 

The choice of a front-end system for a sorting plant is still lar
gely a subjective one. Information in the literature is of limited help 
because of the varying conditions under which the experiments are carried 
out. It is therefore proposed that comparative investigations of shred
ding and sizing systems at a scale of at least 10 tons/h should be car
ried out under consistent conditions with a clearly defined feed. Par
ticular attention should be paid to the following points : 

a) The suitability of the processed waste subsequent separation into 
products. 

b) Elimination of gross oversize materials in sizing plants. 

c) Maintenance and reliability. 

The concerted action programme could be of assistance in promoting 
this research. The cost of purchasing new equipment could be minimised 
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by co-ordination of studies in different research groups using existing equip
ment as far as possible. 

Material recovery 

The two most iloportant topics for further research are paper fibre re
covery and plastics recovery. Two projects in each of these topics are envi
saged. 

~per recovery 

In most locations paper is potentially the most valuable constituent of 
the waste so there is a strong incentive for its recovery. The importance of 
household waste as a source of secondary fibre has already been recognised 
by the CREST Working Party on paper recycling, and a number of research topics 
in this field have been included in a proposal for a research programme on 
paper and board recycling. It is felt that certain aspects of this earlier 
programme have been largely achieved in the present study. In particular most 
of the work recommended in Part 1 of the programme has been done in the present 
study e.g. classification of urban wastes, the technical feasibility of sepa
rating paper fibre from household wastes and economics of processing to obtain 
a fibra product. Further effort should concentrate on the recommendations in 
Parts 2 and which relate to the use of urban fibre by the paper industry and 
health problems which might arise from its use. In addition it is considered 
ver;1 important that support should be given for further R & D on paper separa
tion technology, an aspect which was not included in the earlier recommenda
tions by the Working Party : 

a) Most existing paper fibre recovery systems are based in part on air 
classification to provide a paper-rich concentrate for further upgra
ding. There is a requirement for research into the design and operation 
of air classification systems to produce a better paper-rich product. 

b)Further work is needed on methods of separating plastics film from paper 
which are less costly in terms of capital equipment and energy consump
tion than existing ones. 

c) The development of other novel methods of paper recovery should be encou
raged. These might be based, for example, on the selective detection and 
removal of specific contraries from a paper-rich concentrate. 

d) As an alternative to dry separation of a paper fibre product, wet proces
sing at the front-end of the paper mill should be investigated in co-opera
tion with the paper industry. 

Plactics recovery 

Recovery of paper fibre will normally result in the production of a by-product 
which is rich in plastic films.In some member countries plastic bottles are 
a si-gnificant constituent of household wastes and these can also be separa
ted as a product. Research is therefore recommended into the separation and 
cleaning of plastics concentrates, paying particular attention to the follo
wing aspects : 

a) The indications are that the size and nature of the potential market 
for plastics products recovered froru household wastes varies conside
rably between the member countries. In some locations it might be pos
sible to sell a mixed plastic product, while in others segregation of 
polymer types will be necessary. Similarly, requirements for reclaimed 
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polymer for use in moulding or film blowing applications will vary. A commu
nity-wide :m.arket study is therefore recommended to determine where R & D 
effort might be most profitably applied. 

b) There are several processes available for the manufacture of products from 
mixed waste polymers.Although perhaps the main problem to be solved in 
this field is the creation of new markets for the products, there is scope 
for further work on the feedstock formulations required for specific end
products, and the effect of additives on product quality. 

c) The potential for developing technology for separation and cleaning of mi
xed and contaminated polymer waste merits investigation. The nature and 
level of contaminants which iru1ibit the use of reclaimed polymer in stan
dard moulding of film blowing equipment should be studied, taking into ac
count the possibility of developing new chemical additives to counteract 
the degradation of secondary polymers during moulding. 

Energy recovery 

The project team is awa.J::·e that an EEC Energy Research Programme was 
adopted by the Council of Ministers en 1975. One of the main subject areas is 
Energy Conservation and project proposals have already been received which 
relate to the use of the energy content of wastes. This is therefore, another 
area where close co-ordination of projects by the Commission is issential. It 
is considered that further work is needed on the use of both shredded and den
sified waste-derived fuels, and the following project areas are suggested for 
consideration : 

a) Community support should be given to encourage an investigation of the 
use of shredded waste-derived fuel (for example, in the generation of 
electricity), shredding, handling and firing systems for suspension-fired 
bo..i.lers will need t.o be developed, but there is much relevant experience 
j n the USA which can be drawn upon. 

b) Experience in the U.K. suggests that for industrial use a densified fuel 
prod~ct is most likely to have adequate storage and handling characteris
tics. A great deal of work is required on the continuous production of 
fuel pellets or briquettes. Most work carried out to date has used machines 
designed for agricultural purposes and many problems have been encountered. 
Pilot-scale tests to measure specific power consumption, die wear and 
throughputs are needed to enable sui table equipment to be designed. Methods 
of handling densified waste-derived fuel are needed and extended firing 
trials are necessary to determine the effect of firing waste-derived fuel 
on corrosion, fouling of boiler tubes and atmospheric emissions. Possible 
additives to the fuel from the point of view of increasing its calorific 
value, prolonging its storage life, reducing its susceptibility to water 
and inhibiting biological activity should be examined. 

In making suggestions for the allocation of funds to the three project 
areas the project team has taken into account the close inter-relationship 
between these areas and the fact that results of the work on separation tech
nology will support and benefit research into materials and energy recovery. 
Nevertheless, materials recovery is regarded to be of primary importance and 
the largest share of the funding should be directed to this area. With these 
considerations in mind the following allocations of funds for indirect action 
over a period of four years are suggested : 
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Separation technology (3 projects) 

Materials recovery (4 projects) 

Energy recovery (2 - 3 projects) 

total 

0.8 - l.O mua 

1.9 .. 3.0 mua 

0.8 - 1.2 mua 

3.5 - 5.2 m.ua 

It is expected that the indirect action programme would attract a 50 % 
contribution from the Commission i.e. a sum of 1.75- 2.6 mua. 

A total budget requirement of 3.7- 5.4. million units of account over 
a period of 4 years is suggested for the combined concerted and indirect ac
tion programmes. 
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